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I. INTRODUCTION1

The Internet is an international system as stated by the U.S. Supreme
Court in the Reno-2 case.2 Therefore jurisdiction is a primary and basic
question, which is essential in every case involving the Internet. The
Internet started as a research tool cirka 1969, and from then on has grown
into an increasingly popular medium for both businesses and private
citizens around the world.3 It is a giant global network that interconnects
innumerable smaller groups of linked computer networks, thereby
allowing computers correspond to with each other regardless of what
operating system each individual computer uses.4
Every computer has its own identifier (IP address), which is not bound
to any physical location.
Cyberspace is a decentralized, global medium of communications that links
people, institutions, corporations, and governments around the world.5 It is
“where” the interaction occurs, when users going “on-line” interact with

1

This is part one on a paper on Cyberspace Jurisdiction. It will only deal with the question of
personal jurisdiction in United States – the question on where a defendant may be
legally sued.
2
Reno-2 – Reno v. ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union), 521 U.S. 844 (U.S. 1997) and
Reno-3 - ACLU v. Reno, 31 F.Supp.2d 473, 482 no. 2 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
The facts quoted from Reno I-IV-cases are originally given to the courts by the U.S.
Government, the U.S. Computer Industry, specialists and organizations.
3
The Internet was an international research project nearly from the start in 1973. By early
1975 Univesity College London and the Norwegian Defense Research Establishement
were involved.
A group of universities have already developed a “Internet 2” allowing for enhanced
voice, video and data capabilities and which should improve computer connections
and as a new feature allow for more important traffic to be sent ahead of low priority
communications.
4
Reno-1 – ACLU v. Reno, 924 F.Supp 824, 830 at no. 1 and 831 at no. 4 (E.D.Pa. 1996).
5
Reno-1 at 831 no. 4.
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other computers or users. It has no definite physical properties or place.6
The resulting whole of governmental and public computers and networks is
a decentralized, global medium of communication – Cyberspace - that links
individuals, institutions, corporations, and governments around the world.7

The growth of Internet usage has been due in large part to the easy use
of the World Wide Web (www), as it is known it today. The latter was
invented around 1990 by a researcher at the European Particle Physics
Laboratory (CERN) in Switzerland.8 The www is composed of websites,
which most ordinary Internet users are familiar with. It was created to
serve as the platform for a global, online store of knowledge containing
information from diverse of sources that would be accessible to Internet
users around the world. All of the information is a part of a single body of
knowledge.9
The World Wide Web exists fundamentally as a platform where people
and organizations can communicate shared information. When
information is made available, it is said to be “published” on the Web.
Publishing requires only a small personal computer costing less than
$1500, or can require a multimillion-dollar mainframe computer. Many
Web publishers choose to lease disk storage space from someone else who
has the necessary computer facilities.10
Once one has access to the Internet, there is a wide variety of different
methods of communication and information exchange over the network,
which utilizes a number of different Internet "protocols." These various
methods of communication and information retrieval are constantly
evolving, therefore, are difficult to categorize concisely. The most common
methods of communications on the Internet (as well as within the major
online services) can be grouped roughly into six categories:
6

The Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit remarked in footnote 5 in Sporty’s Farm L.L.C.
v. Sportsman’s Marked, Inc., 202 F.3d 489 (2nd Cir. 2000)“Cyber” is the prefix used to
denote Internet-related things. The realm of the Internet is often referred to as
“Cyberspace”.
7
Reno-3 at 482.
8
Reno-1 at 836 no. 35.
The inventor Berners-Lee, a Oxford University graduate, is now overall Director of the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), which was created in 1994 to lead the www to its
full potential by developing common protocols that promote its evolution and ensure
its interoperability. <http:// biz.yahoo.com/ prnews /001129/va_ga_xml.html>
(visited Nov. 30, 2000).
9
Reno-3 at 483.
10
Reno-3 at 484 no. 15.
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1. one-to-one messaging (such as "e-mail")
2. one-to-many messaging (such as "listserv" or "mail exploders")
3. distributed message databases (such as "USENET newsgroups")
4. real time communication (such as "Internet Relay Chat")
5. real time remote computer utilization (such as "telnet")
6. remote information retrieval (such as "ftp," "gopher," and the
"World Wide Web")11
Most of these methods of communication can be used to transmit text,
data, computer programs, sound, visual images (i.e., pictures), and
moving video images.12
No single organization controls any membership in the Web, nor is
there any single centralized point from which individual Websites or
services can be blocked from the Web.13 Once a provider posts its contents
on the Internet and chooses to make itself available to all, it generally
cannot prevent its contents from entering any geographic community.
Unlike newspapers, broadcast stations, and cable systems, Internet
technology gives the speaker a potential worldwide audience. Since the
Internet is a network of networks, any network connected to the Internet
has the capacity to send and receive information to any other network.14
Due to the fact that the Internet has an ‘international, geographicallyborderless nature,’ with the proper software every Website is accessible to
all other Internet users worldwide. The Internet “negates geometry…it is
fundamentally and profoundly antispatial. You cannot say where it is or
describe its memorable shape and proportions or tell a stranger how to get
there. But you can find things in it without knowing where they are. The
Internet is ambivalent – nowhere in particular and everywhere at once.15
It is essential to note that under current technology, Web publishers
cannot prevent their site’s contents form entering any geographical
community. As such, Web publishers cannot prevent Internet users in
certain geographic locales from accessing their site; and in fact the Web
publisher will not even know the geographic location of visitors to its site.
A Web publisher cannot modify the contents of its site so as to restrict
different geographic communities to access of only certain portions of their
11

On more thoroughly technical explanations see Reno-1 at 831-849 and Reno-2 at 850-857.
Reno-3 at 483 no. 7.
13
Reno-3 at 484 no. 19.
14
Reno-3 at 484 no. 18.
15
Reno-4 - ACLU v. Reno 217 F.3d 162, 169 (3rd Cir. 2000).
12
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site. Thus, once published on the Web, existing technology does not permit
the published material to be restricted to particular states or jurisdictions.16
The Internet case, Reno-4, (June 2000) points out that community
standards are to be construed in a localized geographic context. In Miller,
the U.S. Supreme Court pointed out that “People in different States vary in
their tastes and attitudes and this diversity is not to be strangled by the
absolutism of imposed uniformity.”17
The Web is a new type of medium, that allows the average person with
relatively little capital investment to place contents on it for a commercial
purpose. The speech such Websites provide is in far greater danger of
being stifled by government regulations than by the commercial
advertising.18
The estimates from July 1998 showed that 60 % of all contents
originated in the United States and 40 % originated outside the United
States.19 There were 3.5 million Websites globally. Approximately one
third of those sites were commercial, meaning that the Websites intended
to make profit. In 2003 it is estimated that business-to-business commerce,
and business-to-consumer commerce in total will reach up to $ 3 trillion.20
As of June 2000 there did not exist technology to restrict and prevent
harmful material on the Web.21
Since all Internet communication is made available to a worldwide
audience, the enforcement of one community standards criterion would
effectively mean that the contents of the conveyed message would be
judged by the standards of the community most likely to be offended by
the contents. Protection from this will not be economically feasible for
most non-commercial Web publishers.22
A “web-site”, comprised of numerous “web-pages”, is a computer data
file found on a “web-server.” It is often named the home page. Each
website has its own numeric address and for pratical reasons a nickname,
a “domain name” - used to identify the site.23 By entering a specific
16

Reno-4 at 169.
Reno-4 at 178 quoting Miller v. State of California, 413 U.S. 15, 33 (U.S. 1973).
18
Reno-4 at 179.
19
Reno-3 at 484 no. 20.
20
Reno-3 at 486 no. 26.
21
Reno-4 at 166.
22
Reno-4 at 167 and U.S. Supreme Court in Reno-2 at 877-878.
23
Some have termed the second level domain to be an “easy remember-address”. The
secondary level domain can consist of combinations of letters, numbers, and some
typographical symbols. Domain names can not totally be copied from marks as certain
symbols like ampersands (&) and apostrophes (’) cannot be used. See i.e. Domain
Name Rules on www. register.com/domain/rules.cgi> (Visited January 25, 2001).
17
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domain name into a computer, any Internet user can access any website on
the Internet no matter where in the world the website is composed and
uploaded. The website can be downloaded to the user from the original
server the composer used or from a server where a copy is stored by the
Internet system itself. Consequently, a copy might not necessary be the
latest version of the original website.
In 1998 the Clinton administration handed the administration of the
Internet’s domain name system over to a nonprofit group Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), registered under
California Law. ICANN does not oversee a geographic jurisdiction. It has
the responsibility for the management of the Internet’s address book. It has
promised to be immune to the ideological disputes that make governance in
the non-virtual world so difficult.. ICANN held its first 10-day online
election in October 2000 to its 19-member board of directors. Anyone age 16
or older with an e-mail address and a postal address was eligible to vote in
the election. 76,183 people had registered to vote from around the world. 32
% out of 10,632 North American registered people voted, 48 % in Europe, 41
% in Africa, 46 % in Asia and 40 % in Latin America. From The Standard
October 11th 2000. On the history of domain names, their organization and
ICANN, see “Testamony of Vinton Cerf Before U.S. House Committee on
Energy and Commerce, Subcommitte on Telecommmunications and the
Internet” at ICANN’s website.24

Another type of communication over the Internet is the electronic mail,
or simply e-mail. Since e-mail can be sent with relative ease from one
computer to another in a matter of minutes or even seconds, this form of
communication has become a very popular alternative to other traditional
forms of communication, i.e. telephone, mail or faxes.
The Internet became “public” first in the U.S. Since 1995 its use has
increased rapidly.
In 1981, fewer than 300 computers were linked to the Internet, however
by 1989 the number increased to a little less than 90,000 computers. By
1993 over 1,000,000 computers were linked to the Internet.25 The number of
host computers has more than tripled from approximately 9.4 million
hosts in January 1996 to more than 36.7 million hosts in July 1998.26

24

<www .icann.org/correspondence/ cerf-testimony-08feb01.htm> (Visited on February 12,
2001)
25
Reno-1 at 831.
26
Reno-3 at 482.
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In 1999 it was estimated that the Internet connected over 159 countries
and had more than 109 million users.27
The estimates of users through the following years are:
By 1993
By 1997

By 1999
By January 1999
By April 1999

1
60
3
70.2
100
200
8.9
92

By 2000
By September 2000

30
300

By 1998

12

By October 2000 33

2.5
136

By end of 2000
By February 2001
27

84
0.45
20
104

million users of the Internet in the world
million users of the Internet in 160 countries
million users of the Internet in Asia
million users of the Internet in the U.S.
million users of the Internet in the world
million users of the Internet in the world28
million users iin China, doubling from 199829
million users of the Internet in U.S. & Canada
(and the number had increased with 60 % over
the last 9 month)30
million users of the Internet in Asia
million regular users worldwide, fewer than half
from North America31
million in Canada, incl. 2.8 million Frenchspeaking, surfed from home of total 7.9 billion
minutes in September32
million in users Africa (less than 1 % of
population)
million in users North America (51% of U.S.
house-holds doing on-line shopping34) buying for
$488.7 billion in goods and services35
million users in Europe
million users in Kazakhstan (15 mill. people)36
million users in China (from 9 in 1999)37
million adult users in U.S.

Reno-4 at 169.
Reno-4 at 169 noted estimates were difficult to make. It referred to recently estimates “that
the Internet connects over 159 countries and more than 109 million users” from ACLU
v. Johnson, 109 F.3d 1149, 1153 (10th Cir. 1999).
29
Jyllandsposten 26/1 2000
30
CommerceNet and Nielsen Media Research Issue Results of Spring 1999 Intermet
Demographic Survey (Press Release June 17, 1999) <http://www .commerce.net/news
/press/ann061699.html>
31
Reuthers September 1, 2000.
32
Media Metrix Canada Inc.
33
AP (Associated Press) October 30th 2000 from U.S. Internet Council’s State of Internet
Report 2000.
34
AP October 31th, 2000.
35
Reuters December 15, 2000.
36
Reuthers November 26, 2000.
37
AP January 8, 2001.
28
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By 2001
By 2003
By 2003
By 2005

(or 56 % of the adult population. Half of these are
now women.
56 % of the users are online every day.
93 % used e-mail
52 % of the users had bought something online
Top uses of the Web are looking for hobby
information, browsing for fun and getting news
15 % of ages 65 and up are online.
75 % of ages 18-29 are online.
Three-quarters of children age 12 to 17 had
Internet access and 29 % under age 12)38
million users of the Internet in Europe
million users of the Internet in the world
million users in China39
billion users of the Internet in the world (U.S.’s
share will be 24 percent. One-third of all Internet
consumers worldwide will be in the AsiaPacific40)

100
500
50
1

On estimated Online Linguistic Population, see Appendix D.

The first U.S. court decisions that are to referred in case search-engines,
such as Westlaw and Lexis-Nexis, are from 1991.
The number of federal and states cases relating to the Internet reported
in search-engines, such as Westlaw and Lexis-Nexis, are as follows:
Year
Westlaw
Lexis-Nexis

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
1
1

1
0

3
0

5
4

35
27

104
91

242
216

473
311

753 1121
607 977

The same trend can be expected in other countries as well or may
accelerate at a faster rate than before. Therefore, it can be expected that a

38

AP and Reuters February 18, 2001.
China Information Technology Law Newsletter, Vol. 1, No. 12 – October 13, 2000
(itnewsletter@ lalawfirm.com.cn or <www. chinalaw.cc>).
40
Reuters January 15, 2001.
39
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large amount of cases concerning the Internet will in future be passed
through courts worldwide.
Since the Internet is worldwide and international, there is a need to set
up rules about which court ought to decide a certain dispute, hereinafter
referred to as the Jurisdiction question or Cyberspace Jurisdiction.
The invention of the Internet and Cyberspace has made the question of
jurisdiction far more relevant than at any other time in history because the
use of Cyberspace nearly always involves international aspects. The
presumption in every case involving Cyberspace has to be that the case is
international rather than national.
It would greatly benefit for Internet users if any action on the Internet
could be covered by the same rules worldwide. For example if there was
an International Internet Law so that it did not matter where in the world
the case is brought to court.
Yet, this is not possible because each country has its own special local
interests, politics, and laws.
Continental jurists have attempted to go too far, to define and fix that which
cannot, in the nature of things, be defined and fixed.
They seem to have forgotten
that they wrote on a question which touched the comity of nations,
and that that comity is, and ever must be, uncertain;
that it must necessarily depend on a variety of circumstances which
cannot be reduced to any certain rule;
that no nation will suffer the laws of another to interfere with her
own to the injury of her citizens;
that whether they do or not must depend on the condition of the
country in which the foreign law is sought to be enforced, the
particular nature of her legislation, her policy, and the character of
her institutions;
that in the conflict of laws it must often be a matter of doubt which
should prevail; and
that, whenever a doubt does exist, the court, which decides, will
prefer the laws of its own country to that of the stranger.
Mr. Justice Story in a speech about the difficulty of applying the positive
rules laid down by the Continental jurists, and quoting to Mr. Justice
Porter.41

Therefore, my argument is, that whenever an action on the Internet is
taken and all participants live in the same country, the court in that
41

Hilton v. Guyot, 159 U.S. 113, 144 (U.S. 1895).
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country will use its law (directly or by analogy) – or the country’s
decision-makers will make a law to deal with the national Internet-matter.
The laws decision-makers will for obvious reasons not in such a “pure”
national-related case accept that national law should become non-valid
only because a national defendant argues that the Internet had been used
and should have its own rules.
Furthermore, I believe that in cases where borders are crossed and an
issue is dealt with in a international treaty, the rules of this treaty would
also be used for the Internet case if it can be done without too much use of
analogy - or if small easy quick amendments can be made. I do not believe
it is practical to make entirely new treaties for the Internet. That would
take decades.
I have come to the conclusion that special International Internet Law
will be needed only in areas where the Internet has fundamentally created
new issues and in cases where borders have been crossed. Furthermore, no
nation in the world would accept that its inhabitants can be judged and/or
convicted anywhere in the world for an action conducted on the Internet.
On the other hand, it is obvious that a foreign country, where the act is
specifically directed to by a non-resident Internet-user should be able to
make a judgment.
There needs to be some guidance for Internet users so that they know
where to expect in all fairness to be sued. Therefore, it would be
reasonable if every court in the world before making its final decision,
viewed what international aspect the decision would have for people
outside the jurisdiction and whether the decision would comply with
international fair play and substantial justice.
As the U.S. Constitution’s Due Process requires fair play and
substantial justice some of the cases from the U.S. over the last ten years
can be of guidance.
The courts should seriously consider which court in the world should
make the judgment, because it would otherwise be obvious that the
“fairer” court might also make a judgment. It has never been the opinion
of nations that two or more courts should judge the same action. The
courts worldwide must learn to shrink and withdraw from a many of the
Internet cases.
In the jet, fax, e-mail, Internet and overnight delivery age, a case with
international implications should cause the Court to pause before imposing
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its jurisdiction.42

Simultaneously, courts should take into consideration that many
opinions at the time of the decision would belong to “ancient” times with
respect to computer technology, where an average lifespan of a new
generation is only sitx to eight month.43 Therefore, where newer electronic
devices will have been developed, court decisions will be of no precedence
for future cases.
This paper will try to draw some basic ideas from United States on the
subject of Cyberspace Jurisdiction. It is intended to be the “tool” for
further later research on the subject outside the United States.
Cyberspace will in this paper be divided in the foloowing three main
categories:
Contents of Messages
Sent by person in country A

Sent by person in country B

Received by
person in country
A

Law of country A

Sending electronic mail:
(New) Cyberspace jurisdiction &
law

Received by
person in country
B

Sending by normal mail:
Normal International Postage’s
Law/ Acts between the countries

Law of country B

Information on Web-pages
Made by person in country A

Made by person in country B

Read by person
in country A

Law of country A

(New) Cyberspace jurisdiction &
law

Read by person
in country B

(New) Cyberspace jurisdiction &
law

Law of country B

42

Outokumpu Engineering Enterprises, Inc. v. Kvaerner Enviropower, Inc., 685 A.2d 724, 732
(Del. 1996).
43
In Doubleclick Inc. v. Henderson, 1997 WL 731413 *8 (N.Y.Co.Ct. 1997) the court noted as
for the Internet-advertising industry and two employees’ knowledge that “[g]iven the
speed with which the Internet advertising industry apparently changes, defendants’
knowledge of [plaintiff’s] operaton will likely lose value to such a degree that the
purpose of a preliminary injunction will have evaporated before the year is up.” The
courts order was of November 7th.
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Trade/commercial through Internet
Vendor is person in country A
Buyer is Person
in country A

Buyer is person
in country B

Law of country A
Tangible things:
(Delivered by carrier)*
“Normal” jurisdiction
“Normal” law (consumer /
agreement)

Vendor is person in country B
Delivered electronic/By
downloading:
(New) Cyberspace jurisdiction &
law*
Law of country B

* Dilemma: two kinds of rules for i.e. selling software:
If delivered pr. ordinary mail/post => normal law and normal jurisdiction
If delivered electronic/downloading => no law and no jurisdiction

The italicized fields are of special interests because in countries where
the courts are not allowed to make new law, these national courts will
have no basis to judge a “defendant” for actions made on the Internet. – A
kind of lawless vacuum.
The decisions from the United States on the jurisdictional question can
be of special interest (a) where decisions have been made on “pure”
Cyberspace facts because such facts would be the same in every
jurisdiction on Earth; (b) where U.S. courts have held general personal
jurisdiction with Cyberspace facts involved because the similar set of facts
would constitute fairly an exercise of jurisdiction on aliens other places; (c)
where U.S. decisions have decided that a website activity fairly constituted
exercise jurisdiction as long any court worldwide, before its decision
examine, whether it would be fair play and substantial justice to exercise
jurisdiction of an alien defendant.
This paper focuses on Cyberspace Jurisdiction.44 It will deal only with
the question of personal jurisdiction in the United States. – The question
where a defendant may be legally sued, not the question on subject matter
jurisdiction – a courts power to hear the kind of case a lawsuit involves,
nor will this paper deal with the question on choice of law.
This paper will not deal with the issue of U.S. states’ different statues
on the personal jurisdictional question – the “long arm statutes” (see
44

The next part will deal with Cyberspace Jurisdiction outside United States and amongst
others deal with European legislation. This next part will make a research on which
parts of U.S. Cyberspace Jurisdictional law can be used outside U.S. and to what extend
jurisdictional statutes outside U.S. on basis of the experience from U.S. courts involves
problems.
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further Chapter II.B). It will take for granted the actual question has been
solved, unless specially mentioned.
A necessary tool in understandinng the decisions of U.S. Cyberspace
cases in relation to the jurisdictional question is to know how personal
jurisdiction in the United States is generally exercised. Chapter II will give
a broad overview of litigation in the United States on personal jurisdiction.
It is i.e. not correct to list an much quoted case Bensusan v. King in relation
to Due Process in the U.S. Constitution and Cyberspace as a case where
jurisdiction could not be exercised in U.S. since the true fact is the appeal
court – opposite the lower court - did not discussed the issue of Due Process
but purely rejected exercise of personal jurisdiction on basis of the special
limited long-arm statute of New York, because the defendant did not “do
business” in the sense of the New York long-arm statute. Neither did it
make special attention to Cyberspace facts.45

Chapter III, section A will briefly mention on-line agreements and
jurisdictional forum clauses. Section B will deal in general with U.S.
jurisdiction over non-residents and aliens using Cyberspace. Section C
mainly concerns e-mail. Finally section D.a is about Web pages without
any trade/commercial effect; and section D.b concerns web pages
involving a trade/commercial effect.
A draft chapter on thoughts and discussions made by U.S. legal
scholars has been withdrawn as it seems more properly used in a future
next part of the research of Cyberspace Jurisdiction outside U.S.
Chapter IV contains a summary of previous chapters and some final
remarks for this written (intermediate) part of the research.
The research was launched in 1998 at Santa Clara University and
Stanford University in the Silicon Valley in California. The paper was later
finished at the Norwegian Research Center for Computers and Law, at
Oslo University.
Normal American legal research methods have been used (see below).
The Descriptive word or Fact word Approach has especially been used in
Chapter II, but the Known Topic Approach (i.e. Westlaw key 92K305(4))
has been used for the most part.
Overall, the research has been a computerized legal research with use
of Westlaw and by word search in case decisions text on Jurisdiction in
45

Bensusan v. King, 126 F.3d 25, 27 at [1] (2nd Cir, 1997) which affirmed the lower court
decision in Bensusan v. King 937 F.Supp. 295, 301 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) of not exercising
personal jurisdiction, because the defendant did not “do business” in the sense of the
special limited New York long-arm statute.
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combination with Cyberspace, Internet, web and e-mail. There has been no
attempt to exclude special legal areas i.e. criminal case law, nevertheless
such areas have eo ipso more or less “vanished” because of the research
requirement for cases involving non-residents.
Shepardizing (see below) has been done solely by use of the Westlaw
computerized KeyCite® feature, that is, cases and information published
by Westlaw as of January 18th 2001.
Besides very few words in the 5th and 14th Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution there is as for the topic of U.S. personal jurisdiction very little
statutory law and hardly any administrative law. Therefore, this paper is
in overall based on a study of U.S. case law (common law). Headnotes,
blurbs,46 and syllabus in reported cases have not been used owing to the
fact the different publishers, not the courts, make them.
Concerning citations, the 15th edition of “A Uniform System of
Citations” (“the Blue Book”) has been used, since the American
Association of Law Schools has not approved later editions.47 The citations
of the cases in footnotes was done by using state-abbreviations normally
used in U.S. (see Appendix C).
At this time, it should be noted that the approach of legal research in
U.S. is quite different from legal research in i.e. Europe because legal
research in U.S. focuses on three branches that make different kind of law
namely:
a) The legislature creating statutory law by passing bills, which
become law when signed by the executive
b) The administrative agencies creating administrative law consisting
of:
i)
Rules
ii)
Decisions
c) The courts making common law, sometimes informally referred to
as judge-made law, which is found in court decisions.

46

47

Each digest publisher’s editorial staff analyzes published opinions, which legal issues each
opinion deals with, and summarizes in a one-paragraph “digest” (or “blurb”) the
opinions ruling on each issue. As a result, a single case may appear digested under
several topics.
See i.e. Carol M. Bast and Susan Harrell, Has the Bluebook met its Match? The ALWD
Citation Manual, 92 LAW LIBR.J. 337, 342 (2000).
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As for the validity of statutory law, it is worth noting that case law has
to be checked to control for example whether a statute has been
determined to be unconstitutional.
The validity of a case has also to be checked to see it later case law has
or has not reversed or has distinguished the decision fully or only on
certain issues – “Shepardzing” a case (or a statute).
The main principle for finding the law in the United States is to search
for primary sources as expressed in constitutions, statutes, court decisions
and administrative regulations and decisions.
These are divided into two categories:
a) Mandatory – i.e. statutes or decisions of the highest court of a
given jurisdiction, which must be followed by all courts within
that jurisdiction
b) Persuasive – that offer guidance, but need not be followed.
If mandatory primary authorities are either scarce or non-existent, the
priority is to find any relevant persuasive primary authority. And if all else
fails, one must rely on relevant secondary authorities, that is everything
else, i.e. commentaries about the law, legal treatises, and law review
articles.
In regard to case law, only the opinion of the courts is mandatory
authority. Any concurring or dissenting opinions do not constitute
binding statements of law, although they may be useful as persuasive
authority in some circumstances.
It is also worth mentioning that U.S. court opinions frequently contain
statements and commentary – dicta – that are not essential to the court’s
resolution of the precise issues presented for the decision.
There are three generally accepted approaches for finding law:
a) Descriptive word or fact word
b) Known authority
c) Known topic
A rule-of-thumb is to stop the research when the researcher senses that
he/she is going in circles with each new source referring to statutes, cases,
and other authorities that have previously been examined.
It should also be pointed out that because large part of the U.S. law is
judge-made law - opposite i.e. European continental court decisions, a
huge amount of U.S. court decisions are published. Often decisions are at
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first made public as so-called “slip copies”, which can differ from the final,
official published decision. Some cases are only “published” in Westlaw
and/or Lexis-Nexis, not in official case reporters. However, later courts do
quote such cases.
Also, to the extreme amount of published decisions, the only practical
method to do legal research in the United States is with the help of
computerized research, mainly by use of the legal research engines offered
by the companies Westlaw and Lexis-Nexis.
The intention of this paper is on one hand to light as many cases as
possible with the aim to give the broadest possible view on the subject,
and on the other hand not to quote cases with the same set of facts that
have already been mentioned. For this reason the Stare Decisis Doctrine48
has been used as the basis. However, the choice of cases can of course only
be based on the writer’s own discretion.
Cases has been quoted to a larger extend than usual in U.S. legal reviews
etc. on ground this paper is expected to be used by persons outside U.S.,
who do not all have the same access to legal U.S. material through for
example Westlaw as U.S. attorneys and legal researchers have.

Also, it should be noted that the two previous mentioned companies
are offering the only practical access to the huge amount of legal material
from the U.S., because libraries outside the U.S. do not have the capacity to
store and update all that is published in the U.S. For example, most of
European libraries are frequently several months behind on updating the
U.S. case reporters.49 Only sporadic information can be found on U.S. legal
material via the Internet. One of the “best” websites is www.
FindLaw.com.
I have primarily used the applications offered by Westlaw, including
KeyCite®, and further at the two universities in California WestAlert®
and WestCheck®.

48

When a court has applied a rule of law to a set of facts, that legal rule will apply whenever
the same set of facts is again presented to the court..
49
The publisher’s updating pamphlets - pocket parts – are for example not usually sent to
libraries outside U.S..
“Print reporters, digests, and citators are doomed…West will eventually stop publishing
printed reporters and digests.” Lynn Foster & Bruce Kennedy, The Evolution of
Research, Technological Developments in Legal Research, JOURNAL OF APPELLATE
PRACTICE AND PROCESS SUMMER, 2J.APP.PRAC.&PROCESS275, 299 (2000).
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II. LITIGATION IN THE UNITED STATES
In the United States, litigation is made by either the courts, common
law, or in laws made by the Congress.
There is no federal general common law50.
The State of Louisiana is the only state in U.S., which has a civil law
jurisdiction.51

The United States has two parallel court systems, (a) the Federal
System, which deals with cases the Constitution has specifically has placed
under the Federal Courts, and (b) the system of fifty separate states courts
(see Appendix A).52
The United States Supreme Court is over all these systems. The Court
reviews federal constitutional questions involved in a state supreme court
decision and decides in addition to that what important questions deserve
its attention.

In relation to the Internet the issue of personal jurisdiction imply
problems also between the different states inside the United States.
The question about jurisdiction in relation to the Internet has been dealt
within several hundred reported cases.
The rest of this Chapter is not a complete description of the jurisdictionrules in U.S. It is only intented to give a broad overview in order to
understand U.S. cases on Cyberspace jurisdiction questions.
50

See Erie Railroad Company v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (U.S., 1938) and 28 United States Code
§ 725.
51
See Reynolds v. Swain, 13 La. 193 (Louisiana Supreme Court 1839). About differences, see
Professor of Law Emeritus Robert A. Pascal, Louisiana Civil Law And Its Study, 60
LOUISIANA LAW REVIEW 1 (1999).
52
As for states courts these have different names. I.e. terms as “Supreme” court and “Court of
Appeals” can be opposite in rank.
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A. The Federal Courts
In the U.S., the federal courts are not superior to the state courts. They
deal solely with matters specifically listed in U.S. Constitution Article III,
Section 2.
There are all together ninety-six Federal District courts, at least one in
every state. There are also eleven intermediate appellate courts, U.S.
Courts of Appeals for the Circuit (see Appendix B and C). For District of
Columbia and for other special topics, there exists special federal courts,
i.e. the Federal Circuit (formerly the Claims Court, dealing with Patent and
Copyright).
Federal Judges are not elected, but appointed for life.

The federal district courts have only the jurisdiction that Congress
grants through statutes.53
A federal case is:
any civil action arising under the Constitution, laws or treaties of
the United States54,
cases [with a value of minimum $75,000] involving citizens
coming from different states55,
suits [with a value of minimum $75,000] between a citizen of a
U.S. state and a foreign citizen [an alien]56.
The actions performed between two aliens goes to states courts. The
same happens if one of the parties is a U.S. citizen, yet has no state
citizenship.
“Diversity jurisdiction” (of federal courts) is cases involving citizen of
different states, and citizens of a state and foreign citizens (aliens), see U.S.
Constitution III, section 2 and USCA § 1332 (a)(2) and (3).

53

See ErieNet, Inc. v. Velocity Net, Inc. 156 F.3d 513 (3rd Cir. 1998) and Article III of the U.S.
Constitution.
54
28 U.S.C.A. § 1331.
55
28 U.S.C.A. § 1332 (a)(1).
56
28 U.S.C.A. § 1332 (a)(2).
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In the federal system, the general venue57 statute provides:
a) that in civil actions based only on diversity of citizenship58, venue is
proper in
a judicial district where any defendant resides, if all defendants
reside in the same State,
a judicial district in which a substantial part of the events or
omissions giving rise to the claim occurred, or a substantial part of
property that is the subject of the action is situated, or
a judicial district in which any defendant is subject to personal
jurisdiction at the time the action is commenced, if there is no
district in which the action may otherwise be brought.
b) that in civil action wherein jurisdiction is not founded solely on
diversity venue59 is proper in
a judicial district where any defendant resides, if all defendants
reside in the same State
a judicial district in which a substantial part of the events or
omissions giving rise to the claim occurred, or a substantial part of
property that is the subject of the action is situated
a judicial district in which any defendant may be found, if there is
no district in which the action may otherwise be brought.
28 U.S.C. §1404(a) For the convenience of parties and witnesses, in the
interest of justice, a district court may transfer any civil action to any other
district where it might have been brought.
28 U.S.C. § 1406(a) provides that: "The district court of a district in which is
filed a case laying venue in the wrong division or district, shall dismiss, or if
it be in the interest of justice, transfer such case to any district or division in
which it could have been brought."

For purposes of venue a defendant that is a corporation shall be
deemed to reside in any judicial district in which it is subject to personal

57

Venue deals with the question of which court, or courts, of those that possess adequate
personal and subject matter jurisdiction may hear the specific suit in question. While a
defect in venue may be waived by the parties, lack of jurisdiction may not. BLACK’S
LAW DICTIONARY (6th Edition).
58
28 U.S.C.A. § 1391(a).
59
28 U.S.C.A. § 1391(b).
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jurisdiction at the time the action is commenced.60 In a State which has
more than one judicial district and in which a defendant that is a
corporation is subject to personal jurisdiction at the time an action is
commenced, such corporation shall be deemed to reside in any district in
that State within which its contacts would be sufficient to subject it to
personal jurisdiction if that district were a separate State, and, if there is no
such district, the corporation shall be deemed to reside in the district
within which it has the most significant contacts.
There is no special court(s) for aliens, therefore they may therefore be
sued in any district.
If the forum is established as a convenient one at the outset of the
litigation, it will remain so for the parties and all their claims.
Titles 28 of United States Code § 2072 give the rule making power for
personal jurisdiction to the U.S. Supreme Court. The Supreme Court has
created the “Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,” which governs the
procedure in the United States district courts in all suits of a civil nature
whether recognizable as cases at law, in equity, or in admiralty, with the
exceptions stated in Rule 81, “Applicability in General”.61
Rule 4’s subsection (e) governs service on an individual within a
Judicial District of the United States; subsection (f) service on an individual
in a foreign country; subsection (h) service upon corporations and
associations.62
The subsection (k) in rule 4 prescribes the territorial limits within which
a federal court may exercise jurisdiction, and determines where the service
of a summons or the filing a waiver of service may be made in order to
establish jurisdiction over a defendant:
who could be subjected to jurisdiction of a court of general
jurisdiction in the state in which the district court is located63
who is a party joined under Rule 14 or Rule 19 and is served at a
place within a judicial district of the United States and not more
60

28 U.S.C.A. § 1391.
FRCP - Federal Rules of Civil Procedure - Rule 1.
62
The full text of Rule 4 conerning personal jurisdiction in federal courts is printed in
Appendix E, which also contains Rule 12 that govern how the defendant makes and
preserves an objection to personal jurisdciton in federal courts.
63
FRCP Rule 4 (k)(1)(A) (Dec. 1993).
Delivery of summons to the defendant have been done even if the defendant was only in
transit - and thus physically on the state scene - see Burnham v. Superior Court of
California, 495 U.S. 604 (U.S., 1990), or was in an airplane over the state, see Grace v.
MacAuthor, 170 F.Supp 442 (E.D.Ark., 1959).
61
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than 100 [air] miles from the [courthouse, whether it crosses state
lines or not,] which the summons issues64
who is subject to the federal interpleader jurisdiction under 28
U.S.C. § 133565
when authorized by a statue of United States66
with respect to claims arising under federal law, if the exercise of
jurisdiction is consistent with the Constitution and laws of the
United States and defendant is not subject to the jurisdiction of the
courts of general jurisdiction in any state67
The reach of a court’s summons depends on explicit state or federal
law, not from juridical powers or common law.
The rule in (k)(1)(A) adopts all of the basics for the territorial reach of
the summons recognized by the law of the state in which the federal court
sits, including all of the forum state’s long-arm jurisdiction, while k(1)(C)
and (D) are provisions referring to federal laws that allow nation-wide
service.
A 1993 reversion made a Rule (k)(2) invoking a kind of general federal
long-arm statute applicable in federal question cases.68 This rule has made
a defendant’s contacts with the United States as a whole basis for
extraterritorial jurisdiction, however this is only if the defendant’s contacts
are not enough to support jurisdiction of the courts of general jurisdiction
in any individual state of United States.69
In Swiss-3,70 the court noted that the “plaintiff…must certify, that,
based on the information that is readily available to the plaintiff and his
counsel, the defendant is not subject to suit in the courts of general
jurisdiction of any state. If the plaintiff makes out his prima facie case, the
burden shifts to the defendant to produce evidence which, if credited,
would show either that one or more specific states exist in which it would
64

FRCP Rule 4 (k)(1)(B)(Dec. 1993).
FRCP Rule 4 (k)(1)(C) (Dec. 1993). On Federal statutory interpleader cases see U.S.C.A. §
2361.
66
FRCP Rule 4 (k)(1)(D) (Dec. 1993).
67
FRCP Rule 4 (k)(2) (Dec. 1993).
68
Federal question cases, see 28 U.S.C.A. § 1331 (2000).
69
The rule in (k)(2) has made exercise of personal jurisdiction possible in situations like the
one in Omni Capital International v. Rudolf Wolff & Co., 484 U.S. 97 (U.S. 1987), where
the court rejected exercise of jurisdiction over a alien third-party defendant.
70
Swiss-3 - U.S. v. Swiss American Bank, Ltd., 116 F.Supp.2d 117 at *2 (D.Mass., 2000),
referring to the 1st Circuit’s “Negation Requirement” in Swiss-2 - U.S. v. Swiss
American Bank, Ltd., 191 F.3d 30, 39, 41 (1st Cir., 1999) commenting the new rule (k)(2)
and Omni Capital International v. Rudolf Wolff & Co., 484 U.S. 97 (U.S. 1987).
65
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be subject to suit or that its contacts with the United States are
constitutionally insufficient. Should the defendant default on its burden of
production, the trier may infer that personal jurisdiction over the
defendant is not available in any state court of general jurisdiction.”
A defendant’s basis motion to dismissal for lack of personal jurisdiction in
federal districts courts is Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(2). See
Appendix E.
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B. States
Each state has its own court system. Most states have a three-tiered
model consisting of a trial court and two levels of appeal.
Every state has made statutes establishing different courts with
different subject-matter jurisdiction boundaries. Contraryto this, the
federal court generally has no splitting up as to what cases can be tried in
which tribunal.
Each state has sovereign control over all things and persons within its
borders. Furthermore, each state has a “long-arm” statute, which
authorizes that the state’s courts can exert extraterritorial jurisdiction over
defendants who meet the conditions set out in the statute. These long-arm
statutes differ from state to state.
At one end of the spectrum are statutes permitting jurisdiction over
every defendant who has a certain minimum contact with the state, as
long as contact does not offend the Constitution or laws of the United
States.
At the other end of the spectrum , is a variety of long-arm statutes with
a very detailed list of certain activities that allow the forum states courts to
exercise jurisdiction over a non-resident.
Besides long-arm statute, a state may have an attachment statute that
asserts jurisdiction based on the attachment of property defendant owns in
the state. If so is has to be determined whether that statute authorize the
seizure of the defendant’s property in question.
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C. Personal Jurisdiction
Personal jurisdiction deals with the question of whether a court has the
power to render a binding, enforceable judgment, consisting of rights and
duties of the parties.71
The following section will deal mainly with federal courts personal
jurisdiction.
The law of the jurisdiction in which the federal court sits measures
personal jurisdiction over a defendant.

71

The Fifth Circuit has found personal jurisdiction to be made up of two components: (1)
amenability to jurisdiction, meaning a party in within the substantive reach of the
forum’s jurisdiction under substantive law; and (2) service of process, meaning the
physical means by which the jurisdiction is asserted. Mid City Bowling Lanes &
Sporting Palace, Inc. v. Invercrest, Inc., 35 F.Supp.2d 507, 509 (E.D.La., 1999).
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a. In personam and in rem jurisdiction
Originally, the states had only in personam and in rem72 jurisdiction.
This rested on the notion of sovereignty because each state had
exclusive power on all persons and property within its borders.
The premise was that the defendant or the property was in the state at
the time the action began. In rem judgement could only be enforced to the
limits of the value of the property.

72

In rem action is used – when defendant has a bad faith intent to profit from plaintiff's mark
- under the Anti-Cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act (ACPA), 15 U.S.C. §
1125(d)(2)(Enacted November 29, 1999), which is to protect trademark owners who
cannot find the registrants of an allegedly infringing domain name. See i.e. Harrods
Ltd. v. Sixty Internet Domain Names, 110 F.Supp.2d 420 (E.D.Va. 2000), Heathmount
A.E.Corporation v. Technodome.Com, 106 F.Supp.2d 8660 (E.D.Va. 2000) and AOL v.
Huang and eAsia, Inc., 106 F.Supp.2d 848 (E.D.Va. 2000).
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b. Quasi in rem jurisdiction
Later, the law of sovereignty was expanded by development of quasi in
rem jurisdiction73.
Property in a state was used to reach the defendant in order to
adjudicate personal rights that might not be related to the property. In
such actions, a judgment will be limited to the value of the property,
provided that the defendant does not appear and default.
This form has sometimes been referred to as attachment jurisdiction.

73

See Pennoyer v. Neff, 95 U.S. 714 (U.S. 1877).
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c. Principles for Personal Jurisdiction over nonresident
The rules in the U.S. for Personal Jurisdiction over a non-resident is
formulated in very few words. The Due Process Clause in the U.S.
Constitution consist in two sentences, which are also dealing with a large
amount of other important matters.
The limits for exercising personal jurisdiction over a non-resident is
formulated by the U.S. Supreme Court ever since the Constitution was put
into force by the first thirteen states of the union of fairly independent
states.
The actual “rule” is formulated through U.S. Supreme Court decisions,
particularly from 1945 and beyond.
The basis for these decisions are the 5th and 14th Amendments. The 5th
is applied to cases of special federal matters. Therefore, the following
section will mainly deal with the 14th Amendment.
As a result of the increasing movement of individuals between the
states and the expansion of corporate activities over the state boundaries,
the U.S. Supreme Court decided that state sovereignty should no longer be
a proper basis on which to rest jurisdiction.
Instead, the Supreme Court enunciated a “minimum contacts” test.
This test governs in personam, in rem and quasi in rem jurisdiction74. The
focus is on whether or not the defendant’s due process rights would be
infringed if the court decides to assert jurisdiction. Two conditions must
exist for a court can exercise personal jurisdiction over a non-resident
defendant served out of state:
1.

The non-resident must be amenable to service of process under
a long-arm statute (or a attachment statute)
2. An assertion of jurisdiction must comport with the U.S.
Constitution's 14th Amendment’s Due Process Clause
When a defendant - prior to an evidentiary hearing or discovery - raises the
defense of the court's lack of personal jurisdiction, the burden falls upon the
plaintiff to come forward with sufficient facts to establish that jurisdiction is
proper.

74

See International Shoe Co. v. State of Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (U.S. 1945) and Shaffer v.
Heitner, 433 U.S. 186 (U.S. 1977).
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The plaintiff meets this burden by making a prima facie showing of
"sufficient contacts between the defendant and the forum state."
The Prima facie standard obliges the plaintiff to adduce evidence of specific
facts, beyond the pleadings, which the court accepts as true for the purpose
of determining the adequacy of the prima facie jurisdictional showing. The
approach is particularly appropriate when the facts, which would support
personal jurisdiction, are not disputed.
Plaintiff is entitled to have its complaint and affidavits interpreted, and any
doubts resolved, in the light most favorable to it. This burden is satisfied
even when the moving party makes contrary allegations that place in
dispute the factual basis of plaintiff's prima facie case.
Furthermore, where, discovery has not commenced on this issue or any
other, plaintiff is entitled to rely on mere factual allegations to make its
prima facie showing of jurisdiction. Matters outside the pleadings,
however, may also be considered in resolving a motion to dismiss for lack
of personal jurisdiction pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(2) without
converting it into one for summary judgment.
After the plaintiff produces these facts sufficient to establish personal
jurisdiction by a preponderance of the evidence, the burden then shifts to
the defendant to show an absence of fairness or lack of substantial justice in
exercising jurisdiction.

1. Long Arm Statute
The first condition a court must meet before it can exercise personal
jurisdiction over a non-resident defendant served out of state is that the
non-resident must be amenable to serve of process under the long-arm
statute – or an attachment statute (thus quasi in rem jurisdiction) - of the
State within the court presides.
When a state’s long-arm statute is found to fit a case, the court then has
to make sure that the statute is consistent with the U.S. Constitution’s Due
Process concerns.
If the long-arm statute provides jurisdiction to the full extent allowed
by the Due Process Clause in the 14th Amendment, the statutory and the
constitutional jurisdictional questions merge into a single inquiry.
It is only the defendant’s contacts related to the forum state that is
relevant, not the defendant’s nation-wide contacts. This is because the
relevant long-arm statute only concerns the forum state.
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The federal court will follow the scope of interpretation of the
particular state’s long-arm statute as construed by that state’s highest
court. See for example Bensusan v. King75 dealing with a limited
interpretation of “doing business” in the State of New York. See i.e.
Defendant’s nation-wide contacts is only permissible when one of the few,
special federal long-arm provisions can be used.76
See i.e. the “federal question” jurisdiction statute.77

2. Due Process Clause78
(1) Introduction
14th Amendment, section 1 of 1868:
“[N]or shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal of the laws.”
5th Amendment of 1791:79
“…[N]or shall any person…be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law…”
In a patent infringement case the court noted that “[b]ecause the Federal
Circuit holds appellate jurisdiction over patent cases, personal jurisdiction
is governed by Federal Circuit law, not by the law of” this circuit, and
“[b]ecause the present case arises under federal question jurisdiction, the
Court must examine due process in light of the Fifth Amendment rather
than the Fourteenth Amendment…The Federal Circuit has applied the same
75

Bensusan v. King, 126 F.3d 25 (2nd Cir. 1997).
Max Daetwyler Corp. v. R. Meyer, 762 F.2d 290, 297 (3rd Cir. 1985).
In Asahi Metal Industry Co., Ltd. v. Superior Court of California, 480 U.S. 102 (U.S. 1987)
at FN* a group of the U.S. Supreme Court Judges noted: “We have no occasion here to
determine whether Congress could, consistent with the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment, authorize federal court personal jurisdiction over alien defendants based
on the aggregate of national contacts, rather than on the contacts between the
defendant and the State in which the federal court sits.
77
28 U.S.C.A § 1331 (2000): The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil
actions arising under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States.
78
PROFESOR OF LAW EMERITUS GERALD GUNTHER & DEAN PROFESSOR KATHLEEN M. SULLIVAN,
Stanford University, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 429-431, 626-629(13th Edition, 1997).
79
The 5th Amendment Due Process clause is among others used in situations under FRCP
Rule 4(k)(1)(C) and (D).
76
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‘minimum contacts’ standard of International Shoe and its progeny to
federal question cases.”80
To determine whether exercise of personal jurisdiction over a defendant in
a federal question case is proper, a federal court asks (1) whether bringing
the defendant into the court accords with Fifth Amendment due process
principles; and (2) whether the defendant is amenable to process81. Due
process under the Fifth Amendment is satisfied where the defendant in a
federal question case has "sufficient contacts with the United States as a
whole rather than any particular state or other geographic area."82
The same general due process principles in 14th Amendment of “minimum
contacts” and reasonableness” found in cases based upon diversity
jurisdiction apply to actions premised on the existence of a federal question
- the due process requirements derive from the 5th Amendment.83
In a suit that arises under a federal district court's admiralty jurisdiction, the
due process clause of the Fifth Amendment determines whether the court
has personal jurisdiction over the defendant84. In addition, the state
long-arm statute must be applied to determine the defendant's amenability
to suit in the forum85.

The second conditions before a court can exercise personal jurisdiction
over a non-resident defendant served out of state is that an assertion of
jurisdiction must comport with the U.S. Constitutions 14th Amendment's
Due Process Clause:
1.

There must be “minimum contacts” which means that the nonresident purposefully availed himself conducting activities
within the forum state, thus invoking the benefits and
protection of the forum state
2. Exercise of personal jurisdiction does not offends traditional
fair play and substantial justice

80

Neutrition Physiology Corporation v. Enviros Ltd., 87 F.Supp.2d 648 (N.D.Tex. 2000).
See United States v. Martinez De Ortiz, 910 F.2d 376, 381 (7th Cir. 1990).
82
McMaster-Carr Supply Company v. Supply Depot, 1999 WL 417352 (N.D.Ill.).
83
Edberg v. Neogen Corporation, 17 F.Supp.2d 104, 111 (D.Conn. 1998).
84
DeJames v. Magnificence Carriers, Inc., 654 F.2d 280, 283 (3rd Cir. 1981), certiorari denied,
454 U.S. 1085, (U.S. 1981).
85
See Pacific Atlantic Trading Co, Inc v. M/V Main Express, 758 F.2d 1325, 1327 (9th Cir.
1985).
81
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The defendant’s conduct and connection with the forum state must be
such that he should reasonably anticipate being haled into court there86.
The inquiry concerns the question whether maintenance of the suit would
not offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.
Satisfaction of the due process standard may be measured by weighing
the following factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the nature and quality of defendant's contacts with the forum
state
quantity of contacts;
source and connection of the cause of action with those
contacts;
the interest of the forum state in providing a forum for its
residents; and
the convenience of the parties.

Each defendant's contacts with the forum state must be assessed
individually87. It is not the relationship itself, but the contents of the
parties' interactions that creates constitutionally significant contacts.88
Concerning the third factor, courts distinguishes between general and
specific jurisdiction89.

(i) General personal jurisdiction
A court may exercise general jurisdiction over a non-resident if the
contact with the forum state is substantial, continuous, and systematic.
General jurisdiction is a more demanding standard than specific
jurisdiction. It refers to the power of a state to adjudicate any cause of
action involving a particular defendant, regardless of where the cause of
action arose.
The Utah Court of Appeals observed in a case from 199990 the following
factors to be relevant to the issue of whether general personal jurisdiction
exists:
86

See World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286 (U.S. 1980) and International
Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (U.S. 1945).
87
See Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783, 790 (U.S. 1984).
88
Swiss-3 - U.S. v. Swiss American Bank, Ltd., 116 F.Supp.2d 117 at *5 (D.Mass. 2000).
89
See Helicopteros Nacionales de Colombia, S.A. v. Hall, 466 U.S. 408 (U.S. 1984).
90
Buddensick v. Stateline Hotel, Inc., 972 P.2d 928, 930-31 (Utah Ct.App. 1998), certiorari
denied, 982 P.2d 88 (Utah 1999), certiorari denied, --- U.S. ----, 120 S.Ct. 324, --- L.Ed.2d
----, 68 U.S.L.W. 3079 (U.S. 1999).
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Whether the corporate defendant is
1. engaged in business in this state;
2. licensed to do business in this state;
3. owning, leasing, or controlling property (real or personal) or
assets in this state;
4. maintaining employees, offices, agents, or bank accounts in
this state;
5. present in that shareholders reside in this state;
6. maintaining phone or fax listings within this state;
7. advertising or soliciting business in this state;
8. traveling to this state by way of salespersons, etc.;
9. paying taxes in this state;
10. visiting potential customers in this state;
11. recruiting employees in the state;
12. generating a substantial percentage of its national sales
through revenue generated from in-state customers.

(ii) Specific personal jurisdiction
Specific personal jurisdiction refers to jurisdiction over causes of action
arising or related to a defendant’s actions within the forum state, when the
defendant’s activity in the forum is sporadic.91
Specific jurisdiction requires that a non-resident:92

91
92

Specific jurisdiction is also known as “limited jurisdiction” and “longarm jurisdiction”.
The 1st Circuit in United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America v. 163 Pleasant
Street Corporation, 960 F.2d 1080, 1089 (1st Cir. 1992) summarized the requirement for
special personal jurisdiction as a tripartite test:
- The claim underlying the litigation must directly arise out of, or relate to, the
defendant’s forum-state activities
- The defendant’s in-state contacts must represent a purposeful availment of the privilege
of conducting activities in the forum state, thereby invoking the benefits and protections
of that state’s laws and making the defendant’s involuntary presence before the state’s
courts foreseeable
- The exercise of jurisdiction must, in light of the Gestalt factors, be reasonable.
See also further below the note to Calder v. Jones.
The same decision termed the “Gestalt factors” as:
- The defendant’s burden of appearing
- The forum state’s interest in adjudicating the dispute
- The Plaintiff’s interest in obtaining convenient and effective relief
- The judicial system’s interest in obtaining the most effective resolution of the
controversy
- The common interests of all sovereigns in promoting substantive social policies.
These “Gestalt factors” has at least also been used by the 9th Circuit, see TicketmasterNew York, Inc. v. Alioto, 26 F.3d 201 (1st Cir. 1994) and next note.
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1.
2.
3.

Have purposefully availed himself of the privilege of
conducting activities in the forum
Claims have arisen or resulted from the defendant's forumrelated activities
Exercise of jurisdiction is reasonable93.

(2) Minimum Contacts Analysis
The touchstone of the minimum contacts analysis is that the out-ofstate defendant must “have engaged in some activity purposefully
directed toward the forum state.”94
The rule civil "minimum contacts" analysis has no place in determining
whether a state may assert criminal personal jurisdiction over a foreign
defendant95.

A defendant has “minimum contacts” with the forum when he has
“purposely availed himself of the privilege of conducting activities within
the forum state, thus invoking the benefits and protections of the laws of
the forum state.”96
Sufficient contacts exist when the defendant’s conduct and connection
with the forum state are such that he should reasonably anticipate being
haled into court there.
In assessing the defendant's "reasonable anticipation," there must be
some act by which the defendant purposefully avails itself of the privilege
93

The 9th Circuit on the third reasonableness-prong lists the “fairness factors” that the court
must consider as:
(1) The extent of defendant's "purposeful" interjection
(2) The burden on defendant in defending in the forum
(3) The extent of conflict with the sovereignty of the defendant's state
(4) The forum state's interest in adjudicating the dispute
(5) The most efficient judicial resolution of the controversy.
(6) The importance of the forum to plaintiff's interest in convenient and effective relief;
and
(7) the existence of an alternative forum.
See Panavision-1 - Panavision International, L.P. v. Toeppen, 938 F.Supp 616, 622 (C.D.
Cal. 1996).
See also Naxos Resources (U.S.A.) Ltd v. Southam Inc., 1996 WL 635387 (D.C.C. 1996) &
1996 WL 662451 (D.C.C. 1996) and Data Disc Inc. v. Systems Technology Assoc., Inc.,
557 F.2d 1280, 1285 (9th Cir. 1977).
94
Lesnick v. Hollingsworth & Vose Co, 35 F.3d 939, 945 (4th Cir. 1994).
95
State of Utah v. Amoroso & Beer Across America, 975 P.2d 505 (Court of Appeals of Utah
1999).
96
Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, 253 (U.S. 1958).
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of conducting activities within the forum State, thus invoking the benefits
and protections of its laws.
The focus of the inquiry is on the relationship "among the defendant,
the forum, and the litigation"97.
The U.S. Supreme Court has stated that the determination of whether
minimum contacts exist “is one in which few answers will be written in
black and white. The greys are dominant and even among them the shades
are innumerable.”98
The issue of minimum contacts is fact-sensitive and its analysis focuses
on the quality and nature of a defendant's activity in relation to the forum
state99. The minimum contacts requirement is not satisfied where a nonresident defendant's contact with the forum is simply "fortuitous" or "the
result of a single transaction."100
With regard to producers or sellers of goods, the mere foreseeability
that a product one sells may end up in the forum state does not subject the
seller to the forum state's jurisdiction.101

(3) Traditional Notions of Fair Play and Substantial Justice
Under the second standard (traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice) and assuming minimum contacts have been
established, a court may inquire whether the assertion of personal
jurisdiction would comport with “fair play and substantial justice."102 This
second standard is discretionary. However, most courts analyze and
consider its effect on the personal jurisdiction determination.
In the case, World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson,103 the U.S.
Supreme Court outlined some factors that must be considered when
determining the reasonableness of the exercise of jurisdiction. These
factors, often called "fairness factors," are as follows:
1.

The burden on the defendant by being forced to litigate in the
courts state
2. The forum State's interest in adjudicating the dispute
97

Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 204 (U.S. 1977).
Kulko v. California Superior Ct., 436 U.S. 84, 92 (U.S. 1978).
99
Max Daetwyler at 298.
100
Max Daetwyler at 295.
101
Renner v. Lanard Toys Ltd., 33 F.3d 277, 279 (3rd Cir. 1994).
102
Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 476, (U.S. 1985) quoting International Shoe
Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 320 (U.S. 1945).
103
World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 292 (U.S. 1980).
98
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3.

The plaintiff's interest in obtaining convenient and effective
relief – at least when that interest is not adequately protected by
the plaintiff’s power not to choose the forum
4. The inter-state judicial system's interest in obtaining the most
effective resolution of controversies
5. The shared interest of the several States in furthering
fundamental substantive social policies.
These considerations sometime serve to establish the reasonableness of
jurisdiction upon a lesser showing of minimum contacts than would
otherwise be required. Conversely, the factors may be so weak that the
minimum requirements inherent in the concept of "fair play and
substantial justice" may defeat the reasonableness of jurisdiction even if
the defendant has purposefully engaged in forum activities.104
With respect to parent-subsidiary cases and aquiring jurisdiction over a
foreign parent company, the court in Arch v. American Tobacco Co., Inc.105
stated thatin order to establish an alter-ego relationship, plaintiffs must
prove that the parent controls the day-to-day operations of the subsidiary
in a way that the subsidiary can be said to be a mere department of the
parent.
General oversight alone by a parent corporation does not warrant
jurisdiction. It is an economic fact of life that subsidiaries are subject to the
overall direction of the parent, with a unity of interest and common
objectives. It does not establish the intrusive control of insubstantial
subsidiaries by a parent, which lead to a disregard of the separate corporate
entities106. I.e. separate corporate records, not undercapitalized subsidiaries
or no co-mingled corporate funds, control no involvement in day-to-day
decision made at the subsidiaries, points against jurisdiction is warranted
over parent.
A court remarked in a decision that defendant, a German holding company,
had not “purposely availed itself of the privilege of conducting business”
within Pennsylvania. The court pointed out that the defendant and its
subsidiary had been separate business entities more than a half year before
the plaintiff’s purchase; the defendant was a German holding company
with its only business location in Germany. Aside from the litigation,
defendant had no contacts with the State of Pennsylvania.107
104

Burger King v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 477 (U.S. 1985).
Arch v. American Tobacco Co., Inc., 984 F.Supp. 830, 837 (D.D.Pa. 1997).
106
See Copperweld Corp. v. Independence Tube Corp., 467 U.S. 752, 771-774 (U.S. 1984).
107
Northeastern Power Con v. Balcke-Duur, 1999 WL 306887 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
105
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In Integrated Business Information Service (Proprietary) Ltd. v. Dun &
Bradstreet Corp.108 the court noted that the cases in which Illinois courts had
found that a parent company sufficiently controlled its subsidiary to vest
the court with jurisdiction, involved subsidiaries which existed for the sole
purpose of selling or servicing the parent corporation's products. The court
held that jurisdiction over a local subsidiary does not confer jurisdiction
over the foreign parent if the subsidiary's presence in the state is primarily
for the purpose of carrying on its own business and the subsidiary has
preserved some semblance of independence from the parent. Overlap of
executives and directors" between the parent and subsidiary ... "does not
approach the level of control" required vesting the Court with jurisdiction,
except special types.109
For corporate identity to be disregarded it must be shown that one
corporation is so controlled and its affairs so conducted that it is a mere
instrumentality of another, and that observance of the fiction of separate
existence would promote injustice.110

108

Integrated Business Information Service (Proprietary) Ltd. v. Dun & Bradstreet Corp., 714
F.Supp. 296, 299 (N.D.Ill. 1989).
109
Integrated Business Information Service at 300.
110
See Main Bank of Chicago v. Baker, 86 Ill.2d 188 (U.S. 1981).
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d. Development of Due Process – Non-residents in
the U.S.
This section is a timeline taht reviews the significant cases dealing with
Personal Jurisdiction over non-residents in United States.
The first case that truly defined the “minimum contacts” requirement is
the International Shoe Co. v. State of Washington case from 1945.111
The case dealt with a shoe manufacture, a Delaware corporation with
principal place of business in St. Louis, Missouri, which had no office or
contacts in the State of Washington.
The latter sued the manufacture for payment relating to an unemployment
compensation act, because the company had some salesmen resided in
Washington, even though the salesmen were only compensated by
commissions and had no authority to enter contracts or make collections.
The Court held that the court in Washington could exercise jurisdiction.

In this case the United States Supreme Court noted:
Due process requires only that in order to subject a defendant to a
judgment in personam, if he be not present within the territory of
the forum, he have certain minimum contacts with it such that the
maintenance of the suit does not offend traditional notions of fair
play and substantial justice.112
Since the corporate personality is a fiction, it is clear that unlike an
individual its presence without, as well as within, the state of its origin can
be manifested only by activities carried on in its behalf by those who are
authorized to act for it. The terms “present” or “presence” are used merely
to symbolize those activities of the corporation's agent within the state,
which courts will deem to be sufficient to satisfy the demands of due
process.113
It has been generally recognized that the casual presence of the
corporate agent or even his conduct of single or isolated items of activities
in a state in the corporation's behalf are not enough to subject it to suit on
causes of action unconnected with the activities there.114
111

International Shoe Co. v. State of Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (U.S. 1945).
International Shoe at 316.
113
International Shoe at 316-317.
114
International Shoe at 317.
112
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There have been instances in which the continuous corporate
operations within a state were thought so substantial and of such a nature
as to justify suit against it on causes of action arising from dealings entirely
distinct from those activities.115
Although the commission of some single or occasional acts of the
corporate agent in a state sufficient to impose an obligation or liability on
the corporation has not been thought to confer upon the state authority to
enforce it, other such acts, because of their nature and quality and the
circumstances of their commission, may be deemed sufficient to render the
corporation liable to suit.116
Whether due process is satisfied must depend rather upon the quality
and nature of the activity in relation to the fair and orderly administration
of the laws, which it was the purpose of the due process clause to insure.117
In 1957 the U.S. Supreme Court in McGee v. International Life
Insurance Company118 noted that modern transportation and
communication have made it much less burdensome for a party sued to
defend himself in a State where he engages in economic activity.119
The case concerned a claim of payment to a beneficiary, McGee, under a life
insurance. Mr. Franklin, a resident of California, purchased in 1944 a life
insurance policy from the Empire Mutual Insurance Company, an Arizona
corporation.
In 1948 International Life Insurance Company (Life) agreed with Empire
Mutual to assume its insurance obligations and thereafter Life mailed a
reinsurance certificate to Franklin in California with the terms of the policy
he held with Empire Mutual. Franklin accepted the offer and paid until his
death in 1950 premiums by mail from his California home to Life’s Texas
office.
Neither Empire Mutual nor Life had ever had any office or agent in
California.
Apart from the policy in the case Life had never solicited or done any
insurance business in California.
The U.S. Supreme Court held that the 14th Amendment Due Process Clause
did not preclude a California court from entering a judgment binding on
the defendant insurance company.

115

International Shoe at 318.
International Shoe at 318.
117
International Shoe at 319.
118
McGee v. International Life Insurance Company, 355 U.S. 220 (U.S. 1957).
119
McGee at 223.
116
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The U.S. Supreme Court decreased the requirement for Due Process to
what has later been considered the maximum watermark and held that it
was sufficient for purposes of due process that the suit was based on a
contract, which had substantial connection with that State.120.
The U.S. Supreme Court increased in the decision Hanson v. Denckla121
(1958) the requirements for exercising personal jurisdiction.
A lady, then domiciled in Pennsylvania, executed in 1935 a trust instrument
in Delaware, naming a Delaware company trustee. In 1948 two trusts were
created in Delaware. The lady lived from 1944 to her death in 1952 in
Florida. Shortly after the executor paid the trust corpus to the Delaware
company. The residuary legatees claimed the sum should belong to them.
The Florida Chancellor ruled that the sum belonged to the residuary
legatees, but when trying to execute the Florida ruling, a Delaware
Chancellor decided the trust and power of appointment were valid under
the applicable Delaware law, and that the trust corpus had properly been
paid to the Delaware company.
The executor appealed the Florida ruling and the Florida Supreme Court
affirmed that Florida law applied to determine the validity of the trust and
power of appointment. Under that law the trust was invalid.
Afterwards the Delaware Supreme Court affirmed its Chancellors ruling.
The Florida decree was held not binding for purposes of full faith and credit
because the Florida court had no personal jurisdiction over the trust
company and no jurisdiction over the trust res.
The U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the judgment of the Delaware Supreme
Court and reversed the judgment of the Florida Supreme Court.

120

McGee at 223.
At footnote 2 the court referred to several cases from lower courts i.e. Compania de
Astral, S.A. v. Boston Metals Co., 205 A.2d 237, 265 (Maryland 1954) that the U.S.
Supreme Court denied certiorari, 348 U.S. 943 (U.S. 1955), and where the Maryland
Supreme Court held that a foreign corporation should be subject to suit on cause of
action arising out of a contract made within the state, irrespective of whether foreign
corporation is doing business in state.
Some courts have held the decision only covers an insurance-contract. Others have made
broader interpretations. In Bowman v. Curt. G. Joa, Inc., 361 F.2d 706, FN 14 (4th Cir.
1966) the Court of Appeals for the 4th Circuit noted: “Apparently, a state court can now
exercise jurisdiction based on a single act by the foreign corporation within the forum
state. However, there are definite limits on this. If the action arises from a contract, the
contract must have 'substantial connection' with the state, and, in addition, the foreign
corporation must still have 'minimum contracts' with the state and it must have
voluntarily associated with the state.”
121
Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235 (U.S. 1958).
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The court noted that the case differed from McGee v. International Life
Ins. Co because the cause of action in the present case was not one that
arose out of an act done or transaction consummated in the forum state.122
The unilateral activity of those who claim some relationship with a
non-resident defendant cannot satisfy the requirement of contact with the
forum State. The application of that rule will vary with the quality and
nature of the defendant's activity, but it is essential in each case that there
be some act by which the defendant purposefully avails itself of the
privilege of conducting activities within the forum State, thus invoking the
benefits and protections of its laws.123 It does not acquire that jurisdiction
by being the 'center of gravity' of the controversy, or the most convenient
location for litigation. The issue is personal jurisdiction, not choice of
law.124
In 1977 the Supreme Court, in Shaffer v. Heitner,125 noted that “the
relationship among the defendant, the forum, and the litigation” had
become “the central concern of the inquiry into personal jurisdiction.”
Heitner, a non-resident of Delaware, was the owner of one share of stock in
the Greyhound Corp., a business incorporated under the laws of Delaware
with its principal place of business in Phoenix, Arizona.
Defendants was Greyhound Corp., its wholly owned subsidiary Greyhound
Lines, Inc., incorporated in California with its principal place of business
also in Phoenix, Arizona, and 28 present or former officers or directors of
one or both of the corporations.
The individual defendants were non-residents of Delaware.
The individual had never set foot in Delaware, nor had any act related to
the cause of action taken place in Delaware.
Heitner brought a shareholder's derivative action in Delaware against
officers and directors of the corporation alleging that the individual
defendants had violated their duties to Greyhound by causing it and its
subsidiary to engage in actions that resulted in the corporations being held
liable for substantial damages in a private antitrust suit and a large fine in a
criminal contempt action. The activities, which led to these penalties, took
place in Oregon.
Simultaneously with his complaint, Heitner filed a motion for an order of
sequestration of the Delaware property of the individual defendants. The
property to be sequestered as "common stock, 3% Second Cumulative
Preferenced Stock and stock unit credits of the Defendant Greyhound
122

Hanson at 251.
Hanson at 253.
124
Hanson at 254.
125
Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 204 (U.S. 1977).
123
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Corporation, as well as all options and all warrants to purchase said stock
issued to said individual Defendants and all contractual obligations, all
rights, debts or credits due or accrued to or for the benefit of any of the said
Defendants under any type of written agreement, contract or other legal
instrument of any kind whatever between any of the individual Defendants
and said corporation."
None of the certificates representing the seized property was physically
present in Delaware. The stock was considered to be in Delaware, and so
subject to seizure, which makes Delaware the situs of ownership of all stock
in Delaware corporations.
The individual defendant contended that the sequestration procedure did
not accord them due process of law and that the property seized was not
capable of attachment in Delaware.
In addition, the defendants asserted that under the rule of International
Shoe they did not have sufficient contacts with Delaware to sustain the
jurisdiction of that State's courts.
The Court pointed out that the appellants’ property was not the subject
matter of the litigation, nor was the underlying cause of action related to the
property. Therefore, the individual defendants holdings in Greyhound did
not provide contacts with Delaware sufficient to support the jurisdiction in
Delaware.
In sum the U.S. Supreme Court reverse, because Delaware's assertion of
jurisdiction over appellants in the case was inconsistent with that
constitutional limitation on state power. - To assert jurisdiction based solely
on the statutory presence of the defendant's personal property in the state
would violate the Due Process Clause. The defendants had nothing to do
with Delaware and asserting jurisdiction in the state would be
fundamentally unfair.

With respect given to in rem and in quasi in rem cases the Court held
that all assertions of state-court jurisdiction must be evaluated according
to the standards set forth in International Shoe and its progeny.
In the case, Calder v. Jones,126 the U.S. Supreme Court expanded the
personal jurisdiction to include tortious acts directed at a state from
outside its borders and established what it named an “effects test”.127

126
127

Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 784 (U.S. 1984).
Calder at FN6.
In Core-Vent Corporation v. Nobel Industries AB, 11 F.3d 1482, 1486 (9th Cir. 1993) the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit summarized the “effect test” for intentional
action aimed at the forum state under which personal jurisdiction can be predicated as:
“(1) intentional actions (2) expressly aimed at the forum state (3) causing harm, the
brunt of which is suffered – and which the defendant knows is likely to be suffered – in
the forum state.”
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Plaintiff Jones lived and worked in California. She brought a suit in
California claiming that she had been libeled in an article written and edited
in Florida and published in the national magazine, The Enquirer. She felt
emotional distress and injury to her professional reputation.
One of three defendants Mr. South was a reporter employed by the
Enquirer. He was a resident of Florida and wrote the first draft of the
challenged article, and his byline appeared on it. The article was written in
Florida from information received from California via the phone. South
frequently traveled to California on business (6-12 times per year).
Another of the three defenders, Mr. Calder was a Florida resident and the
president and editor of the Enquirer. He had been one time on a pleasure
trip to California and once to testify in an unrelated trial. Calder reviewed
and approved the initial evaluation of the subject of the article and edited it
in its final form. He also declined to print a retraction on request by the
plaintiff.
The U.S. Supreme Court allowed exercising of jurisdiction in California and
noted, “the plaintiff is the focus of the activities of the defendants out of
which the suit arises.”
The allegedly libelous story concerned the California activities of a
California resident. It impugned the professionalism of an entertainer
whose television career was centered in California. The article was drawn
from California sources, and the brunt of the harm.
The Court held that California was the focal point both of the story and of
the harm suffered. Jurisdiction over petitioners was therefore proper in
California based on the "effects" of their Florida conduct in California.
The Court pointed out that South wrote and Calder edited an article that
they knew would have a potentially devastating impact upon respondent.
Under the circumstances, petitioners must "reasonably anticipate being
haled into court there" to answer for the truth of the statements made in
their article.
An individual injured in California need not go to Florida to seek redress
from persons who, though remaining in Florida, knowingly cause the injury
in California.
The Court agreed with the petitioners that it was correct that their contacts
with California were not to be judged according to their employer's

Under the “effects test”, the “tripartite test’s” purposeful availment requirement
necessary for special, personal jurisdiction is satisfied.
The 9th Circuit further used a “but for” analysis for the [second] prong in the “tripartite
test” [see above in note on United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America v.
163 Pleasant Street], that is, if the plaintiff would not have suffered loss “but for” the
defendant’s forum-related activities, courts hold that the claim arises out of the
defendant’s forum-related activities. Panavision-1 - Panavision International, L.P. v.
Toeppen, 938 F.Supp 616 (C.D. Cal. 1996).
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activities there, but the Court pointed out that on the other hand, their
status as employees did not somehow insulate them from jurisdiction.
Each defendant's contacts with the forum State had to be assessed
individually.

Calder and Souths were the primary participants in an alleged
wrongdoing intentionally directed at a California resident. On that basis
jurisdiction over them was proper.
The Court pointed out that Calder and Souths' intentional, and
allegedly tortious, actions were expressly aimed at California. They also
knew that the brunt of that injury would be felt by Jones in the state in
which she lived and worked and in where the National Enquirer had its
largest circulation (600.000 copies).
On the same day the U.S. Supreme Court decided unanimously Keeton
v. Hustler Magazine Inc.128 Tje court pointed out that regular circulation of
magazines in the forum State is sufficient to support an assertion of
jurisdiction in a libel action based on the contents of the magazine.
Kathy Keeton was a resident of New York. Her only connection with New
Hampshire was the circulation there of copies of a magazine that she
assisted in producing. The magazine used Keeton’s name in several places
crediting her with editional and other work.
She claimed to have been libeled in 5 separate issues of Hustler Magazine
published between September 1975, and May 1976.
Hustler Magazine, Inc., was an Ohio corporation, with principal place of
business in California. Its contacts with New Hampshire consisted of sale of
some 10-15,000 copies of Hustler magazine in that State each month.
October 1980, she sued this company in New Hampshire, which has an
unusually long (6-year) limitations period for libel actions.
Circulating magazines throughout the state was purposefully directed at
New Hampshire, and inevitably affected persons in the state." Such regular
monthly sales of thousands of magazines could not by any stretch of the
imagination be characterized as random, isolated, or fortuitous.
The Court held that such choice of law concern should complicate or distort
the jurisdictional inquiry.
Plaintiff's residence in the forum may, because of defendant's relationship
with the plaintiff, enhance defendant's contacts with the forum. Plaintiff's
residence may be the focus of the activities of the defendant out of which
the suit arises. But plaintiff's residence in the forum State is not a separate
requirement, and lack of residence will not defeat jurisdiction established
on the basis of defendant's contacts.
128

Keeton v. Hustler Magazine Inc., 465 U.S. 770 (U.S. 1984).
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The bulk of the harm done to Keeton occurred outside New Hampshire.
But there is no justification for restricting libel actions to the plaintiff's home
forum.
And because Hustler could be charged with knowledge of the "single
publication rule," it must have anticipated that such a suit would seek
nation-wide damages. Hustler produces a national publication aimed at a
nation-wide audience.

The Court held that a plaintiff’s lack of contacts with the forum State
did not defeat jurisdiction.
The Supreme Court noted that a state has an especial interest in
exercising judicial jurisdiction over those who commit torts within its
territory. This is because torts involve wrongful conduct, which a state
seeks to deter, and against which it attempts to afford protection, by
providing that a tortfeasor shall be liable for damages, which are the
proximate results of his tort.
This interest extends to libel actions brought by non-residents. False
statements of fact harm both the subject of the falsehood and the readers of
the statement.
The tort of libel is generally held to occur wherever the offending
material is circulated.129 The reputation of the libel victim may suffer harm
even in a state in which he has hitherto been anonymous.
The Court held that choice of law concerns would complicate or distort
the jurisdictional inquiry. Therefore, choice of law is not to be a factor in
jurisdictional determinations. Instead it is considered after jurisdiction is
established.
Furthermore, the Court noticed that the respondent was carrying on a
"part of its general business" in New Hampshire. This was sufficient to
support jurisdiction.
The victim of a libel, like the victim of any other tort, may choose to
bring suit in any forum with which the defendant has “certain minimum
contacts...such that the maintenance of the suit does not offend traditional
notions of fair play and substantial justice."
Due to the fact that Hustler Magazine, Inc., had continuously and
deliberately exploited the New Hampshire market, it could reasonably
anticipate being haled into court there in a libel action based on the
contents of its magazine.

129

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 577A, COMMENT A (1977).
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The Supreme Court did not find it unfair to call Hustler Magazine, Inc.
to answer for the contents of the publication wherever a substantial
number of copies were regularly sold and distributed.
In 1985 with World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson130 the U.S.
Supreme Court held that one, isolated occurrence in stream of commerce
was not enough to allow exercise of jurisdiction.
The case involved an Audi bought in New York by a family that later was
on their way to a new home in Arizona. On their way they passed through
the State of Oklahoma, where another car struck the Audi in the rear,
causing a fire, which severely burned Ms. Robinson and two children.
Robinson brought a product-liability action in Oklahoma claiming injuries
resulted from defective design and placement of the Audi's gas tank and
fuel system.
Among others she sued the seller, "Seaway Volkswagen, Inc." incorporated
and with only place of business in New York, and the regional distributor,
World-Wide Volkswagen Corp., incorporated and having its business office
in New York. The latter distributed vehicles, parts, and accessories to retail
dealers in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut under contract with the
importer.
The seller and distributor claimed that Oklahoma's exercise of jurisdiction
over them would offend the limitations on the State's jurisdiction imposed
by the Due Process Clause of the 14th Amendment.
The Supreme Court found that the petitioners had no "contacts, ties, or
relations" with the State of Oklahoma, and reversed the judgment of the
Supreme Court of Oklahoma.

The Supreme Court noted that the reasonableness of asserting
jurisdiction over the defendant must be assessed in the context of our
federal system of government, and the Due Process Clause ensures not
only fairness, but also the orderly administration of the laws.
As technological progress has increased the flow of commerce between
the States, the need for jurisdiction over non-residents has undergone a
similar increase. At the same time, progress in communications and
transportation has made the defense of a suit in a foreign tribunal less
burdensome. In response to these changes, the requirements for personal
jurisdiction over non-residents have evolved from the rigid rule of
Pennoyer v. Neff to the flexible standard of International Shoe Co. v.
Washington.131

130
131

World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286 (U.S. 1985).
World-Wide Volkswagen at 294.
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The restrictions on the personal jurisdiction of state courts are more
than a guarantee of immunity from inconvenient or distant litigation.
They are a consequence of territorial limitations on the power of the
respective states.132
The Due Process Clause does not contemplate that a state may make
binding a judgment in personam against an individual or corporate
defendant with whom the state has no contacts, ties, or relations.133
This clause, acting as an instrument of inter-state federalism, may
sometimes act to divest the state of its power to render a valid judgment.134
The Court noted that it was argued, that because an automobile is
mobile by its very design and purpose, it was "foreseeable" that the
Robinsons' Audi would cause injury in Oklahoma. Yet, the Court pointed
out, "foreseeability alone has never been a sufficient benchmark for
personal jurisdiction under the Due Process Clause.”135
This is not to say, of course, that foreseeability is wholly irrelevant. But
the foreseeability that is critical to due process analysis is not the mere
likelihood that a product will find its way into the forum State. Rather, it is
that the defendant's conduct and connection with the forum State are such
that he should reasonably anticipate being haled into court there.136
The Due Process Clause, by ensuring the ‘orderly administration of the
laws,’ gives a degree of predictability to the legal system that allows
potential defendants to structure their primary conduct with some
minimum assurance as to where that conduct will and will not render
them liable to suit.137
When a corporation ‘purposefully avails itself of the privilege of
conducting activities within the forum State,’ it has clear notice that it is
subject to suit there, and can act to alleviate the risk of burdensome
litigation by procuring insurance, passing the expected costs on to
customers, or, if the risks are too great, severing its connection with the
State.138
Out of 3 dissenting judges, Justice Brennan argued, that a state should have
jurisdiction over a case growing out of a transaction significantly related to
that state unless litigation there would impose such a heavy and
132
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disproportionate burden on a non-resident defendant that it would offend
what the Court had referred to as “traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice”.
The Judge noted that a dealer in automobiles actually intended that the
purchases would use the automobiles to travel to distant states where the
dealer did not directly “do business” Thus the sale for an automobile does
purposefully inject the vehicle into the stream of inter-state commerce so
that it can travel to distant states.

With respect to inter-state contractual obligations the U.S. Supreme
Court in Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz139 emphasized that parties who
reach out beyond one state to create continuing relationships and
obligations with citizens of another state are subject to regulation and
sanctions in the other State for the consequences of their activities.140
Rudzewitz, a Michigan citizen, agreed for a 20 years franchise to a Burger
King restaurant in Michigan. The agreement was based on negotiations
with Burger King’s headquarter in Florida and a local day-to-day
monitoring office in Michigan. Rudzewitz partner went to a course in
Miami, which was totally their only visit ever to Florida. A year after they
started the restaurant recession began. They fell behind with the monthly
payments to Miami, but refused to vacate the premises. Burger King
brought case to court in Florida, because franchise documents provided that
Florida law would govern all disputes.

Jurisdiction is proper, where the contacts proximately result from
actions by the defendant himself that create a "substantial connection" with
the forum State. Thus where the defendant "deliberately" has engaged in
significant activities within a State, or has created "continuing obligations"
between himself and residents of the forum, he manifestly has availed
himself of the privilege of conducting business there, and because his
activities are shielded by "the benefits and protections" of the forum's laws
it is presumptively not unreasonable to require him to submit to the
burdens of litigation in that forum as well.141
The Court also noted that it is an inescapable fact of modern
commercial life that a substantial amount of business is transacted solely
by mail and wire communications across state lines, thus obviating the
need for physical presence within a State in which business is conducted.
139

Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462 (U.S. 1985).
Burger King at 473.
141
Burger King at 475.
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So long as a commercial actor's efforts are "purposefully directed" toward
residents of another State, the Court has consistently rejected the notion
that an absence of physical contacts can defeat personal jurisdiction
there.142
Jurisdictional rules may not be employed in such a way as to make
litigation so gravely difficult and inconvenient that a party unfairly is at a
severe disadvantage in comparison to his opponent.143
Choice-of-law analysis - which focuses on all elements of a transaction,
and not simply on the defendant's conduct – is distinct from
minimum-contacts jurisdictional analysis - which focuses at the threshold
solely on the defendant's purposeful connection to the forum.144 Nothing
suggests that a choice-of-law provision should be ignored in considering
whether a defendant has "purposefully invoked the benefits and
protections of a State's laws" for jurisdictional purposes.145
Although such a provision standing alone would be insufficient to
confer jurisdiction, the Court believed that, when combined with the
20-year interdependent relationship, it reinforced Rudzewicz’ deliberate
affiliation with the forum State and the reasonable foreseeability of
possible litigation there. Rudzewicz purposefully availed himself of the
benefits and protections of Florida's laws by entering into contracts
expressly providing that those laws would govern franchise disputes146.
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The Illinois court in Euromarket Design, Inc. v. Crate & Barrel Ltd., 96 F.Supp.2d 824, 840
(N.D.Ill., 2000) summarized seven factors to consider in evaluating the question of
reasonableness to: 1) the extent of a defendant's purposeful interjection; 2) the burden
on the defendant in defending litigation in the forum state; 3) the extent of conflict with
the sovereignty of the defendant's state; 4) the forum state's interest in adjudicating the
dispute; 5) the most efficient judicial resolution of the controversy; 6) the importance of
the forum to plaintiff's interest in convenient and effective relief; and 7) the existence of
an alternative forum.
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e. Personal Jurisdiction over Aliens & the
Development of the International Dimension of
Due Process
The following section will in a timeline describe the cases dealing with
Personal Jurisdiction over aliens.
The terms, alien and foreigner will in this section be used equivalent as
to a defendant situated outside the United States of America. Nonresidents will be used for defendants living in one of the states of United
States of America but not in the state of the court in question.
This section will for the most part deal with cases that have decided
whether it would be consistent with fair play and substantial justice to
exercise personal jurisdiction over a alien.
It seems that several courts have found that the facts in such cases must
have a higher level than similar cases where a non-resident is a defendant.
This “extra” will in the rest of this section be named “the International
Dimension of the Due Process.” This “extra” seems to have special
influence in cases where specific personal jurisdiction is considered.
The core of this section should be essential in most cases having to do
with Cyberspace involving aliens.
The U.S. Supreme Court’s decision of 1951 in Peerkins v. Benquet
Consolidated Mining Co.147, involved Due Process challenges to a state
court’s general personal jurisdiction over a foreign person.
Benguet Consolidated Mining Company was styled a 'sociedad anonima'
under the laws of the Philippine Islands, where it owned and operated
profitable gold and silver mines. The company neither owned nor operated
any mining properties in Ohio. Neither had it secured a license nor
designated an agent in Ohio
Its operations there were completely halted during the occupation of the
Islands by the Japanese.
Both during the occupation of the company's properties by the Japanese
and immediately thereafter the president, who was also the general
manager and principal stockholder of the company, returned to his home in
Clermont County, Ohio and there discharged all his duties. He kept there
the office files of the company. Several directors' meetings were held at his
office or home in Clermont County.
He used and maintained in Ohio active bank accounts carrying substantial
balances of company funds.
147

Peerkins v. Benquet Consolidated Mining Co., 342 U.S. 437 (U.S. 1951).
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He drew and distributed their salary checks on behalf of the company, both
in his own favor as president and in favor of two company secretaries who
worked there with him.
Perkins, a non-resident of Ohio, filed two actions in personam in a Court in
Ohio, against the several respondents and among those the mining
company.
She seeked dividends and damages largely because of the company's failure
to issue to her certificates for 120,000 shares of its stock.
The Supreme Court noted that the cause of action sued upon did not arise
in Ohio and did not relate to the corporation's activities there.
Further the Court pointed out that while no mining properties in Ohio were
owned or operated by the company, many of its wartime activities were
directed from Ohio and were being given the personal attention of its
president in that State at the time he was served with summons.
The Court found that the president in Ohio carried on a continuous and
systematic supervision of the necessarily limited wartime activities of the
company.

The Supreme Court held that the alien mining company had been
carrying on a continuous, systematic, but limited, part of its general
business in Ohio. Under the substantially factual circumstances, it would
not violate federal due process for Ohio to take general jurisdiction of the
corporation in the proceeding.
The U.S. Supreme Court also noted that if an authorized representative
of a foreign corporation is physically present in the state of the forum and
is engaged in activities appropriate to accepting service or receiving notice
on its behalf, there is no unfairness in subjecting that corporation to the
jurisdiction of the courts of that state through such service of process upon
that representative.148
The amount and kind of activities that must be carried on by the
foreign corporation in the state of the forum so as to make it reasonable
and just to subject the corporation to the jurisdiction of that state are to be
determined in each case.149 The corporate activities of a foreign
corporation, which, under state statute, make it necessary for it to secure a
license and to designate a statutory agent upon whom process may be
served, provide a helpful but not a conclusive test.150
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In Kramer Motors Inc v British Leyland, Ltd. (1980),151 the Federal
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit quoted from the Federal Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit152, that the “Foreign-acts-with-forum-effects
jurisdictional principle must be applied with caution, particularly in an
international context.” The court further noted the “British government’s
95 percent ownership of BLL warrants particular caution in this case, as it
provokes questions regarding the capacity of United States courts to
review the validity of foreign acts of state.” Thus, the “International
Dimension of the Due Process” was considered in the case.
Plaintiff, a Santa Monica imported car dealer, lost its supply of Triumph
cars in 1974 after the importer, British Leyland Motors, Inc., reversed its
marketing plan for British Leyland cars in U.S. Plaintiff made action against
three British corporations and claimed they had conspired to put plaintiff
out of business in violation of federal law.

The Federal Court of Appeals for Ninth Circuit stated in Insurance
Company of North America v. Marina Salina Cruz153 the primary concern
is for the burden on a defendant and that a plaintiff must carry the burden
of providing the unavailability of an alternative forum. The analysis of
reasonableness may take into account the nature of the sovereignty of a
defendant’s state.154 Foreign nations present a higher sovereignty barrier
than that between two states within the union of U.S. Thus, the
“International Dimension of the Due Process” was considered in the case.
Defendant, a shipyard owned and operated by the Navy of the Republic of
Mexico, was sued by a Seattle boat partnership and an insurance company
who alleged that the shipyard had improperly performed certain
modifications on the partnerships boat which led to its sinking in Alaska.
The court only decided that is was not reasonable to require the shipyard to
defend the suit in Alaska.
The court noted that in asserting reasonableness “it may be unreasonable to
subject an out-of-state defendant to jurisdiction where the allegedly tortious
act is committed outside of the forum state, having only an effect within the
state, if the act is negligent rather than purposeful. The degree to which a
defendant interjects himself into the state affects the fairness of subjecting
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Kramer Motors Inc v British Leyland, Ltd., 628 F.2d 1175 (9th Cir. 1980) certiorari denied by
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him to jurisdiction.”155
“Moreover… negligent action at a distance causing injury within the forum,
which is all that is alleged here, is less an interjection into the state than
would be action intended to injure.”

In the case, DeJames156 from 1981 on a district court’s admiralty
jurisdiction the Federal Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit initially
noted that the Due Process Clause of the 5th Amendment determined
whether the district court had personal jurisdiction over a Japanese
defendant.157
A New Jersey longshoreman was injured while working on a vessel when it
was moored to a pier in Camden, New Jersey. He sued the charterers of the
vessel and a Japanese corporation, Hitachi, with principal place of business
in Japan.
The Japanese corporation had converted the vessel in Japan from a bulk
carrier to an automobile carrier.
The Court of Appeals for the 3rd Circuit noted that the conversion work
done by Hitachis was performed exclusively in Japan and had no
connection with the state of New Jersey.
The fortuitous circumstance that the owners chose to dock in New Jersey
was insufficient to support the assertion of jurisdiction over Hitachi under
the New Jersey long-arm rule.

The appeal court noted that the principle announced in diversity cases,
such as International Shoe Co and its progeny was also applicable to nondiversity cases. “This standard provides that a defendant is subject to a
forum’s jurisdiction only if its contacts with the forum are such that
maintenance of the suit will not offend traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice.”158
Futhermore, the Court pointed out that the due process standard’s
“primary consideration in the jurisdictional inquiry is that of fundamental
fairness to the defendant.”159 Thus the International Dimension was
seriously considered.
The U.S. Supreme Court stated in Helicopteros Nacionales de
Colombia v. Hall (1984)160 that mere purchases, even if occurring at regular
155
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intervals, are not enough to warrant a State's assertion of in personam
jurisdiction over a foreign corporation in a cause of action not related to
those purchase transactions.161
A Colombian corporation provided helicopter transportation for oil and
construction companies in South America. It bought 1970 through 1977
approximately 80 % of its fleet, spare parts etc. from a Texas company. It
accepted checks drawn on a Texas account. Besides this connection the
Colombian Company had no real contacts with Texas.
January 1976 one of the helicopters crashed in Lime, Peru, with four U.S.
citizens that had been hired in Houston, Texas, by a Peruvian consortium
with headquarters in Houston. The survivors and representatives of the
four instituted wrong-death actions in Texas against amongst others the
Colombian Corporation.
The U.S. Supreme court rejected general personal jurisdiction and noted
that one travel to Houston by the chief executive officer of the helicopter
firms to make negotiations about the helicopter-transportation agreement
was not enough to regard a contact of a “continuous and systematic”
nature. Training of Colombian personnel at the place of the helicoptermanufacturer was regarded as a part of the purchase of a helicopter.

It is worth to note that none of the foreign defenders in Peerkins v.
Benquet Consolidated Mining Co and Helicopteros Nacionales de
Colombia v. Hall questioned the applicability of the International Shoe
minimum test over a foreign person. In these cases the U.S. Supreme Court
only dealt with issues of general personal jurisdiction.
In 1985 the Federal Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit noted in
Pacific Atlantic Trading Co, Inc. v. M/V Main Express that when the nonresident defendant is from a foreign nation, rather than from another state
in the federal system, the sovereignty barrier is higher, undermining the
reasonableness of personal jurisdiction Therefore, the court held personal
jurisdiction over a Malaysian third-party defendant was unreasonable.162
In Fields v. Sedgwick Associated Risks, Ltd. (1986),163 the Federal Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that a British defendant had
insufficient contacts to justify general personal jurisdiction, and that it
would be unreasonable to assert specific personal jurisdiction.
Plaintiff Fields was an English barrister and an attorney admitted to
practice in California. He was both an American citizen and a British
161
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subject, and, during the period prior to the filing of action, lived part of the
time in the United States and part of the time in Great Britain.
Defendant Lloyd-Roberts was an underwriting member of Lloyd's of
London, who was the lead underwriter of a syndicate known as Syndicate
55. Lloyd-Roberts was not a citizen or resident of California.
Defendant Sedgwick Associated Risks was an insurance broker
incorporated in London. It was a subsidiary of Sedgwick Group and had
no offices, employees or state insurance license in California.
Fields’s law practice was covered by professional liability insurance policies
procured by Sedgwick, which acted as Fields's broker. Syndicate 55 issued
the policies.
During the period covered by a second policy, Fields presented a claim for
indemnification that allegedly arose partly from his American practice.
Sedgwick informed him that Lloyd-Roberts had determined that the claim
was not covered under the second policy. Fields alleges that it would have
been covered under the first policy, that he agreed with defendants to
renew that policy, and therefore that the second policy should cover his
claim.
Fields sued Sedgwick Associated Risks, Ltd. and Lloyd-Roberts in
California.
The defendants were granted a motion for dismissal on the basis of lack of
personal jurisdiction.
The court noted that there was not general jurisdiction because Fields
alleged no connections between Lloyd-Roberts and the forum aside from
those of the Syndicate and those arising from the contract in dispute.
Sedgwick Associated Risks’ only contact alleged was that derived from the
contract at issue. These contacts were found neither "substantial" nor
"continuous and systematic.
The court pointed out that the site where the events in question took place
and most of the evidence is located is usually the most efficient forum.
The court remarked that the case was about a British contract and the
witnesses and papers were in England. Interpretation of the contract
provisions would be based, at least in part, on English law and practice
non-forum parties relatively weak.
It was not a case in which the insured would be "at a severe disadvantage if
[he] were forced to follow the insurance company to a distant state in order
to hold it legally accountable."164
The court presumed that an English barrister was capable of adequately
defending his own interests in the courts of England.
Adjudication of the dispute in a California court would interfere with the
capacity of English courts to resolve disputes involving English parties, and
thus interfere with British sovereignty.
California's interest was significantly less than that of England.
164
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The court held that England surely had a strong interest in resolving a
claim by a British subject against English defendants arising from an
English insurance policy. Thus the court found that adjudicating the
dispute in California rather than in England would be unreasonable.165 In
sum, the “International Dimension of the Due Process” decided the case.
In Asahi Metal Industry Co., Ltd. v. Superior Court of California
(1987),166 the U.S. Supreme Court maintained the fairness factors set out in
1980 in World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, when it determined
the question of the reasonableness of exercise (specific) jurisdiction over a
foreign defendant.
The Court unanimously held that the Due Process prevented California
from asserting jurisdiction over Japanese Asahi, because the facts of the
case did not establish minimum contacts such that the exercise of personal
jurisdiction was consistent with fair play and substantial justice.”167 Thus,
the “International Dimension of the Due Process” did not allow the court
to exercise jurisdiction
Yet, the nine Judges had different sets of arguments why the
“International Dimension” did not allow the exercise of jurisdiction,
especially conserning what constitutes “purposeful availment”.
Asahi Metal Industry Co., Ltd., a Japanese corporation, manufactured tire
valve assemblies in Japan. It had no office, property or employee,
advertisement in California (or in U.S. as a whole). Cheng Shin Rubber
Industrial Co, Ltd., was a Taiwanese manufacture of tubes. It bought some
of its tire valve assemblies in Japan by Asahi, which shipped them from
Japan to Taiwan.
On September 1978 on Inter-state Highway 80 in Solano County, California
Mr. Zurcher lost control of his Honda motorcycle and collided with a
tractor. He was severely injured and his wife was killed.
They were not California residents.
Zurcher filed a product liability action in Superior Court of the State of
California and alleged that the accident was caused by a sudden loss of air
and an explosion in the rear tire of the motorcycle and alleged that the
motorcycle tire, tube and sealant were defective.
The president of Asahi declared that Asahi had never contemplated that its
limited sales of tire valves to Cheng Shin Rubber in Taiwan would subject it
to lawsuit in California.
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Eight out of the nine Judges in Asahi noted, that the unique burdens
placed upon one who must defend oneself in a foreign legal system should
have significant weight in assessing the reasonableness of stretching the
long arm of personal jurisdiction over national borders. “Great care and
reserve should be exercised when extending our notions of personal
jurisdiction into the international field.”168
The fifth factor of the fairness factor - the shared interest of the several
States in furthering fundamental substantive social policies - requires the
court to consider the procedural and substantive policies of other nations
whose interests are affected by the assertion of jurisdiction by the forum
court.
Considering the international context, the heavy burden on the alien
defendant, and the slight interests of the plaintiff and the forum State, the
exercise of personal jurisdiction by a California court over Asahi in this
instance would be unreasonable and unfair.169
Four out of the nine Judges further noted that the U.S. Supreme Court
in World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, applying the principle that
minimum contacts must be based on an act of the defendant, rejected the
assertion that a consumer's unilateral act of bringing the defendant's
product into the forum State was a sufficient constitutional basis for
personal jurisdiction over the defendant.170 The Court in that case also
rejected the concept of foreseeability as an insufficient basis for jurisdiction
under the Due Process Clause. That case concluded that the forum State
does not exceed its powers under the Due Process Clause if it asserts
personal jurisdiction over a corporation that delivers its products into the
stream of commerce with the expectation that they will be purchased by
consumers in the forum State.
Furthermore, World-Wide Volkswagen stated that when a corporation
“purposefully avails itself of the privilege of conducting activities within
the forum State,” it has clear notice that it is subject to suit there, and can
act to alleviate the risk of burdensome litigation by procuring insurance,
passing the expected costs on to customers, or, if the risks are too great,
severing its connection with the State. Hence if the sale of a product of a
manufacturer or distributor is not simply an isolated occurrence, but arises
from the efforts of the manufacturer or distributor to serve, directly or
indirectly, the market for its product in other States, it is not unreasonable
to subject it to suit in one of those States if its allegedly defective
168
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merchandise has there been the source of injury to its owners or to
others.171
These four Judges in Asahi held that the ‘substantial connection’
between the defendant and the forum State necessary for a finding of
minimum contacts must come about by an action of the defendant
purposefully directed toward the forum State.172
The placement of a product into the stream of commerce, “without
more,” is not an act of the defendant purposefully directed toward the
forum State.173
Additional conduct of the defendant may indicate an intent or purpose
to serve the market in the forum State, for example, designing the product
for the market in the forum State, advertising in the forum State,
establishing channels for providing regular advice to customers in the
forum State, or marketing the product through a distributor who has
agreed to serve as the sales agent in the forum State.
A defendant's awareness that the stream of commerce may or will
sweep the product into the forum State does not convert the mere act of
placing the product into the stream into an act purposefully directed
toward the forum State.174
Another group of four out of the 9 Judges in Asahi pointed out that this
was “one of those rare cases in which ‘minimum requirements inherent in
the concept of 'fair play and substantial justice'...defeat the reasonableness
of jurisdiction even [though] the defendant has purposefully engaged in
forum activities."175 This group of Judges held that a plaintiff should not be
required to show “additional conduct” directed toward the forum and that
the “Asahi was aware of the distribution system’s operation, and it knew it
would benefit economically from the sale in California of products
incorporating its products.”176
These same four Judges also noted that the stream of commerce refers
not to unpredictable currents or eddies, but to the regular and anticipated
flow of products from manufacture to distribution to retail sale. As long
as a participant in this process is aware that the final product is being
marketed in the forum State, the possibility of a lawsuit there cannot come
as a surprise.
171
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A defendant, who has placed goods in the stream of commerce benefits
economically from the retail sale of the final product in the forum State,
and indirectly benefits from the State's laws that regulate and facilitate
commercial activity.177
In 1992, the Federal Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held in
Casualty Assurance Risk Insurance Brokerage Co. v. Dillon178 that exercise
of jurisdiction would not comply with traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice. It was unreasonable to force the defendant to travel
over 7,000 miles to defend an action in Guam when the defendant’s
contact with Guam had been limited to correspondence with his equal
official in Guam.179
Defendant, the Indiana Insurance Commissioner, contacted the Guam
Insurance Commissioner to obtain information on the plaintiff, a Guam
corporation, whose most correspondence is handled through its
Washington D.C. office. Plaintiff had never sold any insurance or derived
any income from Guam.
After receiving information the defendant sent information letters to all
healthcare providers of an Indiana company closely related to the plaintiff.
The letters was never sent to or circulated in Guam, because plaintiff had
not solicited any business there.
The court noted that circulation of “libel in the forum jurisdiction is a key
factor in determining whether a non-resident defendant has sufficient
contacts with the forum.”
The court pointed out that in contrast to Keeton v. Hustler Magazine, “the
defendant’s conduct in his case was not purposefully directed at Guam
because none of the letters was sent there. Keeton also makes clear that the
plaintiff’s contacts with the forum is a relatively minor factor in the
analysis.”

In Amoco Egypt Oil Company v. Leonis Navigation Company, Inc.,180
the Federal Court of Appeals for the Ninth District concluded that exercise
of personal jurisdiction over a corporation in the Philippine would be
unreasonable. The “International Dimension of the Due Process” decided
the case.
The court pointed out that the site where the injury occurs and where
evidence is located will usually be the most efficient forum.181
177
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A ship “Panay Sampaguita”, sailing from Singapore to France, was owned
by a Panamanian corporation and bareboat chartered by Leonis Navigation,
a Philippine corporation with its headquarters in Manila. Leonis' base of
operations is in Manila. Presently had no connections with Washington, nor
did it have an agent or office anywhere else in the United States.
Leonis' contacts with Washington derived from its bareboat chartering of
the “Panay Sampaguita” and three other vessels. Leonis subchartered all
four vessels to Leo Maritime Co., Ltd.
This company further subchartered to Navix Line, Ltd one of the vessels
“Luzon Sampaguita”, which sailed exclusively between Tacoma and Japan
carrying Washington logs.
The “Panay Sampaguita” and the two other vessels called on Washington
on a random and infrequent basis.
Incident to its boat chartering, Leonis had some additional contacts with
Washington.
The bills of lading to which Leonis was a party were executed by
Washington businesses and provided that dispute would be decided under
United States law.
Leonis paid the Luzon's crew with U.S. dollars that were purchased in
Washington.
An agent of Navix purchased supplies and services for Leonis
crewmembers while the Luzon was in Washington.
Leonis also obtained a certificate of financial responsibility for
environmental claims from the United States Coast Guard in Washington,
D.C., a requirement for any vessel entering United States waters.
An oil platform in Egyptian waters was jointly owned by Amoco Egypt Oil
Company, a Delaware corporation with its principal offices in Egypt, and
Egyptian General Petroleum Corporation, an instrumentality of the
Egyptian government charged with exploitation of its oil resources.
The “Panay Sampaguita”, while sailing from Singapore to France, collided
with an oil platform in Egyptian waters. Amoco Egypt and Egyptian
General Petroleum Corporation filed suit against Leonis for damages in the
United States District Court for the Western District of Washington.

The Ninth Circuit noted that the burden on the defendant was not a
forum non-conveniens question, but a function of the due process
requirements.182
The court held that the international context of the case militated in favor of
Leonis.
Washington State’s interest was no greater or more specific than that of any
182
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port city around the world. Washington had no interest in this claim. The
vessel was not sailing from Washington and carried no Washington cargo.
Neither the accident nor the lawsuit's outcome had any effect on
Washington or its residents. Both plaintiffs had all of their operations in
Egypt. Amoco had no involvement with Washington.

In Core-Vent Corp. v. Nobel Industries AB183 the Federal Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held jurisdiction over some Swedish
defendants would not comport with fair play and substantial justice and
would thus be unreasonable.
In is conclusion the court held that the U.S. Supreme Court in Asahi
indicated that a plaintiff seeking to hale a foreign citizen before a court in
the United States must meet a higher jurisdictional threshold than is
required when the defendant is a United States citizen. Furthermore, it
noted that commentators had suggested that the international factors were
determinative in Asahi. Thus, the “International Dimension of the Due
Process” decided the case.
Core-Vent was a California corporation with its headquarters in Encino.
Its principal competitor was Nobelpharma AB ("Nobelpharma"), a Swedish
corporation.
They were the two largest manufacturers of dental implants in the world.
Branemark, Albrektsson, and Lekholm were professors at the University of
Gothenburg, Sweden. Sennerby was a doctoral candidate at the University
of Gothenburg, Sweden. (the “Swedish doctors”). All were Swedish citizens
and none had visited the United States, or, in particular, California more
than a few times on random occasions.
Branemark was a director of Nobelpharma, and also directed a research
institute at the University that was allegedly financed by Nobelpharma.
Albrektsson, Lekholm, and Sennerby worked at the institute, and were
alleged to be paid consultants to Nobelpharma.
Albrektsson and Lekholm co-authored, at the direction of Nobelpharma
and Branemark, an article published in the October 1989 issue of Dental
Clinics of North America that "contained false and misleading comparisons
of Core-Vent and Nobelpharma implants." The journal was distributed
worldwide, including within California.
Albrektsson and Sennerby similarly were alleged to have written, at
Nobelpharma's direction, an article defaming Core-Vent. Their article was
published in a journal, which was also distributed worldwide.
Core-Vent alleged that Branemark controlled these and other studies in
order to further an antitrust conspiracy.
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Core-Vent brought amongst others suit against the four Swedish doctors.
The court could not conclude by analogy to Calder v. Jones alone that the
acts in question here were "expressly directed" at California. Rather, the
libel concerned a product that was distributed worldwide. The articles
could not be seen as a comment on a California event. Moreover, it had not
been alleged that California was a primary audience for the medical
journals or that the defendants knew that the journals would be circulated
in that state.
The court concluded that it would assume that the purposeful availment
prong had been satisfied.

The court pointed out that a corporation does not suffer harm in a
particular geographic location in the same way that an individual does.
Futhermore, the harm from an allegedly libelous statement is not
necessarily suffered in the place of a incorporation.
The court then considered the 9th circuits seven fairness-factors, of which
none is dispositive in itself, but instead, all must be balanced:
- the extent of the defendants' purposeful interjection into the forum
state's affairs
- the burden on the defendant of defending in the forum
- the extent of conflict with the sovereignty of the defendants' state
- the forum state's interest in adjudicating the dispute
- the most efficient judicial resolution of the controversy
- the importance of the forum to the plaintiff's interest in convenient
and effective relief, and
- the existence of an alternative forum.
The court noted that it previously had made it plain that even if there is
sufficient 'interjection' into the state to satisfy the purposeful availment
prong, the degree of interjection is a factor to be weighed in assessing the
overall reasonableness of jurisdiction under the reasonableness prong.
The court remarked that California maintained a strong interest in
providing an effective means of redress for its residents who are tortiously
injured.

The court found that interest must give way where the plaintiff was an
international corporation and the defendants were individual citizens of a
foreign country, who lacked connections to the United States and whose
purposeful interjection into the forum state had been very limited.
Requiring the Swedish doctors to submit to the jurisdiction of the court
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would impose substantial burdens on them and would interfere with the
sovereignty of a foreign nation.184
In 1994 the Court of Appeals of the Federal Circuit held, given all the
facts and circumstances, that the situation in Beverly Hills Fan Company
v. Royal Sovereign Corp.185 was not one of those rare situations in which it
would be unreasonable for the forum to assert jurisdiction. This it denied
to exercise jurisdiction.186
The court held that such “cases are limited to are limited to the rare
situation in which the plaintiff's interest and the state's interest in
adjudicating the dispute in the forum are so attenuated that they are clearly
outweighed by the burden of subjecting the defendant to litigation within
the forum.”
Plaintiff was owner of the '229 patent, which directed to the design of a
ceiling fan. Beverly was incorporated in Delaware and had its principal
place of business in California.
One of the defendant was Ultec, a manufacturer of a ceiling fan, which
Beverly alleges infringes the '229 patent. Ultec was incorporated in the
People's Republic of China, and manufactured the accused fan in Taiwan.
Defendant Royal imported into and distributed the accused fan in the
United States. It was incorporated in New Jersey.
The Federal Circuit found that, under either version of the stream of
commerce theory in Asahi, “plaintiff made the required jurisdictional
showing.
When viewed in the light of the allegations and the
uncontroverted assertions in the affidavits, plaintiff has stated all of the
necessary ingredients for an exercise of jurisdiction consonant with due
process: defendants, acting in consort, placed the accused fan in the stream
of commerce, they knew the likely destination of the products, and their
conduct and connections with the forum state were such that they should
reasonably have anticipated being brought into court there.”

In Fluke Corporation v. Fine Instruments Corp.,187 the Federal Court of
Western District of Washington noted that the sale of a large number of
devices from a Korean company to a Oregon firm that has a nation-wide
distribution network will generally result in the sale - or at least the use of one of those devices in the forum state.188 Having established that the
defendant utilized a national distribution network the court held that the
184
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defendant should reasonably have anticipated being brought into court in
Washington. The court further quoted “[I]t is not within the contemplation
of the concepts of fairness and due process to allow a wrongdoing
manufacturer to insulate himself from the long arm of the courts by using
an intermediary or by professing ignorance of the ultimate destination of
his products.”189
Plaintiff, a Washington corporation, had sued the manufacturer Fine
Instruments ("Fine"), a Korean corporation, and its distributor, Universal
Enterprises, Inc. ("UEI"), an Oregon corporation, for patent infringement.
The court pointed out, that unlike the facts underlying Asahi, evidence
showed that Fine had designed its products in anticipation of sales in the
U.S. market; UEI assisted Fine in designing its product, Fine advertised its
product in UEI's catalog; and Fine purposefully employed UEI's
distribution system which brought its products to Washington
The court further noted that similar to Beverly Hills Fan, UEI was selling
the accused product in Washington, and Fine was purposefully and in
consort with UEI selling its product in Washington through UEI.
Thus, Defendant Fine's motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction was
denied.

In Uberti v. Leonardo (1995),190 the Supreme Court of Arizona (in Banc)
found the exercise of special personal jurisdiction fair and reasonable over
an Italian manufacturer of defective, and unreasonably dangerous
consumer products.
The Court pointed out that Due process does not give foreign
companies a safe harbor to manufacture goods designed for and shipped
to America. It also does not immunize them from the penalties of
noncompliance with American safety standards. The court found no
violation of traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice in
holding the manufacturers of goods destined for America legally
responsible if these goods were defective, and unreasonably dangerous,
and cause harm to persons in the United States.191
Italian defendant produced a gun as a replica of the 1873 Colt "Peacemaker"
and called it the "Cattleman."
The gun was manufactured to the design and specifications prepared by
and contracted for by Iver Johnson, a Massachusetts corporation that
wanted to market a replica of the 1873 Colt single-action revolver in the
189
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United States under Iver Johnson's name, and therefore was made for
distribution only by Iver Johnson.
To preserve its authentic look and design, the gun was made without
modern safety devices.
The U.S. government had abandoned the gun, but television westerns in the
1950’s had resulted in reproduction.
Mr. Pacho, a Tucson resident, acquired the revolver manufactured in Italy
by Defendant and sold through its American firearms distributor. He fired
it a few times, put it in a towel, and then stored it, fully loaded, under the
seat of his car. He forgot about the revolver until the day of the accident
when his wife took the car to a self-serve car wash with a niece. Before
washing the car, Miss Pacho vacuumed the interior and as she pulled the
towel from the car, the gun fell to the pavement and discharged. The bullet
struck the niece in the head and killed her.
Under the guidance of the Judge O’Conner opinion in Asahi the Arizona
Supreme Court noted the record showed a great deal more than the mere
foreseeability that in today's world any product - like this Italian weapon may end up anywhere
The question in the present case did not involve jurisdiction over a
dealership doing business only in a particular state. The case concerned
jurisdiction over a manufacturer, which did not limit sales to any specific
state.
The court pointed out it was undisputed that Defendant knowingly and
intentionally manufactured its products for the United States. The
Defendant’s own catalog states: “the firm of Aldo Uberti has become the
largest and best known producer of historical arms of all types in the
world.”
The record supported a finding that the gun in question was designed and
manufactured special for the American market. Defendant made the gun to
the specifications of an American importer and marked with his name.
Thus unlike Asahi - which products they were ferried to distant, worldwide
markets in other manufacturers' finished goods - this Italian defendant not
only placed a finished product into a trade stream of its own choosing but
chose a distributor intending to penetrate the American market.
The court held if was enough to show that Defendant intended to market it
in any state, group of states, or all states and that it was quite clear
defendant through its distributor contemplated serving the market
throughout America.
The court quoted that Justice O'Connor's opinion in Asahi principles of due
process permitted suit against Defendant in states where its products cause
damage.
The Arizona Supreme Court did not believe that a foreign manufacturer
that knowingly and intentionally distributes its products in America
through an American company should avoid jurisdiction of American
courts by the simple expedient of closing its eyes and making no effort to
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learn about or restrict its distributor's activities. To confer immunity in such
a situation would make no legal sense.
Allowing a defendant that has purposefully exploited the United States
market to "insulate itself from the reach of the forum State's long-arm rule
by using an intermediary or by professing ignorance of the ultimate
destination of its products" would undermine principles of fundamental
fairness and due process. 192

Economic treaties, such as NAFTA and GATT, which are designed to
secure the future of global commerce and advance internationally-shared
social and economic policies, make it reasonable for a plaintiff's home state
to exercise jurisdiction over a foreign manufacturer of allegedly defective
goods reasonable.193 Nor would holding an Italian manufacturer
accountable under Arizona law be an undue burden on Italian-United
States relations.
In Outokumpu Engineering Enterprises, Inc. v. Kvaerner Enviropower,
Inc. (1996),194 the Superior Court of Delaware held that the due process
rights of a Swedish corporation would be violated if the Delaware court
assumed jurisdiction.
Further held the court that it lacked both general and specific personal
jurisdiction over the Swedish corporation, which was not in same corporate
chain as contractor and its parent and there was no basis for piercing
corporate veils, because Delaware long-arm jurisdiction did not exist over
the Swedish corporation based upon its guarantee of performance by
contractor, as it was not shown that payment of guarantee was to be made
in Delaware.
Plaintiff, a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in
Atlanta, Georgia, brought construction contract suit against among others a
Swedish corporation Kvaerner EnviroPower AB (KAB) with principal place
of business in Goteborg, Sweden.
KAB had signed a "Performance and Payment Guarantee" guaranteeing it
would pay, indemnify and perform all contractor KEPI, a Delaware
corporation, and KI obligations in connection with the technology
agreement, the stock purchase agreement and the agreement to complete
the Whitecourt power plant.
KI was also a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in
Stamford, Connecticut. It had from plaintiff purchased all the stocks of
192
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KEPI; and the same Norwegian stockholders as for KAB owned its own
stocks.
The court that the Swedish defendant had other than having operational
responsibilities for KEPI's performance at the Whitecourt project, not
purposefully availed itself of Delaware protections.
It was pointed out that mere ownership of a Delaware subsidiary would not
support the minimum contacts' requirement of due process. Neither did
KAB's guarantee alone establish minimum contacts in the State.
The standard for escaping from a forum selection clause identified by the
United States Supreme Court is that "trial will be so gravely difficult and
inconvenient that [the party seeking a different forum] will for all practical
purposes be deprived of his day in court."195
Finally the court pointed out that jurisdiction is a matter of power and
venue is a matter of convenience. A defendant can properly wait to raise a
motion of improper venue until this Court has first determined whether it
has the jurisdiction to entertain such a motion.

The court noted that while Delaware corporations were involved in
both sides of this dispute, the primary players were Scandinavian, and the
object of their dispute was in Canada.
Is was held that even in the age of jet, fax, e-mail, Internet and
overnight delivery, a case with international implications should cause the
Court to pause before imposing its jurisdiction. The court pointed out that
even though Delaware had an interest in adjudicating contract disputes
involving its citizens, the Delaware's interest however was only one factor
to be weighed against the interests of the parties to the action.196
In Kernan v. Kurz-Hastings, Inc.197 the Federal Court for the Western
District of New York in 1998 rejected general personal jurisdiction, but
held that specific personal jurisdiction was not unreasonable.
A machine was manufactured by Navitas in Japan and sold by a
Pennsylvania corporation Kurz-Hastings to Forbes Products Corporation,
Danswille, New York pursuant to an "exclusive sales rights" agreement
between Navitas and Kurz-Hastings, covering the entire United States.
Plaintiff was injured while operating a hot stamping press at her employer’s
Forbes place in New York.
There was no evidence of service or warranty activity in New York State.
195
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Evidence showed a Kurz-Hastings employee in January 1979 had replaced a
damaged control pack on an H-10 machine at an unspecified Forbes plant
and that Kurz-Hastings in October 1985 had sold Forbes a hot stamping
press, which was delivered to Forbes' plant in North Carolina.
The court held that the Pennsylvania corporation's agreement to sell a
Japanese manufacturer's products in the United States, in and of itself, was
sufficient to establish a prima facie case of foreseeability coupled with a
purposeful act" for long-arm jurisdiction over the Japanese corporation in
New York long-arm statute.198
The Japanese’s defendant's conduct and connection with the forum State
were such that he should reasonably anticipate being haled into court there,
because Navitas had purposefully directed its activities at residents of the
forum by virtue of the "exclusive sales rights" agreement.
The court next concluded that plaintiff’s injury would not have occurred in
New York in the absence of the defendant's contacts with the forum as to
the sales and distribution relationship with Kurz-Hastings, and there were
thus sufficient minimum contacts for the court to exercise personal
jurisdiction over Navitas
There was nothing in the record to suggest that Kurz-Hastings would have
sold the press to Forbes and shipped it to New York had it not entered the
agreement with Navitas.
Japanese Navitas had not presented "a compelling case" of unreasonable
circumstances to overcome the finding that it purposefully availed itself of a
New York forum by virtue of its nation-wide "exclusive sales" agreement
with Kurz-Hastings.

In OMI Holdings, Inc. v. Royal Insurance Company of Canada (1998),199
the Federal Courts of Appeal for the Tenth Circuit held that the district
court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction over two Canadian defendants had
deprived them of the Due Process rights guarantied by the U.S.
Constitution’s 5th Amendment.
Two defendants foreign insurance companies had denied coverage to the
insured OMI, an Iowa corporation with its principal place of business in
Minnesota, for cost of defending a suit in Kansas court from a Kansas
corporation, which was the insured’s chief competitor in the marked and
wanted plaintiff’s U.S. patents invalidated.
Plaintiff did not claim general personal jurisdiction. The Kansas long-arm
statute allows jurisdiction to the full extend permitted by the U.S.
Constitutions due process.
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The Court of Appeals for Tenth Circuit quoted the First Circuit by
stating that the “reasonableness prong of the due process inquiry evokes a
sliding scale: the weaker the plaintiff’s showing of [minimum contacts],
the less a defendant need show in terms of unreasonableness to defeat
jurisdiction. The reverse is equally true: an especially strong showing of
reasonableness may serve to fortify a borderline showing of [minimum
contact]”200
The court further noted that “courts have been unwilling to allow states
to assert personal jurisdiction over foreign defendants where the
defendant's presence in the forum arose from the unilateral acts of
someone other than the defendant.”201
Defendants' contacts with Kansas arose solely from the issuance of
insurance policies in which they agreed to defend certain claims against
Plaintiff in any United States forum.

The court pointed out that whether a defendant may or may not foresee
that a plaintiff may attempt to implead it into an action in a foreign forum
is of little relevance in determining whether a defendant has established
minimum contacts with that forum.202
The court held that it does not follow that an insurance company by
agreeing to defend its insured in a certain forum, that the insurance
company also by implication agrees that it will litigate disputes between it
and its insured regarding the terms of an insurance contract in a foreign
forum.
It was not necessarily foreseeable that a dispute between the insured and
the insurer over an insurance contract prepared, negotiated, and executed
pursuant to Canadian law in Canada with a Canadian company would be
litigated in a foreign forum where neither party has any contacts.
The court held that sole reliance on the territory of coverage clause creates
contacts, which are qualitatively low on the due process scale.
Further it held that Plaintiff's claim clearly arose out of Defendants'
forum-related activity, and concluded Defendant’s actions, although
limited, established the necessary minimum contacts with Kansas.
In determining whether exercise of jurisdiction was so unreasonable as to
violate "fair play and substantial justice," the court noted that Defendants
issued insurance policies in Canada through plaintiff’s parent Canadian
company in accordance with Canadian law. In order to litigate the case in
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Kansas, Defendants would not only have to travel outside their home
country, they would also be forced to litigate the dispute in a foreign forum
unfamiliar with the Canadian law governing the dispute.
The court pointed out that this was not a case where a Kansas resident was
attempting to recover directly from the insurer for acts committed by an
insolvent insured.

Iin regard to the question of the fifth fairness factor, the court initially
noted that the possible conflict with a foreign nation's sovereignty "is not
dispositive because, if given controlling weight, it would always prevent
suit against a foreign national in a United States court.203
Nevertheless the extent to which jurisdiction in the forum state
interferes with the foreign nation's sovereignty is important to this inquiry.
The court noted that other courts had relied on facts, such as whether one
of the parties is a citizen of the foreign nation204, whether the foreign
nation's law governs the dispute, and whether the foreign nation's citizen
chose to conduct business with a forum resident.205
The court held that the exercise of jurisdiction in Kansas would affect
the policy interests of Canada, because when jurisdiction is exercised over
a foreign citizen regarding a contract entered into in the foreign country,
the country's sovereign interest in interpreting its laws and resolving
disputes involving its citizens is implicated.206
The court concluded that to subject defendants to the rigors of litigating
in Kansas, which had no genuine interest in the dispute and with which
defendants had only tenuous contacts, would be unreasonable and
inconsistent with the notions of “fair play and substantial justice" which
form the bedrock of our due process inquiry.”
In IMO Industries, Inc. v. Kiekert AG,207 the Federal Court of Appeals
for Third Circuit, in a business tort case, summarized conclusions reached
by six other Circuits208 that the Calder holding requires more than a
finding that the harm caused by the defendant's intentional tort is
primarily felt within the forum. The Calder ”effects test” can only be
satisfied if the plaintiff can point to contacts which demonstrate that the
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OMI Holdings, Inc. at 1097.
FDIC v. British-American Ins. Co., Ltd., 828 F.2d 1439, 1444 (9th Cir. 1987).
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See Burger King, 471 U.S. at 476, 105 S.Ct. 2174 (U.S. 1985); Grand Entertainment Group,
Ltd. v. Star Media Sales, Inc., 988 F.2d 476, 484 (3rd Cir. 1993).
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Paccar International, Inc. v. Commercial Bank of Kuwait, S.A.K., 757 F.2d 1058, 1065 (9th
Cir. 1985).
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IMO Industries, Inc. v. Kiekert AG, 155 F.3d 254 (3rd Cir. 1998).
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First, Fourth, Fifth, Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits.
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defendant expressly aimed its tortious conduct at the forum, and thereby
made the forum the focal point of the tortious activity.209
German defendant Kiekert AG was alleged for having tortiously interfered
with New Jersey plaintiff’s attempt to sell its wholly-owned Italian
subsidiary to a French corporation that was one of Kiekert's competitors.
The asserted mechanism by which the tort was accomplished was a series of
letters sent by Kiekert to the Italian subsidiary and to the New York
investment firm threatening that Kiekert would revoke the licensing
agreement it had with the subsidiary if the deal went through. According to
Imo, the sale was never consummated because of these threats, causing it
considerable loss.

The court pointed out that simply asserting that the defendant knew
the plaintiff's principal place of business was located in the forum would
be insufficient in itself to meet the requirement. The defendant must
"manifest behavior intentionally targeted at and focused on" the forum for
Calder to be satisfied. In the typical case, this will require some type of
"entry" into the forum state by the defendant.
The court quoted the Seventh Circuit stating that the defendant in all
cases involving intellectual property and reputation upholding jurisdiction
had done more than brought about an injury to an interest located in a
particular state. The defendant had also "entered" the state in some
fashion, as by the sale (in Calder) of the magazine containing the
defamatory material.210
The court concluded that since German Kiekert's contacts with the
forum could not otherwise satisfy the requirements of due process, the
question as to whether personal jurisdiction could be exercised all
depended upon the plaintiffs ability to meet Calder’s three-prong test in
order for a court to find personal jurisdiction to be proper over a nonresident defendants that committed an intentional tort outside the forum.
The unique effects of which caused damage to the plaintiff within the
forum.211
The court decided that personal jurisdiction did not exist because the
plaintiff had not pointed to sufficient facts, which demonstrated that
Kiekert "expressly aimed" its tortious conduct at New Jersey. To the
contrary, the focus of the dispute - i.e. the proposed sale of an Italian
209

IMO Industries at 265.
IMO Industries at 265.
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company to a French company and a claim of rights by a German
company pursuant to a license agreement apparently governed by
German law - and the alleged contacts by Kiekert (i.e., its correspondence)
all appeared to be focused outside the forum.
In Northeastern Power Company v. Balcke-Durr, Inc. (1999),212 the
Federal Court for Eastern District of Pennsylvania declined jurisdiction
over a German Holding Company, because the were no evidence showing
that the holding company controlled the day-to-day operation of a
German wholly-owned subsidiary. The court also emphasized that the
Holding Company was organized under the laws of the Republic of
Germany. The court found that four out of the five fairness factors
weighed in favor of dismissing the suit.213
In October 1994, Balcke-Durr AG (BDAG), a holding company in Germany,
transferred all of its assets to its wholly-owned subsidiary, Balcke-Durr
GmbH (BD GmbH), a Germany corporation.
The parent and the subsidiary shared a business address, telephone and
facsimile lines and numbers, and e-mail addresses. Three of five holding
company’s Board members were sitting on BD GmbH’s 4-member board.
In June 1995, Plaintiff contracted with Balcke-Durr, Inc. - Balcke-Durr
GmbH’s American Company - for the purchase of an air preheater for its
cogenerations facility, which was located in McAdoo, Pennsylvania.
In July 1995, Balcke-Durr, Inc. issued a purchase order to the holding
company for Plaintiff’s preheater.
The holding company informed Balcke-Durr, Inc. at that time that only BD
GmbH could accept such an order. Nevertheless, an acknowledgment was
issued on a BDAG form and the order was referred to as a “BDAG project”.
Correspondence from BD GmbH was often sent on the holding company’s
stationary.
The air preheater experience leakage upon its installation and in response to
plaintiff’s complaints, BDI arranged for 2 persons, both of who were
employees of BD GmbH, to visit Plaintiff’s facility in Pennsylvania.
In October 1996 on of these persons, Dr. Brasseur visited Plaintiff’s facility
in Pennsylvania. Although he had been an employee of BG GmbH he gave
an old business card from the holding company.
Dr. Basseur submitted a report, dated February 21, 1997, stating that the air
preheater was in “very good shape”. Plaintiff then filed complaint against
DBI and filed an amended complaint against BG GmbH and the holding
company. The latter made motion for dismissal on lack of jurisdiction.
Plaintiff alleges that it suffered injury due to the acts of BDAG and BD
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Northeastern Power Company v. Balcke-Durr, Inc., 49 F.Supp.2d 783 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
Northeastern Power Company at 789.
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GmbH through its agents Brasseur and Pfeiffer, and also that the injury
occurred in Pennsylvania.
The court was unable to find that BDAG "purposely availed itself of the
privilege of conducting business" within the forum State. It noted that the
minimum contacts requirement is not satisfied where a non-resident
defendant's contact with the forum is simply "fortuitous" or "the result of a
single transaction." Moreover, with regard to producers or sellers of goods,
"the mere foreseeability that a product one sells may end up in the forum
state" does not subject the seller to the forum state's jurisdiction.
On the question of Fair Play and Substantial Justice the court quoted Asahi:
"[t]he unique burdens placed upon one who must defend oneself in a
foreign legal system should have significant weight in assessing the
reasonableness of stretching the long arm of personal jurisdiction over
national borders."
To the Plaintiffs claim of lack of corporate separateness the court pointed
out "to establish an alter-ego relationship, plaintiffs must prove that [the
parent] controls the day-to-day operations of [the subsidiary] such that [the
subsidiary] can be said to be a mere department of [the parent]."214
The court noted that the German holding company was the sole
shareholder of its wholly-owned subsidiary, BD GmbH and that these
companies maintained separate corporate records and filed separate tax
returns.

In Soma Medical International v. Standard Chartered Bank (1999), the
Federal Court of Appeals for Tenth Circuit noted that "courts have been
unwilling to allow states to assert personal jurisdiction over foreign
defendants where the defendant's presence in the forum arose from the
unilateral acts of someone other than the defendant."215
In January 2000 the Federal District Court of Columbia in a class action
case, Baan Company Securities,216 did not come to a final decision whether
or not exercise of personal jurisdiction over two Dutch sellers of securities
would be granted. Yet, the court held that in a case, where a federal statute
authorized service of process anywhere a defendant can be found, i.e.
anywhere on the face of the earth, the minimum contacts, required to be
established, are those between the defendant sellers of securities and
United States, as opposed to those between defendant and forum in which
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Arch v. American Tobacco Co., Inc., 984 F.Supp. 830 (E.D.Pa. 1997).
Soma Medical International v. Standard Chartered Bank, 196 F.3d 1292, 1299 (10th Cir.
1999). See also OMI Holdings, Inc. v. Royal Ins. Co. of Canada, 149 F.3d 1086, 1092 (10th
Cir. 1998).
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Class action Baan Company Securities Litigation [Vinik v. Baan Company N.V.] 81
F.Supp.2d 75 (D. C. 2000).
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the court was sitting.217 A defendant's knowledge that the object will be
sold in a particular forum combined with his exploitation of the market in
that forum would suffice minimum contacts requirements.218
It does not follow that merely because service has been effected in
accordance with American rules of procedure, that alien defendants can be
thereby made subject ipso facto to the jurisdiction of any American court.
Instead, aliens may claim the Fifth Amendment protection from being
haled into an American court in a manner, which contradicts traditional
(and American) notions of fair play and justice.219 That broad standard of
"fair play and justice" requires a showing of such minimum contacts
between the alien and the forum that the assertion of jurisdiction over his
person does not offend due process.
The District court noted further the following on cases involving aliens
defendant:
When a federal statute authorizes service of process anywhere the
defendant can be found, i.e., anywhere on the face of the earth, the
minimum contacts are those between the defendant and the United States,
as opposed to those between the defendant and the District of Columbia
under the District's long arm statute.
The common ground in the three opinions of Asahi is that that while merely
placing the object in the stream of commerce might or might not be in itself
sufficient, the defendant's knowledge that the object will be sold in a
particular forum combined with his exploitation of the market in that forum
would suffice.
Mere presence of a product in the forum is insufficient when the product
has not been marketed there and its presence in forum is not part of regular
and anticipated flow of products from the manufacturer.
Circuit courts of appeals and district courts have rejected talismanic reliance
on abstract concepts and focused on specific facts such as the defendant's
knowledge that his product is being marketed in the forum and its efforts to
create, nurture, and exploit that market.
It can be said that the more evidence that the defendant knew that his
product would be sold in the forum and made conscious efforts to increase
the market for its product in that forum by, for example, customer service
and advertising, the easier it is to conclude that the contacts between the
defendant and the forum are sufficient to assert jurisdiction over his person.
Imposing jurisdiction solely because the presence of the defendant's
product in the forum was foreseeable is inconsistent with the obligation to
establish a purposeful availment of the forum's benefits.
217
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The true question is not whether an event was theoretically foreseeable but
whether it was reasonable for the defendant to anticipate that he would be
haled into court in that state because by his own acts he purposefully
availed himself of the benefits of that state's laws and the potential market
for his products.
The court noted that the in question imposes liability upon any person who
controls a corporation or other entity, which violates the various provisions
of that statute.
It rejected Plaintiffs reasoning that if it could be shown that the defendants
controlled the corporation, which engaged in the acts claimed to violate the
statute, that showing will sustain the court's jurisdiction over their persons.

In a world that is shrinking as a result of the communications
revolution, and with the rapid emergence of a global, economic culture,
acceptance of plaintiff's theory would mean that an individual in Guam
who used the Internet to purchase 10 shares of stock of a company in the
Netherlands could cause a person who has never been in the United States
to appear and defend itself in the United States District Court for the
District of Guam merely by alleging that he controlled the Netherlands
corporation which issued the stock.220
The court pointed out that cases have never gone that far. To the
contrary, each case (with one exeption) involving aliens has required
more than the allegation that defendant controlled the entity which
performed the act claimed to have violated the pertinent securities law
before asserting jurisdiction over its person.221
Personal jurisdiction is premised on a showing that the defendant has,
by his acts, purposefully availed himself of the forum's benefits.222
If the presence of a corporation in a forum cannot be established to be
so continuous and deep that the assertion of any cause of action against it
may be entertained in that forum (general jurisdiction), the only special
jurisdiction can be asserted. This means that the action or claim must be
based on the contact claimed in order to confer jurisdiction.223
See further under section III.B.f, Cyberspace & Jurisdiction over Aliens.
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III. JURISDICTION OVER NON-RESIDENTS
& ALIENS USING CYBERSPACE
This Chapter is built upon the research of several thousand reported
U.S.-cases involving Cyberspace. Approximately three hundred of these
cases are specifically related to the issue of Cyberspace jurisdiction.
A case from 1997 stated, with regard to Cyberspace jurisdiction, that
although traditional approaches for personal jurisdiction dictated by the
U.S. Supreme Court must be applied in evaluating personal jurisdiction,
these concepts should be sensitive to the unique nature of Cyberspace, a
non-traditional medium through which the contacts between the
defendant and the forum state can occur. Since information posted on a
Website becomes available world-wide almost instantaneously, imposing
traditional concepts on commercial Internet users might have dramatic
implications, subjecting them to nation-wide or even international
jurisdiction.224
The trend discussed in the previous chapter on personal jurisdiction
over a defendant, an alien situated outside the United States of America,
showed that several courts have held that the facts in such cases needs to
have a higher level than that of similar cases where a non-resident is the
defendant, “the International Dimension of the Due Process.” This tend
seems to be used to some extent in Cyberspace cases.
Yet, some courts seems to disregard the fact that eight U.S. Supreme
Court Judges in Asahi noted that the unique burdens placed upon one,
who must defend oneself in a foreign legal system, should have significant
weight in assessing the reasonableness of stretching the long arm of
personal jurisdiction over national borders; that “great care and reserve
should be exercised when extending our notions of personal jurisdiction
into the international field.” Also, that the fifth of the fairness factor - the
shared interest of the several States in furthering fundamental substantive
social policies - requires a court to consider the procedural and substantive
224
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policies of other nations whose interests are affected by the assertion of
jurisdiction by the forum court.225
In Cyberspace-related cases, it is seldom that a court quotes Asahi
indicating that a plaintiff seeking to hale an alien before a court in the
United States must meet a higher jurisdictional threshold than that
required when the defendant is a United States citizen.
The Calder "effects test," which requires a plaintiff to point to contacts
which demonstrate that the defendant expressly aimed its tortious conduct
at the forum, thereby making the forum the focal point of the tortious
activity, have by some courts been transferred to Cyberspace cases in an
effort to eliminate the fact that the Internet reaches everywhere, and
therefore implements a requirement of more explicit contacts with the
state that the court resides in.226
Since Cyberspace often deals with software, which in the U.S. is
copyright protected, it is worth noting that the defendant in all U.S. cases
involving intellectual property and reputation upholding jurisdiction has
done more than bring about an injury to an interest located in a particular
state.227
In McKinley Machinery, Inc. v. Acme Corrugated Box Co., Inc.228 the
foreign defendant had no contacts with the plaintiff’s state, but had
executed a contract with plaintiff in its own state. In this case, the court
noted that in “an age of contracts which are offered from a business
located in one state to citizens of another through a multiplicity of media
including the mail and the Internet, holding that one subjects oneself to
personal jurisdiction in a foreign state simply by ordering goods, under a
contract executed by one in one's home state, from a company in a foreign
state may often be unduly burdensome. Although in some cases, one's
contacts may be sufficient to satisfy due process and [the state’s] long-arm
statute, this case does not present facts on which we can conclude that
[defendant] purposefully availed itself of acting in [the plaintiff’s state] or
that such jurisdiction would be reasonable.”
It is important to note two cases from 1997 that seems to have had a
great impact on the way courts have treated later cases involving
Cyberspace facts.
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The first case is the U.S. Supreme Courts case Reno-2 from June 1997.229
This case contains a large amount of technical facts and descriptions of
how Cyberspace and the Internet works. The U.S. Supreme Court further
referred to an even greater collection of technical facts and descriptions in
the decision from the Courts of Appeal, Reno-1.230 These collected facts
seem to have been used by the courts as an “ABC” for judges on how
Cyberspace and Internet works, and what its technical limits are.
It is not at all unrealistic that decisions made by courts before these
cases were published would have had a different outcome if such technical
information had been given to courts. For example, the case Inset Systems
finding jurisdiction solely on ground of a worldwide advertisement
mentioning a U.S. toll-free phone number.231
The second important case is the Zippo232 case that stated a court has to
look closely at the nature and quality of activity that is available on a
website and that the commercial activity is interesting.
At 1123-1124 the court wrote:The Internet makes it possible to conduct
business throughout the world entirely from a desktop. With this global
revolution looming on the horizon, the development of the law concerning
the permissible scope of personal jurisdiction based on Internet use is in its
infant stages. The cases are scant. Nevertheless, our review of the available
cases and materials [ ] reveals that the likelihood that personal jurisdiction
can be constitutionally exercised is directly proportionate to the nature and
quality of commercial activity that an entity conducts over the Internet. This
sliding scale is consistent with well developed personal jurisdiction
principles. At one end of the spectrum are situations where a defendant
clearly does business over the Internet. If the defendant enters into contracts
with residents of a foreign jurisdiction that involve the knowing and
repeated transmission of computer files over the Internet, personal
jurisdiction is proper. [ ] At the opposite end are situations where a
defendant has simply posted information on an Internet Website which is
accessible to users in foreign jurisdictions. A passive Website that does little
more than make information available to those who are interested in it is
not grounds for the exercise personal jurisdiction. [ ] The middle ground is
occupied by interactive Websites where a user can exchange information
229

Reno-2 – Reno v. ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union), 521 U.S. 844 (U.S. 1997).
Of other U.S. Supreme Court cases that have some related interest for the issue dealt with
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Educational Telecommunications Consortium, Inc v. FCC, 518 U.S. 727 (U.S. 1996) and
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with the host computer. In these cases, the exercise of jurisdiction is
determined by examining the level of interactivity and commercial nature
of the exchange of information that occurs on the Website. [ ] Traditionally,
when an entity intentionally reaches beyond its boundaries to conduct
business with foreign residents, the exercise of specific jurisdiction is
proper. [ ] Different results should not be reached simply because business
is conducted over the Internet. (Author’s emphasizing).

It should be noted that the Zippo case dealt with a commercial matter,
and did not have to determine the requirements of non-commercial
websites. However, it seems reasonable also to closely look at the nature
and quality of activity in all cases involving a website, commercial or not.
Concerning the issue of jurisdiction and Cyberspace, the importance of
on-line agreements containing a forum choice should not be forgotten. Online agreements must in future due to the extreme use of Cyberspace be
expected worldwide to be a fairly normal form of agreement. Therefore,
questions of choice of jurisdiction and enforcement must be expected to
occur to a large extent in many cases being brought into court.
At the latest, the U.S. courts seem to be willing to enforce such on-line
agreements and therefore accepting the contents of a forum clause. Due to
the expected extreme use of such forum clauses, the next paragraph will
give a broad overview of the latest trend in the U.S. with respect to on-line
agreements.
If the “Convention of Jurisdiction and Foreign Judgments in Civil and
Commercial Matters,” as drafted by the Hague Conference on Private
International Law, comes into force signing nations will, except in very
special instances, have to enforce such on-line agreements accepted in the
U.S. This if the Federal Republic signs it. Thus such on-line agreements
will begin to have great impact on foreign jurisdictions.
It should also be noted that the Courts of Appeal for the Third Circuit
in Reno-4 emphasized that no federal court had yet ruled on whether or
not the web/Internet might be constitutionally regulated in light of
differing community standards.233
The Reno-4 court emphasized that there should be distinction between
instances where users have unlimited access to the Web as a whole, and
where users have limited access. Such a regime should also be the rule in
criminal trials.
The 3rd Circuit pointed out that “[d]espite the "electronic medium" in which
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electronic bulletin boards are found, [the criminal case United States v.]
Thomas234 is inapposite inasmuch as electronic bulletin boards, just as
telephones, regular mail and other brick and mortar outlets, are very
different creatures from that of the Web as a whole.”
The court quoted from the Thomas case that the defendant had argued,
“that the computer technology used here requires a new definition of
community, i.e., one that is based on the broad-ranging connections among
people in cyberspace rather than the geographic locale of the federal judicial
district of the criminal trial....” and that the Tomas court had pointed out
that this “is not a situation where the bulletin board operator had no
knowledge or control over the jurisdictions where materials were
distributed for downloading or printing. Access to the Defendants' [bulletin
board] was limited. Membership was necessary and applications were
submitted…Thus, under the facts of this case, there is not need for this court
to adopt a new definition of "community' for use in obscenity prosecutions
involving electronic bulletin boards.”235
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United States v. Thomas, 74 F.3d 701 (6th Cir. 1996).
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A. On-line Agreements and Forum Choice Clauses
On-line agreements are practical because they facilitate speedy on-line
commerce and often contain a forum clause intended to solve the question
of jurisdiction.
It is fair to say that on-line agreements will in the future become a
normal way of making agreements worldwide. Therefore, the question of
enforcement will occur in a large amount of cases being brought into
court.
The first question for a court to decide in a huge amount of cases will
be whether the on-line agreement forum clause is valid in the courts
forum. Many agreements also contain an arbitration clause that might also
be a reason for a court to reject a case.
The Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA)236,
which intends to provide a viable legal framework for the computer
information industry under § 5(b), points out that a court should look at
the “context and surrounding circumstances, including the parties'
'conduct' to determine if the buyer and seller agreed to conduct
transactions.”
Only Virginia and Maryland has adopted UCITA. Hawaii, Illinois, and
Oklahoma have UCITA bills pending.

The latest trend in U.S. seems to be upholding click-wrap licenses can
no longer be said to be limited to a few circuits.

236

UCITA intends to provide rules regarding “shrink-wrap” licenses, online contracts, and
warranty enforceability and to provide a viable legal framework for the computer
information industry.
The Act is the culmination of a ten-year effort by the National Council of Commissioners.
It also specifies choice of law issues.
It provides a series of default rules that operate unless the parties agree otherwise. The
default rules allow the parties to negotiate among themselves to develop a deal most
favorable to both.
The UCITA is divided into nine parts: (1) General Provisions, (2) Formation and Terms,
(3) Construction, (4) Warranties, (5) Transfer of Interests and Rights, (6) Performance,
(7) Breach of Contract, (8) Remedies, and (9) Miscellaneous Provisions.
See www.law.upenn.edu/bll/ullc/ucita (visited september 2000).
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Agreements made in Cyberspace have been given many names, like
click-wrap, click-through, web-wrap and access-contracts.237 The terms do
not seem to implement any special specifics. In this section they will be
used without any distinction for on-line standard-form agreements.
The term, “Mass-marked licenses” will not be used since UCITA has
reserved the term to apply only to a special standard-form of certain
consumer (“mass-marked”) transaction.238
Some website agreements require a user to read them every time before
using the website and that the use of the site is an acceptance of the terms
and thus often accepting a forum choice clause.

It should be pointed out that these terms relate to agreements made
online, whereas, the standard-form bound inside an physical shipment

237
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Access contract is by UCITA defined as a contract to obtain by electronic means access to,
or information from, an information processing system of another person, or the
equivalent of such access.
It is an agreement that authorizes access to, or obtaining information from, an electronic
facility, including a computer or Internet site, or that allows an equivalent form of
access. It is typified by "on-line" services, but also includes contracts for remote data
processing, third party e-mail systems, and contracts for automatic updating from a
remote facility to a database held by the licensee. The term does not cover interactions
among computer programs within a person's own system - the access must be to
another person's system or data. (Official comment section 102, Definitions no.1).
“Mass-market license” means a standard form used in a mass-market transaction, which
is defined as a transaction that is:
(A) a consumer contract; or
(B) any other transaction with an end-user licensee if:
(i) the transaction is for information or informational rights directed to the general public
as a whole, including consumers, under substantially the same terms for the same
information;
(ii) the licensee acquires the information or informational rights in a retail transaction
under terms and in a quantity consistent with an ordinary transaction in a retail
market; and
(iii) the transaction is not:
(I) a contract for redistribution or for public performance or public display of a
copyrighted work;
(II) a transaction in which the information is customized or otherwise specially prepared
by the licensor for the licensee, other than minor customization using a capability of the
information intended for that purpose;
(III) a site license; or
(IV) an access contract.
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agreements named shrink-wrap, break-the-seal or In-the-box are made in
the “normal old” world.239
Terms and conditions on line are usually accessible through a link at
the bottom of the home page of the site. These agreements often come into
force when clicking on a button on the screen or typing “I Agree,” or some
similar wording, before gaining access to a website or a feature.
A “click-wrap” agreement, which contains only terms and conditions
for the use of a website, cannot subject the website owner to general
personal jurisdiction.240
The seventh Circuit in Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc.241 noted that practical
considerations support allowing vendors to enclose the full legal terms
with their products. Cashiers cannot be expected to read legal documents
to customers before ringing up sales. “Writing provides benefits for both
sides of commercial transactions. Customers as a group are better off when
vendors skip costly and ineffectual steps such as telephonic recitation, and
use instead a simple approve-or-return device. Competent adults are
bound by such documents, read or unread.”242 “Shoppers have three
239

The term “shrink-wrap” comes from the transparent plastic in which mass-market,
physically delivered, software often is encased. Some vendors prefer the term “end
user license”, see ProCD v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447, 1449 (7th Cir. 1996).
The following courts have held shrink-wrap enforceable: ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg, 86
F.3d 1447 (7th Cir. 1996); Hill v. Gateway 2000 Inc., 105 F.3d 1147 (7th Cir. 1997)
certiorari denied 522 U.S. 808 (U.S. 1997); Brower v. Gateway 2000, Inc., (New York
Supreme Court, App.Div., 1 Dep. 1998); Green Book International Corp. v Inunity
Corp., 2 F.Supp.2d 112 (D.Mass. 1998); Kaczmarek v. Microsoft Corp., 39 F.Supp.2d 974
(N.D.Ill. 1999); Rinaldi v. Iomega Corp., 1999 WL 1442014 (Del.Super. 1999);
Management Computer Controls, Inc. v Charles Perry Construction, Inc., 743 So.2d 627
(Fla.App.,1.Div. 1999); Westendorf v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 2000 WL 307369 (Court of
Chancery of Delaware 2000); M.A. Mortensen Co., Inc. v. Timberline Software Corp.,
998 P.2d 305 (Wash. 2000)(and limited a software developer’s liability for allegedly
defective software on ground of the agreement).
A Scottish court in Beta Computers (Europe) Ltd. v. Adope Systems (Europe) Ltd., [1996]
F.S.R. 367, 367 (Court of Session - Outer House, 1996) held a shrink-wrap clause on a
software-package was enforceable and buyer could return software package if not
agreeing on the shrink-wrap’s (license-)terms.
Otherwise Vault Corp. v. Quaid Software Ltd., 847 F.2d 255 (5th Cir. 1988) holding that a
provision in the license agreement of a producer of anticopying software which
prohibited decompilation or disassembly of its program was unenforceable; Step-Saver
Data Sys. V. Wyse Tech., 939 F.2d 91 (3rd Cir. 1991) holding that disclaimer of warranty
and limitation of remedies terms in a shrink-wrap license agreement did not become
part of parties' agreement.
240
Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronic, Inc., 2000 WL 124566 (E.D.Pa. 2000).
241
Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 105 F.3d 1147 (7th Cir. 1997), certiorari denied 522 U.S. 808 (U.S.
1997).
242
Hill at 1149.
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principal ways to discover these things. First, they can ask the vendor to
send a copy before deciding whether to buy…Second, shoppers can
consult public sources (computer magazines, the Websites of vendors) that
may contain this information. Third, they may inspect the documents after
the product's delivery.”243
The courts seem to find click-wrap agreements the only practical and
reasonable technical option that Cyberspace is offering.
The trend seems for letting an agreement being enforceable, that it is
available to read for the user before installing or going further on a
websites homepage, where terms are found by a hyperlink on the bottom.
Most courts does not seem to find that consumers are forced into
agreements because the on-line computer service industry is not one
without competition. Therefore consumers are left with choices244. Yet,
some courts seem, with respect to consumers, to have limitations for the
enforcement of click-wrap agreements.
In Stomp, the court under Ninth Circuit, held on one side that the
owner of a website by an interactive click-wrap agreement, which includes
a choice of venue clause where a consumer must agree to before being
allowed to purchase any product can limit the jurisdictions to which a
merchant may be haled into court.245 The court noted that it is the
merchants who seek to sell their goods only to consumers in a particular
geographic that can control the location of resulting lawsuits.
On the other hand in the Stomp court stated that when a merchant
seeks the benefit of engaging in unlimited inter-state commerce over the
Internet, it runs the risk of being subject to the process of the courts in
those states.
In American Eyewear, Inc. v. Peeper's Sunglasses and Accessories
Inc.,246 a court under Fifth Circuit, noted that an on-line business could
have avoided subjecting itself to personal jurisdiction in Texas by taking
such steps as (1) incorporating into its website purchase order form a clickwrap agreement that contained a choice of venue clause, (2) including a
disclaimer that it would not sell products in Texas, or (3) simply disabling
the site so that it would not accept orders from, or allowing shipments to,
Texas residents.
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Hill at 1150.
Caspi v. Microsoft Network at 123.
245
Stomp, Inc. v. NeatO, LLC., 61 F.Supp.2d 1074, 1081 (C.D.Cal. 1999).
246
American Eyewear, Inc. v. Peeper's Sunglasses and Accessories, Inc., 106 F.Supp.2d 895
(N.D.Tex. 2000).
244
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Furthermore states, together with the Federal Trade Commission,
consider fraud on the Internet very seriously, and so have begun to
establish regulations on advertising and the disclosure of information.247
In the case, State of Minnesota v. Granite Gate Resorts, Inc.,248 the court
remarked, that the presence of the disclaimer on the website may be
relevant to the merits of the consumer fraud action, but the appellants’
clear effort to reach and seek potential profit from Minnesota consumers
provides minimum contacts of a nature and quality sufficient to support a
threshold finding of personal jurisdiction. The balance of equities may be
different where a defendant disseminates a message on the Internet for a
purpose other than the solicitation of business.
In the action249 concerning breach of contract, fraud, and violations of
the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act the defendant claimed it had a
forum selection clause found in its Official Rules and Regulations.
The court dealt with an On-line casino where players entered into a contract
to play the game on defendant's Website.
Plaintiff entered into a contract with Defendant and played on Defendant's
casinos without ever contemplating that he may be compelled to fight a
potential lawsuit in California.
The court held that “[b]uried within the contract was an inconspicuous
provision which provided that any disputes”:
“shall be governed by the laws of the State of California, excluding choice of
law principles, and shall be resolved exclusively by final and binding
arbitration in the City of San Jose, County of Santa Clara, State of California,
USA under the rules of the American Arbitration Association, and, in the
event of such arbitration, no punitive, special, incidental, or consequential
damages may be recovered by any party and the arbitrator shall not have
the power to award any such damages…”

The court first found that the clause was not a forum selection clause
because it did not mandate that disputes arising from the contract should
be litigated in California. It interpreted that the clause merely stated that
disputes should be governed by the laws of the State of California and
therefore, should be resolved exclusively by final and binding arbitration

247

See i.e. the FTC’s in Spring 2000 published guidelines caused by consumer protection
reasons at <www. ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/dotcom> (visited 31 July 31,
2000).
248
State of Minnesota v. Granite Gate Resorts, Inc., 568 N.W.2d 715, 720 and FN1 (Minn.App.
1997).
249
Thompson v. Handa-Lopez, 998 F.Supp. 738 (W.D.Texas 1998).
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in California. The court held the clause by no means required, nor even
suggested, that a lawsuit had to be filed in California.250
In addition the court pointed out, “Texas clearly has a strong interest in
protecting its citizens by adjudicating disputes involving the alleged breach
of contract, fraud, and violations of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act
by an Internet casino on Texas residents. Furthermore, due regard must be
given to the Plaintiff's choice to seek relief in Texas…These concerns
outweigh the burden created by requiring the Defendant to defend the suit
in Texas.”
Finally, Defendant claimed that in the interest of justice the case should be
transferred since "Plaintiff agreed that the forum for any dispute regarding
Defendant would be in California."
The court repeated that the clause clearly neither compelled nor suggested
that a lawsuit should be brought in California.

The court pointed “out the clause did not give Plaintiff notice that
California was a possible forum, since the clause was inconspicuously
buried within the several page contract - Plaintiff did not notice it, nor
would a reasonable person have noticed it.” The court mentioned in a
footnote that it was very likely that the clause would be deemed
unenforceable since it was not only inconspicuous but also contained an
invalid limitation on claims and remedies.
Other states have made special requirements for selling on-line to
consumers. For example requires the State of California that a seller to a
California resident must post a return and refund policy on its Website.251
The following cases have held click-wrap agreements enforceable.
In ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg252 the Seventh Circuit held a license
agreement for software was enforceable. The court noted that the
“software splashed the license on the screen” every time being runned and
the software would not let the user proceed without indicating
acceptance.253
The court held that “a buyer may accept by performing the acts the
vendor proposed to treat as acceptance of the vendors contract.” The court
noted that the user had the choice to chose other software if he could not
250

Thompson v. Handa-Lopez at 745.
Cal. Bus. & Prof.Code § 17538(West 2000).
252
ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447 (7th Cir. 1996).
253
ProCD, Inc at 1452.
251
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accept the vendors license agreement and that competition among
vendors, not judicial revision of a package’s contents, is how consumers
are protected in a marked economy.254 Plaintiff had bought the software in
a retail store. The vendor’s manual in the package also contained the
license agreement.
In Lieschke v. RealNetworks Inc.255 the Northern District Court of
Illinois under 7th Circuit held a click-wrap agreement was enforceable over
a consumer.
The plaintiff sued in on ground they felt defendant was collecting personal
information about users’ listing habits and places users had visited on the
World Wide Web and sent the information back to defendant via the
Internet.
Defendant offered free download from defendant’s website of basic
versions of applications allowing users to hear and see audio and video
available on the Internet and to download, record, and play music.
Before a user could install either of these software packages, they had to
accept the terms of defendant’s End User License Agreement, which in
paragraph 10 included the following clause:
“This License Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of
Washington, without regard to conflicts of law provisions, and you hereby
consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state and federal courts sitting in
the State of Washington. Any and all unresolved disputes arising under this
License Agreement shall be submitted to arbitration in the State of
Washington.”
Defendant claimed this clause as binding authority for its assertions that
arbitration was required, and any judicial proceedings were not required to
take place in the State of Washington.
Plaintiff contented that because the alleged communications were not
disclosed in the Agreement plaintiff was not required to submit their claim
to arbitration.
Further plaintiff argued that the claim were inappropriate for arbitration
because of their nature.
Finally the plaintiff claimed that the cost of individually arbitration the
claims would undermine the purpose behind the Federal Arbitration Act.
The court noted that U.S. Supreme Court in Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v.
Byrd256 had stated that the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C.A. § 1 requires
district courts to compel arbitration "even where the result would be the
possibly inefficient maintenance of separate proceedings in different
forums."
254

ProCD, Inc at 1453.
Lieschke v. RealNetworks Inc., 2000 WL 198424 (N.D.Ill. Feb. 11, 2000).
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Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v. Byrd, 470 U.S. 213, 217 (U.S. 1985).
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Further the court noted that the party contesting the submission of a claim
to arbitration must clearly show that the presumption of arbitrability does
not apply.
The court held that under the terms of the Agreement, Plaintiffs had to
submit their claims to arbitration.

In a later case, In re RealNetworks Inc., Privacy Litigation,257 on the
same subject, the same court also held that the click-wrap license
agreement was enforceable.258
The very descriptive facts of the click-wrap agreement’s on the screen
from this case (which include facts mentioned in the previous case
Lieschke), gives an excellent example of what U.S. courts look at before
accepting a click-wrap agreement. Caselaw may not require a high quality
257
258

In re RealNetworks Inc., Privacy Litigation, 2000 WL 631341 (N.D. Ill. May 11, 2000).
From a print out of agreement from the file pull down menu (As of October 2000)(in
extract):
IMPORTANT -- READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THIS SOFTWARE
*****
By clicking on the "Accept" button, installing, copying or otherwise using the Software,
you agree to be bound by the terms of this License Agreement. IF YOU DO NOT
AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT, CLICK ON THE
"CANCEL" BUTTON AND/OR DO NOT INSTALL THE SOFTWARE.
YOU AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE SOFTWARE ACKNOWLEDGES THAT YOU
HAVE READ THIS LICENSE, UNDERSTAND IT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY
ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
*****
1.c) RN may modify this License Agreement with respect to free versions of the Software
upon 14 days written notice to you, including notice via the communications features
described below.
*****
14. MISCELLANEOUS…This License Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the
State of Washington, without regard to conflicts of law provisions, and you hereby
consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state and federal courts sitting in the State of
Washington. Any and all unresolved disputes relating in any way to, or arising out of,
the Software, your use of the Software or this License Agreement shall be submitted to
arbitration in the State of Washington; except that, to the extent that you have breached
or have indicated your intention to breach this License Agreement in any manner
which violates or may violate RN’s intellectual property rights, or may cause
continuing or irreparable harm to RN (including, but not limited to, any breach that
may impact RN's intellectual property rights, or a breach by reverse engineering), RN
may seek injunctive relief, or any other appropriate relief, in any court of competent
jurisdiction. Any arbitration of a dispute under this Agreement shall be conducted
under the rules then prevailing of the American Arbitration Association. The
arbitrator's award shall be binding and may be entered as a judgment in any court of
competent jurisdiction. This License Agreement will not be governed by the United
Nations Convention of Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, the application of
which is hereby expressly excluded.
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of the outline of the agreement in this case, but the case does give a good
hint of what might be required. Thus this case will be quoted very
thoroughly.
The court initially noted that a court cannot force a party to arbitrate unless
that party has entered into a contractual agreement to do so.
If parties have a contact providing for arbitration of some issues, question
concerning the scope of issues subject to arbitration should be resolved in
favor of arbitration.
Plaintiff amongst others claimed the license agreement did not constitute
writing as required by the Federal Arbitration Act.

The court held the contract at hand had an easily printable, and
storable nature. It rendered as a “written” agreement.259
The court noted that there existed more than one way to print the
License Agreement. “First, before the user has even accepted the License
Agreement, the user can right click his mouse over the text of the License
Agreement, select all, and copy and paste it onto any word processing
program. Since using the right click function is too specialized for
Intervenor, he even has the option to simply click and drag the cursor over
the text of the License Agreement in order to highlight it and then copy
and paste the License Agreement onto any word processing program.
Moreover, users have yet another way of printing the License Agreement.
After a user accepts the License Agreement, it is automatically
downloaded and saved to the user's hard drive. The user can then click on
the License Agreement, listed separately as either "RealJukeBox License
Agreement" or "RealPlayer License Agreement," depending on the
product, and easily print out either agreement from the file pull down
menu. Thus, Intervenor's assertion that the License Agreement cannot be
saved, retrieved, or printed is incorrect.”260
“Moreover, once [the software is] installed, the License Agreement is
not hidden, as Intervenor claims, but is listed as prominent and separate
icons under "Real" on the "Start" menu.”261 Thus the user could at any time
read the agreement until the user deleted the agreement-file from the users
computer.
Next the court noted that a federal court applies the choice of law rules of
the forum state to determine which state's substantive law governs the case.
259

In re RealNetworks Inc at *2.
In re RealNetworks Inc at *3.
261
In re RealNetworks Inc at *3.
260
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Because neither party suggested that Washington law would contravene
Illinois public policy or that Washington did not bear a reasonable
relationship to the parties or the transaction, the Court decided to apply
Washington law to the state and common law claims as agreed to in the
parties' License Agreement.

The plaintiff argued that the License Agreement was procedurally
unconscionable because it failed to provide fair notice of its contents and
did not provide a reasonable opportunity to understand its terms before it
was enforced. The court rejected that the arbitration provision was
"buried" in the License Agreement and therefore did not provide fair
notice.
The court noted it was not presented with caselaw providing that an
arbitration clause should be unconscionable if the contract had not draw
attention to it.

The court also rejected that a user was not given a reasonable
opportunity to understand the arbitration provision. It found found that
the size of the pop-up window, although smaller than the desktop, did not
make the agreement visually difficult to read. Moreover, it was “not
buried in the middle of the entire agreement or located in a footnote or
appendix, but rather comprises the attention-getting final provision of the
agreement.” The court found “the font size of the License Agreement [was]
no smaller, and possibly larger, than the font size of all the words
appearing on the computer's own display.” The arbitration agreement was
not buried in fine print. It noted that the arbitration provision was in the
same size font as the rest of the agreement.
In addition, the court pointed out that the user had all day to review
the License Agreement on the screen and could “scroll through it and
examine it to his heart's contents.”262
That Washington was a distant arbitration forum for some did not render
the arbitration clause substantively unconscionable.
Neither did the court find the License Agreement substantively
unconscionable because it did not provide for class arbitration.
Finally the court rejected plaintiff’s argument that allegedly prohibitive
arbitration costs render the License Agreement unconscionable and it noted
that the Seventh Circuit has found that the costs of arbitration do not
prevent the enforcement of a valid arbitration agreement.

262

In re RealNetworks Inc at *6.
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Courts in other circuits than the under Seventh Circuit have also
upheld click-wrap agreement as enforceable of which some has involved
consumers.
In Groff v. AOL the Rhode Island Superior Court263 under the First
Circuit held that a click-wrap agreement was an enforceable contract, and
that the user “clearly [] had the option not to accept defendant’s terms. He
did not. He chose to go on line.”
The user of AOL’s on-line computer service claimed that he had never saw,
read, negotiated for or knowingly agreed to be bound by a choice of law
and forum selection clause.
Defendant did not deny to doing business in the forum state but claimed its
agreement required the action had to litigated in Virginia.
It claimed a user was “unable to proceed onto the AOL system or become
an AOL member without affirmatively choosing to accept the [Terms of
Service]. The user has the option of clicking ‘I Agree’ or ‘I Disagree’ after
reading” the terms, which contained a forum selection clause that expressly
provided that Virginia law and Virginia courts were the appropriate law
and forum for litigation between members and AOL.
The court noted that in M/S Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Company264 the
U.S. Supreme Court held forum selection clauses were "prima facie valid..."
which should be upheld unless it is shown to be "unreasonable" by the
resisting party under the circumstances. The court further explained that
where a contract is "...unaffected by fraud, undue influence or overweening
bargain power..." the contract should be given its full effect. The party
resisting the motion bears a heavy burden of proof in his attempt to
demonstrate unreasonableness.
The court in Groff noted that nine factors have been examined by Federal
Courts in applying the reasonableness of enforcing a forum selection clause:
1. identity of the law that governs the construction of the contract;
2. place of execution of contract;
3. place where transactions are to be performed;
4. availability of remedies in the designated forum;
5. public policy of the initial forum state;
6. location of the parties, the convenience of the prospective witnesses, and
the accessibility of evidence;
7. relative bargaining power of the parties and the circumstances
263
264

Groff v. AOL, 1998 WL 307001 (R.I.Superior Court 1998).
M/S Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Company, 92 S.Ct. 1907, 1913, 1917, 407 U.S. 1 (U.S.
1972).
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surrounding their dealings;
8. presence or absence of fraud, undue influence or other extenuating (or
exacerbating) circumstances; and
9. the conduct of the parties.
But there are no hard-and-fast rules, no precise formula. The totality of the
circumstances, measured in the interests of justice, will and should
ultimately control.

The court further noted that it was “not clear, in this electronic age,
where the last place the contract was executed.” It found the place where
the transaction had been or were to be performed appeared to take place
where defendant's mainframe was located.265
It noted that the Uniform Commercial Code as being applicable in the
court’s state provided in part that "when a transaction bears a reasonable
relation to this state and also to another state or nation, the parties may
agree that the law either of this state or of such other state or nation shall
govern their rights and duties."
The court held that with the exception of plaintiff, it would appear that all
the remaining parties, and evidence is in Virginia.

Finally, the court noted that while the defendant prepared the contract,
the plaintiff was under no obligation to agree to the terms. The plaintiff
had the option to refuse the service and the contract offered by plaintiff.
“One could not enroll unless they clicked the "I agree" button which was
immediately next to the "read now" button or, finally, the "I agree" button
next to the "I disagree" button at the conclusion of the agreement.”
In Caspi v. Microsoft Network, L.L.C266 the Superior Court of New
Jersey, Appellate Division under the Third Circuit also addressed the
validity of "click-wrap" agreements including a forum selection clause. The
court held that an electronic contract agreed to by a "click" of a mouse was
just as binding as a written contract.
A on-line subscriber sued an on-line computer service for among other
things, breach of contract, common law fraud, and consumer fraud
because the defendant had “rolled over” some network membership into
more expensive plans – a practice condemned by the attorneys general of
twenty-one states with respect to the defendant’s competitor, AOL.
265
266

Groff at *4
Caspi v. Microsoft Network, L.L.C., 323 N.J.Super. 118 (N.J.Super.Ct.Add.Div. 1999),
certification denied by Caspi v. Microsoft Network, 162 N.J. 199 (N.J. 1999).
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The court granted the defendant’s motion to dismiss the complaint on
the ground that a forum selection clause in the parties’ contracts called for
the plaintiff’s claim to be litigated in the defendant’s home state,
Washington, because the court could not find either a) the click-wrap
agreement being a result of fraud or “overweening” bargaining power, b)
the enforcement of the forum selection clause would violate the strong
public policy of New Jersey nor c) enforcement would seriously
inconvenience the trial.
The Microsoft Network’s forum selection clause provided:
This agreement is governed by the laws of the State of Washington, USA,
and you consent to the exclusive jurisdiction and venue of courts in King
County, Washington in all disputes arising out of or relating to your use of
MSN or your MSN membership.
The court held that given the fact that the named plaintiffs in the class
action resided in several jurisdictions gave also reason for not finding the
forum selection clause would not inconvenience a trial.

The court held the clause was reasonable, clear, and contained no
material misrepresentation. It referred to the Supreme Court’s decision in
Carnival v. Cruise Lines v. Shute267, which held that a corporate vendor's
inclusion of a forum selection clause in a consumer contract does not in
itself constitute “overweening’ bargaining power. It pointed out that the
on-line computer service industry is not one without competition,
therefore, consumers are left with choices as to which service they select
for Internet access, e-mail, and other information services.268
The appeal court reaffirmed a previous view that as a general matter,
enforcement of forum selection clauses is not contrary to public policy.269
Upon the argument that plaintiff did not receive adequate notice of the
forum selection clause the court pointed out that the plaintiffs had been
“free to scroll through the various computer screens that presented the
terms of their contracts before clicking their agreement.”270 The court
found that “there was nothing extraordinary about the size or placement
of the forum selection clause text.”
Before becoming an MSN member, a prospective subscriber was
prompted by the defendant’s software to view multiple computer screens

267

Carnival v. Cruise Lines v. Shute, 499 U.S. 585 (U.S. 1991).
Caspi v. Microsoft Network at 123.
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of information, including a membership agreement, which contains the
forum selection clause.
The membership agreement appeared on the computer screen in a
scrollable window next to blocks providing the choices "I Agree" and "I
Don't Agree."
Prospective members could assent to the terms of the agreement by clicking
on "I Agree" using a computer mouse.

Prospective members had the option to click “I Agree” or “I Don't
Agree” at any point while scrolling through the agreement. Registration
could proceed only after the potential subscriber had had the opportunity
to view and had assented to the membership agreement, which included
the forum selection clause.
The court noted that the forum clause had exactly the same format as
most other provisions of the contract, and was the first item in the last
paragraph of the electronic document.
There were a few paragraphs in the contract, which was presented in upper
case typeface, but most provisions, including the forum selection clause,
were presented in lower case typeface.
The court held the plaintiffs must be taken to have known that they were
entering into a contract.

The appeal court noted that the issue of reasonable notice regarding a
forum selection clause is a question of law for the court to determine. It
held that plaintiff had adequate notice of the forum selection clause.
The Eastern District Court of Pennsylvania, also under the Third
Circuit seems, in Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronic, Inc.271 in footnote 2 also
accepting click-wrap agreements as enforceable.
In CompuServe v. Patterson272 the six Circuit upheld a click-wrap
license. It pointed out that CompuServe asked a new user to type “Agree”
at various points in CompuServe agreement published on CompuServe’s
Information Service in “recognition of your on line agreement to all the
above terms and conditions.”
The agreement appeared to the court to be standardized and entirely
the product of CompuServe.
Furthermore, the court held that the user’s assent to CompuServe’s
agreement was first manifested at the user’s own computer in another
271
272

Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronic, Inc., 2000 WL 124566 (E.D.Pa. 2000).
CompuServe v. Patterson, 89 F.3d 1257 (6th Cir. 1996).
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state then transmitted to the CompuServe computer system in Ohio. The
agreement expressly provided that it was entered into in Ohio. It further
provided that it was to “be governed by and construed in accordance
with” Ohio law.
The court held that the user, being far more than a purchaser of
services, had entered into a written contract with CompuServe, which
provided the application of Ohio law. The agreement was enforceable.
In Hotmail Corp. v Van$ Money Pie, Inc.273 the Northern District Court
of California under the Ninth Circuit held that a "click-wrap" e-mail
subscription service agreement was binding to a party. Without analysis or
discussion, the court found that Hotmail would likely prevail on its claim
that defendants had agreed to and then breached the click-wrap contract
governing the use of Hotmail's services.
See also Stomp mentioned above.

273

Hotmail Corp. v Van$ Money Pie, Inc., 1998 WL 388389 (N.D.Cal. 1998).
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B. Cyberspace Jurisdiction in the U.S.
a. In General
From a June 1999-case:
The issue of personal jurisdiction based on Internet activity is a relatively
new issue for the federal courts.
Under the minimum contacts inquiry, the general focus in determining
personal jurisdiction based on Internet activity is the nature and quality of
activity that a defendant conducts over the Internet274.

U.S. case law involving Cyberspace shows from the period of the first
cases in 1991 through 1996 a mixture of many different points of views,
and no real pattern in the decisions and arguments. In the beginning it
seemed as if nearly all courts felt it reasonable and fair to find jurisdiction
when a case involved the Internet because this new phenomena was
worldwide and reached every single court’s forum and its citizens
everywhere. Nor does it seem that the defendants’ attorneys in the
beginning period was aware of the jurisdictional issue with Cyberspace
being everywhere.
Plus System, Inc. v. New England Network, Inc.275 - Jurisdiction held in
Colorado - Defendant joined and used a Colorado-based national payment
network; signed a 5 year Colorado law-governed contract and made
monthly payments in Colorado; sent a representative to Colorado.
Krantz v. Nottke276- Court held the place were the server as a mediator – not
the person to harm – was where jurisdiction could be.
Pres-Kap277 - Found it unreasonable and offending traditional notions of fair
play and substantial justice, if computer-information users of on-line
services soliciting and serviced entirely instate by the supplier’s local
representatives, could be brought into court in the state in which supplier’s
billing office and database happen to be located.
Inset Systems278 - Jurisdiction on basis of a website containing a toll-freenumber.
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Barrett v. Catacombs Press, 44 F.Supp.2d 717, 725 (E.D. Pa. 1999).
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Heroes, Inc. v. Heroes Foundation, 279 - The court concluded that by
soliciting donations on the Internet on a home page, which was always
available to the forum residents, and by soliciting donations in the forum’s
local newspaper, the defendant had purposefully availed itself of the
privilege of conducting activities within the forum state, and could
reasonably anticipate the possibility of being haled into court there.

Since then most of the courts have realized the extreme consequences
such a line would implement. Due to this they have demanded
Cyberspace facts more closely related to the forum before exercising
personal jurisdiction.
As many decisions from the end of the nineties have pointed out, any
court in the world would have jurisdiction if jurisdiction was determined
only on the plaintiff’s showing a fact of a web-site.
Such a regime could make some service-minded courts overloaded
with cases when plaintiffs realized which courts in the world were most in
their favor and quickest to reach a decision. Also, the regime could allow
many courts around the world to become involved in solving the same
dispute. Thus, the parties would have an opportunity to get different
court-decisions from different countries. Furthermore, such a regime
would in practice often be without any relevance for the plaintiff because
the achieved decision from one jurisdiction might not be enforceable in
another jurisdiction where the latter might not acknowledge the decision
as valid.
Some of the decisions on jurisdiction from the period 1991 to 1996
seems to have been resolved on a revolving argumentation. The scheme
has been as follows: A Cyberspace-connection or a website can be received
anywhere on Earth. Therefore, a Cyberspace-connection or a website is
target also to the forum state’s citizens. Due to the evidence of a
Cyberspace-connection or a website, which is target against the forum
state’s citizens, the minimum contacts requirement in the 14th Amendment
was present. Thus, exercise of jurisdiction was proper because the
defendant using Cyberspace ought to reasonable predict that someone
anywhere might look on the i.e. website.
Most courts in the U.S. seems to have acknowledged that the
protections in the “Due Process Clause” of the 14th Amendment also
covers cases involving Cyberspace, and the fact that Cyberspace or a
website reaches every area should not be enough to decide the jurisdiction
279

Heroes, Inc. v. Heroes Foundation, 958 F.Supp 1 (D.D.C. 1996). Declined by Hasbro (1999)
and FixMyPC (1999).
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question because such a regime would, in reality, neglect the “Due Process
Clause” in the 14th Amendment.
In a case where plaintiff alleged defamatory material was placed over the
Internet, the Court held the act of posting a message on the Internet from a
foreign State that could be accessed in the jurisdiction by those who wished
to read it was not an act that was purposely aimed at the jurisdiction, nor
did it constitute transacting business, where the subject matter had nothing
to do with the jurisdiction.280

These courts have also realized that another regime in certain cases
would require use of foreign law, if the court should try to reach a fair and
just decision, since the defendant had made use of a Cyberspaceconnection or made a website on the other side of the globe. This would
demand the court to be familiar with laws from all over the world.
Without knowledge of foreign laws a court would not be able to decide
whether or not foreign law should be used.
If courts had not reached this path then the U.S. courts would have to
exercise a world-jurisdiction while at the same time take into consideration
alien-defendants different backgrounds and rights, i.e. social, religious and
culture in order to achieve fairness and justice. If so, it would not had been
far from taking the full step toward making one single Cyberspace
jurisdiction with its own rules.281
People in different States vary in their tastes and attitudes and this diversity
is not to be strangled by the absolutism of imposed uniformity."282

U.S. courts seem to have also realized that even though the contents in
Cyberspace or a website can be received by any person having a electronic
unit (desktop, laptop, Palm-Pilot, Internet-cellular phone etc.) making it
possible to have access to Cyberspace, this does not implicitly mean the
contents are targeted toward any of the citizens in the courts area.283

280

Clayton v. Farb, 1998 WL 283468 at *2 (Del. Super. 1998) referring to Mallinckordt
Medical, Inc. v. Sonus Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 989 F.Supp. 265, 272 (D.D.C., 1998).
281
I.e. Company Swatch watch has already presented a new global concept of time without
time zones and no geographical borders, see <http://www. cnn.com/WEATHER/
worldtime/#whatisit> (visited October 8, 2000).
282
Reno-4 at 178.
283
See statement on communication and websites in American Libraries Association. v.
Pataki, 969 F.Supp. 160, 171 (S.D.N.Y. 1997).
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Some U.S. courts have been very aware of the worldwide appearance
of Cyberspace, and so have carefully drawn limits in their decisions for the
range of its use for the plaintiff.
[Italian] Tattilo284 cannot be prohibited from operating its Internet site
merely because the site is accessible from within one country in which its
product is banned. To hold otherwise "would be tantamount to a
declaration that this Court, and every other court throughout the world,
may assert jurisdiction over all information provided on the global World
Wide Web.

“Simply creating a site, like placing a product into the stream of
commerce285 may be felt nation-wide - or even worldwide - but, without
more, it is not an act purposefully directed toward the forum state. “
King [from Missouri] had no presence or business in New York and did not
actively seek to encourage New Yorkers to access his site286.

Many quoting this have realized that a court should be very aware of
not bulling and interfering with the world outside the forum state.

284

Playboy v.Chuckleberry Publishing (Tattilo) 939 F.Supp. 1032, 1039 (S.D.N.Y. 1996).
The U.S. Constitution Article I, Section 8, Clause 3 - called the “Commerce Clause” – deals
with the question of inter-state commerce: The Congress shall have Power…To regulate
Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian
Tribes. This implements the so-called “Dormant Commerce Clause”: Even where
Congress chooses not to exercise such power, States cannot regulate, even if Congress
”sleeps”.
The essence of the Commerce Clause is that a state may not discriminate solely on the
basis of geographic origin against articles of commerce from outside the state. Neither
may a state sacrifice the unity of the national market in order to reap purely local
benefits. Tariffs and taxes against out of state commerce are almost per se prohibited,
but more subtile non-tariff barriers may be prohibited as well. If a state’s statute treats
domestic and out-of-state commerce unequally in order to achieve some legitimate
local purpose, incidental effects on inter-state commerce will be tolerated unless those
effects exceed the putative local benefits.
See City of Philadelphia v. New Jersey, 437 U.S. 617, 626-27 (U.S. 1978), Pike v. Bruce
Church, Inc., 397 U.S. 137, 142, 144-45 (U.S. 1970), West Lynn Creamery, Inc. v. Healy,
114 S.Ct. 2205, 2211 (U.S. 1994), Baldwin v. G.A.F. Seelig, Inc., 294 U.S. 511, 527 (U.S.
1935), Bibb v. Navajo Freight Lines, Inc., 359 U.S. 520, 529-30 (U.S. 1959), Hunt v.
Washington State Apple Advertising Com., 432 U.S. 333, 353 (U.S. 1977), Dean Milk Co.
v. City of Madison, 340 U.S. 349, 354 (U.S. 1951).
286
From a very much quoted lower case decision Bensusan v. King, 937 F.Supp. 295, 301
(S.D.N.Y. 1996) even though the case in the appeal court only was decided on grounds
of the limited long-arm statute of New York. See 126 F.3d 25, 27 at [1] (2nd Cir. 1997).
285
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In Reno-2 the U.S. Supreme Court noted that because of the peculiar
geography-free nature of Cyberspace, a “community standards” test
would essentially require every Web communication to abide by the most
restrictive community’s standards.”287
Through the decisions in the last few years most of U.S. courts have
required that evidence must show facts that there was specific targeting of
the defendant toward one or more persons in the court’s area before a
court can exercise personal jurisdiction over a non-resident.288
In Roche v. Worldwide Media, Inc.289 the court noted that even taking
Plaintiff's allegations of e-mail and credit card solicitation on the website as
true, the record is abundantly void of evidence that Defendants, through
their website, purposely availed themselves of the benefits of Virginia law
or purposely directed their activities at plaintiff.
Otherwise in SuperGuide Corp. v. Kegan290 where the court went very far
out and where the only alleged contacts concerned defendant's use of the
Internet.
The court made the assumption that information on “hits” was unavailable
at that time, but that “a reasonable inference would be that a large number
of [the court state’s] residents had visited defendant's website, a number of
those visitors had utilized defendant's commercial services, and some had
even obtained MacGuide credit cards. “
Defendant was registered owner of the federally registered trademark
MacGuide, which mark was used in connection with computer-oriented
publications and a number of goods and services related to the personal
computer marketplace.
Since 1986 plaintiff had used the mark “SuperGuide” in marketing its
business of providing customers with satellite television programming
information, which was delivered to the customer's television set through
satellite communications. Plaintiff's products included remote control units,
287

Reno-2 at 877-878. See also Reno-4 at 175.
Hasbro, Inc. v. Clue Computing, Inc., 994 F.Supp 34 (D.Mass. 1997) referring to several
cases at 40-42; McMaster-Carrr at 4 (“The targeting of [plaintiff] in Illinois is [ ] the
entrance into the forum, [and] the act beyond just establishing the website that makes it
reasonable for [defendant] to anticipate being haled into court in Illinois.”); and
Although the defendant did not directly sell goods to consumers on its websites, it
derived advertising revenue by intentionally exploiting consumer confusion. This
intentional exploitation of consumer confusion [ ] indicat[es] that the defendant
deliberately and substantially directed its activity toward the forum state. Nissan at
1160.
289
Roche v. Worldwide Media, Inc., 90 F.Supp.2d 714 (E.D.Pa. 2000).
290
SuperGuide Corp. v. Kegan, 987 F.Supp. 481, 486 (W.D.N.C. 1997).
288
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television signal receivers, interface boxes, and interface cables, all
marketed under the mark "SuperGuide."
In 1994 it requested for federal registration of the mark, but defendant filed
an opposition in which it alleged that the proposed mark was likely to
cause confusion, mistake, or deception with his federally registered mark
MacGuide.
The court pointed out that “[u]nfortunately, no one has identified the
number of "hits" defendant's website(s) have generated from [the courts
state], how many MacGuide credit cards he has issued to North Carolina
users, or how many MacGuide products he has sold in this state, which
makes it difficult to determine the "quantity and quality" of defendant's
contacts with this state. “
Having made the above mentioned assumption, it appeared to the court
that those contacts accrued to the commercial benefit of defendant, they
were made under the trademark MacGuide, and the Internet contacts were
directly related to the subject matter of the suit.
Viewed together, the Internet contacts amounted to substantial activity
within the State of North Carolina, and the nature of those contacts was
related to the claim asserted by plaintiff.
The court held personal jurisdiction would not offend traditional notions of
fair play or substantial justice.

In Origin Instruments Comp. V. Adaptive Computer Systems, Inc.291
the court remarked that there was no evidence in the records to establish
that the defendant had been interacting with anyone in the forum state
through its website. The court pointed out that some courts292 had
considered the number of “hits” a website receives from users in the
forum state when minimum contacts. It found no evidence in the record
showing of how many “hits” defendant’s website had received from
[forum state’s] Internet users.
The court’s requirement for targeting evidence should be divided into
what types of cases are involved.
Special requirements have been set up in cases involving commerce.
The main opinion has become that use of Cyberspace or a website is
nothing more than a modern version of sending a catalog worldwide
enclosed with information on how to order. In such cases, the main
requirement has been set out to be that the plaintiff can establish evidence

291

292

Origin Instruments Comp. v. Adaptive Computer Systems, Inc., 1999 WL 76794 (N.D.Tex.
1999).
See i.e. Cybersell, Inc. v. Cybersell, Inc., 130 F.3d 414, 419 (9th Cir. 1997) , Maritz, Inc. v.
Cybergold, Inc., 947 F.Supp 1328, 1333 (E.D.Mo. 1996).
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showing which particular towns, areas, or persons the catalog has been
especially targeted to, and that business has been done.
As the review of the Website case law suggests, courts currently use
traditional jurisdictional analysis models to analyze Web jurisdictional
issues. Perhaps the traditional framework most analogous to posting
information on the World Wide Web is placing a product into the "stream of
commerce."
Although the Internet's stream of commerce is much more ubiquitous and
instantaneous than the product liability type stream of commerce, courts
can use the Asahi inquiry to determine whether Website publishing
occurring outside of the forum state is intentionally directed toward that
state…[C]urrent Internet jurisdictional case law has generally followed the
Asahi reasoning, relying upon facts other than the Website in exercising
jurisdiction.
[A] case with apparent application in the Web jurisdictional context is
Keeton v. Hustler Magazine, Inc.,293. [The] application of the principles of
Keeton to Internet cases requires refinement.
For while magazine
publishers can affirmatively decide not to sell or distribute magazines in
certain forums, this option of bypassing particular regions is not yet
available to Website providers.294

Some U.S. cases seem to have relied on the fact that a website was
created using the English language.295 Other cases have not given the
language aspect any importance or weight.
There are many English-speaking countries throughout the world. This
Court has no jurisdiction to control [Italian] Tattilo's activities in those
countries.296
In Berthold Types Ltd. v. European Mikrograf Corp.297 the court under the
factual section listed that German defendant ran an interactive English
website at www. helios.com, but the court did not mentioned this language
fact under its analyze and decision.

It would neither be in the spirit of fairness and substantial justice if the
U.S. courts were to determine personal jurisdiction relying on the fact that
293

Keeton v. Hustler Magazine, Inc., 465 U.S. 770, 104 S.Ct. 1473, 79 L.Ed.2d 790 (U.S. 1984).
Hasbro, Inc. v. Clue Computing, Inc. at 42.
295
See Stomp, Inc. v. NeatO, Llc., 1999 WL 635460 (C.D.Cal. 1999) and State of Minnesota v.
Granite Gate Resort, Inc., 568 N.W.2d 715, 720 (Minn.App. 1997).
296
Playboy v.Chuckleberry Publishing (Tattilo) at FN5 and no. 17 in reconsideration.
297
Berthold Types Ltd. v. European Mikrograf Corp., 102 F.Supp.2d 928 (N.D.Ill. 2000).
294
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English298 has been used because it is an international language and has
become the lingua franca, was originated in England, and spread over the
world by the British Empire through centuries.299
Rather, a defendant’s use of an international language utilizes the
argument that the defendant has not targeted any specific area in the
world, but simply wanted to tell the international community about the
defendant’s existence and know-how. – A defendant’s existence and
know-how has never been grounds for deciding jurisdiction.
Furthermore, besides Cyberspace is English often used in many other
circumstances around the world as a language even between citizens in
language-related countries, i.e. the Nordic countries.
An Italian restaurant in the Mediterranean as being a big tourist-area would
very presumably make its website in English to target potential customers
on the European Continent without having any thoughts one either U.S. or
Australia.
It would be extremely unjust if the Italian restaurant with a website could
be brought into court in U.S. or Australia on the fact that these countries use
English as their main language.
A court in Spain would properly find it very artificially to bring a California
citizen into court in Spain just because the owner of a California Spanish
restaurant had made a website in Spanish language with the aim to get
Spanish speaking people to become customers.
Only courts in countries where the main spoken and written language is a
non-international can in fairness use the language-fact as an argument that
the defendant might have wished to target especially that court’s area. But
even in such cases courts should be careful and thoroughly look on the
facts. It would not be reasonable if a Danish court held jurisdiction on a
website written in Danish by some citizens in the “Danish” town Solvang,
California with the sole purpose to use it between the inhabitants it that city
or toward Danes in California.

298

299

In 1990 32 million Americans switched from English to another language when then got
home. From <www. glreach.com/globstat/refs.php3> (visited July 26, 2000). The total
population in U.S. was 278 million, See <http:// govinfo.library.orst.edu/cgibin/buildit2?filenam=1a-state.usa> (visited July 26, 2000).
The number of Americans speaking another language than English at home contained
these major language groups: Spanish 31 M; French 1.9 M; German 1.5 M; Italian 1.3 M;
Chinese 1.3 M; Polish 0.72 M; Korean 0.63 M; Japanese 0.43 M; Portuguese 0.43 M;
Greek 0.63 M; Scandinavian languages 0.2 M; Hungarian 0.15 M. From
www.glreach.com/globstat/refs.php3 (visited July 26, 2000).
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From estimations the number of online users from non-English-native
areas exceeded the number of people, whose native language is English,
by the year 2000. In 2005 it is estimated that only one third of the users will
be native English speakers, who only amount to 5,3 % of the total
population.300
For the evolution of Important Online Languages as estimated by the end of
different years, see Appendix D.

It therefore seems unreasonable that a Federal District Court in
California as late as August 1999 noted that the defendant who created the
website301 ought to have known that the overwhelming majority of
Internet users live in the U.S. and that the defendant therefore should have
foreseen jurisdiction in California.302
The court noted:
[Defendant] marketed its products over the Internet directly to consumers
using the Internet. It is not being haled into a court in some unexpected
location where the Internet is not commonly available, but into a court in
California, where a large portion of the world's Internet users presumably
reside.303
California, the home of goods via the Internet businesses in Silicon Valley
and high-tech research institutions such as the California Institute of
Technology and the University of California, holds such a substantial
portion of the nation’s Internet users that an entity which engages in
electronic commerce over the Internet must expect their activities to reach a
large number of California residents.304

The Californian federal court seems to have completely neglected that
the areas outside U.S. since 1996 (the year of the figures for the courts basic
statistics) have experienced an overwhelming growth in the number of
users. In fact, the World Wide Web was invented by a researcher in
Switzerland, Europe. The Californian federal court also seems to have
300

Globetech Ventures Corp. selling software for translating language in websites and e-mail
stated in a press release as of January 2001 70 % of online users do not speak English
as their first language.
301
From a three years earlier case of June 1996: “A large percentage, perhaps 40% or more, of
content on the Internet originates outside the United States.” Reno-1, 929 F.Supp. 824,
848 (1996).
302
Stomp,Inc. v. NeatO, Llc., 1999 WL 635460 (C.D.Cal. 1999).
303
Stomp at 4.
304
Stomp at Fn9.
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forgotten many foreign people helped build the Internet in the U.S. and
later returned to their own countries and continued to use it there.
In Reno-3 the court pointed out that the “Internet is an international
system.”305
The World Wide Web was created to serve as a platform for a global, online
store of knowledge, containing information from a diversity of sources and
accessible to Internet users around the world…No single organization
controls any membership in the Web, nor is there any single centralized
point from which individual Websites can be blocked from the Web.306

A websites’ use of an international currency – at least not U.S.-$, UK-£,
Yen-¥ or Euro-€ - should not determine whether or not jurisdiction should
be exercised in a court, which sits in the country that has issued an
international currency. This result follows implicit of the currency being
international.307 Yet, some cases seem to have let an international currency
be an important fact.
In the U.S.-case against Italian Tattilo the court noted: “Paramount among
these is the…page purportedly answering frequently asked questions about
the Internet site, such as the price of a subscription ("$30 U.S….”)” 308
In the U.S. case Quokka Sport, Inc. against a New Zealand defendant the
court pointed out that “All the pricing is given in U.S. dollars. There is no
options, examples or information of any kind on how to convert the prices
in U.S. dollars to any other currency.”309
In Euromarket Design310 the court noted that prices where in U.S.-dollars,
but at the same time noted that defendant had market the whole world as
its marketplace.

305

Reno-3 at 482 no. 2.
Reno-3 at 483-484 no. 12 & 17.
307
The international econometric research and development firm, Oanda has i.e. made a
Internet-based currency tools for consumers and business. The default currencies is:
UKK pound, Canadian Dollars, Euro, Japanese Yen, Swiss Franc and U.S. Dollar. See
<www. oanda.com>.
308
Playboy v.Chuckleberry Publishing (Tattilo) at no. 7.
309
Quokka Sport, Inc. v. Cup International, Ltd., 99 F.Supp.2d 1105, 1112 (N.D.Cal. 1999).
310
Euromarket Design, Inc. v. Crate & Barrel Ltd., 96 F.Supp.2d 824, 829 (N.D.Ill. 2000).
306
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Top Level Domain names are also useless and totally unreliable for a
court in determining personal jurisdiction.311 The most visited websites are
under the dot com and dot net types of domain name organizations, but
neither dot com nor dot net is related to any specific area or country. They
have longed been preferred by international companies.312
The “.com” portion of the domain name is simply a routing instruction that
helps computers find each other.313
The original seven Top Level Domains – called generic TLD’s – have
theoretically no geographic boundaries. Stated by one of its creators, Vinton
Cerf, and Chairman for ICANN. Neither have the seven (experimental) new
311

Nevertheless held State of Minnesota v. Granite Gate Resort Inc., 568 N.W.2d 715, 720
(Minn.App. 1997) that a dot.com “site indicated an intent to reach the American
market”.
312
In Sporty’s Farm L.L.C. v. Sportsman’s Marked,Inc. 202 F.3d 489 FN3 (2nd Cir 2000), the
Court of Appeals noted that American commercial entity do not use the “.U.S.” top
level domain, but prefers “.com”.
But “Internet domain names are very important to organizations seeking to use the
Internet because there is nothing akin to an Internet telephone book where all of the
domain names are indexed.” Mid City Bowling Lanes & Sporting Palace, Inc. v.
Invercrest, Inc., 35 F.Supp.2d 507 at FN3 (E.D.La. 1999).
“A domain name mirroring a corporate name may be a valuable corporate asset, since it
facilitates communication with customers", Haelan Products, Inc. v. Beso Biological
Research, Inc., 43 U.S.P.Q.2d 1672 at FN1, 1997 WL 538731 (E.D.La. 1997).
Some parties seem to have gone to far when taking into consideration the very limited
amount of possible letter combination in domain name. The NSI made from the start a
grouping of top level names, but it seems as if the second level name has got the full
and only interest. See i.e. Bancroft & Masters, Inc. v. Augusta Nat. Inc., 223 F.3d.1082
(9th Cir. 2000) where the plaintiff would not accept the existence of an organization
having the domain name “masters.org” while the plaintiff used the domain name
“masters.com” as offered by the organization as long the plaintiff stayed of golf
business. The plaintiff sold computer and networking products and support service.
In Cyberspace there seems to be no willingness to continuing the “Early” trademark
class-grouping and existence of naming in different classes.
It will be interesting to see how the courts will deal with the upcoming seven new of
ICANN decided world wide ranging domain names, which is expected to go into work
in spring 2001 when ICANN hopefully have ended negotiations with the seven elected
applicants.
Especially will it be interesting to see how courts will deal with word-combinations in the
new dot-“name” for individuals similar to registered marks. The same will go for the
new dot-“info” designed for general use.
Some letter-combinations in Domain Names have become extremely valuable. I.e. is
“sex.com” estimated to $100 million, see Reuters Nov. 27, 2000 referring to Kremen v.
Cohen, 2000 WL 1811403 (N.D. Cal. 2000)(returning the intangle property – the domain
name – to its rightful owner).
313
Hard Rock Café International (USA) v. Morton, 1999 WL 350848 at * 23 (S.D.N.Y. 1999).
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generic TLD’s.314
The Top Level domain names “.com” and “.net” is not only issued in U.S.,
but i.e. also in Asia by pAsia.315
In 2000 domain names with characters of Asian languages like Chinese,
Japanese and Korean were introduced; and in January 2001 was reported
the first dispute over Asian-script Internet domain names.316

Even within a country, courts cannot rely on the domain name for the
purpose of determining the question of jurisdiction. For example, America
Online,317 one of the biggest Internet Service Providers in U.S., is registered
in Virginia. Its main server is placed there, but this should not allow
Virginia courts to have personal jurisdiction over a dispute, if for example,
the defendant is an AOL-user from Alaska. The AOL-account-holder
might also be stationed for the moment outside U.S.318
In Cornell v Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A., Consolidated319 one of several
European defendants was a French Insurance Company that was assumed
having a parent company in New York.
The court noted that even if a long-arm statute allowed exercise of
jurisdiction because of a website created in New York or the server on
which the site existed, the Due Process Clause would not permit jurisdiction
absent at a minimum that the defendant’s website was purposefully
directed toward the forum state.
This will maybe become somewhat changed with the adoption of the AntiCybersquatting Consumer Protection Act,320 which in suits against

314

“Testamony of Vinton Cerf Before U.S. House Committee on Energy and Commerce,
Subcommitte on Telecommmunications and the Internet” at ICANN’s website (Visited
www .icann.org/correspondence/ cerf-testimony-08feb01.htm on February 12, 2001).
315
Approved as registrar by ICANN. Press release from the pAsia Group
<http://biz.yahoo.com/ prnews/001116/pasia_group.html> (Visited Nov. 22,2000).
316
Associated Press January 10, 2001.
317
The chairman of AOL predicted in 1996 that the company by 2005 would be as big a force
on the Internet as Microsoft. Reuters January 15, 2001.
318
In Texaco, Inc. v. AOL, 2000 WL 511732 (Va.Cir. Ct. 2000) the court noted “[t]his Court has
previously ruled [ ] that a Virginia Court does not acqwuire jurisdiction merely because
an actionable email passed through AOL’s facilities in Ludoun County, Virginia.”
319
Cornell v Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A., Consolidated, 2000 WL 284222 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
320
(ACPA) 15 U.S.C. § 1125(d)(2)(1999). See i.e. footnote 38 in AOL v. Huang and eAsia, Inc.,
106 F.Supp.2d 848 (E.D.Va. 2000)
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cybersquatters321 makes in rem jurisdiction available at the situs of the
registrar in the event personal jurisdiction is not otherwise available and
bad faith is proven.

The place of the server hosting a website should not determine the
question of personal jurisdiction for several reasons.
First, many websites are uploaded on servers far from where the
defendant may be located. Often it is only a copy of the actual edition of
the website placed on a fortuitous server that the plaintiff actually sees. Of
technical rerouting reasons, the server with the copy might even be more
far off from the website-owner than the server with the original.322 The
website may also be build from different portions stored on various
servers around the world to be assembled when a user wants to see
different pages of the website.
Second, many websites are edited and copyrighted by web
maintenance companies, not by the plaintiffs natural opponent. These
companies might be placed in a nation or area other than the plaintiff’s
opponent. Thus, the website might be uploaded on a server in that nation
or area.
The location of the administrative contact person for the website and the
location of defendants' Internet provider company and server are irrelevant
to the test of where trademark usage occurs, as well as arbitrary in nature.
The physical address of the administrative contact person can be changed
quickly and easily and can list a person residing in any state. A switch in
the administrative contact information has no impact on the website.323

In the case, American Eyewear,324 the court held that, in a situation
where the computers or servers that hosted the e-commerce websites
"peepers.com" and "peepers2000.com." with the infringing trademark were
321

Cybersquatting (or Cyberpiracy) refers to deliberate, bad-faith, and abusive registraton of
Internet domain names in violation of the rights of trademark owners. Footnote 1 in
Electronic Boutique Holdings Corp. v. Zuccarini, 2000 WL 1622760 (E.D.Pa. 2000).
322
“Chached websites” – On line service provider’s store copies of third parties websites on
their own servers in order to facilitate efficient access to such information by
subscribers. Such “cached” websites are automatically and frequently updated to
ensure that the user is viewing an accurate copy of the original.
“Proxy caching” – automatic storage of web pages on a service provider’s server
triggered by a subscriber’s initial access of such pages.
323
Hard Rock Café International (USA) v. Morton, 1999 WL 350848 at * 26 and FN18 (S.D.N.Y.
1999).
324
American Eyewear, Inc. v. Peeper's Sunglasses and Accessories, Inc., 106 F.Supp.2d 895
(N.D.Tex. 2000).
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located in New York, the physical location of the website servers is not
dispositive. The crucial infringing place is where the purchase is, at least
partially, consummated.
In TY, Inc. v. Clark325 the court neglected the plaintiff’s argument that
defendants site was located in the State of California.
British defendants' Internet website "beaniebabiesuk.com" was hosted by
the Internet service provider, Simple Network Communications, Inc.
("SimpleNet"), a California corporation located in San Diego. Internet users
seeking access to defendant’s website would be directed to two domain
name servers operated by SimpleNet in San Diego, California.

In Thompson v. Handa-Lopez326 the website was placed on a server in
California, where the defendant was also located, yet the court in Texas
did not give this fact any attention.
Therefore, a website server’s place is not a reliable “place” in
Cyberspace and ought not to determine the jurisdictional issue.
In a defamation action case the California Court of Appeals held the place
of the Internet Service Provider were not sufficient basis for either general
or specific jurisdiction.327

It would also be wrong to decide jurisdiction on a fortuitous placement
of a website on a server. In many cases the website owner has no influence
on what server the website will be placed because it is something the
service provider or a server administrator decides because of capacity
storage reasons. Furthermore, is it a fact that many websites for practical
reasons is copied onto other servers. This copy may be out of date while
the original website has been changed.
However, some cases have determined jurisdiction after the server’s
place. In cases like these the decisions have been based on facts not related
to the server as a web-function, but rather to the server on the ground that
the facts have been found equal to the target point.
In the case Intercon, Inc. v. Bell Atlantic Internet Solutions, Inc.328 the court
wrote that “[in] analogous situations, courts have held the use of a
computer or network service located in a particular state created sufficient
325

TY, Inc. v. Clark, 2000 WL 51816 (N.D.Ill. 2000).
Thompson v. Handa-Lopez, 998 F.Supp. 738 (W.D.Texas 1998).
327
Jewish Defense Organization, Inc. v. The Superior Court of Los Angeles County, 72
Cal.App.4th 1045 (Cal.App. 1999).
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Intercon, Inc. v. Bell Atlantic Internet Solutions, Inc., 205 F.3d 1244 (10th Cir. March 9, 2000).
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contacts to establish personal jurisdiction.”
The court refers to the following decisions:
Finding personal jurisdiction existed over defendant in Ohio where
defendant entered into contract to distribute software through plaintiff's
Ohio Internet server and defendant repeatedly sent his software files to the
Ohio server via e-mail.329
Distinguishing advertising cases from those in which defendant enters into
contracts with forum state residents "involv[ing] the knowing and repeated
transmission of computer files over the Internet," and finding jurisdiction in
infringement suit against news service that consciously transmitted
electronic messages into the state.330
Finding jurisdiction based in significant part on use of forum state's
computers to perform ATM processing services which benefited defendant
by providing its customers with nation-wide ATM service.331
Finding purposeful availment when Illinois defendant established a website
using California plaintiff's trademark as his domain name and then sought
compensation to give up the name; defendant’s conduct was expressly
aimed at the forum state and caused its effects there.332
But otherwise U.S. v. Kammersell where the court could not have reached is
decision if it had not held the service providers server to be outside the state
and having functioned as a rerouting server. Defendant had target a
computer inside his own state. The statute in question required
communication had occurred over state borders. 333

In E-Data Corporation v. Micropatent Corporation the court noted that
one element for not exercising personal jurisdiction was “the allegedly
infringing processes emanated from information stored in [defendant’s]
Internet server located in Washington, from which any electronic offers to
sell using this allegedly infringing technology were generated.”334
Seattle-defendant’s website offered consumers to purchase photography
images via the Internet by paying a licensing fee and instantly downloads
images to the consumer’s computer.
It’s Internet server was in the state of Washington, its Internet service
provider was a Washington corporation located in Seattle.
The images were stored and transmitted from the server in Washington,
and payment for purchased photos was received from customers by credit
329

CompuServe, Inc. v. Patterson, 89 F.3d 1257, 1263-65 (6th Cir. 1996).
Zippo Mfg. Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc., 952 F.Supp. 1119, 1124-27 (W.D.Pa. 1997).
331
Plus System, Inc. v. New England Network, Inc., 804 F.Supp. 111, 118-19 (D.Colo. 1992).
332
Panavision-2 - Panavision Int'l, L.P. v. Toeppen, 141 F.3d 1316, 1322 (9th Cir. 1998).
333
United States v. Kammersell, 196 F.3d 1137 (10th Cir. 1999).
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E-Data Corporation v. Micropatent Corporation, 989 F.Supp 173, 178 (D.Conn. 1997).
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card through "Netscape's Commerce Server" at U.S. Bank in Seattle,
Washington.

In Krantz v. Nottke335 the court held that the place where the server as a
mediator was located, not the person to harm, was where jurisdiction
could be.
In Telebyte, Inc. v. Kendaco, Inc.336 a New York court rejected exercise of
jurisdiction because “any tort arising from Kendaco's use of Telebyte's mark
on their website is committed in the state of Washington, not New York.
Plaintiff did not dispute that Kendaco's web server was located in the state
of Washington.
In Cornell v. Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A., Considated337 at *2 the court
seems as if it could have some significance whether defendants website was
created in New York, or that the server on which the site existed and from
which it was accessed was located in New York, because the court specially
made notice that the plaintiff did not make evidence of such.

In Bochan v. La Fontaine338 the court argued that since the Krantz-case
courts had focused in large measure on the location of the Internet service
provider or the server on which the bulletin board is stored and the role
played by this service or hardware in facilitating the alleged tort.
The court further noted that the question was whether La Fontaine
committed a tort (i.e. libel) in Virginia by posting certain messages to an
Internet newsgroup via AOL and Earthlink.
Jurisdiction in Virginia over La Fontaine was granted because the use of
AOL’s Usenet server, located in Virginia, was integral to the defamatory
statement publication. There the message was both stored temporarily and
transmitted to other Usenet servers around the world.

These two decisions seem to neglect the fact that the place of a server or
service provider is often quite fortuitous.
There are, for example, some Internet service providers that do not shift
servers to the nearest place the user is located at a particular moment with
his laptop or facilitate the user with the choice to chose a server by typing
one of many server addresses into the users browser or mailing335

Krantz v. Air Line Pilots Association, 427 S.E..2d 326 (Va. 1993).
Telebyte, Inc. v. Kendaco, Inc., 105 F.Supp.2d 131, 134 (E.D.N.Y. 2000).
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applications. For example AT&T Global Network allows users to move
around and connect to their mailbox or the Internet by choosing a local
phone number. Therefore, users can get connected to the nearest server on
AT&T’s global network of servers or if they do not change the phone
number, with the server that is connected with the last used number. In
such instances the servers place for uploading a website, ordering via a
website or sending e-mail is in reality pure fortuitousness. Another
example is whether a user with a pocket-PC has had the chance to connect
to the AT&T Global Network before taking an airplane from Cape Town,
South Africa or first after landing in San Francisco, U.S., and therefore
shifting to the nearest server in California.
A court’s decision on jurisdiction in the U.S., or for that matter any
court in the world, based on the mere fact that a Cyberspace-connection
has been used totally neglect the main fact, that the Internet is a
international net without any physical borders or special links or
connections between nations.
In Reno-4 Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit noted that the Internet
“negates geometry…it is fundamentally and profoundly antispatial. You
cannot say where it is or describe its memorable shape and proportions or
tell a stranger how to get there. But you can find things in it without
knowing where they are. The Internet is ambivalent – nowhere in
particular and everywhere at once.”339
Every court in the world just has to become accustomed to the fact that
the use of Cyberspace requires the court to shrink down and narrow
deviate from their preference of treating the case as local, not international.
Some courts has required website owners to include filtering facilities
on websites to avoid being haled into every court in the world. The Stomp
court in California held that it would be easy for website owners to filter
out areas and persons the owner did not want to get in tough with.340
[I]t is the merchants who seek to sell their goods only to consumers in a
particular geographic that can control the location of resulting lawsuits. The
owner of a website can (1) include a disclaimer that it will not sell its
products outside a certain geographic area, and (2) an interactive "clickwrap
agreement"…that includes a choice of venue clause which a consumer must
339
340

Reno-4 at 169.
Stomp at 6. See also New York v. World Interactive Gaming Corp., 714 N.Y.S.2d 844
(NY.App.Div. 1999) where the Supreme Court of New York determined that the a
vendors failure to adequately filter out residents of a particular jurisdiction from using
the site to purchase securities and engage in online gambling gave due cause for
exercising jurisdiction over the defendant..
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agree to before being allowed to purchase any products…In this way, a
local merchant may limit the jurisdictions to which it may be haled into
court. But when a merchant seeks the benefit of engaging in unlimited interstate commerce over the Internet, it runs the risk of being subject to the
process of the courts of those states.

However, the court seems to have forgotten that the initial and entire
purpose of the Internet was to have no borders, and not be able to trace or
prevent transfer of information from one computer to another.
In the June 2000 case, Reno-4, the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
noted, “a web publisher cannot modify the contents of its site so as to
restrict different geographic communities to access of only certain portions
of their site. Thus, once published on the Web, existing technology does
not permit the published material to be restricted to particular states or
jurisdictions.”341
The Internet is wholly insensitive to geographic distinctions. In almost
every case, users of the Internet neither know nor care about the physical
location of the Internet resources they access. Internet protocols were
designed to ignore rather than document geographic location; while
computers on the network do have "addresses," they are logical addresses
on the network rather than geographic addresses in real space. The
majority of Internet addresses contain no geographic clues and, even where
an Internet address provides such a clue, it may be misleading.342
No aspect of the Internet can feasibly be closed off to users from another
state. An Internet user who posts a Web page cannot prevent New Yorkers
or Oklahomans or Iowans from accessing that page and will not even know
from what state visitors to that site hail. Nor can a participant in a chat
room prevent other participants from a particular state from joining the
conversation. Someone who uses a mail exploder is similarly unaware of
the precise contours of the mailing list that will ultimately determine the
recipients of his or her message, because users can add or remove their
names from a mailing list automatically.343

Furthermore, it was a goal to make the use of and access to Cyberspace
as cheap and easy as possible for any user in the world. The latter has been
accomplished by commercial service-providers and search-engines whose

341
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whole existence is based on websites with information and advertising
from all over the world.344
If most courts demand that potential defendants, in order for them not
to be broughto court, install filters on their filters on their websites to
avoid unwanted persons to get access, then this filter-demand will result
in a heavy decrease in links to websites and a decrease in income from
advertising for the searchengines and servicesproviders.345 This will in
turn make the use of the Internet much more expensive for the users. This
might mean that in future they will not be offered free e-mail-accounts etc.,
and they will probably have to pay a higher access-fee because the access
providers will have to take over the maintenance of features which is
presently free on the net.
Furthermore, such a filter-demand would in all practicality also be
unrealistic of four reasons.
First, users will go around any kind of filter. Consumers in Cyberspace
do not like the invasion of privacy. They prefer not to give personal
information unless they are at the end of an online shopping experience
and prepared to make a purchase.346 Thus the user’s reluctance to provide
personal information makes it very hard for web owners to get necessary
input-data for getting a filter to work.
Second, it would be nearly impossible without extreme costs for any
website creator to filter out or choose precisely those users they want to
prevent or allowing access to their website when taking into consideration
the extreme numbers of nations or even the greater number of
jurisdictions.
Third, the expansive and explosive innovation and often unwarned
and unsuspected changes in the technology make it impossible for any
website owner to make sure that an installed filer may work for very long.
Among technicians in Silicon Valley, an invention is generally expected to
have a life span of only 6-8 months. Also, the items that can be purchased
344

In the beginning of 2000 U.S. the major free Internet service Providers were Netzero, Juno
and Bluelight. The first has some 6 million registered free access users. The later has
shut down its free access service in December 2000 and so has also in December 2000
the online search portal AltaVista with previously 3 million free access users. However,
it is expected 13 percent of users in 2003 will primarily use some form of free access,
compared with about 8 percent in 2000. Associated Press Dec. 5, 2000.
345
Even public city-websites have started offering ads and thereby getting income, Associated
Press Nov. 27. 2000.
346
Reno-3 at 487 no. 35-36, which also at 489 no. 44 mentioned difficulties with using i.e.
credit card verification for filtering, because some ISP’s does not support such
verification.
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in stores are often “antiquities” because new and better products have
already been invented, but not mass-produced yet.
Fourth, there does not exist within Cyberspace a unique identifier that
can guarantee that a filtering would work continuously.347
As with Top-level domain names mentioned above, phone numbers
and area codes are not useful to filter in or out or useful to determine
personal jurisdiction for three reasons. First, area codes change from time
to time. Second, there is not always a systematic pattern of how and where
area codes are related to. Third, numbers related to cellular phones are
borderless like domain names without a national identifier. A cellular
phone is by its whole purpose not stationary.
The court in Osteotech, Inc. v. Gensci Regeneration Sciences, Inc.348
remarked that even if a toll-free phone number or e-mail address had been
listed on the website encouraging interested persons to contact the
company for more information, this had no more of an impact on any
particular forum than a website without such information.
But otherwise Granite Gate Resorts where the court held a toll-free-number
indicated intent to solicit responses from all jurisdictions within the marked
of the toll-free-number.349

Zip codes around the world are also being changed from time to time,
and therefore is not a guaranteed stabile identifier for a filtering or
jurisdiction determination. Furthermore, it is nearly impossible for a
website owner to know all zip codes in the world and always be updated
on every change thereof. Yet, such a requirement would be necessary if a
website owner should be able to filter out unwelcomed people or in the
welcomed people in the world, and thus which areas the website owner
could purposefully expect to suit in.
Some courts have suggested that there should be a disclaimer on at
least business web pages about i.e. jurisdiction. However, such a
requirement would also make great implications maybe even

347
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impossibilities, because of the language and outline rules demanded by
different “bulling” authority.350
The first reason is the language problems. Regarding the scope on a
computer or cellular phone screen, it is unrealistic to require for consumer
protection reasons that the website owner should make the site or a
disclaimer understandable for every person that has the possibility to see
it.
Such a requirement would need to have the site’s contents written in
many languages351 and with the use of different typescript, i.e. Greek,
Arabian, and Chinese.352
The courts and legislators have to realize that Cyberspace with its
websites does not allow for the possibility of worldwide consumerguidance and protection. The size of a computer screen, or even worse the
screen of a web-cellular phone, makes it impossible to allow for any
reasonable or practical way to overview the rights and obligations for
every person in the world, which must be the only reasonable
requirement.
Otherwise, the courts and legislators would try to force a website
owner to make some people around the world second class in
Cyberspace.353 Cyberspace was made for everyone. The inventors of the
World Wide Web felt it as their main purpose not to discard any person in
the world but rather to secure every person who owned a computer and a
350

U.S. Federal Trade Commission have in Spring 2000 published made guidelines on cause
of consumer protections. But these guidelines are based on the presumption that
everybody using Cyberspace can read the same language and the same consumer
protection rules are valid in every area. See <www. ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/
buspubs/dotcom> (Visited July 31, 2000).
351
The problems with language requirement have truly come to action when France made a
cultural language requirement of having a French text besides any other if the website
also was intended targeting French citizens. The French requirement have made it
fairly impossible for anybody on earth to read websites on a handheld PC, Palm or
cellular-screen. On the French requirement see the Toubon Law no. 94-664 of August 4,
1994 at <http://www.culture.gouv.fr/culture/dglf/ lois/loi-gb.htm>
(Visited
December 8, 2000).
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November 2000 has pAsia by ICANN been appointed to provide Top Level Domain
Names in Traditional Chinese, simplified Chinese, English, Japanese and Hangul
(Korean) characters under the “.com”, “.net” and “.org” suffixes. Until that time had
only Roman alphabet, Arabic numerals and dashes been allowed.
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The problems become even bigger with the invention of so-called superstitial ad formats, a
speedy variation of a pop-up ad that includes sound and animation playing in
generally 20 seconds.
A pop-up ad usually covers three-fourth of the page. Visitors can close pop-up ads
immediately, but they slow the delivery of that of the user requested web page.
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modem the possibility of having access the Web, all with the same rights.
At the same time the Web was invented to give people a right to free
speech and communication with other people worldwide. In Reno-1 the
U.S. Supreme Court noted that the Internet is a “unique and wholly new
medium of worldwide human communication.”354
Courts and legislators have to realize that, if for example the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights355 - giving every person in the world the
same rights to i.e. free speech and religion - is not to be neglected, they
must accept that their ancient habits of trying to use power over whatever
seems to touch them cannot be agreed upon in relation to Cyberspace.356
They have to learn to put aside these habits or invent local technical
requirements to cut off their own citizens from the being able to use
Cyberspace, fully or partly.
The later choice seems somewhat the China has chosen by making a
national network.

It would be rather more fair and reasonable if courts demanded of
every access provider to make a start-up website with a disclaimer stating
that the user has connected to Cyberspace and therefore properly is
located in international arena away from the users’ national law and
protection. Further it would be fair to demand that the user is urged to
carefully read the different websites conditions, and that continuing on a
website is the same as agreeing to the conditions of that particular website.
It seems only reasonable to demand of the access providers that they
provide this disclaimer in the native language of the user or one accepted
by the user. However, it should not be overlooked that in practice nearly
every user in his own browser will change such an opening site to another
default startup site. Thus in reality would such requirement of a start-up
disclaimer have no real effect because of each cybernaut’s own habits. On
the other hand such disclaimer should not be required of other parties in
Cyberspace.
The second reason, is technical. The number of nations in the world or
the even greater numbers of jurisdictions makes it impossible to get a
overview of even a small notice of those towns or jurisdictions worldwide
that the website’s owner wanted to accept or reject.
354

Reno-1 at 850.
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The only practical working solution is that anyony logging onto
Cyberspace should know he is in a international arena. Such knowledge
could be acquired by handing out to everyone who buys a computer a
disclaimer stating this and advising that the person thoroughly every
website’s conditions. This practical solution should give reason for a
general demand of a link on every home webpage to a general world wide
valid disclaimer with terms for the sites use. With such a regime it might
be reasonable to require that the terms were written in the website owners
native language or an international language by his choice. The website
owner should be free to decide whether or not to write the disclaimer in a
language used in one or more areas that the website has specifically
targeted against.
Several courts in U.S. have stated that a “clickwrap” agreement is an
enforceable contract.357
In State of Minnesota v. Granite Gate Resorts, Inc.358 the court remarked,
that [t]he presence of the disclaimer on the site may be relevant to the
merits of the consumer fraud action, but appellants’ clear effort to reach and
seek potential profit from Minnesota consumers provides minimum
contacts of a nature and quality sufficient to support a threshold finding of
personal jurisdiction.” “The balance of equities may be different where a
defendant disseminates a message on the Internet for a purpose other than
the solicitation of business.”
The Zippo court seems to have had a different point of view.359 The court
noted that when a consumer logs onto a server in a foreign jurisdiction he is
engaging in a fundamentally different type of contact than an entity that is
using the Internet to sell or market products or services to residents of
foreign jurisdictions and that the court in Pres-Kap specifically expressed
concern over the implications of subjecting users of “on-line” services with
contracts with out-of-sate networks to suit in foreign jurisdiction.360

As mentioned above, most of the courts in U.S. have decided that the
existence of a Website is not sufficient enough to exercise jurisdiction. The
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I.e. Groff v. AOL, 1998 WL 307001 (R.I.Superior 1998), Caspi v. Microsoft Network, L.L.C.,
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courts have decided to look thoroughly through the contents on each
website, and through the actual Cyberspace related facts.
So far as we are aware, no court has ever held that an Internet
advertisement alone is sufficient to subject the advertiser to jurisdiction in
the plaintiff's home state. Rather, in each, there has been "something more"
to indicate that the defendant purposefully (albeit electronically) directed
his activity in a substantial way to the forum state.361 – The court seems
totally to have neglected the existence of the very criticized decision in Inset
Systems, see below.

The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit held in Mink v. AAAA
Development LLC, 362 that a website containing advertising, a toll-free
phone number, a printable order form, a mailing address and an e-mail
address, which did not accept orders, but allowed the defendant to reply
to e-mail initiated by website visitors, was insufficient to establish general
personal jurisdiction.
Otherwise in a very disputed decision in Inset Systems, Inc. v. Instruction
Set, Inc.363 that held website advertising and toll-free number was enough to
hold defendant was doing business and to exercise jurisdiction.
In U.S. is has for a long time been the rule that “[a]dvertising and
solicitation activities alone do not constitute the “minimum contacts”
required for general jurisdiction.”364

The attitude of most of U.S. courts seem to be that they look thoroughly
at whether or not facts point specially against their jurisdiction, and
whether or not Cyberspace has been used to target one or more persons in
the forum.
The Millennium Enterprise court refused to assert special jurisdiction
on the sole basis of an interactive website, but required contacts with
forum residents relating to the plaintiff’s claim or that the defendant’s
Internet conduct was intended to reach residents of the forum.365 Most
Internet advertisement and solicitation are “unlike newspaper, mailing,
361

Cybersell, Inc. (Arizona) v. Cybersell, Inc (Florida), 130 F.3d 414, 418 (9th Cir. 1997).
Mink v. AAAA Development LLC, 190 F.3d 333, 337 (5th Cir. 1999). Distinguished by
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363
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364
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radio, television and other media [] not directed at a specific geographic
area or market; to the contrary, advertising on the Internet targets no one
in particular and everyone in particular in any given geographic
location.”366
In most cases, the court has to determine where the parties
geographically and physically have been located and whether or not both
of the parties have predicted through Cyberspace to get in touch with each
other.
In Groff v. AOL367 the court noted it was not clear, in this electronic age,
where the last place the contract was executed, but it found the place where
the transaction had been or were to be performed appeared to take place
where defendant's mainframe was located.

If not, the fair interpretation should be that at least one of the parties
has used Cyberspace only to announce its existence, and not target anyone
in specific. This does not justify being haled into the court away from
defendants home place.
[Defendant] has conducted no commercial activity over the Internet in
Arizona. All that it did was post an essentially passive home page on the
web, using the name "CyberSell," which [plaintiff] was in the process of
registering as a federal service mark... we cannot see how from that fact
alone it can be inferred that [defendant] deliberately directed its
merchandising efforts toward Arizona residents.
[Defendant] did nothing to encourage people in Arizona to access its site,
and there is no evidence that any part of its business (let alone a continuous
part of its business) was sought or achieved in Arizona. To the contrary, it
appears to be an operation where business was primarily generated by the
personal contacts of one of its founders…In short, [defendant] has done no
act and has consummated no transaction, nor has it performed any act by
which it purposefully availed itself of the privilege of conducting activities,
in Arizona, thereby invoking the benefits and protections of Arizona law.
We therefore hold that [defendant’s] contacts are insufficient to establish
"purposeful availment."368 The court used the “effects doctrine” in its
determination.369
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Millennium Enterprises at 914.
Groff v. AOL, 1998 WL 307001 (R.I.Superior 1998).
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Some cases have used the Zippo370 case as basis for requiring
“something more”.
However, the Zippo case simply stated that because a website that does
little more than make information available to those who are interested in
it, a “passive website,” there has to be something else for allowing exercise
of jurisdiction, that is, other useful facts than Cyberspace activity.
Some courts have discussed facts of the physical connection to
Cyberspace. One could ask whether at all it is just and fair to let the use of
a physical Cyberspace-connection should determine the question on
exercise of personal jurisdiction.
But the Kammersell jurisdictional decision would not have been unless the
court had relied on the Cyberspace-connection. The court held the service
providers server to be outside the state and had functioned as a rerouting
server. Defendant had target a computer inside his own state. The statute in
question required communication had occurred over state borders.371

The right and decisive, to provide the required minimum contact and
fair play, should also concern other facts than only the use of a
Cyberspace-connection. A Cyberspace-connection should only be
regarded as a technical connection. It has never been sufficient to exercise
personal jurisdiction solely on the fact that two persons A and B had a
telephone communication. The determining factor for personal jurisdiction
should be the contents of the conversation, not the pure technical phonecommunication.
The Zippo-court points rightfully out that “the exercise of jurisdiction
is determined by examining the level of interactivity and commercial
nature of the exchange of information that occurs on the
Website...Traditionally, when an entity intentionally reaches beyond its
boundaries to conduct business with foreign residents, the exercise of
specific jurisdiction is proper…Different results should not be reached
simply because business is conducted over the Internet”.372
On the issue of websites and there interactivity-level, see Chapter III.D.

A narrowly reading through the U.S. cases that have stated “on-lineconnection” was sufficient for exercising personal jurisdiction shows that
370

Zippo Manufacturing Company v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc., 952 F.Supp. 1119 (W.D.Pa. 1997).
United States v. Kammersell, 196 F.ed 1137 (10th Cir. 1999).
372
Zippo at 1124.
371
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almost every decisions is actually determined not on the “on-lineconnection” itself, but on the contents passing through the “on-lineconnection” – the activity through Cyberspace. These cases indicate that
the parties’ activities have been so direct, vital, and binding that it is clear
business was conducted, and therefore give reason that exercise of
personal jurisdiction was fair.
If the defendant enters into contracts with residents of a foreign jurisdiction
that involve the knowing and repeated transmission of computer files over
the Internet, personal jurisdiction is proper.
Traditionally, when an entity intentionally reaches beyond its boundaries to
conduct business with foreign residents, the exercise of specific jurisdiction
is proper. Different results should not be reached simply because business
is conducted over the Internet. 373

The Millennium Enterprise court noted that “[m]any cases find the
[Asahi] “stream of commerce” theory of specific jurisdiction analogous to
Web-site advertising, in that the person or business operating the site
creates it for use and viewing on the Internet with the hope, if not the
expectation, that users will access the site and learn about the company’s
products or services.”374
“Most courts following the reasoning set forth in Bensusan and Zippo
and decline to assert jurisdiction based solely on Website
advertising…Those courts which have asserted jurisdiction in cases
involving passive Websites did so because the defendant had additional
contacts with the forum which related to the plaintiff’s claim…Likewise,
courts generally have exercised jurisdiction in cases [], where the
defendant “conducted business” over the Internet by engaging in repeated
or ongoing business transactions with forum residents or by entering into
a contract with the plaintiff through the internet…Further, courts have
found purposeful availment when the claim involved an intentional tort
allegedly committed over the Internet, such that the defendant
intentionally directed its tortious activities at the forum state…These cases
are based on the “effect test” articulated in Calder v. Jones [], where the
Supreme Court found personal jurisdiction properly asserted over a
defendant whose libelous actions were directed at the plaintiff resident of
the forum state.”375 In cases in-between courts have reached differing

373

Zippo at 1124.

374

Millennium Enterprises at FN3.
Millennium Enterprises at 916.

375
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conclusions and the “current hodgepodge of case law is inconsistent,
irrational, and irreconcilable”.376
The rest of “non-tort-cases” can only be viewed as support that the “online-connection” has been one of many facts influencing the court to
determine that the exercise of personal jurisdiction was proper and
permitted by the Due Process Clause in the 14th Amendment.
In Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV377 the court pointed out that traditional
constitutional requirements of foreseeability, minimum contacts,
purposeful availment, and fundamental fairness must continue to be
satisfied before any activity, including Internet activity, can support an
exercise of personal jurisdiction.
More helpful than some courts use of the Zippo “framework” are those
cases that look beyond the degree of interactivity provided by the website
and instead emphasize the degree to which the defendant actually used its
website to conduct commercial or other activity with forum residents.

A proper analysis of the jurisdictional effects of an Internet website
must focus on whether or not the defendant has actually and deliberately
used its website to conduct commercial transactions or other activities
with the residents of the forum.
At this time should be noted, “it has long been the law that harm is caused
by the very offer of an infringing work, even if not one single sale is
made.”378

The U.S. cases also show, with very few exceptions, that it is vital for
the plaintiff to collect evidence of the contents on the website at the right
moment, since the courts have realized that the contents on websites are
impulsive and change very quickly.
Jurisdiction, but not on ground of the website, because its upstart-date was
missing.379
In Hi-Tex, Inc. v. TSG, Inc.380 plaintiff had found an Internet website
including defendant, a competitor in the textile business, which plaintiff
claimed had infringed its patent.
376

Millennium Enterprises at 916.
Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV, 113 F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. 2000).
378
Digital Equipment Corp. v. Altavista Technology, Inc. 960 F.Supp. 456, 472 (D.Mass. 1997).
379
Kim v. Keenan, 71 F.Supp.2d 1228, 1234 (M.D.Fla. 1999).
380
Hi-Tex, Inc. v. TSG, Inc., 87 F.Supp.2d 738 (E.D.Mich 2000).
377
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Defendant contended that it had never authorized any entity to post
information regarding it or its subdivisions on any website.
The court pointed out that even if defendant had participated in a website,
without more, it would not be a sufficient basis for exercising general
personal jurisdiction.381
At this place should also be mentioned Goldstein v. Nutrition Now, Inc.382
where the court held that defendants advertising of products on the
Internet since late 1997 was irrelevant to “the instant motions because it
postdates the commencement of the action.”

Out of 2074 (ultimo Dec. 2000) published federal and state cases in
Westlaw that refer to personal jurisdiction (Westlaw topic-key 92k305(4))
from 1990 through ultimo December 2000, 163 cases (7.9 %) deal with
jurisdiction issues related to Cyberspace.
These 163 cases show clearly that the lawyers for the defendants in the
last few years have become aware of the jurisdictional question related to
use of Cyberspace. The following shows the distribution of the cases383:
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

0
0
0
0
5
15
30
52
61

The U.S. courts have been very cautious on the question of general
personal jurisdiction and Cyberspace (see section III.B.e).
381

See also First Financial Resources v. First Financial Resources, Corp., 2000 WL 1693973
(N.D.Ill. 2000).
382
Goldstein v. Nutrition Now, Inc., 1999 WL 637212 (Conn.Super. 1999).
383
Some cases on personal jurisdiction have been found outside Westlaw topic-key 92k305(4).
The figures here are only mention in an effort to make statistics.
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The maintance of a website does not constitute substantial, continuous and
systematic contacts. The court found specific personal jurisdiction on
gorund of some more facts in that case.

The U.S. courts have alse been very careful when deciding jurisdiction
only on the basis of Cyberspace facts (see section III.B.b).
In the case GTE New Media Services, Inc. v. Bellsouth Corp.384 the
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia rejected the exercise of
jurisdiction on the basis of the defendants’ Internet Yellow Pages, which
the District Court had found highly interactive. The defendants’ sole
contact with the forum was the operation of Internet websites that were
accessible to persons in the forum.385
Defendants, several telephone companies, had agreed upon making a joint
country map on their Internet Yellow Pages and not interfere with each
other’s local areas. Users were allowed to click on the map or typing the
name of a state where after users were directed to a Internet Yellow Page
Website owned and maintained by the local phone company. On each
phone company’s website users could then choose a special type of business
and then often the Yellow Page would have a direct hyperlink to the
business’s website. The phone companies earned revenue by selling
advertisement space to businesses on their Internet Yellow Pages. The
profitability for Internet Yellow Pages services largely depends on how
many Internet users are accessing the Yellow Pages.
The phone companies made some exclusivity agreements with Netscape
and Yahoo to intense the hits on the phone companies Yellow Pages.
Plaintiff had before the phone companies’ agreement operated an
interactive, nation-wide Internet Yellow Pages service. It claimed the phone
companies tried to monopolize the marked on Yellow Pages.
The District court held jurisdiction could be exercised because plaintiff’s
advertising revenue depended in large part on the number of users in the
courts district were assessing its service and the defendants act of directing
users away from plaintiff’s service foreseeably caused tortious injury to
plaintiff’s business in the forum state.

The appeal court rejected the plaintiff’s argument that because the
defendants had acted to maximize usage of their websites in the forum,
the mere accessibility of the defendants’ websites should establish the
necessary “minimum contacts” with the forum. If so, the court remarked,
384

GTE New Media Services, Inc. v. Bellsouth Corp., 199 F.3d 1343 (D.C. Cir. 2000) remanding
GTE New Media Services, Inc. v. Ameritech Corp., 21 Fsupp.2d 27 (D.D.C. 1998).
385
GTE New Media Services, Inc. v. Bellsouth Corp. at 1345.
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“personal jurisdiction in Internet-related cases would almost always be
found in any forum in the country” and “would shred these []
constitutional assurances out of practical existence.”386 “We do not believe
that the advent of advanced technology, say, as with the Internet, should
vitiate long-held and inviolate principles of federal court jurisdiction. The
Due Process Clause exists, in part, to give a degree of predictability to the
legal system that allows potential defendants to structure their primary
conduct with some minimum assurance as to where that conduct will and
will not render them liable to suit.”387
In Millennium Enterprises388 the court distinguished between potential
commercial activity on the Internet and actual activity389.
Plaintiff was in business in Oregon and operated two retail music stores in
Portland, Oregon. It also sold products through mail and telephone orders
and its Internet website.
The plaintiff only asserted specific jurisdiction, which the court denied.
Defendant, a South Carolina corporation, operated retail music stores in
South Carolina. It sold products through their retail outlets and their
Internet website, although the vast majority of sales occurred at their retail
stores. From March 1998 through September 1998, defendants sold fifteen
compact discs to nine separate customers in six states and one foreign
country. The sales totaled approximately $225. During the same period,
defendants’ retail sales were $2,180,000. Defendants also offered franchising
circulars through the Internet and had two franchised stores in North
Carolina.
Defendants had purchased a small amount of compact discs from a
distributor in Portland, Oregon. Purchases in 1994-1997 totaled
approximately 1,5 percent of defendant’s inventory purchases for those
years.
After plaintiff filed suit only asserting specific personal jurisdiction the
defendants added a disclaimer to their website indicating that their
products and franchise circulars were not available in Oregon.
From defendants’ website persons could purchase compact discs, request
franchising information and join a discount club.
The sited proclaimed “Come Visit U.S.!” and provided a map of the
locations of defendants’ stores. The maps were local in nature, providing
little more that showing of the cross-streets surrounding the stores.

386

GTE New Media Services, Inc. v. Bellsouth Corp. at 1350.
GTE New Media Services, Inc. v. Bellsouth Corp. at 1350.
388
Millennium Enterprises, Inc. v. Millennium Music. LP, 33 F.Supp.2d 907 (D.Or. 1999).
389
Millennium Enterprises at 921.
387
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The court noted that the capability of selling compact discs through the
Website could constitute “doing business” over the Internet and confer
personal jurisdiction almost as a matter of course. Yet, the court found
such designation intended for those businesses which conduct a
significant portion of their business through ongoing Internet
relationships; for example, by entering into contracts with residents of a
foreign jurisdiction that involve the knowing and repeated transmission of
computer files over the internet.390
The court held that defendant did nothing more that publish an interactive
Website and had not purposefully entered into contacts with Oregon
residents through the Internet – other than a associated with plaintiffs
counsel – nor had defendants otherwise exchanged files electronically with
the forum residents so as to create “repeated” or “ongoing obligations”.
On its face the site was at the level of potential interactivity, while not
necessarily high, it was not insubstantial. The potential exchange of
information could be commercial in nature.

The court did not find that for an interactive category of Internet
contacts fundamental requirement of personal jurisdiction: “deliberative
action” within the forum state in the form of transactions between the
defendant and residents of the forum or conduct of the defendant
purposefully directed at residents of the forum state.
The court noted that defendant had “consummated no transaction” and had
made no “deliberate and repeated” contacts with Oregon through their
Website. Defendant maintained only a Website, which allowed users to
purchase products, thus rendering it foreseeable that residents of Oregon,
or any other state or country for that matter, could purchase a product from
defendant.

The court pointed out, that it is well-established that foreseeability
alone cannot serve as the constitutional benchmark for personal
jurisdiction.
The court held that defendants website, though interactive, was not
“conduct and connection” with Oregon” giving defendants “fair warning”
so that they would reasonably anticipate being “haled” into court in
Oregon. Rather, defendant had “published information on an Internet
Website that is accessible to whomever may find it.”

390

Millennium Enterprises at 920. I.e. CompuServe v. Patterson, 89 F.3d 1257 (6th Cir. 1996).
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Further the court remarked that there was no evidence that defendants
targeted Oregon residents or targeted Oregon with the intent or knowledge
that plaintiff could be harmed through their Website.391

“The fact that someone who accesses defendants’ Website can purchase
a compact disc does not renter defendant’ actions ‘purposefully directed’
at this forum”392
The court pointed out that “[i]t is the conduct of the defendant, rather
that the medium utilized by them, to which the parameters of specific
jurisdiction apply.”393 “The existence of a Website, whether passive or
interactive, does not rise to the requisite level of conduct. Publishing a
Website requires no “deliberate” action within the forum state.
Furthermore, a Website is not automatically projected to a user’s computer
without invitation, as are advertisements in a newspaper or on the
television and radio. Rather, the user must take affirmative action to access
either a passive or interactive Website. The user must turn on a computer,
access the Internet and the Web, and browse the Web for a particular site.
Thus, [] information published on Websites is not thrust upon users
indiscriminately.”394
As late as July 2000, the District Court in Michigan “observe[d] that the
need for a special Internet-focused test for "minimum contacts" has yet to
be established. It seems to this court that the ultimate question can still as
readily be answered by determining whether the defendant did, or did
not, have sufficient "minimum contacts" in the forum state. The manner of
establishing or maintaining those contacts, and the technological
mechanisms used in so doing, are mere accessories to the central
inquiry.”395
In most traditional business circumstances, it is relatively easy for
courts to discern whether or not business is conducted in a particular
jurisdiction by simply examining the behavior of the parties. However,
with Internet-conducted affairs, things are often not so black-or-white.396

391

Millennium Enterprises at 922.
Millennium Enterprises at 921.
393
Millennium Enterprises at 921.
394
Millennium Enterprises at 922.
395
Winfield Collection, Ltd. v. McCauley, 105 F.Supp.2d 746, 750 (E.D.Mich. 2000).
396
Winfield Collection at 749.
392
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b. General/Specific personal jurisdiction over nonresidents
Personal jurisdiction in a federal court is determined by looking at the
law of the forum state unless there exists a special federal statute
permitting something otherwise, i.e. authorize national service of process.
If, in a diversity action, the court finds jurisdiction appropriate under
the relevant state (long-arm) statute, it must then decide whether the
exercise of jurisdiction comports with Due Process in the U.S. Constitution.
It is well established that “mere presence of property in a state does not
establish a sufficient relationship between the owner of the property and
the state” to meet the minimum contacts requirement of Due Process.397
Random and sporadic contacts are not sufficient to satisfy the Due Process
Clause.398
The presence of an electronic mail access, a printable order form, and a
toll-free phone number on a website, “without more,” is insufficient to
establish personal jurisdiction. Absent a defendant doing business over the
Internet or sufficient interactivity with residents of the forum state, the
court in Mink could not conclude that personal jurisdiction is
appropriate.399
Personal jurisdiction should not be premised on the mere possibility
that a defendant may be able to do business with the forum state over its
website. 400 Simply creating a site, like placing a product into the stream of

397

Shaffer v. Heitner at 209 and MacConnell v. Schwamm, 2000 WL 1409758 (S.D.Cal. 2000)
at *3.
398
Burger King at 475.
399
Mink v. AAAA Development at 337.
400
People Solutions, Inc. (Texas) v. People Solutions, Inc. (California), 2000 WL 1030619
(N.D.Tex. 2000) at *4.
In Reno-3 486 (1999) an expert devided websites into five general business models:
(1) the Internet presence model, which involves no direct sales or advertising but is used
by a business to raise customer awareness of the name and products of the Website
operator,
(2) the advertiser supported or sponsored model, in which nothing is for sale, content is
provided for free, and advertising on the site is the source of all revenue,
(3) the fee based or subscription model in which users are charged a fee before accessing
content,
(4) the efficiency or effective gains model, by which a company uses the Web to decrease
operating costs, and
(5) the online storefront, in which a consumer buys a product or service directly over the
Web.
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commerce, may be felt nation-wide , or even worldwide, but, without
more, it is not an act purposefully directed toward the forum state.401
In the case, CompuServe v. Patterson,402 the Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit rejected “the districts court’s reliance on the de minimis
amount of software sales” as a basis for concluding that personal
jurisdiction should not exist. The non-resident defendant claimed he had
sold software only worth $650 to 12 forum state residents over a three year
period. The court appeal court stated that “[i]t is the quality of the contacts
and not their number or status, that determines whether they amount to
purposeful availment.”
The court in Rollin v. William Franckel & Co,403 where defendant did all
its business on the Nasdaq, rejected personal jurisdiction because a closed
network was not equal to a website.
The Zippo court labeled a website, which allowed customers with a
password to transact on-line, as clearly doing business and exercised
specific personal jurisdiction. It has to be added the court also pointed out
that approximately two percent of defendant’s subscribers were forum
residents.404 Thus, the Zippo court for labeling a website as “clearly doing
business” requires that a certain amount of the sales is done with the
forum and, not a few fortuitous.
The mere registration of someone’s trademark as a domain name and
posting a website on the Internet does not subject a party domiciled in one
state to jurisdiction in another.405
An interesting issue in this context of pure on-line business is when
does a non-resident defendant’s contacts in Cyberspace become so
substantial, continuous and systematic that general personal jurisdiction
over the non-resident can be exercised?
This is interesting because in cases where a U.S. court finds general
jurisdiction over a non-resident bases on pure Cyberspace facts, the
defendant will be regarded as being “present” in that forum state in any
type of case; and if this is the effect in one nation it will probably be the
case in most other nations due to the fact Cyberspace is reaching
everywhere.
401

Bensusan 937 F.Supp. 295, 301 (S.D.N.Y. 1996). Appeal case 126 F.3d 25 (2nd Cir. 1997)
decided on N.Y.’s limited long-arm statute.
402
CompuServe v. Patterson at 1265.
403
Rollin v. William Franckel & Co., Inc., 996P.2d 1254 (Ct. App. Arizona, Div.2 2000). Case
mentionend under electronic communication, chapter III.C.
404
Zippo at 1120.
405
Cybersell at 418. The ACPA requires fath faith and not other possibilities for jurisdiction in
U.S..
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Another interesting aspect is to what extent courts will hold that a
parent-subsidiary connection allows exercise of general personal
jurisdiction. Many Cyberspace on-line businesses will try to structure its
on-line business worldwide, and have a home page covering the whole
world with links to the subsidiary companies. To what extent will they be
allowed to do make such world covering websites without it being
interpreted doing business everywhere?
It should initially be noted that the U.S. Congress in 1996 made a
statute that effectively immunized providers of interactive computer
services from civil liability with respect to material disseminated by them,
but created by others.406 Internet service providers are electronic
“pipelines” through which customers may view information, or store data
that customers wish to place on the Web.407
The statute was made after the court Statton408 in 1995 held that the
American service provider, Prodigy Service Company, was a publisher for
the purpose of some libel claims. It should be noted that the court to begin
with had pointed out that computer bulletin boards generally should be
regarded in the same context as bookstores, libraries and network
affiliates. Yet, Prodigy especially advertised having a service, screening
posted material.
In a case409 from 1998 the court found that it would have seemed only
fair to hold the service provider AOL to the liability standards applied to a
406

47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(1) of The Communications Decency Act of 1996 provides: “No provider
or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of
any information of an interactive content provider”.
47 U.S.C. § 230(e)(2) define the term "interactive computer service" as "any information
service, system, or access software provider that provides or enables computer access
by multiple users to a computer server, including specifically a service or system that
provides access to the Internet and such systems operated or services offered by
libraries or educational institutions."
47 U.S.C. § 230(e)(3) define the term “information content provider” as “any person or
entity that is responsible, in whole or in part, for the creation or development of
information provided through the Internet or any other interactive computer service”.
407
PSINet v. Chapman, 108 F.Supp.2d 611, 616 (W.D.Va. 2000).
408
Stratton Oakmont, Inc. v. Prodigy Services Company, 1995 WL 323710 (N.Y.Sup. 1995).
409
In Zeran v. America Online, Inc., 129 F..3d, 327, 330-331 (4th Cir. 1997) the Chief Judge
Wilkinson wrote:
“Congress recognized the threat that tort-based lawsuits pose to freedom of speech in the
new and burgeoning Internet medium…Section 230 was enacted, in part, to maintain
the robust nature of Internet communication and, accordingly, to keep government
interference in the medium to a minimum…Congress made a policy choice…not to
deter harmful online speech through the separate route of imposing tort liability on
companies that serve as intermediaries for other parties’ potentially injurious
messages.”
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publisher and thus find it liable in tort for an article. Yet, the court pointed
out that “Congress has made a different policy choice by providing
immunity even where the interactive service provider has an active, even
aggressive role in making available contents prepared by others.” AOL
had advertised having an electronic news service, which was written by a
third party and wanted to gain economic advantage from it.
In Stoner v. eBay, Inc.410 the court held eBay was immune from any liability
arising from plaintiffs claim of selling or advertising sale of infringing
sound recordings. eBay is an online auction company that takes a fee for
providing websites where third parties can auction goods at their own
description. eBay may add logos, category headings and seller ratings, but
does not rewrite the seller’s description-add. It also provides insurance for
all auctioned items up to $200 and gain a fee herefore.
eBay was not considered selling or offering to sell merchandise.

Therefore, the U.S. case law on service providers has only validity in
the U.S., unless other countries’ legislators also decide to immunize
companies that provide access to Cyberspace.
Yet, the strange consequences of this free-zone from 1996 for service
providers in U.S. came to its full extent in a case decided in Germany in
1998. Americans placed some in U.S. legal material on a U.S.-service
provider’s server in the U.S. Naturally the material was also accessible for
Germans through the service provider’s Germany subsidiary. The
president of the German subsidiary was sentenced to two years probation
and ordered to pay 100.000 DM. When the case began, the American
service provider removed the web pages so noone worldwide was able to
see them.411
Also, it is important to mention the French attack on an American website
made by Yahoo, Silicon Valley, California, intended for its American users.

410
411

Stoner v. eBay, Inc., 2000 WL 1705637 (Cal. Super. Ct., App.Div. 2000).
The decision – People (Germany) v. Felix Somm - was reversed by the German
Amtsgericht in Munich on November 17, 1999. The German Government has after the
lower courts decision passed a Mulitimedia Law that intends to shield online services
form liability for material that simply travels over their network. See People v. Felix
Somm, Amtsgericht Munchen [Local Court Munich, File No. 8430 Ds 465 Js 173158/95,
Decided May 1998] <www. cyber-rights.org/isps/somms-dec.htm> (Visited November
1999) reversed by a German Rigional Court on November 17, 1999, <www.
gse.ucla.edu.iclp/fsomm.html> (Visited November 1999).
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Reviewing the U.S. cases from the beginning of the nineties, the first
period of the Internet, gives a very heterogeneous pattern of how similar
facts involving Cyberspace have been decided.
From 1997, a certain pattern on the question of personal jurisdiction
appears in cases involving Cyberspace facts, especially in cases decided
only on facts related to Cyberspace.
Chapter III.D on website activity shows a name-label-system on websites does not work. Decisions can be used from Table II and III, with the
exception of the Inset Systems412 and Campell413 decisions, to drawn the
conclusion that facts of basic company information including parentsubsidiary, advertising inclusive toll-free phone number, e-mail address,
product catalog, price list, hyperlinks, and e-mail response, does not allow
for the exercise of personal jurisdiction in U.S. The tables also show that
on-line ordering does not allow for personal jurisdiction (Costal Video414,
Decker415 and Millennium416).
Both Table II and III indicate that allowing for personal jurisdiction on
Cyberspace facts alone requires either that the claim is found in the
contents of the website targeting the forum state, or that the website must
allow users to register for up-coming online-service (Maritz417 and Granite
Gate Resort418), or that defendant must gain advertising revenue through
the website (Digital Equipment419and Maritz), or that the website must
allow on-line sale and payment – some cases even requiring first issue of
an account (Zippo420 and CompuServe421) – and forum residents must have
used the website.
When it comes to cases where the claim is included in the contents of
the Cyberspace-facts, great division between the decisions is found. One
group seems not willing to incorporate these facts in the interactivity, and
thus decline jurisdiction. Another large group exercising jurisdiction relies
on the fact that the claim is especialy target against the forum, and
incorporate the contents in the interactivity. Yet, a third group
412

Inset Systems.
Campell.
414
Coastal Video Communications Corp. v. The Staywell Corp., 59 F.Supp.2d 562 (E.D.Va.
1999).
415
Decker v. Circus Circus Hotel, 49 F.Supp.2d 743 (N.D.N.J. 1999).
416
Millennium Enterprises.
417
Maritz.
418
State of Minnesota v. Granite Gate Resorts.
419
Digital Equipment Corp. v. AltaVista Technology, Inc., 960 F.Supp. 456 (D.Mass. 1997).
420
Zippo.
421
CompuServe.
413
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incorporates the contents in the interactivity, but do not find the claim is
specifically target against the forum.
It is obvious that none of these cases relying on the claim have
exercised general jurisdiction, because the claim-fact cannot comply with
the tough requirement for general jurisdiction – continuous, substantial
and systematic contacts.
As for the non-commercial defendant, it is far from evident that noncommercial websites could not act as facts pointing at personal
jurisdiction. First, the site may have interactive features, i.e. hyberlinks,
use of framing, and contain an e-mail address to the web-editor, who
could be a private person writing on his hobby-subject. Second, a fully
passive or non-interactive site might have some contents that courts may
find so devastating that it allow exercise of personal jurisdiction, i.e. a
private person’s website arguing for killing somebody.

1. General
Exercise of general personal jurisdiction in the U.S. exists when a nonresident defendant’s activities in the forum state are “substantial,
continuous, and systematic,” even if the cause of action is unrelated to
those activities, and the particular long-arm statute’s requirement is
fulfilled.422
Even though these requirements exists, the court also has to control if
the other prong of the Due Process requirements, the discretional “fairness
factors” on traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice, is
obtained, that is, the reasonableness of the exercise of jurisdiction:
1. The burden on the defendant by being forced to litigate in the
courts state
2. The forum State's interest in adjudicating the dispute
3. The plaintiff's interest in obtaining convenient and effective
relief – at least when that interest is not adequately protected
by the plaintiff’s power not to choose the forum
4. The inter-state judicial system's interest in obtaining the most
effective resolution of controversies
5. The shared interest of the several States in furthering
fundamental substantive social policies.

422

Helicopteros Nationale at 414-416.
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Subsection III.B.e on general personal jurisdiction shows how courts
demand that there is a substantial part and percent done on-line, or that
on-line sale is a general and important part of defendant’s total business.
As section III.B.e shows no court seems yet to have found general
personal jurisdiction on Cyberspace facts alone. Also, no alien has yet has
been found to have “substantial, continuous, and systematic” contacts
with the forum based on a Cyberspace/on-line connection.
In Hockerson-Halberstadt-2 the court423 labeled the website as doing ecommerce, but rejected exercise of general personal jurisdiction because
even though the sales to the forum over the last 18 months was $32,252, it
was less than 0.0000008 of defendant’s total sales during that period. The
court pointed out that this represented an extremely small portion of the
defendant’s corporate revenues.
The Molnlycke court required that is was shown that the defendant’s
websites targeted the forum state, and that these were “central” for the
defendant’s business before allowing exercise of general personal
jurisdiction.424
In Mink v. AAAA Development LLC425 the Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit held that the defendant’s website, which did not accept
orders, but allowed the defendant to reply to e-mail initiated by website
visitors, was insufficient to establish general personal jurisdiction. The
court in Sports Authority Michigan v. Justball426 especially remarked that
the case distinguished from Mink, because the defendant’s website
allowed users to “purchase products on-line” via the defendant’s “virtual”
store at the “checkout counter” by “providing credit card and shipping
information.”
But the court did not determine the question of general personal
jurisdiction, because plaintiff only opted to focus on special jurisdiction.

The court in Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronics, Inc.427 went as far as to
hold that only a website where the defendant “clearly’ was ‘doing
business”, as “invented” by the Zippo court, could justify exercising of
general personal jurisdiction; and that a website belonging to the (middle

423

Hockerson-Halberstadt-2 - Hockerson-Halberstadt, Inc. v. Costco Wholesale Corp., 2000
WL 726888 (E.D.La. June 2000).
424
Molnlycke at 452.
425
Mink v. AAAA Development LLC, 190 F.3d 333, 337 (5th Cir. 1999).
426
Sports Authority Michigan v. Justball, 97 F.Supp.2d 806, 814 (E.D.Mich. 2000).
427
Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronics, Inc., 2000 WL 124566 (E.D.Pa. 2000) at *6.
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or) "Type 2" interactivity-situation could “not rise to the level of
commercial activity justifying general jurisdiction.”
The Zippo court was not asked to consider general personal jurisdiction.428

2. Specific
A non-resident defendant can be subject to specific jurisdiction only
when each of the following three elements exists, and the particular longarm statute’s requirement is fulfilled:429
1.

2.
3.

the non-resident must purposefully avail himself of the
privilege of conduction activities in the forum, thereby
invoking the benefits and protections of its laws
the claim must be one which arises out of or result from the
defendant’s forum-related activities
exercise of jurisdiction must be reasonable

The first prong is satisfied when the defendant’s contacts with the
forum state proximately results from actions by the defendant himself that
creates a “substantial connection” with the forum state, and when
defendants conduct and connection to the forum are such that he should
reasonable anticipate being haled into court there. It insure that random
fortuitous or attenuated contacts do not cause a defendant to be haled into
a jurisdiction.430
On the first prong, some courts use the “Effect Test,”431 under which the
purposeful availment requirement necessary for specific personal
jurisdiction is satisfied.432
Under Calder433, personal jurisdiction can be based upon:
1. intentional actions
2. expressly aimed at the forum state
3. causing harm, the brunt of which is suffered-and which the
428

Zippo at 1122.
Panavision-2 - Panavision International v. Toeppen, 141 F.3d 1313, 1320 (9th Cir. 1998).
430
Burger King at 474-475.
431
See i.e. Lofton v. Turbine Design, Inc., 100 F.Supp.2d 404 (N.D.Miss. 2000) , Cybersell,
429

Panavision-2.
Panavision-2 at 1322 and Cybersell in footnote 6, see the courts notice of having used the
“effects doctrine” in the later case Panavision-2 at 1321.
433
Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783 (U.S. 1984).
432
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defendant knows is likely to be suffered-in the forum state

On the second prong, the Ninth Circuit uses a “But For Test,’ that is,
the plaintiff would not have been injured “but for” defendant’s conduct
directed toward plaintiff in the forum state.434
On the third prong, the court considers the fairness factors.
The Zippo court was only asked to consider specific personal
jurisdiction and pointed out that it was neither an Internet advertising case
nor an interactivity case through which the defendant exchanged
information with forum residents in hope of using that information for
commercial gain later. Rather, it was a case where the defendant was
“doing business over the Internet.” The defendant’s electronic commerce
with the forum resident’s constituted purposeful availment because the
defendant had contracted with approximately two percent/3,000 of the
individuals and seven Internet access providers in the forum state.435

434
435

See i.e. MacConnell v. Schwamm, 2000 WL 1409758 (S.D.Cal. 2000) at *5.
Zippo at 1226.
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c. Cases where jurisdiction was found on
Cyberspace-relation alone (“Pure-cases”)
This section will not use a website label-activity-system that many
courts have used since such a “system” lacks any pattern, and case law, as
Chapter III.D shows, is “inconsistent, irrational, and irreconcilable”.436
Rather, this section will use the term, “pure cases,” and deal only with
U.S. cases where the decisions on personal jurisdiction have been made on
facts “purely” related to the actual Cyberspace activity and where no
“physical shipment” has been made (“Pure cases”). Thus, cases involving
facts other than Cyberspace facts will just be regarded as any other normal
case with a variaty of facts.
Cases’ use of the term “’something more’ is needed” will not necessarily be
sorted out from this section.
Where a decision has used the term “something more” as the equivalent
with the “done more” in Zippo437 the case will be included in this section,
when the actual whole conduct have been via Cyberspace.438

These pure cases are of special interest where U.S. jurisdiction has been
exercised only on Cyberspace facts because this could happen anywhere in
the world.
For this definition of a “pure”-case it is not important, whether specific or
general personal jurisdiction is found.

An interesting aspect is whether or not a U.S.-court’s Cyberspace
decision of finding it reasonable (fair play and substantial justice) to
exercise personal jurisdiction will be used by other nations courts. Thus,
making the same requirements on similar local related facts. The laws in
many nations do not, at the moment, require its courts to do a fairness
reasoning, but this must become an obvious “must” of international
requirement in Cyberspace cases.
In the Reno-3-case from the beginning of 1999 it was noted that there were
3.5 million websites globally on the web and approximately on third of

436

Millennium Enterprises at 916.
Zippo at 1126.
438
Zippo at 1124.
437
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those sites are commercial, that is websites that intend to make a profit.439
The vast majority of information on the websites is provided to users for
free.440

This section will categorize business cases where a person or company
does business outside its principal place without having offices,
warehouses, or personnel etc. in the place of the court’s state, and also do
not do business via phone or post-order.
Excluded from this group will be cases where the actual business has been
done solely on the customers activity via Cyberspace and where the
vendor’s physical shipment of goods actual has been totally automatically
executed, that is that a computer without vendor’s peoples’ interference has
decided from what storehouse the goods should be shipped from. The
reason for this exclusion is the existence of a physical shipment.

It should be noted that it is evident that no one can do business via
Cyberspace without some kind of physically presence somewhere. Thus,
the business will be referred in this section if the jurisdictional matter is
not decided on the fact that the Cyberspace business in the courts forum
state has a lease for an office, a computer, contracts with some producers,
or employees etc.
It is evident and only naturally that the court where a defendant has a
physical place not can treat the case as a “pure online” case.

Furthermore, this section will categorize cases where the court in its
decision have only based the decision on facts strictly related to the online
business, and have not relied on any other evidence.
Finally, this section will categorize a person or company being sued on
i.e. a libel claim if this claim only is based on the use of Cyberspace, but at
the same time has not been using i.e. ordinary mail, newspapers, or other
actions besides on Cyberspace.
Of the 163 previous statistic mentioned cases were only 32 decided
solely on facts related to Cyberspace. These figures should be compared to
a total of approximately 2074 printed federal and state cases involving
decisions on personal jurisdiction for the period of 1990 through December
2000. Therefore, it can be concluded that it is seldom personal jurisdiction
have been decided on Cyberspace facts alone (1.5 %).
439
440

Reno-3 at 486 no. 27.
Reno-3 at 484 no. 23.
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The primary choice of cases has been to find cases, which thoroughly
have considered the personal jurisdiction question. Cases have not been
chosen to exemplify different types of cases or types of (state) law.441 The
following two sections are divided into two main groups 1. “tort”-targeted
cases and 2. on-line business, but to some extent could some of the cases be
placed in both groups.

1. “Tort-Target” cases
The term, “tort,” in this section is used broadly to mean a wrongful act
or omission for which some kind of damages can be obtained. The claim is
based on the on-line contents.
In tort cases involving Cyberspace, the U.S. courts exercise jurisdiction,
where the harmed person resides or in the forum where the tort is really
felt and targeted toward. Some of the cases have used the Calder effecttest.442

(1) Defamatory statements
Many American Cyberspace cases have involved defamatory
statements.
The court in Krantz v. Nottke443 held that the place were the server as a
mediator, not the target to harm, was where jurisdiction could be
exercised.444
The defendant, Nottke, sent true but scandalous information to a union
bulletin board (server) anticipating that other labor union members would
distribute the information further and prevent the plaintiff from getting
441

On summery of U.S. Internet Case Law after subject matter, see i.e. John F. Delaney and
William I. Schwartz, Morrison & Foerster LLP, The Law of the Internet: A Summary of
U.S. Internet Caselaw and Legal Developments, PRACTISING LAW INSTITUTE, 587
PLI/PAT 73 (JAN. 2000).
442
Panavision- 2 at 1322, Cybersell at footnote 6 and Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783 (U.S. 1984).
443
Krantz v. Air Line Pilots Association, 427 S.E.2d 326 (Va. 1993). On question of protection
of thirdparties access to password protected websites, see Konop v. Hawaiian Airlines,
Inc., --F.3d--, 2001 WL 13232 (9th Cir. 2001)(Airlines vice-president got access to a pilot’s
critical website with use - after permission - of other pilot’s name.
444
See also a similar decision in Christian Science Board of Directors of First Church of Christ,
Scientist v. Robinson (& Nolan), 123 F.Supp.2d 965 (W.D.N.C. 2000) mentioned in
section III.D.a.1. Otherwise in the defamation action case Jewish Defense Organization,
Inc. v. The Superior Court of Los Angeles County, 72 Cal.App.4th 1045 (Cal.App.4th
1999), where the California Court of Appeals held the place of the Internet Service
Provider in the forum state were not sufficient basis for either general or specific
jurisdiction.
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employment. The Supreme Court of Virginia held that the place of the
server allowed jurisdiction because defendant had targeted the server’s
place. Neither the plaintiff nor Nottke lived in Virginia. The court noted
that the communication alone was not a tortiuous act, but that Nottke’s
whole scheme using the server as a mediator was a tortiuous act.445
In the case, National Petroleum Marketing v. United Communications
Group, Ltd. & Mary Welge,446 jurisdiction over the journalist and the
publisher could be exercised in Utah, where plaintiff had principal place;447
and also where some alleged defamatory statements by reporterdefendant were contained in an article published by a Maryland company
on a computer bulletin for the oil industry, transmitted over a private
satellite system and automatically received by subscribers on their screen.
The article was also available on a bulletin board via modem. Some of the
plaintiff’s credit lines were terminated by some of the defendant’s
subscribers and the plaintiff’s oil-suppliers.
The defendants in Telco Communication v. An Apple a Day448 should
have reasonably known that their press releases would be disseminated in
Virginia. They “certainly knew” that the plaintiff was based in Virginia.
The co-defendant wrote the press releases at issue in Missouri and placed
them on Business-Wire for distribution to Connecticut, New York and
New Jersey. 449
The court noted defamation, like libel, occurs wherever the offensive
material is circulated or distributed. The Virginia long-arm statute permits
personal jurisdiction over a person who causes “tortuous injury by an act
or omission in this Commonwealth.” Finally, the court held that
defendants should reasonably have known that the press releases would
be received in Virginia.450
445

Declined to follow by Booth v. Leaf, 40 F.3d 1243 (4th Cir. 1994).
National Petroleum Marketing v. United Communications Group, Ltd. & Mary Welge, 902
F.Supp. 1459 (D. Utah 1995).
447
Publisher had also some printed weekly newsletters. But these seem not to have been
involved in the case or influenced the courts decision.
448
Telco Communication v. An Apple a Day, 977 F.Supp. 404 (E.D.Va. 1997).
449
Declined to follow by Fix My PC, L.L.C. v. N.F.N. Associates, Inc., 48 F.Supp.2d 640
(N.D.Tex. 1999); Barrett v. Catacombs Press, 44 F.Supp.2d 717 (E.D.Pa. 1999); Harbuck
v. Aramco, Inc., 1999 WL 999431 (E.D.Pa. 1999). Distinguished by Rannoch, Inc. v.
Rannoch Corp., 52 F.Supp.2d 681 (E.D.Va. 1999; Dagesse v. Plant Hotel N.V., 113
F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. 2000); Rollin v. William V. Frankel & Co., Inc., 996 P.2d 1254
(Ariz.App. Div. 2 2000).
450
The Virginia court found also jurisdiction could be exercised on ground of another
Virginia long-arm statute by reasoning defendants advertising on a website was doing
business as in the Inset System v. Instruction Set, 937 F.Supp 161 (D.Conn. 1996).
446
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In Bochan v. La Fontaine451 the defendant, La Fontaine, posted libelous
messages from Texas on an Internet newsgroup that accuseed the plaintiff,
a Virginia resident, of being a pedophile. This happened under
“correspondence” initiated by plaintiff posting criticisms of La Fontaine’s
book on the Kennedy conspiracy theories on a Usenet newsgroup.452
La Fontaine had posted the message using an AOL account, and accessed
the Internet through the defendant’s Internet service provider, Earthlink,
located in Pasadena, California. AOL is located in Herndon, Virginia. La
Fontaine did not have a website or do commercial activity on the Internet.
The court noted in this case from May of 1999 that the question was
whether La Fontaine committed a tort (i.e. libel) in Virginia by posting
certain messages to an Internet newsgroup via AOL and Earthlink. It
further noted that since the Krantz-case courts has focused in large measure
on the location of the Internet service provider or the server on which the
bulletin board is stored and the role played by this service or hardware in
facilitating the alleged tort.

The court in Virginia found jurisdiction over La Fontaine because the
use of AOL’s Usenet server, located in Virginia, was integral to the
defamatory statement publication. There the message was both stored
temporarily and transmitted to other Usenet servers around the world.
A California court found in Nicosia v. De Roody453 that exercise of
jurisdiction reasonable in a case brought by aCalifornia-plaintiff for
slander and libel in connection with statements the defendant published
about the plaintiff on her web-site. According to the complaint, the
defendant had called the plaintiff a killer, an embezzler, a criminal, a
fraud, a perjurer, and a liar.
The court noted merely creating a web-site accessible by residents of
the forum state did not satisfy the reguirement for purposeful availment.
451

Bochan v. La Fontaine, 68 F.Supp.2d 692 (E.D. Va. 1999).
Distinguished by Dagesse v. Plant Hotel N.V., 113 F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. 2000).
452
The court noted that “articles” on Internet newsgroups are essentially analogous to email
messages, except that are published, i.e. they are on the Internet and generally available
to anyone accessing the newsgroup.
Generally when an individual user with access to a Usenet server posts a message to a
newsgroup, the message is automatically forwarded to all adjacent Usenet servers that
furnish access to the newsgroup, and it is then propagated to the servers adjacent to
those serves, etc..
The messages are temporarily stored on each receiving server, where they are available
for review and response by individual users. The messages are automatically and
periodically purged from each system after a time to make room for new messages.
453
Nicosia v. DeRoody, 72 F.Supp.2d 1093 (N.Cal. 1999).
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The plaintiff had to show that the defendant did direct her activities
toward the state of the court.
The court held that the plaintiff had sufficiently shown the defendant
had sent at least eleven e-mails, out of a total of one hundred, to California
addresses, inviting the recipients to view the articles on her web-site. The
percentage of California contacts was 10%.
The court held it made of no difference whether or not the defendant
actually delivered the defamatory material into the forum state, or e-mails
merely invited people to view her web-site. The requirement considers
whether or not a defendant sufficiently directs her activities toward the
forum state. The defendant’s e-mail invitations targeted California
residents in a way similar to sending the defamatory material itself.
The Court found the defendant purposefully directed her activities
toward California and the purposeful availment requirement was
satisfied. It noted that “but for” defendant’s posting of her articles on her
web-site and sending e-mails to Californians, plaintiff’s claims against
defendant would not have arisen.
The case United States v. Kammersell454 dealt with the question of
whether or not a threat-message sent from and to a person in the same
state was transmitted inside a state, because otherwise the court would
have no jurisdiction.
The defendant at the age of nineteen logged on to the Internet service
provider AOL from his home computer in Riverdale, Utah. His girlfriend
was employed at AOL's service center in Ogden, Utah. He sent a bomb
threat to her computer terminal via "instant message," hoping that the
threat would enable her to leave work early so they could go on a date.
The instant message was automatically transmitted through inter-state
telephone lines from his computer in Utah to the AOL server in Virginia,
and then back to Utah to his girlfriend's terminal at the Ogden service
center, because every message sent via AOL automatically goes from the
state of origin to AOL's main server in Virginia before going on to its final
destination. This pattern of transmission is the same whether the
communication is an electronic mail (e-mail) message or an instant
message.

454

United States v. Kammersell, 196 F.3d 1137 (10th Cir. 1999) which affirmed United States v.
Kammersell, 7 F.Supp.2d 1196 (D. Utah 1998). Certiorari Denied by Kammersell v. U.S.,
120 S.Ct. 2664 (U.S. 2000).
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The defendant claimed that the jurisdictional element of § 875(c)455
could not be met if based solely on the route of the transmission, where the
sender and recipient are both in the same state. He further pointed out that
the statute, adopted at the time the invention of the telegraph, did not take
into consideration that in modern times many local telephone calls and
locally-sent Internet messages are routed out of state, thus federal
jurisdiction would exist to cover almost any communication made by
telephone or modem, no matter how much it would otherwise appear to
be intrastate in nature.
The court held a a federal crime existed because a threat had been
transmitted out of state. It found it irrelevant whether or not the
transmission was an “instant message” that could only be sent if the
recipient was online at the same time of transmission, or as an e-mail that
might be held in a holding center until it was retrieved.

(2) Use of other peoples Mark
Many cases have dealt with domain names. The trend in U.S. case law
is that either the defendant has to be a “cybersquatter” or that the use of
the domain name is part of unfair business before courts are willing to
exercise personal jurisdiction on basis of a domain name.
When it comes to simply registering someone else’s trademark as a
domain name and using it for the URL to a website on the Internet, this is
not sufficient to subject a party domiciled in one state to the jurisdiction of
another.456
However, a cyberpirate, who does business by registering and selling
others marks as domain names, can be sued where the owner of the mark
is doing its business. This is because such cases are treated as tort cases
455

18 U.S.C. § 875(c ) providing: “Whoever transmits in inter-state or foreign commerce any
communication containing any threat to kidnap any person or any threat to injure the
person of another, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than five
years”.
456
Panavision-2 at 1321.
The Anti-Cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(d) offers in rem
jurisdiction in certain situations requires “bad faith”, see i.e. Harrods Ltd. v. Sixty
Internet Domain Names, 110 F.Supp.2d 420 (E.D.Va. 2000), Shields v. Zuccarini, 89
F.Supp.2d 634 (E.D.Pa. 2000) and Morrison & Foerster, LLP v. Wick, 94 F.Supp.2d 1125
(D.Colo. 2000)(finding bad faith and rejecting defendant’s argument that confusional
domain name’s website only presented parody of plaintiff’s law firm).
The Act will probably lose some of its indented purpose with the decision of ICANN to
let pAsia to become a fully competitor with NSI as registrator of “.com”, “.net” and
“.org” suffixes to domain names in English, traditional Chinese, simplified Chinese,
Japanese and Hangul (Korean).
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where the harm is felt at the plaintiffs place457 under the "effects test," the
purposeful availment requirement necessary for specific personal
jurisdiction is satisfied.458
There must be more evidence than just that of the existence of a website
to demonstrate that the defendant directed his activity toward the forum
state.
The court in Panavision-2 held, that had been shown.
Defendant was engaged in a scheme to register plaintiff’s trademarks as his
domain names for the purpose of extorting money from plaintiff.
Defendants conduct, as he knew it likely would, had the effect of injuring
plaintiff in California where plaintiff had its principal place of business and
where the movie and television industry was centered.
The court pointed out defendant did considerably more than simply
register plaintiff’s trademarks as his domain names on the Internet. He
registered those names as part of a scheme to obtain money from plaintiff.
Pursuant to that scheme, he demanded $13,000 from plaintiff to release the
domain names to it.
His acts were aimed at plaintiff in California, and caused it to suffer injury
there.459
But for defendant’s conduct, the injury would have occurred; and thus the
court found plaintiff’s claim rose out of defendant’s California-related
activities.
Exercise of jurisdiction was reasonable.460

Exercise of personal jurisdiction is also found at the principal place of
business for a owner of a mark, when, for example, a company in the same
business intentionally registers the others mark as its domain name, and
uses it to get the competitors customers to go to its own website. This is
because the misuser will know that the harm will felt at the mark owners
principal place and anticipate being haled into court there.
457

Panavison-2 at 1321.
As similar decision was was in MacConnell v. Schwamm, 2000 WL 1409758 (S.D.Cal.
2000), where a Japanese had registered 50 domain names, whereof one was the one
plaintiff had used until its domain name provider filed for bankruptcy and released the
name without notice to plaintiff. Jurisdiction was not unreasonable because Japanesedefendant maintained real property in California and thus was not wholly unfamiliar
with the state or its laws.
458
Panavision-2 at 1322.
459
Panavision-2 at 1318.
460
Disagreed with by Hasbro, Inc. v. Clue Computing, Inc., 66 F.Supp.2d 117 (D.Mass. 1999);
Name.Space, Inc. v. Network Solutions, Inc., 202 F.3d 573 (2nd Cir., 2000). Declined to
follow by HQM, Ltd. v. Hatfield, 71 F.Supp.2d 500 (D.Md. 1999).
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In McMaster-Carr Supply Company v. Supply Depot, Inc.461 the court was
satisfied for determining jurisdiction when plaintiff had produces
documentation in the form of records of site hits of Illinois users accessing
the website connected to defendant’s mcmastercarr.com domain name.
The potential plaintiff customers in Illinois were stymied when they use the
mcmastercarr.com domain name, and were instead transported to a site that
contained no information about plaintiff.
The domain name and the inactive site in combination infringed plaintiff’s
mark.
The court held that the on-line activity itself was the alleged infringement.

Registering one’s own name and using it as a domain name, even
though the name is also the name of a well known company, does not in
itself constitute the exercise of jurisdiction. This is because “in the Internet
context, alleged trademark infringement in connection with the domain
name of a passive website does not itself subject the defendant to personal
jurisdiction in the plaintiff's forum state.”462
However,if a person intentionally changed the contents of its website to
exploit the well known company’s goodwill by profiting from consumer
confusion,the courts will exercise jurisdiction at the company’s principal
place because the brunt of the harm will be suffered there.
In Nissan Motor Co, Ltd & Nissan North America, Inc. v. Nissan
Computer Corporation463 the court pointed out that although the
defendant did not directly sell goods to consumers on its websites, he
derived advertising revenue by intentionally exploiting consumer
confusion. This intentional exploitation of consumer confusion was
evidence that the defendant deliberately and substantially directed his
activity toward the forum state. Accordingly, personal jurisdiction was
proper on that ground.
Defendant, Mr. Nissan had used his surname in connection with various
businesses since 1980.
In 1995, the defendant registered a trademark for his Nissan Computer logo
with the state of North Carolina. The defendant registered the Internet
domain names "nissan.com" and "nissan.net" in May 1994 and March 1996,
respectively.
461

McMaster-Carr Supply Company v. Supply Depot, Inc. 1999 WL 417352 (N.D.Ill. 1999).
Nissan Motor Co, Ltd & Nissan North America, Inc. v. Nissan Computer Corporation, 89
F.Supp.2d 1154, 1159 (C.D.Cal. March 2000). Affirmed by Nissan Motor Co. v. Nissan
Computer Corp., --- F.3d ----, 2000 WL 1875821 (9th Cir. 2000).
463
Nissan at 1160.
462
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For the next several years, the defendant operated websites at these
addresses providing computer-related information and services.
In August 1999, the defendant altered the contents of the "nissan.com"
website. The website now captioned "nissan.com," and displayed a "Nissan
Computer" logo that was allegedly confusingly similar to the plaintiffs'
"Nissan" logo.
In addition, the website displayed banner advertisements and web links to
various Internet search engines and merchandising companies. These
advertisements included links to automobile merchandisers, such as
"cartrackers.com" and "1StopAuto.com;" links to auto-related portions of
search engines; and links to topics such as "Car Quotes," "Auto Racing," and
"Off Road."
The Court rejected defendant’s argument that it arranged the advertising on
its website through a Massachusetts-based intermediary, Be Free, and that it
never knowingly reached out to California companies. The court held that
Defendant contracted directly with the five California-based advertisers.
Specifically, by enrolling with advertisers on Be Free's website, the
defendant agreed to be bound by contracts with those advertisers. In each
case, the defendant also received e-mail acceptance notices directly from the
California advertisers.

Hasbro, Inc. v. Clue Computing, Inc.464 held the exercising of specific
personal jurisdiction was reasonable in a case that did not contain
allegations of “cyber-squatting”, but involved a trademark dispute over an
Internet website address.465
Plaintiff, Massachusetts, was in business of designs, manufactures and
markets children’s toys and related items. It had since 1950 been the owner
of the CLUE® mark for the game “Clue”. This game together with other
world known games was also developed as computer CD-ROM versions.
Plaintiff intended to register dot.com domain names for each world famous
game and had already registered i.e. “monopoly.com”. In 1996 it tried to
register “clue.com”.
Defendant, Colorado, was in business of computer consulting and was
created in 1994. One of its clients was a Massachusetts based company for
which defendant fulfilled work at locations always outside Massachusetts.
464

Hasbro, Inc. v. Clue Computing, Inc., 994 F.Supp. 34 (D.Mass. 1997). The court in HasbroIII - Hasbro, Inc. v. Clue Computing, Inc., 232 F.3d 1 (1st Cir. 2000) - decided the was no
mark infringement.
Declined to Follow by Millennium Enterprises, Inc. v. Millennium Music, LP, 33
F.Supp.2d 907 (D.Or. 1999). Distinguished by Island Insteel Systems, Inc. v. Waters, 35
F.Supp.2d 167 (D.Puerto Rico 1998); ESAB Group, Inc. v. Centricut, LLC, 34 F.Supp.2d
323 (D.S.C. 1999); Dagesse v. Plant Hotel N.V., 113 F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. 2000).
465
Hasbro at 37.
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Defendant bought some software from a Massachusetts company.
It made a web address at “clue.com” where it advertised its business,
including Internet consulting, training, system administration and network
design and implementation. On the site it stated, “Clue will go to any
customers site! Clue’s own Eric Robison traveled to Antarctica for the 19951996 field season.”
The website offered address, phone number and e-mail address for the
company.
Internet users could instantly e-mail the company by clicking on the page.
On another page Clue stated: “Location: Clue is a completely virtual
company; the employees telecommute or work at client sites. It can be said,
that the center of gravity of Clue Computing lies somewhere in Longmont,
Colorado, USA. Clue provides services for clients anywhere on the planet.”
The site further stated: “Clients: Clue Computing provides services for
many organizations, including: Digital Equipment Corporation…”
Several individuals used the “clue.com” site for personal e-mail and
websites.

The court initially remarked that although traditional approaches
dictated by the Supreme Court and First Circuit must be applied in
evaluating personal jurisdiction, these concepts should be sensitive to the
unique nature of Cyberspace, that is a non-traditional medium through
which the contacts between the defendant and the forum state can occur.
Since information posted on a Website becomes available world-wide
almost instantaneously, imposing traditional concepts on commercial
Internet users might have dramatic implications, subjecting them to
nation-wide or even international jurisdiction. The popularity of the World
Wide Web provides courts with the opportunity to examine their
traditional reaches based on a corporation's computer-based contacts.466
In a review of the website case law in September of 1997, the court
summarized that courts currently use traditional jurisdictional analysis
models to analyze web jurisdictional issues, and found that the most
analogous framework to posting information on the World Wide Web was
placing a product into the “stream of commerce.”467
The court stated that although the Internet's stream of commerce is
much more ubiquitous and instantaneous than the product liability type
stream of commerce, courts can use the Asahi inquiry to determine
whether or not website-publishing occurring outside of the forum state is
intentionally directed toward that state. It found that current Internet
466
467

Hasbro at 39.
Hasbro at 42.
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jurisdictional case law had generally followed the Asahi reasoning, which
relies upon facts other than the website when exercising personal
jurisdiction.
As for website providers, the court noted that these do not have the
option of bypassing particular regions, whereas, normal magazine
publishers can affirmatively decide not to sell or distribute magazines in
certain forums. Thus, the court held the principles of Keeton to Internet
cases requires refinement.
Next, the court noted that non-website trademark infringement cases
were in disagreement as to whether the mere sending of advertising with
an infringing mark into a state was sufficient contact to establish personal
jurisdiction in that state.
In evaluating "relatedness," courts seem prepared to acknowledge that
mere advertising satisfies the causation prong of personal jurisdiction
analysis, whereas, courts, in determining whether the defendant has
"purposefully availed" itself of the benefits of the forum state, seem
reluctant to base jurisdiction in trademark cases on advertising alone.
Unlike the "relatedness" test, the purposeful availment test focuses on the
deliberateness of the contacts.468
The court held defendant had produced a website precisely because it
wanted to reach a larger customer base and the site explicitly stated that
defendant would provide services to any customer site. By maintaining a
Website, which can be continuously accessed by Massachusetts’s residents,
combined with the actions discussed above, Clue Computing does regularly
solicit business in Massachusetts through its Website, and therefore satisfies
the jurisdictional requirements of § 3(d).469

As for the U.S. Constitutional inquiry, the court noted that the
plaintiff’s claims were related directly to the defendant's contact with the
state, because defendant constantly advertised in Massachusetts at an
Internet address of "clue.com." In trademark infringement case law
advertising in the forum state satisfies the inquiry of relatedness.

468
469

Hasbro at 43.
Massachusetts long-arm statute 223A, § 3(d) (West 1997) in relevant part:
A court may exercise personal jurisdiction over a person, who acts directly or by an
agent, as to a cause of action in law or equity arising from the person's…(d) causing
tortious injury in this commonwealth by an act or omission outside the commonwealth
if he regularly does or solicits business, or engages in any other persistent course of
conduct, or derives substantial revenue from goods used or consumed or services
rendered, in this commonwealth.
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Next, the court pointed out that defendant purposefully directed it’s
advertising at all the states. It did nothing to avoid Massachusetts.

The defendant had availed itself of the benefits of doing business in the
forum state by advertising its work for Digital on its Website in an effort to
attract more customers. Also, the defendant had taken no measures to
avoid contacts in the forum state, but rather, had encouraged them.470
Additionally, the court held, that the website was interactive,
encouraging, and enabling anyone who wished, including Massachusetts
residents, to send email to the defendant. Thus, the nature and quality of
the commercial Internet activity satisfied the “purposeful availment” Due
Process Test.
Finally the court found personal jurisdiction over the defendants in a
Massachusetts court was reasonable under the gestalt factors.
As for last gestalt factor - substantive social policies – the court noted that it
did not the case would open a floodgate. The court had “reservations about
decisions such as Inset, Heroes, and Maritz which found that the existence
of a Website alone is enough to allow jurisdiction in any state. In any event,
the collection of additional circumstances found here justifies the exercise of
jurisdiction in this case. If the injury did not occur in Massachusetts, or the
defendant did not solicit business in this state, the outcome would not be
the same”
Facts in the case distinguished it from Bensusan, where “defendant used its
Website for local advertisement and only incidentally had its message taken
beyond its target group. Similarly, in McDonough471, Hearst472, and Smith473,
the courts dismissed actions against defendants with World Wide Websites
when the defendants were not using the sites to avail themselves of
business in other states.”474

2. Business
A District Court pointed out in the spring of 2000 that “[i]t is now
established that one does not subject himself to the jurisdiction of the
courts in another state simply because he maintains a website which
residents of that state visit. However, one who uses a website to make

470

Hasbro at 45.
McDonough v. Fallon McElligott, 1996 WL 753991 (S.D.Cal. 1996).
472
Hearst Corporation v. Goldberger, 1998 WL 97097 (S.D.N.Y. 1997).
473
Smith v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 968 F.Supp. 1356 (W.D.Ark. 1997).
474
Hasbro at 46.
471
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sales to customers in a distant state can thereby become subject to the
jurisdiction of that state's courts.”475
Most courts have required evidence from the plaintiff that the
defendant actually has sold something to forum residents, but a few cases
have, as the later sub-section shows, held that an up-coming business
could also be demanded into a foreign forum court.
In this section doing business on-line is described as allowing
customers order on-line along with the possibility to pay on-line. If on-line
payment is not allowed, the website is only an old postcard in advertising
to send to the shop like a mail-order with payment made at a later date
than when the order is placed.
It is not essential whether the purchase and the payment are done in one
step as long as both are done on-line. Neither is it essential how the vendor
is achieving the customer’s credit-card-number.476
At the same time it is for this “pure”-case section a requirement that the online-payment-feature does not sort out the residents in area of the court. On
the other hand is it not a requirement that the on-line business contacts are
continuous, systematic and substantial, which in U.S. would be the same as
require general personal jurisdiction.

As mentioned in section III.B.e the conclusion is that Cyberspace alone
does not entitle to exercise of general jurisdiction. This is because of the
requirement of substantial, continuous and systematic in the forum. An
exception could be where the on-line business with on-line-payment has
sold in large figures in the forum and the on-line business is central for the
total earnings of the company. No case belonging to the latter type has not
been found in cases published up to January 18th 2001.

Zippo Manufacturing v. Zippo Dot Com
name dispute.”478

475

477

was an “Internet domain

National Football League v. Miller d/b/a NFL Today, 2000 WL 335566 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) at
*1.
476
Coastal Video, Decker v. Circus and Millennium required on-line payment and rejcted
jurisdiction because this fact was not obtained.
477
Zippo Manufacturing v. Zippo Dot Com , 952 F.Supp 1119 (W.D.Pa. 1997).
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Pennsylvania-Plaintiff, Zippo Manufacturing the world famous “Zippo”
lighters.
California-defendant, Zippo Dot Com, Inc. operated a web-site and an
Internet News-services and had registered as domain names: zippo.com,
zippo.net and zipponews.com. Its server was in California.
The web-site contained information about the company, advertisement and
application for its Internet news service, which contains 3 levels. A
customer could make an on-line application for one of the levels and
subscribers gets a password. Payment was made by credit card over the
Internet or telephone.
Defendant had about 140,000 paying subscribers worldwide, whereof 2 %
(3,000) were Pennsylvania residents and it had made agreements with 7
Internet access providers in Pennsylvania to let their subscribers access its
news service.
The court noted, “our authority to exercise personal jurisdiction in this case
is conferred by state law, Fed.R.Civ.P. 4(e). The extent is governed by the
due process of 14th Amendment…Pennsylvania’s long-arm statute permits
exercise of jurisdiction over non-resident defendants upon …(2)
Contracting to supply services or things in this Commonwealth.”, 42
Pa.C.S.A. § 5322(a)(2).”

Jurisdiction cannot be avoided “merely because the defendant did not
physically enter the forum state. The likelihood that personal jurisdiction
can be constitutionally exercised is directly proportionate to the nature
and quality of commercial activity that an entity conducts over the
Internet. This sliding scale has at “one end of the spectrum [] situations
where a defendant clearly does business over the Internet…At the
opposite end are situations where a defendant has simply posted
information on an Internet Website, which is accessible to users in foreign
jurisdictions. A passive Website does little more than make information
available to those who are interested in it is not ground for exercise
personal jurisdiction.” In between the “exercise of jurisdiction is
determined by examining the level of interactivity and commercial nature

478

Declined to follow by Hasbro, Inc. v. Clue Computing, Inc., 66 F.Supp.2d 117 (D.Mass.
1999). Distinguished by Weber v. Jolly Hotels, 977 F.Supp. 327 (D.N.J. 1997); SF Hotel
Co., L.P. v. Energy Investments, Inc., 985 F.Supp. 1032 (D.Kan. 1997); Molnlycke Health
Care AB v. Dumex Medical Surgical Products Ltd., 64 F.Supp.2d 448 (E.D.Pa. 1999); S.
Morantz, Inc. v. Hang & Shine Ultrasonics, Inc., 79 F.Supp.2d 537 (E.D.Pa. 1999);
Dagesse v. Plant Hotel N.V., 113 F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. 2000); Rollin v. William V.
Frankel & Co., Inc., 996 P.2d 1254 (Ariz.App. Div. 2 2000).
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of the exchange of information [with the host computer] that occurs on the
Website.” 479
“Traditionally, when an entity intentionally reaches beyond its
boundaries to conduct business with foreign residents, the exercise of
specific jurisdiction is proper…Different result should not be reached
simply because business is conducted over the Internet.”480
The court emphasized that this “is not an Internet advertising case in
the line of Inset Systems and Bensusan. This is not even an interactivity
case in the line of Maritz,” because the defendant “has done more than”
operate a website or advertise on the Internet in Pennsylvania. On the
contrary, this “is a “doing business over the Internet” case in the line of
CompuServe.”481
The court concluded that the defendant’s conducting of electronic
commerce with Pennsylvania residents constituted the purposeful
availment of doing business in Pennsylvania, because the defendant had
contracted with approximately 3,000 individuals and seven Internet access
providers in Pennsylvania.482 The defendant had freely made “a conscious
choice to conduct business with the residents of [the] forum state” and,
consequently, had “clear notice that it could be subject to suit” in
Pennsylvania.483
Further, the court concluded the cause of action arose out of defendant’s
forum-related conduct and remarked that the 3rd Circuit had stated, “a
cause of action for trademark infringement occurs where the passing off
occurs.”484

The court found the exercise of specific personal jurisdiction
reasonable, and pointed out that the Due Process Clause is not a
“territorial shield to inter-state obligations that have been voluntarily
assumed.”485
The case, Stomp. Inc. v. NeatO, LLC486 dealt with the question whether
the exercising of personal jurisdiction over a defendant selling on the

479

Zippo at 1124.
Zippo at 1124.
481
Zippo at 1125.
482
Zippo at 1125-26.
483
Zippo at 1127.
484
Zippo at 1127.
485
Zippo at 1127.
486
Stomp, Inc. v. NeatO, LLC, 61 F.Supp.2d 1074 (C.D.Cal. 1999).
480
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Internet, offended “traditional notions of fair play and substantial
justice.”487
The court immediately found the alleged contacts - NeatO's Internet sales,
including goods that incorporated plaintiff’s patented self-adhesive CD
labeling system – were closely related to the action.

The main question was whether NeatO's website constituted minimum
contacts with the forum state sufficient to exercise personal jurisdiction
over it.
Two decisions were instructive, Cybersell and CompuServe v. Patterson,
and a synthesis of these two cases created the outline of a rule where
personal jurisdiction is not appropriate when a website is merely a passive,
either as an advertisement or for informational purposes, but is appropriate
when an entity is conducting business over the Internet.488

The court found the nature of defendant’s website highly commercial,
because a substantial portion of the site was dedicated to allowing the
consumer to purchase defendant’s products on-line. The website also
provided information about the company, customer service, and technical
support 489 It noted, that by maintaining a commercial website through
which defendant marketed and sold its goods, it had reached out beyond
its home state of Connecticut to avail itself of the benefits of the California
forum.
The critical inquiry in determining whether or not there was a
purposeful availment of the forum state is the quality, not just the
quantity, of the contacts. By advertising and offering its products for sale
via the Internet, the defendant had placed its products into the stream of
commerce intending that they would be purchased by consumers with
access to the web, including California citizens.
Next, the court noted that defendant had marketed its products over
the Internet directly to consumers using the Internet, and was not being
haled into a court in some unexpected location where the Internet was not
commonly available, but into a court in California, where a large portion
of the world’s Internet users presumably resided.490

487

Distinguished by Dagesse v. Plant Hotel N.V., 113 F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. Jan 05, 2000).
Stomp at 1077-78.
489
Stomp at 1078.
490
Stomp at 1079.
488
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But California, the home of the Internet businesses in Silicon Valley and
high-tech research institutions such as the California Institute of Technology
and the University of California, holds such a substantial portion of the
nation's Internet users that an entity which engages in electronic commerce
over the Internet must expect their activities to reach a large number of
California residents.491

Finally, the court held exercise of jurisdiction reasonable. In this regard,
the court noted, “if the exercise of jurisdiction via the Internet served to
expose an entity to state law claims which it had no notice of, or which
were entirely foreign to the laws of its home forum, then a closer
inspection of the fundamental fairness of such jurisdiction might be
required.”492
The court further noted “it is the merchants who seek to sell their goods
only to consumers in a particular geographic that can control the location
of resulting lawsuits. The owner of a website can (1) include a disclaimer
that it will not sell its products outside a certain geographic area, and (2)
an interactive "clickwrap agreement" that includes a choice of venue clause
which a consumer must agree to before being allowed to purchase any
products…In this way, a local merchant may limit the jurisdictions to
which it may be haled into court. But when a merchant seeks the benefit of
engaging in unlimited inter-state commerce over the Internet, it runs the
risk of being subject to the process of the courts of those states.”493
In National Football League v. Miller d/b/a NFL Today,494 that was
decided under the special limited long-arm statute of New York, the
defendant had registered his website as "nfltoday.com," and designed it so
that a visitor could click on a hyperlink and immediately connect to the
official National Football League (or "NFL") site, which would then appear
in the center of the screen framed by the "nfltoday.com" site.
People in New York regularly visited the site. Yet, the defendant rarely
sold anything to visitors, rather, defendant’s primary and substantial
income came from advertisers, who bought space on defendant’s website.
The court held it could exercise personal jurisdiction, because in
“establishing a website targeting NFL fans, Defendant had to recognize
that, since there are two major NFL teams that some people still refer to as
the New York Giants and New York Jets even though they play in New
Jersey, it was likely that his site would ultimately appear on thousands of
491

Stomp in Footnote 9.
Stomp at 1080.
493
Stomp at 1081.
494
National Football League v. Miller d/b/a NFL Today, 2000 WL 335566 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
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computer screens in New York. Defendant must also have recognized that
in using the NFL mark to attract people to a site that could pass them on to
an electronic bookie, he could do significant damage to the image of the
NFL and its marketing efforts in New York. Since he apparently profits
substantially from the activity that does damage to the plaintiffs in New
York, it does not offend due process to require him to defend his actions in
a New York courtroom.”
The court further pointed out, that “[w]hat distinguishes “this case
from Bensusan and Hearst495 is that in those cases there was no evidence
that the defendants derived substantial income from inter-state commerce
and it was far from clear that the defendants' conduct substantially injured
the plaintiffs in New York.”
The court in Hall v. LaRonde496 held that the use of electronic mail and
the telephone by a party in another state might establish sufficient
minimum contacts with California to support personal jurisdiction.
California plaintiff alleged New York-defendant had breach their contract
for sale of licenses for the use of a computer software application.
Plaintiff stated that he performed all the work on the module in California;
that all negotiations were conducted by electronic mail and telephone; and
that he had no other business or personal connections with New York.

The court noted the speed and ease of communications has increased
the number of transactions that are consummated without either party
leaving the office. There is no reason why the requisite minimum contacts
cannot be electronic.
It held that the defendant had created a “continuing obligation between
himself and a resident of California” and that his contacts with California
were more than “random, fortuitous, or attenuated,” nor were the contacts
the “unilateral activity of another party or third person.” It was fair to
require that the defendant accounted in California for the consequences
that arose from such activities.
In Resuscitation Technologies, Inc. v. Continental Health Care Corp.497
the court noted that the dispute was about whether or not a contract was
formed between two parties by reason of their use of the Internet or other
495

Both cases decided under the New York long-arm statute, which is more limited than due
process.
496
Hall v. LaRonde, 56 Cal.App.4th 1342, 66 Cal.Rptr.2d 399 (Cal. Ct. App. 1997); review
denied (Oct 22, 1997).
497
Resuscitation Technologies, Inc. v. Continental Health Care Corp., 1997 WL 148567
(S.D.Ind. 1997).
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electronic transmissions. It held it could exercise specific personal
jurisdiction.498
Indiana-Plaintiff was searching for capital and made an Internet interactive
Website, which addressed to the public and indicated that it was an Indiana
start-up company in the medical field, and in need of capita.
New York-Defendant responded to the website by posting electronic mail
and after having received plaintiff’s business plan, as well as other
confidential and proprietary information, defendant signed a
confidentiality agreement.
On October 7, 1996 informed plaintiff defendant that it terminated
negations and asked defendant to return the confidential information,
whereto defendant answered that is was considered to be breach of
agreement.
Plaintiff filed action in Indiana seeking a declaratory judgment that the
relationship between the parties did not amount to a contractual one.

The court stated the notion of transacting business over the Internet
involves examining the level of interactivity, and the commercial nature of
the exchange of information that occurs. The quality of those electronic
contacts is measured with reference to the intended object of that activity.
It requires a direct examination of the nature and contents of their Internet
communications to resolve it.499
It noted defendants’ goal was to establish a corporate relationship with
plaintiff so that it would become an “operating unit” of a newly formed
public corporation. That corporation would be in control of the
development of new business opportunities in Indiana, or have
consequences in Indiana.
One or two inquiries about some Indiana goods or services would not
support local jurisdiction. The court pointed out that the electronic mail
messages were numerous and continuous over a period of months. The
purpose was to unite in a joint venture to capitalize production of certain
medical devices. The court held that without question, Defendant reached
beyond the boundaries of their own states to do business in Indiana. Thus,
it was not unreasonable for them to be haled into an Indiana forum.

498

Distinguished by SF Hotel Co., L.P. v. Energy Investments, Inc., 985 F.Supp. 1032 (D.Kan.
Nov 19, 1997).
499
Resuscitation Technologies at *4.
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(1) Aliens Doing Business On-line
One of the few “pure” on-line business-cases involving aliens is
Quokka Sport, Inc. v. Cup International Ltd.500 The case involved the
trademark, “America’s Cup,” and all other intellectual property relating to
the America’s Cup sailing-tournament event and a New Zealand
defendant.
America’s Cup Properties, Inc. is the holder of the trademark “America
Cup” and all other intellectual property relating to the America’s Cup
event.
The marks are registered in U.S. and in other countries, including New
Zealand. Procedurally, the shares of the company are transferred to the
winner of the America’s Cup event. In 1996 the shares and the rights
associated with the “America’s Cup” arks passed to the Royal New Zealand
Yacht Squadron, which licensed the marks to its subsidiary, AC 2000
Limited, a New Zealand Company.
In December 1996, AC 2000 Ltd. gave an exclusive license to Telecom New
Zealand Limited to operate the official’s America’s Cup website. This
company registered in April 1997 domain names under top-level nz:
americascup2000.org.nz,
americascup2000.co.nz,
amcup2000.org.nz,
amcup2000.co.nz, and teamnz .org.nz.
In April 1999 AC 2000 Limited signed a license agreement with Plaintiff
Quokka Sport, Inc., San Francisco, to operate the official America’s Cup
website, americascup.org.
The license included a NSI domain name dispute resolution process
initiated in February 1999 by a email from defendant, Cup International
Limited, a Auckland company, which had registered the domain names:
americacup.com and teamnewzealand.com by NSI.

The Californian court initially noted that the case addressed “whether
foreign defendants can be subjected to personal jurisdiction in the United
States based on their Internet activities. Specifically, whether corporate
and individual defendants in New Zealand can be subject to personal
jurisdiction in California for trademark infringement claims involved a
disputed domain name.”
The court held that defendant had purposefully targeted the U.S.
marked because there is substantial interest in the America’s Cup in U.S.

500

Quokka Sport, Inc. v. Cup International Ltd., 99 F.Supp.2d 1105 (N.D.Cal. 1999). The
Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(d), was signed into law
on the same day as the plaintiff’s complaint was filed, November 29, 1999.
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Defendant’s website provided advertising for interested companies.
The court pointed out a lest ten advertisers were American with addresses
from all over U.S.; that “defendants purposefully went to the United States
registrar, NSI, to get a “.com”; that when a consumer selects the
advertisement for Dell Computers, the page that is displayed to the
consumer is only for consumers in the United States”, that defendant’s
advertising prices were given in U.S. dollars; that the website’s travel
section offered cruises along the race course, all given in U.S. dollars; and
that there were no means to convert prices to other currency.

On this basis, the Court held “this type of interactive commercial
activity, aimed at U.S. consumers, to be evidence of purposeful
availment.”
Next, the court held the harm to Quokka's U.S. trademark rights would
not have occurred but for the defendants' operation of a website aimed at
U.S. consumers.
As for the question of forum the court held “California has more ties to
defendants than any other single state, and is the most logical place for
jurisdiction to rest.”

In sum, the Court found “that it is not unreasonable to exercise
personal jurisdiction over defendants, as they have purposefully availed
themselves of the U.S. market, and their conduct is the cause of plaintiff's
alleged injury.”

(2) Web-site alone sufficient for the exercise of personal jurisdiction
Most of the courts in the U.S. have decided that advertising on a
Website is not enough to determine personal jurisdiction.501 Rather, the
contents of a website or webpage is only viewed as information, and not
targeted against any special forum.

501

See i.e. IDS Life Insurance Company v. Sunamerica, Inc., 958 F.Supp. 1258, 1269 (N.D.Ill.
1997)(Rejecting to hold that any defendant who advertises nationally or on the Internet
is subject to its jurisdiction), Cybersell Inc. (Arizona) v. Cybersell, Inc. (Florida), 130
F.3d 414 (9th Cir. 1997), and Rannoch, Inc. v. The Rannoch Corporation, 52 F.Supp.2d 68
(E.D.Va. 1999) ; National Football League v. Miller d/b/a NFL Today, 2000 WL 335566
(S.D.N.Y. 2000) quoting Bensusan Restaurant Corp. v. King, 126 F.3d 25 (2nd Cir. 1997)
and Bochan v. La Fontaine, 68 F.Supp.2d 692, 701 (E.D.Va. 1999).
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It should be remembered that the overall opinion of U.S. courts is that
national and international advertising does not render exercise of personal
jurisdiction. 502
Nevertheless, some few decisions held that advertising on a web-site
alone should be enough to exercise personal jurisdiction over a nonresident. 503
Most of them are from the beginning of the nineties and might, with
the knowledge about the Internet achieved by the courts later on, had been
decided differently today. Some of the cases would probably had exercised
jurisdiction anyway, but determined on another reasoning, i.e. that the
defendant actually was doing business, and not just advertising on a
website.
The Zippo court held that the decision in Inset Systems504 - where a
website advertisement and a toll-free number allowed exercise of personal
jurisdiction - represents the “outer limits of the exercise of personal
jurisdiction based on the Internet.”505
Plaintiff, Connecticut, developed and marketed computer software and
other related services throughout the world.
Defendant, Massachusetts, provided computer technology and support to
thousands of organizations throughout the world. It used the telephone
number “1-800-U.S.-Inset” when advertising goods and services.

502

See i.e. Cybersell Inc. (Arizona) v. Cybersell, Inc. (Florida), 130 F.3d 414 (9th Cir. 1997), IDS
Life Insurance Company v. Sunamerica, Inc., 958 F.Supp. 1258, 1269 (N.D.Ill. 1997) and
Rannoch, Inc. v. The Rannoch Corporation, 52 F.Supp.2d 68 (E.D.Va. 1999).
503
See i.e. Telco Communications v. An Apple A Day, 977 F.Supp. 404 (E.D.Va. 1997) held
jurisdiction on two different long-arm statutes and determined one of them on ground
of Internet advertising like Inset Systems. Otherwise in 1999 by the same court in
Rannoch, Inc.
504
Inset Systems,Inc. v. Instruction Set, Inc., 937 F.Supp 161 (D.Conn. 1996).
Declined to follow by Hearst Corp. v. Goldberger, 1997 WL 97097 (S.D.N.Y. 1997); Hasbro
Inc. v. Clue Computing Inc., 994 F.Supp. 34 (D.Mass. 1997); Millennium Enterprises,
Inc. v. Millennium Music, LP, 33 F.Supp.2d 907 (D.Or. 1999); Fix My PC, L.L.C. v.
N.F.N. Associates, Inc., 48 F.Supp.2d 640 (N.D.Tex. 1999); Barrett v. Catacombs Press,
44 F.Supp.2d 717 (E.D.Pa. 1999); Harbuck v. Aramco, Inc., 1999 WL 999431 (E.D.Pa.
1999); JB Oxford Holdings, Inc. v. Net Trade, Inc., 76 F.Supp.2d 1363 (S.D.Fla. 1999).
Distinguished by E-Data Corp. v. Micropatent Corp., 989 F.Supp. 173 (D.Conn. 1997);
SF Hotel Co., L.P. v. Energy Investments, Inc., 985 F.Supp. 1032 (D.Kan. 1997);
Cybersell, Inc. v. Cybersell, Inc., 130 F.3d 414 (9th Cir. 1997); Ragonese v. Rosenfeld, 318
N.J.Super. 63 (N.J.Super.L.1998); Edberg v. Neogen Corp., 17 F.Supp.2d 104 (D.Conn.
1998); Bedrejo v. Triple E Canada, Ltd., 984 P.2d 739 (Mont. 1999); Dagesse v. Plant
Hotel N.V., 113 F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. 2000); Rollin v. William V. Frankel & Co., Inc.,
996 P.2d 1254 (Ariz.App. Div. 2 2000).
505
Zippo at 1125.
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After plaintiff had received federal trademark registration for “Inset”,
obtained defendant “Inset.com” as its Internet domain name, which it used
to advertise its goods and services.
Plaintiff filed suit for trademark infringement and unfair competition.
In the case was no evidence that defendant had conducted no sale on the
Internet or there had been sales to forum customers.
Connecticut-plaintiff, Inset Systems, Inc, brought trademark infringement
action against Massachusetts-defendant, Instruction Set, Inc., that allegedly
used its trademark “Inset” as Internet domain name at www. Inset.com and
in its toll-free phone number “1-800-U.S.-Inset”.
Defendant continuously advertised over the Internet.

The court in 1996 found that defendant had directed its advertising
activities via the Internet; and its toll-free number toward not only the
state of Connecticut, but to all states.
It noted the Internet as well as toll-free numbers is designed to
communicate with people and their businesses in every state.
Advertisement on the Internet can reach as many as 10,000 Internet users
within Connecticut alone.

Furthermore, the court in 1996 found that defendant had purposefully
availed itself of the privilege of doing business within Connecticut,
because once the advertisement is posted on the Internet, unlike television
and radio advertising, it is available continuously to any Internet user.
The court concluded that since defendant purposefully had directed its
advertising activities toward Connecticut on a continuing basis since March
1995, defendant could reasonably anticipate the possibility of being hailed
into court there.506

506

In Heroes, Inc. v. Heroes Foundation, 958 F.Supp. 1, 3 (D.C. 1996) the court noted on cases
in which advertisements did not amount to minimum contacts establishing personal
jurisdiction under the due process clause, that all of these cases involved
advertisements placed in national or international publications, which happened to
circulate within the forum. See, i.e., Sears Roebuck & Co. v. Sears, 744 F.Supp. 1289,
1297 (D.Del.1990) (advertisements appearing in two international magazines were
insufficient basis for establishing personal jurisdiction); Wines v. Lake Havasu Boat
Mfg. Inc., 846 F.2d 40, 43 (8th Cir.1988) (advertisement placed in a nationally
distributed trade publication circulated in the forum state does not constitute a
"purposeful availment of the benefits and protections of [the forum's] law").
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The court concluded, “that advertising via the internet is solicitation of
a sufficient repetitive nature to satisfy…the Connecticut long-arm statute,”
which require some sort of business.507
Nearly every court in the U.S. has regarded the Inset case as a wrongful
decision and refer to it as one of the early unwisely decided Cyberspacecases.
The same might be said about the decision in Superguide Corp. v.
Kegan,508 where the defendant’s use of an Internet website was sufficient
to subject defendant to personal jurisdiction in North Carolina, even
though there was no evidence of solicitation with the forum state.509
Defendant is the registered owner of the federally registered trademark
MacGuide, which mark is used in connection with computer-oriented
publications and a number of goods and services related to the personal
computer marketplace.
Using the mark “SuperGuide” since 1986, plaintiff was engaged in the
business of providing customers with satellite television the electronic
equivalent of “TV Guide” to its satellite customers.
Since January 1994, plaintiff has sought federal registration of its trademark
"SuperGuide" with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, but defendant
filed at notice of opposition, which implemented plaintiff to file a
declaratory relief action.
The court remarked that “[u]nlike traditional telephone solicitation, the
commercial side of the Internet provides businesses with a unique
opportunity to reach customers in a passive manner. Similar to a fisherman
on the bank with his line in the water, a website is established, a product is
offered, and the business waits for customers.”
Further the court noted that “[u]nfortunately, no one has identified the
number of "hits" defendant's website(s) have generated from North
Carolina, how many MacGuide credit cards he has issued to North Carolina
users, or how many MacGuide products he has sold in this state, which
makes it difficult to determine the "quantity and quality" of defendant's
contacts with this state. The undersigned, therefore, has assumed that such
507

Connecticut long-arm statute C.G.S. § 33-411(c) provides, in relevant part, that: "Every
foreign corporation shall be subject to suit in this state, by a resident of this state or by a
person having a usual place of business in this state, whether or not such foreign
corporation is transacting or has transacted business in this state and whether or not it
is engaged exclusively in inter-state or foreign commerce, on any cause of action arising
... (2) out of any business solicited in this state by mail or otherwise if the corporation
has repeatedly so solicited business, whether the orders or offers relating thereto were
accepted within or without the state ...". Id. at *163.
508
Superguide Corp. v. Kegan, 987 F.Supp. 481 (W.D.N.C. 1997).
509
Distinguished by Molnlycke Health Care AB v. Dumex Medical Surgical Products Ltd., 64
F.Supp.2d 448 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
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information is unavailable at this time, but that a reasonable inference
would be that a large number of North Carolina residents have visited
defendant's website, a number of those visitors have utilized defendant's
commercial services, and some have even obtained MacGuide credit cards.
Having made that assumption, it appears to the undersigned that those
contacts accrued to the commercial benefit of defendant, they were made
under the trademark MacGuide, and the Internet contacts are directly
related to the subject matter of this suit.”

The court held that “[v]iewed together, the Internet contacts amount to
substantial activity within the State of North Carolina, and the nature of
those contacts is related to the Declaratory Relief Act claim asserted by
plaintiff. There exists a nexus between the contacts and the source of the
action,” and the requirement for Due Process specific jurisdiction was
satisfied.510
The alleged injuries complained of by plaintiff, while not "arising out" of
defendant's contacts in this state, relate directly to the activities of
defendant in this state in the use and promotion of its MacGuide mark. If,
Traditional notions of fair play were not offended.

(3) Confusion
In Digital Equipment Corp. v AltaVista511 the court recognized the
possibility that a Web user could be subject to conflicting regulations
throughout the world.512
The court - in the trademark infringement case - held that the while
defendant might have tried to structure its relationship with plaintiff so
that it would not be susceptible to jurisdiction in Massachusetts, its
subsequent web activities brought the defendant “over the line,” and
rendered specific jurisdiction - framed by the “minimum contacts” test appropriate.513
Massachusetts-Plaintiff launched in December 1995 an Internet search
service using the servicemark “AltaVista.” In March of 1996, plaintiff paid
510

Superguide Corp. v. Kegan at 486.
Digital Equipment Corp. v. Altavista Technology, Inc., 960 F.Supp. 456 (D.Mass. 1997).
512
Distinguished by SF Hotel Co., L.P. v. Energy Investments, Inc., 985 F.Supp. 1032 (D.Kan.
1997); ESAB Group, Inc. v. Centricut, LLC, 34 F.Supp.2d 323 (D.S.C. 1999); Dagesse v.
Plant Hotel N.V., 113 F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. 2000); Rollin v. William V. Frankel & Co.,
Inc., 996 P.2d 1254 (Ariz.App. Div. 2 2000); Northern Light Technology v. Northern
Lights Club, 97 F.Supp.2d 96 (D.Mass. 2000).
513
Digital Equipment at 463.
511
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for an assignment of defendant’s rights to the trademark AltaVista and
immediately licensed-back to defendant the right to use “AltaVista” both as
part of defendant’s corporate name, AltaVista Technology, Inc., and as part
of defendant’s web-site address www. altavista.com.
The court agreed with plaintiff that this license agreement precluded
defendant from using “AltaVista” as ‘the name of a product or service
offering.”
Defendant later dramatically changed the appearance of its web-site,
moving it markedly closer to the appearance of plaintiff’s AltaVista
web-site. By the time of the lawsuit defendant’s web-site looked like, and
could effectively function as, plaintiff’s AltaVista search service, thus a
visitor to defendant’s site could easily have the impression that they were
actually at plaintiff’s AltaVista site (“framing”514).

Courts have been, and should be, cautious to impose imposing
traditional territorial concepts on the commercial uses of the Internet,
because it has dramatic implications, opening the Web user up to
inconsistent regulations throughout fifty states, indeed, throughout the
globe. It also raises the possibility of dramatically chilling what may well
be "the most participatory marketplace of mass speech that this country and indeed the world - has yet seen.515
Given the very new and unique nature of the technology, the court will
take heed of the U.S. Supreme Court plurality's recent recognition “of the
changes taking place in the law, the technology, and the industrial
structure, related to telecommunications, [that] we believe [make] it
unwise and unnecessary definitively to pick one analogy or one specific
set of words now.”516
The court noted that the parties at bar were corporations who had
attempted to tame the "Wild West" of the Internet through their private
ordering. They had entered into a contract governing their commercial
activities on the Internet. Plaintiff sought (and indeed bought) all rights to a
trademark identifying its search engine, with certain express exceptions
Defendant had agreed to enter into a licensing agreement. They had both
agreed that Massachusetts’s law would apply to its provisions.
The underlying claims in this litigation arose directly from and relate to
514

Framing refers to the process whereby one website can be visited while remaining in a
previous web-site. Thus, while still appearing to be at the “first” visited site, and while
still able to view its advertising, one could now have traveled to a third-party’s site,
which would appear inside the "frame" of the “first” site.
515
Digital Equipment at 463.
516
Digital Equipment at 463 citing Denver Area Educational Telecommunications
Consortium, Inc. v. FCC, 518 U.S. 727, 742 (U.S. 1996).
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ATI's forum-state activities, both in the form of its contract with Digital, and
in its subsequent maintenance of a Web-site, which allegedly breached that
contract and caused torts in Massachusetts

The court noted that where a case involves torts that create causes of
action in a forum state (even torts caused by acts done elsewhere),
however, the threshold of purposeful availment is lower, and that it had
long been the law that harm is caused by the very offer of an infringing
work, even if not one single sale is made.517
It held that the defendant’s web-site, its design, the extent to which it
infringed plaintiff’s trademark, the breach of the contract, and the by
making the website, in context, created the necessary minimum contacts.
Since defendant knew plaintiff was located in Massachusetts, the
purposeful availment prong was met and it was fair to exercise
jurisdiction.
Personal jurisdiction was proper in Online Partners Com Inc v.
Atlanticnet Media Corporation518 over defendant in California, because
defendant from Florida operated a website that advertised defendant's
services, and that offered and provided a subscription service accessible to,
and joined by, California residents. The parties were competitors located
in different states.
The defendant had published material and offered services to the gay
community on a webpage under <http://www.gaynet.com>, including
membership, a chat room and discussion services.
The website was not only an active subscription service, but plaintiff
had shown that defendant's website would have, by its contents, been
directed at least in part to the population of the court’s district. The
plaintiff had provided evidence of membership by a resident of the court’s
district. This, together with defendant having admitted the well-pleaded
allegations of plaintiff's complaint, provided a basis for jurisdiction in the
California court.
The court pointed out that it was clearly appearent that defendant's use
of the "gaynet.com" domain name and Gaynet name as a part thereof
likely caused and did cause confusion, mistake, or deception of persons
familiar with plaintiff's Internet Website on Gay.net and publications, and
with plaintiff's Federally Registered Trademark “Gay.net”.

517
518

Digital Equipment at 469 and 472.
Online Partners Com Inc v. Atlanticnet Media Corporation, 2000 WL 101242 (N.D.Cal.
2000).
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(4) Unfair Business & Competitors
“Unfair business” is used here as in a broader sense than “unfair
competition”.519
In CompuServe, Inc. v. Patterson520 the court held that where a person
conducts business within the forum state by being a subscriber to a local
Internet service provider and selling a product through that provider,
jurisdiction is proper.521
Plaintiff, headquartered in Ohio, was in business providing individual
users access to computing and information services via the Internet. It also
operated an electronic conduit to provide its subscriber’s shareware522
computer software products made by itself or others. For the latter
subscribers paid a fee to CompuServe in Ohio of which it kept 15 % and
forwarded the rest to the shareware’s creator.
It’s contracts with subscribers and creators stated that agreements were
entered into in Ohio and one contract provided that it was to “be governed
by and construed in accordance with” Ohio law.
Defendant, a Texas resident, entered an shareware-agreement with plaintiff,
after having typed “agree” at various points “in recognition of your on line
agreement to all the above terms and conditions”.
From 1991 through 1994 defendant electronically transmitted 32 master
software files to plaintiff, who stored the files in plaintiff’s system in Ohio.
519

Unfair competition is a common law cause of action which has been generally defined as
the passing off by a defendant of his goods or services as those of another by virtue of
substantial similarity between the two leading to confusion on the part of potential
customers or the misrepresentation by a defendant of the qualities, origin or contents of
his products or services. Resnick v. Manfredy, 52 F.Supp.2d 462 at FN3 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
520
CompuServe, Inc. v. Patterson, 89 F.3d 1257 (6th Cir. 1996).
521
Declined to follow by Cybersell, Inc. v. Cybersell, Inc., 130 F.3d 414 (9th Cir. 1997).
Distinguished by Bensusan Restaurant Corp. v. King, 937 F.Supp. 295 (S.D.N.Y. 1996);
Panavision Intern., L.P. v. Toeppen, 938 F.Supp. 616 (C.D.Cal. 1996); Weber v. Jolly
Hotels, 977 F.Supp. 327 (D.N.J. 1997); Millennium Enterprises, Inc. v. Millennium
Music, LP, 33 F.Supp.2d 907 (D.Or. 1999); Coastal Video Communications, Corp. v.
Staywell Corp., 59 F.Supp.2d 562 (E.D.Va. 1999); Molnlycke Health Care AB v. Dumex
Medical Surgical Products Ltd., 64 F.Supp.2d 448 (E.D.Pa. 1999); Dagesse v. Plant Hotel
N.V., 113 F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. 2000); GTE New Media Services Inc. v. BellSouth
Corp., 199 F.3d 1343 (D.C.Cir. 2000); Rollin v. William V. Frankel & Co., Inc., 996 P.2d
1254 (Ariz.App. Div. 2 2000); Kobill Airways Ltd. v. National Flight Services, Inc., 92
F.Supp.2d 689 (N.D.Ohio 2000); Uncle Sam's Safari Outfitters, Inc. v. Uncle Sam's Army
Navy Outfitters-Manhattan, Inc., 96 F.Supp.2d 919 (E.D.Mo. 2000); Calphalon Corp. v.
Rowlette, 228 F.3d 718 (6th Cir. 2000).
522
Shareware is software, which a user is permitted to download and use for a trial period,
after which the user is asked to pay a fee to the author for continued use. CompuServe,
Inc. v. Patterson at 1260.
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Defendant’s software product was a program to help people navigate their
way around the larger Internet network and was displayed in different
services for plaintiff’s subscribers. Defendant also on his own on the
plaintiffs system advertised his software, sometimes indicating price terms.
Around 1993 plaintiff began to market a similar product with markings and
names that defendant took to be too similar to his own.
Plaintiff seeked in an Ohio court to declaratory judgment that it did
infringed defendant’s common-law trademarks or otherwise were engaged
in unfair competition.
Defendant made motion for dismissal on ground of lack of specific personal
jurisdiction and claimed never having visited Ohio.

The court noted that the Internet enables anyone from a desktop with
the right equipment and knowledge to operate an international business
cheaply. It stated that business operators, however, remains entitled to the
protection of the Due Process Clause, which mandates that potential
defendants be able to structure their primary conduct with some
minimum assurance as to where the conduct will and will not render them
liable to suit.523
It concluded that the defendant had knowingly made an effort, and in
fact, purposefully contracted, to market a product in other states, with
Ohio-based CompuServe operating, in effect, as his distribution center.
The court noted that Defendant was a third-party on-going provider of
software, who used CompuServe, which was located in Ohio, to market his
wares in Ohio and elsewhere.
The court also noted that defendant initiated the events that led to the filing
of the suit by making demands of plaintiff via electronic and regular
messages to plaintiff in Ohio.

Business is transacted in a state when obligations created by the
defendant or business operations, set in motion by the defendant, have a
realistic impact on the commerce of that state; and the defendant has
purposefully availed himself of the opportunity of acting there if he
should have reasonably foreseen that the transaction would have
consequences in that state. There existed a contract.
Because defendant as an “entrepreneur who purposefully employed
CompuServe to market his computer software product” he could not be
regarded as a subscriber and thus it was not unreasonable of Ohio to
exercise specific personal jurisdiction over defendant.
523

CompuServe, Inc. v. Patterson at 1262.
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Thus, it is reasonable to subject Patterson to suit in Ohio, the state that is
home to the computer network service he chose to employ.

The court in F. McConnell & Sons, Inc v. Target Data Systems, Inc.524
held it fair to exercise personal specific jurisdiction on basis of defendants
modem connection and software-license with plaintiff.
Connecticut-defendant was is in the business of developing and licensing
computer software designed to assist wholesale food distributors in
managing every aspect of their business.
Indiana-plaintiff purchased a Distributor 4GL User license with software
code from defendant with the understanding that plaintiff would develop a
retail module to be incorporated into the Distributor 4GL system.
Defendant should act in an advisory capacity.
Defendant provided plaintiff with a computer modem that enabled
defendant to “dial in” to plaintiff, thus allowing defendant access to the
software code the companies were developing.
Plaintiff argued that defendant’s “dial in” Indiana presences via computer
modem were contacts substantial enough to establish specific jurisdiction.

The court noted that although technology may have dramatically
changed the way business is conducted across state lines, the minimum
contacts analysis is essentially the same, in that courts can look to either
the level of interactivity of an Internet site or the commercial nature of an
information exchange via modem to determine whether personal
jurisdiction exists in particular circumstances.525
In Purco Fleet Services v. Towers & Fleet Financial Corporation526 the
court held that the defendant was doing business from the website,
therefore, allowing jurisdiction in a case concerning domain name and
mark.527
The parties were directly competing in the automobile risk management
business. Among other things, the companies provide damage claim
services for car rental companies. The Florida- defendant company was
made by a previously employee by Utah-plaintiff.
In 1997 defendant registered the name ‘PurCo” as a “domain name” to be
used as an Internet address. Defendant then activated the domain name and
524

F. McConnell & Sons, Inc. v. Target Data Systems, Inc. 2000 WL 194669 (N.D.Ind.).
F. McConnell at 971.
526
Purco Fleet Services v. Towers & Fleet Financial Corporation, 38 F.Supp.2d 1320 (D. Utah
1999).
527
Distinguished by Soma Medical Intern. v. Standard Chartered Bank, 196 F.3d 1292 (10th
Cir. 1999).
525
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patched it to its existing web page.
The webpage provided information about defendant but made no mention
of plaintiff. The webpage enabled Internet users to communicate with
defendant through e-mail.

The court held that personal jurisdiction was established over the
out-of-state defendant in a trademark infringement and unfair competition
claim where the defendant registered a domain name identical to the name
of competitor plaintiff’s company, and where the defendant attempted to
obtain a cash settlement from the plaintiff in exchange for relinquishment
of the domain name at issue.
Defendant’s contacts of a commercial nature with Utah through its website
served to “purposefully avail” defendant of the laws of Utah. The exercise
of specific personal jurisdiction over defendant comported with "traditional
notions of fair play and substantial justice.

In Intercon, Inc v. Bell Atlantic Internet Solutions, Inc.528 the defendant
continued over several months to route it’s costumers’ e-mail to the
plaintiff’s Internet Access Service, even though the plaintiff had asked the
defendant to correct the routing to the right domain name to prevent
harming plaintiff’s server in Oklahoma, which were having severe slowdown in processing ability.
The court held that the use of a computer or network service located in
a particular state created sufficient contacts in order to establish personal
jurisdiction and noted that defendant knowingly and intentionally
continued its transmission of e-mail through the Oklahoma mail server.
The defendant, a Delaware corporation, doing business in the northeastern
and mid-Atlantic area of the United States, could reasonably expect to be
sued in Oklahoma.
In Cable News Network, L.P. v. GoSMS.com529 the court found exercise
of specific personal jurisdiction over defendants from California and Israel
proper in a case where the defendant’s on-line business was providing
news to computers and cellular phone-e-mail.
Plaintiffs were established, well-known news organizations that had each
set up independent websites to deliver original articles ("contents") to

528

Intercon, Inc v. Bell Atlantic Internet Solutions, Inc. 2000 WL 262929 (10th Cir. 2000), which
reversed Intercon, Inc. v. Bell Atlantic Internet Solutions, Inc., 41 F.Supp.2d 1245
(W.D.Okla. 1998).
529
Cable News Network, L.P. v. GoSMS.com, Inc., 2000 WL 1678039 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
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computer users worldwide. Each plaintiff had licensed its content for
republication in a variety of media, including syndication to Internet service
providers.
At least two times a day, defendants copied plaintiff’s trademarked and
copyrighted content on plaintiffs’ websites onto a set of servers. Defendants
then converted the content into a “short message service” (“SMS”) format,
which striped the content of all non-text material, such as advertisements
and graphics, and transferred the new version of the content onto another
set of servers for transmission to its subscribers. Both types of servers were
located in San Diego and Israel.
Californian-defendant GoSMS.com-CA and Israeli-defendant GoSMS.comIsrael offered its users the ability to receive information from the Internet on
various devices such as e-mail to computers or mobile telephones with SMS
capability or two-way e-mail devices. The defendants’ service was offered
free of charge in the United States.

The court relied especially on the fact that the defendants transmitted
or had the ability to service through e-mail to residents in the forum state.
After finding the forum state’s long-arm statute satisfied, the court
noted that plaintiff’s claims arose out of defendants’ contacts with the
forum state by transmitting infringing contents to forum residents.
Furthermore, the court held advertising the service as available
nationally and transmitting infringing contents to the forum state
constituted purposeful availment of the privilege of doing business in the
forum state and provided a basis for defendants to reasonably expect that
they would be haled into court in the forum state for the infringing
conduct. Finally, the court held exercise of jurisdiction reasonable.
In IA, Inc v. Thermacell Technologis, Inc.530 the court held it could
exercise personal jurisdiction over a company that operated a website
containing information about the defendant’s products, including alleged
misrepresentations concerning an insulation system the plaintiff claimed it
had patented. The plaintiff argued that ‘passing off”531 of it’s product as
Thermacell's product had occurred in the plaintiff’s business place in
Michigan, because Michigan computer users were able to view the alleged
530

IA, Inc v. Thermacell Technologis, Inc., 983 F.Supp. 697 (E.D. Mich. 1997).
Distinguished by Miller v. Asensio, 101 F.Supp.2d 395, Fed. Sec. L. Rep. P 91,002 (D.S.C.
Jun 16, 2000).
531
A party is engaged in “passing off” – or “palming off” when it sells its own goods or
products using someone else’s name or mark in the markets for those of another. It is
the central tort in unfair competion.
“Reverse passing off” occurs when a party sells goods that originate from someone else
under circumstances that suggest that the selling party is itself the source.
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misrepresentations in that district. The plaintiff asserted that this lead to
confusion in Michigan over the propriety of the insulation system.
The court noted that Lanham Trade-Mark Act532 claims are properly
brought where the confusion relating to the "passing off" occurs. The court
held that the alleged misrepresentations that underlied the Lanham Act
claim appeared on an interactive website in Michigan, which was also
where the plaintiff's similar products were located533.
In Tech Heads, Inc. v. Desktop Service Center, Inc.534 involving
competitors in computer-related services and a trademark-domain name
dispute, the court held specific personal jurisdiction could be exercised.
Plaintiff, Oregon, had since August 1995 used “Techheads” and Tech
Heads” as services marks. In September 1997 it received service mark
registration of the marks from the Oregon Register. It advertised its services
in inter-state commerce at www. techheads.com.
Virginia defendant offered also computer-related services on the Internet at
www. techhead.com. In September 1997 it filed an application at the U.S.
patent office for the term “Techhead” and received registration in March
1999.
95 % of its business was in Virginia, "with the remaining business in the
neighboring states of Maryland and North Carolina and the District of
Columbia."
Defendant’s website was comprised of staffing, training, and "web and
multimedia development and design" sections. In terms of "staffing,"
Desktop acts as an intermediary in finding employment in the Virginia area
for prospective job-seekers and seeks to find qualified employees for
businesses.
It screens, interviews, and enters into agreements with individuals
submitting resumes to the Website and claims it has received over 500
resumes.
Desktop's screening and testing procedures varies depending upon the
location and the individual's desired position. For example, testing involves
portfolio review for graphic design and multimedia candidates, and when
applicable, computer-testing of graphics and design skills with a recruiter.
Programming and Web design candidates undergo off-site testing via the
Internet.
Potential employers are precluded from directly contacting individuals
because the individuals are identified only by code names on Desktop's
website. Therefore, interviews or any other contact with these individuals
can be arranged only by Desktop.
532

15 U.S.C.A. § 1051 et seq.
IA, Inc.at 701.
534
Tech Heads, Inc. v. Desktop Service Center, Inc., 105 F.Supp.2d 1142 (D.Or. 2000).
533
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If the individual passes Desktop's screening, then Desktop places that
individual's resume on the Website for potential employers to review.
Resumes produced by Desktop may be divided into three classes: (1)
resumes and job applications prepared by the applicants and submitted to
Desktop; (2) resumes prepared by or presented by Desktop to potential
employers; and (3) Desktop's internal computerized database of applicants
and their resumes, testing data, and job application data. Potential
employers may select and schedule interviews with selected candidates
through the Website.
Desktop has received resumes from individuals residing in more than 30
different states and at least one foreign country. Among the resumes
produced by Desktop from its internal computer database is one from a
former Oregon resident.
Under the "training" section of Desktop's Website, Desktop offers classes in
a variety of different subject areas, mainly Web development and graphic
design applications. It offers the classes in two locations only: Richmond,
Virginia and "Northern Virginia."
Lastly, under the "Web and Multimedia Development and Design" section
of the Website, Desktop offers "Website design, multimedia and video
interaction, website analysis, database integration, and e-commerce
interactivity" and instructs potential clients to "contact U.S. today to see
how we can help you with your next project."

Initially, the court rejected jurisdiction under the “Effect Test” in
Calder, because the plaintiff had presented no evidence that the defendant
intentionally directed its activities at Oregon knowing that the plaintiff
would be harmed or that the defendant intentionally targeted the plaintiff
itself. The court noted the defendant’s pre-registration search and lengthy
registration process did not reveal the existence of plaintiff’s name.
The defendant’s website was highly interactive because the website
encouraged interactivity by users exchanging information with the
defendant through the website. Users could also receive help with
technical projects and questions, searching a database of resumes, or
posting a resume.
The court remarked plaintiff had presented evidence of one actual
transaction involving an Oregon resident and though this number of
transactions with the forum state was the smallest number possible, the
critical inquiry in determining whether there was a purposeful availment
of the forum state is the quality, not merely the quantity, of the contacts.
The defendant had purposefully reached out across the United States,
including Oregon, and also around the world, not only through its
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Website, but also through national advertising and a toll-free telephone
number.
This was a commercial activity involving both individuals from across
the United States and in foreign countries from which the defendant
presumably received income. The defendant should therefore reasonably
expect its actions to subject to jurisdiction in states where its actions cause
harm and had intentionally availed itself of jurisdiction in Oregon.
Second, plaintiff’s claims were based on defendant’s unauthorized use of
the plaintiff’s marks and therefore related to the forum-related contacts in
this case. Third, jurisdiction was not unreasonable.

(5) Porn-On-Line
The court in Colt Studio, Inc v. Badpuppy Enterprise535 held exercise of
personal jurisdiction over defendant reasonable.
Plaintiff was holder of copyrights on photographs of nude males and
brought infringement action against alleging defendant made unauthorized
distribution of photographs.
Consumers were allowed access to defendant’s website's member-only area
after subscription. From the site consumer could view and download
various male nude photos, and the consumer had to pay monthly dues.
Every month a subscriber agreement was renewed. The court found there
was a continuing contractual relationship between Defendant and each
subscriber.
Approximately twelve percent of its worldwide revenues were generated
from selling subscriptions to California residents.
These contractual relationships were such that Defendant had created for
itself continuing obligations to a substantial number of California residents.
As such Defendant had purposefully availed itself to this forum.
The forum related activity at issue was the displaying of the copyrighted
photos on defendant's website. The harm suffered is the violation of
plaintiff's copyright.
Therefore, but for the display of the photos, plaintiff's copyright interest in
them would not have been infringed.

(6) Fraud in On-line Casino-business
Where a person uses Cyberspace as a media to make fraud, courts
seems to hold it is fair to exercise jurisdiction over defendant in the
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Colt Studio, Inc v. Badpuppy Enterprise, 75 F.Supp.2d 1104 (C.D.Cal. 1999).
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jurisdiction where plaintiff is domiciled, because the fraud is a result of
business-activity on-line targeted at where the plaintiff is domiciled.
In Thompson v. Handa-Lopez,536 the Texas-plaintiff brought action
alleging breach of contract, fraud, and violations of the Texas Deceptive
Trade Practices Act. The defendant was a California corporation with
principal place of business in California.537
Defendant operated an arcade site on the Internet advertised as "Funscape's
Casino Royale," the "World's Largest" Internet Casino. The server for the
Website was located in California. Individuals could purchase game tokens
("Funbucks") with a credit card, which were used to play blackjack, poker,
keno, slots, craps, easy lotto, and roulette. If the player won he was entitled
to receive $1.00 for each 100 Funbucks, in the form of either cash or prizes.

The plaintiff entered in Texas into a contract to play the game on
defendant's website. He played games on defendant's Internet casino and
won 19,372,840 Funbucks. Afterwards the plaintiff attempted to redeem
them for $193,728.40 pursuant to the rules of defendant's Internet site, but
defendant refused to pay the money owed. Therefore plaintiff sued.
In the website contract was “buried” an “inconspicuous” provision which
provided that any disputes: “shall be governed by the be governed by the
laws of the State of California, excluding choice of law principles, and shall
be resolved exclusively by final and binding arbitration in the City of San
Jose, County of Santa Clara, State of California, USA under the rules of the
American Arbitration Association, and, in the event of such arbitration, no
punitive, special, incidental, or consequential damages may be recovered by
any party and the arbitrator shall not have the power to award any such
damages”.

The court held that the contract-clause merely stated that disputes
should be governed by the laws of the State of California and should be
resolved exclusively by final and binding arbitration in California. This
clause by no means required, nor did it even suggest, that a lawsuit had to
be filed in California.
The court noted that the defendant did more than advertise and
maintain a toll-free telephone number. The defendant continuously
interacted with the casino players, entering into contracts with them as
536
537

Thompson v. Handa-Lopez, 998 F.Supp. 738 (W.D.Texas 1998).
Distinguished by Molnlycke Health Care AB v. Dumex Medical Surgical Products Ltd., 64
F.Supp.2d 448 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
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they played the various games. The plaintiff entered into the contract with
the defendant on the Internet and played games with the defendant on the
Internet If he won he was promised, that cash or prizes would be sent to
his home in Texas. This was in direct contrast to the level of involvement
in Bensusan. Thus, exercise of personal jurisdiction in Texas was pursuant
to Due Process, Fair Play and Substantial Justice.

(7) Up-coming On-line Business
If websites are the media for a business and is targeted against the
court’s forum state then exercise of personal jurisdiction is pursuant to
Due Process. On the other hand, a website whereto there is no proof of
business-sale should not allow a court to try to bully some law over the
website owner, which has done no business with any of the forum state
residents. Only when the first sale has been conducted, should the court
legitimately hold jurisdiction. Otherwise, it is no more than a phantom
that sale will be take place.
Traditionally, when an entity intentionally reaches its boundaries to
conduct business with foreign residents, the exercise of specific
jurisdiction is proper. Different results should not be reached simply
because business is conducted over the Internet.538 The court in the
Millennium case distinguished between potential commercial activity on
the Internet and actual activity.539
Nevertheless, at least three cases have held that the defendant’s upcoming on-line business was basis for exercising personal jurisdiction.
The first is Maritz, Inc. v. CyberGold, Inc.540 Here, the court chose not to
use a long-arm business-statute but a tortious act provision in a trademark
infringement suit.541
538

Zippo at 1124.
Millennium Enterprises, Inc. v. Millennium Music LP, 33 F.Supp.2d 907, 921 (D.Or.1999).
540
Maritz, Inc. v. CyberGold, Inc., 947 F.Supp 1328 (E.D.Mo. 1996).
541
Declined to Follow by Hearst Corp. v. Goldberger, 1997 WL 97097 (S.D.N.Y. 1997); Hasbro
Inc. v. Clue Computing Inc., 994 F.Supp. 34 (D.Mass. 1997); Millennium Enterprises,
Inc. v. Millennium Music, LP, 33 F.Supp.2d 907 (D.Or. 1999); Molnlycke Health Care
AB v. Dumex Medical Surgical Products Ltd., 64 F.Supp.2d 448 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
Distinguished by Weber v. Jolly Hotels, 977 F.Supp. 327 (D.N.J. 1997); SF Hotel Co., L.P.
v. Energy Investments, Inc., 985 F.Supp. 1032 (D.Kan. 1997); Ragonese v. Rosenfeld, 318
N.J.Super. 63 (N.J.Super.L. 1998); Mallinckrodt Medical Inc. v. Nycomed Imaging AS,
1998 WL 962203 (E.D.Mo. 1998); Rannoch, Inc. v. Rannoch Corp., 52 F.Supp.2d 681
(E.D.Va. 1999); Bedrejo v. Triple E Canada, Ltd., 984 P.2d 739 (Mont. 1999); S. Morantz,
Inc. v. Hang & Shine Ultrasonics, Inc., 79 F.Supp.2d 537 (E.D.Pa. 1999); Rollin v.
William V. Frankel & Co., Inc., 996 P.2d 1254 (Ariz.App. Div. 2 2000); Search Force, Inc.
v. DataForce Intern., Inc., 112 F.Supp.2d 771 (S.D.Ind. 2000).
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The court found analogies to cases involving the use of mail and
telephone less satisfactory and therefore held that “the nature and quality
of contacts provided by the maintenance of a website on the Internet are
clearly of a different nature and quality than other means of contact with a
forum such as the mass mailing of solicitations into a forum.”542
Plaintiff had a service under the name of GoldMail, which was not
operational, but was in the process of soliciting and enrolling customers to
its service called CyberMail.
Plaintiff alleged trademark infringement and unfair competition.
Defendant, registered as CyberGold, Inc., made an Internet site at www.
cybergold.com. The server for the website was presumably in Berkeley,
California.
The website explained defendant’s forthcoming service would maintain a
mailing list of Internet users.
An Internet user who wanted to be on defendant’s mailing list would have
to provide defendant with the users particular interests. Then defendant
would provide the user with a personal electronic mailbox and forward to
the user advertisements that match the users selected interests.
Defendant planed to provide users incentives for reading the advertisement
and to charge advertisers for access to the Internet users on its mailing list.
The website had been accessed by Missouri Internet users at least 311 times,
including 180 times by plaintiff.
Besides the maintaining the website, defendant had no other contacts with
the state of Missouri.

The court held the website operational, because it provided
information about the defendant’s new service, which was “not yet in
operation”.
The court did not decide in the Missouri long-arm sense the defendant had
made a “transaction of any business”, because it used a tortious act
provision in the long-arm statute.
As for Due Process the court held the case presented an issue of first
impression as whether maintaining a website provided the necessary
minimum contacts.
The court further held the defendant clearly had obtained the website for
the purpose of, and in anticipation that, Internet users, searching the
Internet for websites, would access defendant’s website and eventually sign
up on defendant’s mailing list.
The court found defendant’s characterization of its activity as passive as
“not completely accurate” and pointed out that defendant automatically
542

Maritz at 1333
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and indiscriminately responded to each and every Internet user who
accessed its website.

Through its website, the defendant had “consciously decided to
transmit advertising information to all Internet users, knowing that such
information [would] be transmitted globally.”
Next, the court noted that defendant into Missouri approximately 131
times had transmitted information, which clearly intended as promotion
of the upcoming service and a solicitation for Internet users.
the court further pointed out that by posting invitation to use the
upcoming service and developing a mailing list through its acceptance of
addresses, defendant was allegedly infringing plaintiffs trademark.
The court concluded that defendant, through its Internet activities, had
purposefully availed itself of the privileged of doing businesses with
Missouri such that it could reasonably anticipate the possibility of being
haled into court there.
Traditional notion of “fair play and substantial justice” did not dictate
against exercising personal jurisdiction.

The second case concerned an up-coming on-line sport-betting service.
In State of Minnesota v. Granite Gate Resorts, Inc.543 the Minnesota court
decided that advertising on a website was enough to hold jurisdiction over
a person, who was a resident in another state because citizens in
Minnesota could get access to the website and the advertising violatated
the Minnesota Consumer Protections law.
Every visitor of the website could register on a list, however, there was
no evidence that the website owner had used the list to do business or
made any selection or elimination of the people on the list in Minnesota. It
was of no consequence that there was no evidence produced that the
website owner had done any business with Minnesota residents or
specially target Minnesota.
The court held that the defendant had purposefully availed himself on
the market in Minnesota by the Internet advertisement activities which
gave the court personal jurisdiction.
Defendant “existed” on the Internet and On Ramp and advertised on the
543

State of Minnesota v. Granite Gate Resorts , Inc., 1996 WL 767431 (Minn.Dist.Ct. 1996).
Affirmed by State by Humphrey v. Granite Gate Resorts, Inc., 568 N.W.2d 715
(Minn.App. 1997)), review granted (Oct 31, 1997); Affirmed by State by Humphrey v.
Granite Gate Resorts, 576 N.W.2d 747 (Minn. 1998).
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World Wide Web the following:
“All sports bettors! You can bet …On the Net…WagnerNet is a service of
Global Gaming Services…. server, which is in Belize...wagering open to
International markets, Fall of 1995…Global Gaming Services Ltd., based in
the country of Belize…NOTE: Please consult your local, county, and state
authorities regarding restrictions on off-shore sports betting via telephone
before registering with Wagnernet.” (The full contents of the website is
referred in Chapter III.D.b.1.)
July 5th, 1995 a Consumer Investigator for the Minnesota Attorney General’s
office called the phone number listed in the Internet advertisement. A
person told that “WagnerNet” would be up and running and accepting bets
over the Internet probably by the football season.
The court noted as a fact, that there exists Minnesota residents on the
“WagnerNet” list, as well as residents throughout the United States; that
computers located in Minnesota are among the top 500 computers most
commonly accessing defendant’s websites; that defendant received calls on
the toll-free number advertised on its websites from through the United
States, including Minnesota.

The fact that the advertisements gave consumers phone numbers to
call, along with the fact that the court determined that defendant’s mailing
list included Minnesota residents, was more than sufficient evidence that
the defendant had directed a marketing campaign toward the State of
Minnesota.544
Therefore, it was not unforeseen nor unreasonable to the defendant to
be required to come to Minnesota to defend himself particularly when the
defendant had said that he had “the option for any of the customers of
WagnetNet with whom [defendant] have a dispute to sue them in
Minnesota.”
The defendant keept track of who was accessing their website, and
therefore knew that the Minnesota computers were accessing the the net.
Defendants also prepare weekly statistical reports, which list the 500
people, most often accessing their server. The report for the week of August
26-Sept. 1, 1996 has two Minnesota computer addresses in the list of top 500
people accessing their websites

When the defendant posts information about its new, up-coming
service through a website, it seeks to develop a potential customer list of
users who will be essential to the success of its service.

544

Granite Gate Resorts at *7.
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It clearly obtained the website for the purpose of and in anticipation
that Internet users, who search the Internet for websites, will access the
defendant’s website and eventually fill out the forms and become part of
defendant’s customer list. 545
The court noted Minnesota through the Attorney General seeks to regulate
solicitation that comes to its state via phone lines hooked up for Internet
users.

The Minnesota State court held that in the consumer protection context,
courts have routinely held that out-of-state defendants soliciting in-state
residents have purposefully availed themselves of the privilege of
conducting business within the state.
It is the duty of the state to protect its residents from such unfair
practices. “If our courts are not open, the state will be without a remedy in
any court and the consumer protection act will be rendered useless.”
Progress in communications and transportation has made defense of a suit
in a foreign tribunal less burdensome.
Defendant tells its prospective customers, "We can either sue you in your
State or Belize." Minnesota certainly is much more convenient to both
parties than Belize.
Defendant should reasonably anticipate being. sued in Minnesota when
WagnerNet placed its ad on the Internet 24 hours, seven days a week, 365
days a year telling its prospective customers defendant may sue them in the
customer's home forum or Belize at defendant’s option.
The General Attorney of Minnesota claimed defendant had advertised in
Minnesota that gambling on the Internet was lawful despite of the
Minnesota Consumer Protection Statute.
The court pointed out that Internet advertising is not a passive activity and
similar to broadcast and direct mail solicitation, which is subject to suit in
Minnesota when defendant know their message will be broadcasted there.

The holding in Granite Gate Resorts has international implications
because the court took a broad view of personal jurisdiction with regard to
activity on the Internet and stated that advertising in English on a Website
evinces intent to reach the entire American market. Thus, the only aspect
of a Website that could undermine the assertion of personal jurisdiction by
a foreign country over an American on-line service provider would be the
language used in the site.
545

Granite Gate Resorts at *10.
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The third case is LFG, LLC v. Zapata.546 The court held personal
jurisdiction could be exercised on basis of a Internet “portal”547 with a
domain name equal to plaintiffs registered trademark. It remarked that
although it is unclear whether the defendants actually communicated with
those who had requested to be on the mailing list, it was clear that the
defendants eventually intended to do so. The availability of defendants'
mailing list was entirely within their control.
By failing to prevent Illinois residents from being put on their mailing
list, the defendants chose to establish contacts with and “enter” Illinois.
Illinois-Plaintiff, doing business as Zap Futures, was involved in the trading
of commodity futures and options over the Internet. It used the trademark
"ZAP" in connection with its goods and services and had maintained a
website with the Internet domain address "zapfutures.com" since 1996.
Texas-Defendant Zapata Corporation developed in early 1998 developed a
plan to create an Internet “portal” through which users could access the
Internet and formed co-defendant Zap Corp. in April 1998 as a
wholly-owned subsidiary in New York, where its computer server was
located as well.
In June 1998, defendants launched their website with the domain address
“zap.com.” The site was structured as a “portal,” offering a list of
connections to other websites by way of “hyperlinks.” Some of the linked
sites merely provided information; others were interactive - for example,
allowing users to purchase music or make travel reservations. The Zap site
connected users to the linked sites at no charge; in addition, it offered users
the opportunity to sign up for Zapata’s mailing list and the ability to make
the Zap site a user’s “starting page” at no charge.

The court held that the defendants purposefully reached out to Illinois,
and had a fair warning that they might be called before an Illinois court.
Also, the plaintiff’s trademark infringement, dilution, and unfair
competition claims were based on the contents of the websites.

546
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LFG, LLC v. Zapata Corporation, 78 F.Supp.2d 731 (N.D.Ill. 1999).
Internet Portals are “super” websites that provide a wide variety of services, aiming to be
“one-stop shops” for Internet needs. Portals typically offer access to Internet search
engines, e-mail accounts, discussion groups, websites categorized by topic, and
directories, among other things - all free to the user. Portals provide the services at no
cost to Internet users, and they generate their income by selling online advertising
space. Given the nature and function of Internet portals, they are not “passive.”
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d. Cases where even On-line activity was not
enough to find personal jurisdiction
In reviewing cases where courts, by reason of the Due Process Clause,
have declined to exercise personal jurisdiction, it can be of interest
especially to look at those cases were not even the presence of Cyberspace
facts could support a finding of jurisdiction. Such “negative” cases lightens
which Cyberspace facts does not have special weigh in relation to the
jurisdiction question.548
In this section will cases determined on limited long-arm statutes like
Bensusan v. King549 or K.C.P.L., Inc v. Nash550 not be mentioned since such
cases only have value for defendants drawn into that special U.S.-state and
as this paper in general only deal with the U.S. Constitutional requirement
in the Due Process Clause.
See also Chapter II.C.b.2 and this section III.D.a.2 and b.2.
On cases involving alien-defendants see also section III.B.f.2.
In section III.g.3 is made a list of cases rejecting exercise of personal
jurisdiction

From this group, certain guidelines can be made concerning which
web-site or on-line activities were not sufficient for exercise of personal
jurisdiction under the Due Process Clause.

1. Cases where there was not enough “minimum contacts”
The first category contains cases where there was not enough
“minimum contacts”, that is, the non-resident defendant did not avail
himself to conduct activities within the forum state and invoked the
benefits and protection of the forum state.
The constitutional touchstone here is foreseeability.551
548

Out of the previously statistic mentioned 163 cases belong 83 to this group.
Bensusan v. King, 126 F.3d 25, 27 at [1] (2nd Cir. 1997) affirmed the lower court decision in
937 F.Supp. 295, 301 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) of not exercising personal jurisdiction, because the
defendant did not “do business” in the sense of the special limited New York long-arm
statute, not on Due Process issues.
550
K.C.P.L., Inc v. Nash, 1998 WL 823657 (S.D.N.Y. 1998), where non-resident defendant
neighter transacted business nor committed a tortious act while physically present in
New York as is required by the limited New York long-arm statute.
551
Lauzon v. Joseph Ribkoff, Inc., 77 F.Supp.2d 1250 (S.D.Fla. 1999).
549
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The court in Lauzon v. Joseph Ribkoff pointed out defendant could not
have reasonably foreseen being haled into a Florida court on the basis of
these "random" and "fortuitous" contacts.
Plaintiff claimed amongst others that defendant had exceeded the scope of
the limited usage agreement by causing photographs to be published on the
Internet in the form of an electronic catalogue and in one or more
catalogues or magazines that were sent to South Florida. The court noted
that even assuming that Defendant's alleged contacts met the Florida
long-arm statute requirements, it was manifest that these contacts did not
satisfy the federal due process test.

The court in Scherr declined to assert jurisdiction because the website
did not target the forum residents.552
The court held it lacked personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state defendant
who distributed a newsletter over the Internet, free of charge, to subscribers
who posted their individual e-mail addresses to the defendant's website.
Roughly 20,000 people had submitted their e-mail addresses to subscribe in
this manner.
The court concluded that the level of interactivity attached to the
defendant's website was relatively low, since the only exchange was the
listing of the person's e-mail address for an electronic copy of the
newsletter, no money was exchanged and the only commercial information
in the newsletter consisted of advertisements for a lengthier print version of
the newsletter published by the defendant and other of the defendant's
products.

The minimum contacts requirements of the Due Process Clause are not
met by virtue of the defendant's maintenance of a Website on the Internet
where the website is similar to an advertisement in a national magazine or
newspaper.553
The court in Edberg v. Neogen Corporation554 pointed out that there was no
evidence that any user in forum state had accessed defendant’s website or
purchased products based upon the website advertisement and there was
neither any evidence that the website advertisement was directed at the
forum state anymore than anyplace else in the nation. Internet users could
not order products directly from the website but had to call an 800-toll-free
number or write.
552

Scherr v. Abrahams, 1998 WL 299678 at *5 (N.D.Ill. 1998).
Edberg v. Neogen Corp., 17 F.Supp.2d 104, 115 (D. Conn. 1998).
554
Edberg v. Neogen Corp., 17 F.Supp.2d 104 (D.Conn. 1998).
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The fact that the defendant had a Website, which was used by
Californians, could not “establish jurisdiction by itself.”555
In McDonough v. Fallon McElligott the court pointed out that because
the Web enables easy world-wide access, allowing computer interaction
via the web to supply sufficient contacts to establish jurisdiction would
eviscerate the personal jurisdiction requirement as it currently exists. The
court was not willing to take such a step.
Decisions finding jurisdiction based on the fact that a webpage is
accessible in the forum is wholly unpersuasive. To hold otherwise would
be to subject anyone who posts a webpage to jurisdiction on a worldwide
basis and would eviscerate personal jurisdiction requirements as they
currently exist.556
The nature of the Internet is such that it is accessible anywhere a laptop or
computer can be hooked up to a telephone or modem line.

¨Without some substantial act of sales in the forum by virtue of a
consumer visiting a website is a website not an offer to sell allegedly
infringing products in the forum state in the sense of 35 U.S.C. § 271(a).557
Specific jurisdiction may be appropriate in each state that a defendant has
“offered to sell” or sold the allegedly infringing product pursuant to 35
U.S.C. § 271(a): “whoever without authority makes, uses, offers to sell or
sells any patented invention ... infringes the patent”.558

The court in E-Data Corporation v. Micropatent Corporation noted as
one element for not exercising personal jurisdiction that “the allegedly
infringing processes emanated from information stored in [defendant’s]
Internet server located in Washington, from which any electronic offers to
sell using this allegedly infringing technology were generated.”559
Seattle-defendant’s website offered consumers to purchase photography
images via the Internet by paying a licensing fee and instantly downloads
555

McDonough v. Fallon McElligott, 1996 WL 753991 (S.D..Cal. 1996)(“The fact that Fallon has
a Website used by Californians cannot establish jurisdiction by itself”).
556
ESAB-2 at footnote 4.
557
ESAB-2 – ESAB Group, Inc. v. Centricut, LLC, 34 F.Supp.2d 32, 333 (D.S.Ca. 1999). See also
HolyAnne Corp. v. TFT Inc., 199 F.3d 1304 (Fed. Cir. 1999)(An offer to donate a product
is not an “offer to sell” for purposes of patent infringement under 35 U.S.C. § 271(a)).
558
ESAB-2 at footnote 5.
559
E-Data Corporation v. Micropatent Corporation, 989 F.Supp 173, 178 (D.Conn. 1997).
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images to the consumer’s computer.
It’s Internet service provider was a Washington corporation located in
Seattle.
The images were stored and transmitted from its Internet server in
Washington, and payment for purchased photos was received from
customers by credit card through "Netscape's Commerce Server" at U.S.
Bank in Seattle, Washington.
None of the photographers delivering photographs on defendant’s server
were in Connecticut.
Defendant’s customers were anonymous without any geographic
connection and should not give names or addresses.
Defendant’s only connection with a customer was a credit card transaction
number, but not even the credit card numbers themselves were preserved.
The licensing agreement provided for application of Washington law.
The website also contained defendants name, address, telephone and fax
numbers, e-mail address and a 1-800 number to obtain further information
on defendant’s service.
The court noted that there was no evidence of defendant’s Internet actually
had reached the forum state, i.e., that any form state’s resident ever
accessed Defendant’s website to view or use it.
Further the court pointed out that “the concept of ‘foreseeability’ alone has
never been a sufficient Constitutional benchmark for personal jurisdiction.”

Where a court’s state is not the focal point nor necessarily the locale of
the alleged harm suffered a passive website is not enough ground for
exercising of general jurisdiction and defamatory statements on a website
cannot ground exercising of specific jurisdiction.560
Plaintiffs in Lofton v. Turbine Design, Inc., 100 F.Supp.2d 404 (N.D.Miss.,
2000) filed in Mississippi actions alleging defamation, libel and slander,
tortious interference with contractual relations, conspiracy and interference.
Posted information focused on a Tennessee-plaintiff.
It was undisputed that Florida defendant posted, via their website,
information regarding alleged technical difficulties of Phoenix Corporation
STC, Mississippi and Tennessee, as well as the criminal history and mug
shot of a Mr. Gordon Bailey, one of the shareholders of Phoenix
Corporation.
The court found that the defendants had not established any contacts
directly related to the cause of action required for specific jurisdiction; thus,
the court had to examine the question of whether general jurisdiction could
be established.
The court noted that the case involved the question of whether or not a
560

Lofton v. Turbine Design, Inc., 100 F.Supp.2d 404 (N.D.Miss., 2000).
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party's Internet website could be a basis for personal jurisdiction.
The court held that defendants' website is used solely as an advertising tool,
because the site only displayed the defendants' business and products as
well as information about its services.
The court pointed out that the website did not contain a price list for
services, contract for engagement of services, or order form. It is not suited
for shopping or ordering online. It does not even offer the opportunity to
receive a quote as to costs of potential services via the site; it merely offers
pictures and information regarding the defendants' business and
information for accessing the defendants.
The court remarked that the plaintiffs persuasively had argued that the
defendants purposefully directed the alleged defamatory material
published on their website toward Mississippi residents and a Mississippi
corporation intending to harm their business activities and reputations.
Plaintiffs contended that personal jurisdiction should be conferred on a
non-resident defendant where the defendants knew or should have known
that their actions would cause injury in the forum state.
The court found that the forum state in this matter, Mississippi, was not the
focal point nor necessarily the locale of the alleged harm suffered.
The court pointed out that there was no evidence of any contact at all
between the defendants and the forum state, absent the Internet, and there
was no evidence that defendant’s site was accessed by Mississippi residents
other than the plaintiffs.
The court held that it was not the application of the law within the actual
court circuit to find the existence of personal jurisdiction of a non-resident
defendant based solely upon the postings on his website, which was simply
accessible by Mississippi residents.
Finding that defendant’s website was “a purely passive site,” the court held
that personal jurisdiction over the defendants was not appropriate.

In Blackburn the court held that a website, which permitted a reader to
send e-mail to the defendant website owner, but did not allow purchasing,
did not establish jurisdiction over the defendant in the reader’s forum.561
Websites for hotel reservations are a more modern version of toll-free
reservations and are not enough for exercise of either general or specific
jurisdiction.562
The court in Romero v. Holiday Inn held "800" number service like an
Internet connection allows a consumer to contact a hotel chain for
reservations directly and without charge. The distinction of using a
computer hooked to a telephone/data line is not relevantly different from
561
562

Blackburn v. Walker Oriental Rug Galleries, Inc., 999 F.Supp 636. 639 (E.D.Pa. 1998).
Romero v. Holiday Inn, 1998 WL 961384 (E.D.Pa., 1998).
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using a handset connected to that same line; one is in writing and one is by
voice - a distinction without difference in this context.

The court in Armouth International, Inc. v. Haband563 rejected the
exercise of jurisdiction, because the only activity in the forum state that
could possibly be deemed “purposeful,” was the activity the defendant
engaged in through its Internet retail website.
The court noted plaintiff had failed to sustain its prima facie burden of
establishing a substantial relationship between the Internet retail activity
and the defendant’s alleged breach of contract to purchase wholesale goods.

In a defamation action case564 the court held the place of the Internet
Service Provider in the forum state was not sufficient basis for either
general or specific jurisdiction.565
“Maintaining a website on the Internet, a world-wide system, cannot
without more satisfy the “purposefully availing” element.”
The court would not exercise jurisdiction in Minge v Cohen566
Plaintiff claimed Canadian defendant had conspired with another person to
make material misrepresentations about investment suitability of the
Canadian Company’s stocks. Canadian defendant, which had no
connection to the courts state, maintained a website containing information
relating to its operations and stock as well as a general introduction.

In People Solutions, Inc. v. People Solutions, Inc.567 the court exercising
specific personal jurisdiction where the defendant maintained a website
using plaintiff’s registered trademark name, “People Solutions”.
Texas-plaintiff provided human resources management.
California-defendant was a research and consulting company that offered
human resources related product and services to other organizations.
The court noted defendant’s website provided detailed descriptions
regarding the products and services it offered.
The website contained several interactive pages, which allowed customers
563

Armouth International, Inc. v. Haband Co., 715 N.Y.S.2d 438 (N.Y.A.D. 2 Dept. 2000).
Jewish Defense Organization, Inc. v. The Superior court of Los Angeles County, 72
Cal.App.4th 1045 (Cal.App.4th 1999).
565
Otherwise in Krantz v. Air Line Pilots Association & Nottke, 427 S.E..2d 326 (Va. 1993),
where the court held the determing place were the server as a mediator – not the target
to harm - was where jurisdiction could be.
566
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to take and score performance tests, download products demos, and order
products online. The site also provided a registration form whereby
customers could obtain product brochures, test demonstration diskettes, or
answers to questions.
The court pointed out that defendant had sold no products exclusively
through its website and sold no products or contracted for services with
anyone in Texas through the website or as a result of any Texan’s
interaction with the website.
The court did not believe that the evidence supported a finding that
defendant had, through its website, repeatedly contracted with Texas
residents over the Internet and the evidence did not support a finding of
personal jurisdiction over defendant.
Defendant had contacts with a client through this California and Chicago
branches. The court noted as for the fact that defendant had sent invoices to
this client’s branch offices in Texas was such attenuated contacts that they
neither was sufficient to establish a basis for personal jurisdiction.

The court in Rannoch, Inc. v. The Rannoch Corporation held that
Virginia’s long-arm statute was satisfied, but that the requirements of the
Due Process Clause were not because the defendant could not reasonably
have anticipated being haled into court in Virginia.568
Plaintiff in business of providing engineering services and computer
systems in the field of transport, aviation, navigation and communication
had a website at www. rannoch.com.
One-person defendant, Texas, made company name on basis of his
ancestral ties to the Rannoch community in Scotland and made websites via
the domain names www. rannoch.org and www. steam-training.com.
He had no knowledge of the existence of plaintiff and its domain name
until informed hereof by plaintiff.
Defendants website made it clear that defendant’s primary focus was
"promoting interest and involvement in steam railroading among people in
North America."
The website described the various steam locomotive driving courses for
which defendant would make travel arrangements.
It further contained a "classifieds" section for other organizations that wish
to sell or buy products related to steam locomotives. This advertising was
provided free, and defendant had no involvement in any transactions that
ensued from the placement of these classifieds.
The site also had a section on valuation of locomotives and personal safety
considerations inherent in steam railroading activities.
Defendant’s website provided contact information, including its toll-free
568
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number, fax number, address, and email address; an interactive form with
spaces for comments, the visitor's name, address, telephone number, fax
number, and email address; hypertext links to email defendant directly; and
an interactive form for potential advertisers to submit their classified
listings.

The court noted that in short, there appeared to be nothing more than
the placement of the website on the Internet with knowledge of the
possibility that the site might be accessed in Virginia. This alone did not
satisfy the due process jurisdictional standard, particularly where plaintiff
did not show that the defendant, when it chose its corporate name, had
any knowledge of plaintiff or its trademarks. The mere use of a name
similar to that of a Virginia company nor the creation of the website,
without more, was not activity purposefully directed at Virginia.569
In Search Force Inc. v. DataForce International Inc.,570 both parties
utilized Internet postings. The defendant was alleged to misuse a mark as
domain name and creating confusion between competitors of personnel
recruitment and placement services in the area of information technology.
Since 1990 Plaintiff had used the mark "Data Force" from Indiana.
Defendant had in 1992 in Florida started business and made website on
www. dforce.com.
Both parties utilized Internet postings, national advertising, and toll-free
numbers and used two interactive recruiting websites, owned and operated
by third parties, www. monster.com and www. dice.com.
Searches under "Data Force" produced listings by both Search Force and
Dataforce International.

The court noted that there was no evidence that communication via the
two thirds parties' sites had occurred between defendant and potential
recruits or employers in Indiana. There were either facts indicating the
level of interactivity and commercial nature of defendant’s website or the
third parties' had resulted in exchange of any information that showed
defendant had purposefully directed its activity in a substantial way to
Indiana.
It rejected both general and specific jurisdiction. With respect to the
latter the court noted, that it was not persuaded defendant's Internet
presence on interactive websites infered that the alleged injury occurred
within Indiana. The court also noted that there was no indication that
569
570

Rannoch at 686
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defendant was aware of plaintiff in Indiana prior to it's incorporation, in
1992 in Florida. The defendant could not reasonably anticipate being haled
into court in Indiana.571

2. Cases where exercise of jurisdiction would not be fair play
and substantial justice
The second category is cases where exercise of jurisdiction would
offend traditional fair play and substantial justice. This standard is
discretionary.
Until transactions with the forum state residents are consummated
through defendants website, the defendant cannot reasonably anticipate
that it will be brought before that forums court, simply because they
advertise their products through a global medium, which provides the
capacity of engaging in commercial transactions. It is therefore
presumptively unreasonable to require it to submit to the burden of
litigations in this forum.572
In Weinstein v. Todd Marine Enterprises573 the court refused “to extend
traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice to the indeterminable
boundaries of the Internet,” and defendant’s passive Web activity, without
more, did not establish (general) personal jurisdiction in Virginia.574
“Given the indefinable and infinite nature of the Internet, and the
accessibility of the World Wide Web to anyone with a laptop computer and
a telephone line, such a finding would not only be unconstitutional, but
egregiously impractical for purposes of judicial economy.”
The court noted in the case involving alleged fraud in connection with sale
of seven cruisers and claims of violations of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty
Act,575 which does not authorize nation-wide service, that New Jersey
defendant’s Internet advertisement did not come from any Website hosted
by defendant but was located at “BoatTrader.com”, which was an on-line
classified advertisement service.
This was only a passive web activity that did not establish general personal
jurisdiction under the 5th Amendment Due Process Clause.
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The court in Winfield Collection, Ltd. v. McCauley576 held that the
result of two auction sales underpinning the instant dispute, and over
which defendant had little, if any, control, was fortuitous and de minimus
contacts. Therefore, it would offend traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice to exercise personal jurisdiction.577
Like an isolated advertisement in nationally-distributed magazine – No S
jurisdiction (G not asserted) - auction-sales via E-bay – competitors in
home-craft patterns – product-copyright infringement
Texas Defendant produced home-craft patterns through a website which
could send and receive messages, including responding to purchase orders.
No evidence that website had resulted in the development of any customer
base in the forum state.
Defendant claimed sales were made upon submitting her crafts for sale on
“E-bay”, an on-line auction house.
Court noted that the function of an auction is to permit the highest bitter to
purchase the property offered for sale, and the choice of that highest bidder
is therefore beyond the control of the seller. Thus, a defendant can no be
said from such auctions sales to have “purposefully availed” of the
privilege of doing business in the forum state.578 Without such indications of
active efforts to secure customers in the forum state through the website the
use of the Internet alone is no more indicative of local jurisdictional contacts
than an isolated advertisement in a nationally-distributed magazine.579

The court in Pres-Kap found it wildly beyond the reasonable
expectations of computer-information users, and also offending traditional
notions of fair play and substantial justice, if users of 'on-line' services
soliciting, engaged, and serviced entirely in state by the supplier's local
representatives, could be brought into court in the state in which supplier's
billing office and database happen to be located.580
In Millennium Enterprise the court rejected on the ground of the
notions of “fair play and substantial justice” that an interactive website
could constitute “purposeful availment” of a forum, specific personal
jurisdiction, by simply being continuously accessible to residents of that
forum. The court also rejected that such an website could be considered
“continuous and systematic” for purposes of general jurisdiction.
576

Winfield Collection, Ltd. v. McCauley, 105 F.Supp.2d 746 (E.D.Mich. 2000).
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Otherwise, the “logical conclusion” would be that, “a plaintiff could
sue a foreign defendant in any forum and claim jurisdiction based on the
defendant’s interactive Website, even if the cause of action is unrelated to
the Website.”581 “Businesses offering products through the Internet,
particular small businesses, might forego this efficient and accessible
avenue of commerce if faced with the “litigious nightmare of being subject
to suit” in every jurisdiction in this country.”582
Until transactions with [the forum courts] residents are consummated
through the defendants' Website, defendants cannot reasonably anticipate
that they will be brought before the forum court, simply because they
advertise their products through a global medium which provides the
capability of engaging in commercial transactions. It is, therefore,
"presumptively ... unreasonable to require [them] to submit to the burdens
of litigations" in this forum.583
The court in Stomp pointed out that if the exercise of jurisdiction via
the Internet served to expose an entity to state law claims which it had no
notice of, or which were entirely foreign to the laws of its home forum,
then a closer inspection of the fundamental fairness of such jurisdiction
might be required.584
The court agreed with other courts that have feared that exercise of
jurisdiction based on an entity's Internet activities would open “the Web
user up to inconsistent regulations” and “raises the specter of dramatically
chilling what may well be the most participatory marketplace of mass
speech that this country--and indeed the world--has yet seen.”
The Stomp court recognized that a broad exercise of personal jurisdiction
over defendants who engage in commerce over the Internet might have
devastating effects on local merchants and small businesses that seek to
expand through the Internet.585
These small businesses make up the backbone of the American economy
and should not have to bear the burden of defending suits in distant fora
when they mean only to allow local consumers to buy their wares from the
convenience of their own homes.
But the Stomp Court next pointed out that the concern for commercial
defendant “must be balanced against the ability of a distant consumer to
press its cause against a defendant who uses the Internet to do business
within the forum while remaining outside the boundaries of the
581
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jurisdiction.

In Expert Pages v. Buckalew586 the court held exercise of personal
jurisdiction would be constitutionally unreasonable in view of defendant’s
limited contact with California, and the overwhelming burden defending
the case in that district court would impose on defendant. The court noted
that it appeared from the record in the case that if that court were to
exercise personal jurisdiction, the defendant would be deprived of an
opportunity to defend himself.
Plaintiff claimed its copyright was violated by defendant making an
unauthorized copy of a website for the purpose of sending electronic mail
messages to the persons advertising on the site.
Defendants business did not appear to have been terribly successful - has
only twelve paying customers.
The e-mail messages allegedly disparaged plaintiff and offered defendant’s
service as an alternative.
The court pointed out that other than the operation of defendant’s website,
defendant did not appear to have any other commercial or business
activities. He resided on the other side of the country and had not had
occasion to travel to California since he was very young.
While defendant has minimum contacts with this state, these contacts are
barely greater than the constitutional threshold.

The court in TY, Inc. v. Clark587 found personal jurisdiction over the
defendant based upon the presence of their website unappropriate.
The case dealt with a British defendant that used a domain name very
similar to plaintiffs world famous registered mark for its website where
defendant advertised in U.S. dollars most of plaintiff’s products in
competition with plaintiff.

In Callaway Golf Corp. v. Royal Canadian Golf Association588 the court
noted that even if the defendant had purposely availed itself of
California’s benefits and protections, exercise of jurisdiction over
defendant in California would be unreasonable.589
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The court rejected exercise of both general and specific personal
jurisdiction. Plaintiff, a Californian world known manufacture of golf-clubs,
made a Titanium Driver, which the United States Golf Association deemed
as non-conforming with its standards.
Later its Canadian counterpart, defendant, made the same decision and
made some press releases, which deemed the plaintiff’s drivers nonconforming, but did not specify a particular model. The press releases was
distributed to some 100 Canadian media contacts and 4 U.S. publications,
and was further posted on defendant’s website.
The month after defendant limited its press release to only cover one of
plaintiff’s drivers.
Plaintiff sued defendant in California and seeked compensatory and
punitive damages, as well as injunctive relief.
As for specific personal jurisdiction the court noted that plaintiff had not
adduced facts sufficient to establish defendant knew or should know
plaintiff was a resident of California, had its principal place of business in
California, or otherwise would feel the brunt of the effects of defendant’s
actions in California.590
The court pointed out that merely knowing a corporate plaintiff might be
located in California did not fulfill the effects test.591
Defendant had not purposely availed itself of the protections and privileges
of California.592
As for defendant's Website the court especially remarked it allowed users to
view press releases and information about Canadian golfers, the
development of the game of golf in Canada, defendant’s decisions, and
defendant-sponsored seminars. Users could also sign a "Guestbook" which
allowed users to post questions to the defendant, to which the staff posted
responsive answers.
The court pointed out defendant could and did conduct commercial activity
by allowing users to purchase tickets to defendant-sponsored golf
tournaments, copies of the Rules of Golf, and other products.
In 1998, two persons listing California addresses had purchased tickets
through the Website; respective two persons listing California addresses
had purchased the Rules of Golf through defendant's site, albeit one of
those purchased was by the husband of a legal assistant of Callaway's
attorneys.
Defendant’s commercial activity on its Website constituted a small portion
of its revenue - no more than 0.11% of RCGA's gross sales.
The court noted that ‘the critical inquiry in determining whether there was
a purposeful availment of the forum state is the quality, nor merely the
quantity, of the contacts,” and that the plaintiff’s claim did not arise from
590
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that on-line commercial activity, as required for exercise of specific personal
jurisdiction.593
As for general personal jurisdiction the court held defendant’s contacts
were not continuous, systematic, or substantial enough.594
The court remarked only on one occasion, in 1998, had an individual with a
California address purchased tournament tickets from defendant through
its website, paying $70.00, which represented 0.000304% of defendant’s total
revenue. Further, only two individuals listing California addresses had
purchased copies of the Rules of Golf through defendant’s website for a
total of $7.50, or 0.0000326% of defendant’s total revenue.

The court in Butler v. Beer Across America595 held that considerations
of "fair play and substantial justice" did not support personal jurisdiction
over the non-resident defendant, and transferred the case to a court in
defendant’s own state.
It emphasized that the defendant’s site “clearly” did not anticipate the
regular exchange of information across the Internet, much less provide for
such interaction. Rather, it was closer to an electronic version of a postal
reply card.
Defendant were three related Illinois corporations engaged in the marketing
and sale of alcoholic beverages and other, complementary merchandise.
The court initially remarked it had to deal with the “question: whether
personal jurisdiction properly may be asserted by a federal court sitting in
diversity in Alabama over a non-resident Illinois defendant in an action
arising from a sale made in Illinois solely in response to an order placed by
an Alabama resident via the Internet?”
The court pointed out that defendant did not advertise with local or
regional media specifically targeting the Alabama market, and plaintiff'
“son was never directly solicited by defendants by any means prior to
placing his order.”
The court held that defendant “did not enter into any continuing
relationship with plaintiff's son, but rather made a single sale amounting to
$24.95.”
In footnote 8 the court noted that “Although the sale to plaintiff's son
purported to enroll him into a "club" that would send additional, monthly
shipments of specially selected lagers and ales, the terms of sale clearly
reveal that any future commitment was purely illusory as plaintiff's son
was free at any time to terminate his "club" membership without penalty.
In reality, plaintiff purchased and received a single shipment of beer and
593
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had the non-binding option to make additional, future purchases.”
That plaintiff's son's order was placed over Beer Across America's Internet
site on the World Wide Web was “another important distinction between
the instant case and prior Alabama decisions, which all involved some
degree of personal interaction between the plaintiffs and the non-resident
defendants or their agents, and warrants some additional consideration.”
The court pointed out that the fact that many companies have established
virtual beachheads on the Internet and the fact that the Internet is now
accessible from almost any point on the globe have created complex, new
considerations in counting minimum contacts for purposes of determining
personal jurisdiction.
The court found the limited degree of interactivity available on the
defendants' website was “certainly insufficient” to satisfy the minimum
contacts requirement of due process to exercise personal jurisdiction over
these defendant.

The exercise of jurisdiction would not be fair, just, or reasonable if any
defendant who advertises nationally or on the Internet could expect to be
haled into court in any state for a cause of action that does not relate to the
advertisements.596
In JB Oxford Holdings, Inc. v. Net Trade Inc.,597 the court held that it
would not comport with traditional notions of fair play and substantial
justice to subject defendant to personal jurisdiction in Florida.
Defendant incorporated in Delaware had principal place of business and
only office in Virginia.
Defendant had tree websites on which it advertised its brokerage service.
The websites contained the alleged infringing mark “Net Trade” and a tollfree number.
The sites enabled the viewers to enter information about themselves and
apply for a trading account over the Internet.
Viewers could also e-mail questions to defendant, download trading
demonstrations, and receive free information about day trading.
The sites clearly were clearly directed toward special states, as Defendant
only accepted applications from persons who resided in one of the
seventeen states in which defendant was registered to do business. The
websites noted that other states would be available in near future as
registrations took place. It had applied to do business as a broker/dealer in
the state of Florida but at the time for the court dealing the application
remained pending.
The court found the site was interactive but that the website quality of
596
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contacts between the viewers in Florida and defendant was low, because
the site expressly limited defendant’s business services to residents of
specified states, excluding Florida.
The court held personal jurisdiction in Florida could not be exercised,
because it was not reasonable for defendant to anticipate being haled into
court in Florida.

The court in Stewart v. Vista Point Verlag598 held that finding
jurisdiction over German-defendant would offend the Due Process Clause.
Also, the defendant’s website was insufficient to establish the requisite
minimum contacts.
Plaintiff was a performance artist who had developed a lucrative full-time
career posting as the Statute of Liberty on covers of many newspapers and
magazines over the world. She had also appeared numerous commercials,
advertising campaigns and feature films and television round the world.
She alleged defendant impermissibly had used a photograph on her
dressed as the Statute of Liberty on the cover and first page of one of
defendant’s German-language guidebooks and on its website.
Defendant’s primary business was the production and sale of travel guides
targeted for use by German-speaking individuals located in the Germanspeaking market, i.e., Germany, Austria and Switzerland. It also offered for
sale a Dutch language version of the guide in question in Belgium and the
Netherlands.
Vista Point contended that it operated an Internet webpage on which it sold
its products and that it has sold only seven copies of its German-language
New York City Guide & Plans through the web page, none of which were
sold to individuals in New York. Vista Point further contended that it did
not transact any business in New York, over the Internet or otherwise.
Plaintiff argued the following contacts with New York State was enough for
exercise of personal jurisdiction: maintenance of a website consisting of
advertisements that can be accessed from New York; the offering for sale of
travel guides through Vista Point's website, Amazon.de and
Sportbuch.com; Amazon.de and Sportbuch.com's sending Vista Point's
products to plaintiff in New York; Vista Point's acceptance of plaintiff's
order and confirmation that its product will be sent to plaintiff directly;
producing a book intended to be brought to New York; sending of a
photographer to New York to take photographs to be used in the travel
guide; selling the travel guide to purchasers in New York; and engaging in
a marketing scheme with Ford Motor Company and AAA over the Internet.
The court held the requirements for the New York long-arm statute was not
satisfied.
598
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The court noted plaintiff has not alleged facts that would allow the court to
conclude that Vista Point has minimum contacts with New York and not
alleged that Vista Point purposefully availed itself of the privilege of
conducting business in New York. To the contrary, plaintiff had alleged that
Vista Point has had only random and sporadic contacts, if any, with New
York. “Random and sporadic contacts are not sufficient to satisfy the due
process clause.”
Plaintiff's allegations, that Vista Point's guidebooks were intended to be
brought to New York City and that Vista Point knew that they would be
brought to New York City, did not provide jurisdiction.
Vista Point's maintenance of a website and its alleged marketing campaign
was also insufficient to establish the requisite minimum contacts.
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e. Cyberspace & General Personal Jurisdiction
General personal jurisdiction permits a court to exercise personal
jurisdiction over a non-resident defendant when "that party can be called
to answer any claim against her, regardless of whether the subject matter
of the cause of action has any connection to the forum."599 It can be
exercised over non-forum related activities when the defendant has
engaged in substantial, systematic and continuous activities in the forum
state.600 These contacts must be "so substantial and of such a nature as to
justify suit against it on causes of action arising from dealings entirely
distinct from those activities." Even “continuous activity of some sorts
within a state is not enough to support the demand” to exercise general
jurisdiction.601
The existence of a click-wrap agreement on a website, that does not
engage in “electronic commerce” is not enough to premise general
jurisdiction.602
Factors to be considered in evaluating a claim to assert general personal
jurisdiction can be distilled to the following relevant factors:603
Whether the corporate defendant is
1. engaged in business in this state;
2. licensed to do business in this state;
3. owning, leasing, or controlling property (real or personal) or
assets in this state;
4. maintaining employees, offices, agents, or bank accounts in this
state;
5. present in that shareholders reside in this state;
6. maintaining phone or fax listings within this state;
7. advertising or soliciting business in this state;
8. traveling to this state by way of salespersons, etc.;
9. paying taxes in this state;
10. visiting potential customers in this state;
11. recruiting employees in the state;
12. generating a substantial percentage of its national sales through
revenue generated from in-state customers.
599
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In Molnlycke v. Dumex the court pointed out to hold that general
personal jurisdiction could be established solely by the existence of
websites such as those in that case (see below) would deal a serious blow
to the concept of personal jurisdiction. Virtually every corporation,
domestic and foreign, would be subject to the general personal jurisdiction
of every state. While personal jurisdiction and other legal doctrines must
obviously evolve in light of new technologies, the court did not believe the
time has yet come to abandon personal jurisdiction altogether.
Consequently, the court granted defendant's motion to transfer because
this court lacks personal jurisdiction over it. 604
Defendants two websites was by the court describes as follows605:
Defendant maintained two websites located at www. dumex.com and
www. woundcaredirect.com.
The latter permitted users to place their names and addresses on a mailing
list to receive product information.
The websites advertised defendant’s products generally, including the
product that was subject for the cause of action
Products could be ordered directly from the websites by clicking on any
listed product, adding that item to a shopping cart, completing an on-line
order from, and supplying a credit card number.

The court pointed out that the Plaintiff had not only failed to show that
the defendant's websites targeted the forum state, but also failed to
demonstrate that the websites were “’central’ to the defendant’s business.”
It did not exercise general personal jurisdiction because the court could not
find defendant’s product sales in the forum state to be either systematic or
central enough.606
In Zippo, the court named the highest form of interactivity on a
websites “clearly doing business,” but it did not on the other hand, limit
this form of interactivity only to websites providing the exercise of general
personal jurisdiction, that is, substantial, continuous, and systematic
contacts with the forum state.
The court in Millennium defined “doing business over the Internet” as
only such “businesses which conduct a significant portion of their business
through ongoing Internet relationships; for example, by entering into
604
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contracts with residents of a foreign jurisdiction that involve the knowing
and repeated transmission of computer files over the Internet.”607 This
definition of “doing business over the Internet,” which requires a
“significant portion” or “repeated transmission” seems nearly to require
the same as if exercising general personal jurisdiction, but the Millennium
court did not make such a equalization.
In Chiaphua Components Ltd. v. West Bend Comp.608 the court,
rejecting exercise of personal jurisdiction, used a similar limited definition
and only found the interactive website in question to fit for the
intermediate level even though defendants website allowed visitors to
make purchases, albeit not of the disputed water distillers. The actual sales
within the forum were $3,934,768 in 1997, or 1.75% of total sales. The court
noted that “[a]lthough a relatively small percentage of the overall sales of
the corporation, it is difficult to conclude the sales are de minimus.”
The U.S. courts seem to be extremely careful not to exercise general
personal jurisdiction over aliens on the ground of Cyberspace facts. As of
December 2000 out of 163 cases concerning personal jurisdiction and
Cyberspace, no case seems to have found general personal jurisdiction on
Cyberspace facts alone.
The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in Mink v. AAAA
Development LLC609 held that a website containing advertising, a toll-free
phone number, a printable order form, a mailing address, and an e-mail
address that did not accept orders, but allowed defendant to reply to email initiated by website visitors, was insufficient to establish general
personal jurisdiction.
The court had initially noted that plaintiff had not established any contacts
directly related to the cause of action (copy infringement) required for
personal jurisdiction.

Given the nature of general jurisdiction, corporations have a right to
structure their affair to avoid the general jurisdiction of state’s courts”.610
In Howard v. Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler,611 the court rejected
general jurisdiction, and noted, “mere advertising or marketing activities
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do not constitute an adequate basis for general jurisdiction absent a
systematic and continuous course of doing business in the forum state.”
In a employment dispute with his employer, the accounting firm KPMG
Peat Marwick’s New York City office plaintiff sued defendant (KPMG), a
Netherlands-based association with the primary functions are setting
standards that its member firms are required to maintain if they are to use
the Klynveld name; and providing general assistance upon request to
member firms in obtaining professional literature and other information.
These activities are funded through annual dues received from each
member firm. It had no office or employees in the United States.
Plaintiff argued defendant was subject to general jurisdiction and relied on
the fact that defendant advertised in U.S. in various media, including in
print and the Internet.

In many cases plaintiffs have tried to have courts exercise general
personal jurisdiction on the ground of the defendant’s use of Cyberspace,
but the courts have demanded evidence of a very high interactivity before
they are willing to state that the Cyberspace facts are ground for
substantial, continuous, and systematic contacts with the forum.
The court in Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronics, Inc.612 went as far as to
hold that a website belonging to the (middle or) "Type 2" interactivitysituation can “not rise to the level of commercial activity justifying general
jurisdiction.” Thus, it held exercise of general jurisdiction must require at
least “ clearly doing business.”
In Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronic, Inc.613, where defendant did not do
“electronic commerce”, the plaintiff claimed exercise of ground of
defendant’s website contained hyperlinks, e-mail addresses and a clickwrap agreement. The court held the website simply provided information
to interested parties.
The court further noted that “[w]hat Plaintiff terms a "click-wrap"
agreement is nothing more than an acknowledgment of the acceptance of
the terms and conditions for use of Defendant's Website. Said agreement
bears no relationship to the sale of goods. Accepting that such an agreement
is enforceable, to hold Defendant subject to "general jurisdiction" in
essentially every State based upon such an attenuated contact would clearly
violate all notions of "fair play and substantial justice."”

612
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Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronics, Inc., 2000 WL 124566 (E.D.Pa. 2000) at *6.
Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronic, Inc., 2000 WL 124566 at FN2 (E.D.Pa. 2000).
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The cases, that will be mentioned below, have been selected because
the plaintiff’s have alleged that general personal jurisdiction should be
exercised.
A conclusion which can be drawn is that Cyberspace alone does not
entitle the exercise of general jurisdiction, due to the requirement of
substantial, continuous, and systematic contacts with the forum. An
exeption might be an on-line business with on-line-payment, enough
amount sold in the forum, and the on-line business being “central” for the
total earnings of the company.
Out of approximately eighty Cyberspace related cases where plaintiff
has claimed general personal jurisdiction, the courts have only granted
general personal jurisdiction in seven of the instances, and there have been
more facts than Cyberspace facts in these cases.
The court in Coastal Video Communication Corp. v. The Staywell
Corp. 614 found the facts in Mieczkowski615 (see below) very analogous, but
rejected to decide on the question of general jurisdiction concerning the
presented facts, and directed the plaintiff to seek discovery of information
within 15 days.
Plaintiff in Virginia filed action seeking a declaration that its handbook
“Defending Your Safety Zone: Back Protection” did not infringe on
copyrighted material contained in Californian defendant’s “Safety Zone:
Using Natural Limits to Protect Your Back”.
The plaintiff was all over United States in business of producing employee
handbooks, video training programs, posters, and interactive CD-ROM
course.
Defendant was in business of publishing patient education, health
promotion, safety, and injury prevention training materials. It had since
1991 held copyright on the material in its handbook.
It was undisputed that defendant sold its products to managed care
organizations, more that seventy percent of hospitals in the United States; to
more than 100,000 physicians, nurses, and health educators in private
practice and hospitals; and to customers in fifty countries on six continents.
Defendant had also sent mailings to Virginia residents containing order
forms and free product samples. It had sold products to at least three
hospitals in Virginia. Kramer was qualified to do business in Virginia and
maintained a registered agent there.
Defendant had a website that allowed customers to order products directly
on-line and visitors of the site could download a free demonstration of an
614

Coastal Video Communication Corp. v. The Staywell Corp., 59 F.Supp.2d 562 (E.D.Va.
1999).
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Mieczkowski v. Masco Corp., 997 S.Supp 782 (E.D.Tex. 1998).
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on-line “On Demand Patient Education Program”. The site also contained
advertising for employment opportunities, e-mail address and fax number.

The court pointed out that when conducting the general jurisdiction
analysis, it is not enough to find that an inter-active website has the
potential to reach a significant percentage of the forum state’s population.
Instead, for the contact to be continuous and systematic, there must be
proof that the website is actually reaching a portion of the state’s
population. Also, there must be some evidence that there have actually
been generated sufficient sales in the forum state for the contacts to be
considered continuous and systematic.
Before the court would decide the general jurisdictional question, it
needed more information on the “commercial” site in the form of “a most
reliable indicator” for example the amount of sales generated in the state
by or through the interactive website; and how many times a website had
been accessed by residents or businesses located in that specific state.

1. Non-residents in the U.S.
(1) General Jurisdiction exercised
All the following cases show that the exercising general jurisdiction has
been based on the defendant’s commercial-websites and other business
relationship with the forum.
In Mieczkowski v. Masco Corp.616 the court held that general personal
jurisdiction could be exercised partly on the ground of an interactive
website.
Plaintiff’s three-year son had died using a bunk bed that a North Carolina
furniture company had sold and delivered in 1982 to a Virginia family,
which sold the bed in 1994 to plaintiff in North Carolina. The Mieczkowski
later moved to Texas, where the son in 1996 used the bed for the very first
time.
The furniture company had no office or salesperson in Texas, but had over
the last years before the lawsuit sold for approximately $717.000 or 3.2 % of
defendant’s gross sales income. In the same period it had bought 0.2 % of its
furniture in Texas and done direct mailing to previous Texas customers.
The court initially rejected exercise of specific personal jurisdiction.
616

Mieczkowski v. Masco Corp., 997 S.Supp 782 (E.D.Tex. 1998).
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The court did not decide whether or not general jurisdiction could be
exercised alone on the defendants website because of the above mentioned
facts, but the court did emphasize that defendant’s website was clearly
“designed to solicit business in a manner that exceeds traditional notion of
advertising.”
The court pointed out that customers could “communicate directly
with ‘on-line’ sales representatives in the defendant’s ‘internet Sales
Division’ to facilitate purchasing via electronic mail (‘e-mail’).”
It also noted that the “Internet allows businesses to conduct their trade
with the stroke of a few keys from their desktop computers without ever
leaving the office or picking up the telephone…There is the possibility that
certain uses of the Internet can provide the type of “minimum contacts”
sufficient to allow a court to exercise personal jurisdiction…[T]he
likelihood that personal jurisdiction can be constitutionally exercises is
directly proportionate to the nature and quality of the commercial activity
that an entity conducts over the Internet…Such a flexible approach
comports with traditional principles regarding personal jurisdiction.” The
court found no reason why the analysis should not be applied equally to
cases involving a general jurisdiction analysis.
In Jones v. Beech Aircraft Corp.617 the website was one of many factors
determining general jurisdiction.
Airplane crashed in New Zealand and 6 people were killed. Their
survivors, all foreign nationalities, sued in Texas court alleging product
defect and negligence claims against aircraft manufacturer Beech Aircraft
Corporation, a Kansas corporation with principal place of business in
Wichita, Kansas. Beech was a wholly owned subsidiary of Raytheon
Company, Texas.
The court found that the evidence demonstrated not only common
ownership and commonality among the officers and directors of the various
companies, but also that Beech exercised control over the daily operations
of the subsidiary.
The court concluded that the relationship between Beech and other
subsidiaries in the Raytheon Company were so close that the court held
Beech did business in Texas through the local activities of these
subsidiaries.
The Raytheon Company's website, including the Beech homepage, provides
employment information and information about how to acquire Beech
aircraft.
617

Jones v. Beech Aircraft, 995. S.W.2d 767 (Tex.App. 1999).
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The court found the site was somewhat interactive. It allowed users to input
information that the host computer uses to provide the name and phone
number of the nearest sales representative, including the Texas sales
representatives. The site also included an e-mail icon.
The court held that although the website alone would not be sufficient to
establish jurisdiction in Texas, it believed the website was a factor to
consider along with the other contacts that existed in the case.
These other contacts were: Beech’s subsidiaries contact with Texas; Beech’s
Texas telephone listing; The aircraft sold to a Texas resident in December
1969 and since then operated by Texas residents in Texas and Oklahoma;
The aircraft was modified in Friendswood, Texas, in 1976, including
installation of engines and a Beech-made part, which the survivors alleged
caused the plane to be defective; There were different opinions including
another previously air crash in Texas as a result of a similar alleged defect.
The court held that Beech had calculatedly attempted to cover its tracks in
Texas.

The court concluded that all these contacts, combined with Beech's
ability to solicit sales in Texas through its subsidiaries and through the
Internet, were sufficient to subject Beech to general jurisdiction in Texas.
General personal jurisdiction was also held by a court in Illinois in
Kavo America Corp. v. J.F. Jelenko & Co.,618 where a New York-defendant
had a sales-contract with the plaintiff and through its website actively
solicited Illinois residents, which comprised about 10 percent of the
defendant’s overall income.
The court emphasized that ten percent of the overall income was a
significant amount and could not be characterized as inadvertent, trivial,
or sporadic. Instead it indicated that defendant was engaged in a
regularity of activities in Illinois. The website allowed visitors to click on
“your state” from a list that included Illinois.
In Replacements Ltd. v. MidweSterling619 the North Carolina’s Court of
Appeals held that MidweSterling contacts with North Carolina were
sufficient to support the exercise of both specific and general jurisdiction.
Missouri corporation had maintained business relationship with North
Carolina corporation for several years and had placed several phone calls to
North Carolina corporation's headquarters regarding business transactions.
It has purposely availed itself of the privilege of doing business in North
Carolina through direct mail to at least fifty residents and advertisements in
journals, which were circulated in North Carolina.
618
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Kavo America Corp. v. J.F. Jelenko & Co., 2000 WL 715602 at *4 (N.D.Ill. 2000).
Replacements Ltd. v. MidweSterling, 515 S.E.2d 46 (App. North Carolina 1999).
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It advertised on an Internet website which was available to North Carolina
citizens. The website allowed residents throughout all the United States,
including North Carolina, to place orders via internet access.

The court in Wise v. Lindamood620 held that the website was
moderately interactive, and along with other business facts, found general
personal jurisdiction over defendants. The website allowed i.e. customers
to request for catalogs and information. Defendant’s employees’ would
communicate back via the Internet.
California defendant authored programs to develop the sensory cognitive
processes that underlie reading, spelling, language comprehension, math,
and visual motor skills. She owned the copyright in the text, and claimed
trademark protection for her name.
Colorado plaintiff conducted seminars for teachers and other professionals
who worked with students with reading disabilities. Each seminar
participant received a manual authored by plaintiff entitled “Linguistic
Remedies for Reading Disabilities” of which plaintiff held copyright.
Linguistic Remedies referenced defendant and her programs.
Plaintiffs filed a complaint seeking a declaratory judgment that the manual
did not infringe defendant’s rights.
Defendant maintained a website at that advertises both its courses and
products.
The site permitted Colorado-based consumers to submit requests for
product catalogs, and information regarding workshops/conferences,
individualized treatment programs, and school-wide treatment programs.
For all of these requests, the requester was required to provide an electronic
mail address, thus suggesting that individual defendant’s employees
communicate via the Internet with requesters.
Individuals could register via the Website for "open houses" or "clinics."

The case, Bochan v. Harris,621 shows a special variation of how the
contents on a website can be held to be continuous and systematic contact,
and actually determine exercise of personal jurisdiction. The case shows
the importance for websites owners not only to be aware of the legislation
on the 14th Amendment Due Process, but also to be aware of the different
states long-arm statutes when considering where to risk being haled into
court.

620
621

Wise v. Lindamood, 89 F.Supp.2d 1187 (D.Colo. 1999).
Bochan v. La Fontaine & Harris, 68 F.Supp.2d 692 (E.D. Va. 1999).
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The defendants posted in 1988622 libelous messages from Texas and New
Mexico on an Internet newsgroup by i.e. accusing the plaintiff, a Virginia
resident, of being a pedophile. This happened under “correspondence”
initiated by plaintiff posting criticisms of La Fontaine’s book on the
Kennedy conspiracy theories on a Usenet newsgroup623.
Harris had posted his message through Earthlink or High Fiber, a New
Mexico-based Internet Service Provider.
The District court of Virginia held it could exercise jurisdiction over Harris.
He had (in the U.S. constitutional analysis) targeted Virginia, where
defendant knew plaintiff lived and would be harmed, and he had in the
meaning of the Virginia long-arm624 had continuously and systematic
contacts, because “Internet advertising accessible to Virginia residents 24
hours a day [generally] constitutes solicitation of business in Virginia.”
Harris, living in New Mexico, was the owner of “Computer Works” having
a website, which was “interactive in several ways, although no sales” were
concluded through it. “[E]ven if the website contains sufficient geographic
limitations to diminish its jurisdictional significance outside those
geographic areas, Harris's own advertisements of specific computers on
Internet newsgroups include his name, company and telephone numbers so
that he can be contacted, and state that there are no surcharges for Visa or
Mastercard, occasionally specifically request reply by email, and in no way
appear to place geographical limits on buyers.”

622

Thus before the amendment of 1999, see Code 1950, § 8.01-328.1.B: “Using a computer or
computer network located in the Commonwealth shall constitute an act in the
Commonwealth.”
Internet Service Provider AOL is located in Virginia.
623
The court noted that “articles” on Internet newsgroups are essentially analogous to email
messages, except that are published, i.e. they are on the Internet and generally available
to anyone accessing the newsgroup.
Generally when an individual user with access to a Usenet server posts a message to a
newsgroup, the message is automatically forwarded to all adjacent Usenet servers that
furnish access to the newsgroup, and it is then propagated to the servers adjacent to
those serves, etc..
The messages are temporarily stored on each receiving server, where they are available
for review and response by individual users. The messages are automatically and
periodically purged from each system after a time to make room for new messages.
624
Code 1950, § 8.01-328.1(A)(4): “Causing tortious injury in this Commonwealth by an act or
omission outside this Commonwealth if he regularly does or solicits business, or
engages in any persistent course of conduct, or derives substantial revenue from goods
used or consumed or services rendered, in this Commonwealth.”
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(2) General Jurisdiction rejected
In Hockerson-Halberstadt-2,625 a patent infringement case from year
2000, the court rejected to exercise general personal jurisdiction over a
defendant whose only contact with the forum state was its on-line website
business.
Since November 1998 and through the following 18 months the
Washington defendant had shipped a total of $32,252.32 worth of
merchandise into Louisiana pursuant from orders made through the
website. This revenue represented less than 0.0000008 of Costco's total
sales during that time period. The court held it represented an extremely
small portion of its corporate revenues and was insufficient to support
general jurisdiction.
The Court was also not convinced that the exercise of personal
jurisdiction over this defendant would be consistent with traditional
fairness considerations. It noted that to subject a non-resident corporate
defendant to suit in Louisiana solely on the basis of a minuscule number of
Internet sales, which are unrelated to the cause of plaintiff's alleged patent
injury (footwear), would render established jurisdictional boundaries
meaningless. Furthermore, defendants that operate websites accessible to
online purchasers would be deprived of the ability to predict with any
certainty where they may be subject to suit.
In the 1998-case Panavision-2,626 the 9th Circuit initially remarked that it
was asked to apply existing rules of personal jurisdiction to conduct that
occurred, in part, in Cyberspace. The Californian plaintiff accused the
Illinois defendant of being a “cyberpirate”, that is, “stealing valuable
trademarks and establishing domain names on the Internet using these
trademarks to sell the domain name to the rightful trademark owner.”
The court held this activity not to be substantial or continuous and
systematic, and thus not having general personal jurisdiction over
defendant, who “made commercial use of the [plaintiff’s] trademarks.”
But this latter together with defendants conduct diluting plaintiffs marks,
his acts being aimed at plaintiff in California and causing plaintiff to suffer
injury there, was reason for the court in California to hold specific personal
jurisdiction over defendant.
Defendant had in December of 1995 registered the domain name
“Panavision.com” After registering he established a website displaying
625

Hockerson-Halberstadt-2 - Hockerson-Halberstadt, Inc. v. Costco Wholesale Corp., 2000
WL 726888 (E.D.La. June 2000).
626
Panavision-2 - Panavision International, L.P. v. Toeppen, 141 F.3d 1316 (9th Cir. 1998).
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aerial views of Pana, Illinois. At no time was the domain name used with
the sale of any goods or services.
When plaintiff got knowledge of this registration, defendant demanded
$13,000 to discontinue use of the domain name.
Defendant subsequently registered another of plaintiff’s trademarks as the
domain name “Panaflex.com”.
He was also the registered owner of several other domain names that were
similar to third parties trademarks names.

The plaintiff in Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronic, Inc.627 did not do
“electronic commerce”, however the plaintiff claimed exercise of general
jurisdiction on the ground that the defendant’s website contained
hyperlinks, e-mail addresses and a click-wrap agreement. The court held
that the website simply provided information to interested parties.
Plaintiff claimed defendant had delivered defective products.
The court further noted that “[w]hat Plaintiff terms a "click-wrap"
agreement is nothing more than an acknowledgment of the acceptance of
the terms and conditions for use of Defendant's Website. Said agreement
bears no relationship to the sale of goods. Accepting that such an agreement
is enforceable, to hold Defendant subject to "general jurisdiction" in
essentially every State based upon such an attenuated contact would clearly
violate all notions of "fair play and substantial justice."”

The court in Grutkowski628 rejected exercise of general personal
jurisdiction in a wrongful death action.
Plaintiff, relatives to deceased Grutkowski brought action in Pennsylvania
against defendant, Colorado, that have arranged a snowmobile tour in
Colorado, where Grutkowski collided with a tree and were severely injured
and died.
Defendant had no facilities in Pennsylvania, but maintained a website,
www. steamboatoutfitters.com. Information on the defendant was also
available on websites maintained by other organizations and an agent.
Defendant’s website contained information and photographs describing the
various tours and services it offers.
It also contained a map showing defendant’s general location, and a screen,
which allowed an interested reader to send an e-mail message to defendant.

627
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Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronic, Inc., 2000 WL 124566 at FN2 (E.D.Pa. 2000).
Grutkowski v. Steamboat Lake Guides & Outfitters, Inc., 1998 WL 962042 (E.D.Pa. 1998).
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It noted that this site did not permit a reader to purchase or reserve
tours over the Internet, and therefore, did not permit defendant to
"transact business" over the Internet.
The site specifically directed readers to call defendant, at a Colorado phone
number, for information, reservations and specific directions to its office.
The defendant’s agent’s site offered a coupon worth $5.00 off a defendant
snowmobile rental, which the reader had to print and present to defendant
at the time of the rental. This site included an "Information Request Form"
which permitted a reader to e-mail her name, address, telephone number,
fax number, e-mail address and comments directly to defendant.

The court held that the actual websites amounted to no more than
passive advertisements, and though commercial in nature, failed to
establish that the defendant maintained either systematic or continuous
contacts with Pennsylvania through their maintenance.
E-mail links, which permitted readers to send questions to defendant,
were the only interactive elements of the pages. The courts characterized
these links as the electronic equivalents of advertisements’ response cards
and were insufficient to make the pages more than advertisements.
In ESAB-2629 the plaintiff’s alleged maintenance of a website could
constitute jurisdiction,630 the court found the website clearly belonged to
the group that allows a party to exchange information with a host
computer. It noted that the website provided an on-line ordering form.
The court pointed out that a transaction could not be completed over
the Internet until a customer first had called a toll-free number to establish
an account and obtained a customer ID and password. “Thus, the
interactivity of Centricut’s website [wa]s limited to those customers who
set up an account in advance.”
Plaintiff in South Carolina had patented an improved electrode for use in
connection with plasma arc torches.
Defendant in New Hampshire was engaged in the business of
manufacturing and selling replacement parts for welding and cutting
machines, including parts for products manufactured by plaintiff.
The court noted that there had been only one sale of the allegedly infringing
electrodes to a customer in South Carolina, and at a time more than a month
after plaintiff had filed the summons and complaint with the court.
629
630

ESAB-2 - ESAB Group, Inc. v. Centricut, LLC, 34 F.Supp.2d 323, 330 (D.S.C. 1999).
The same parties had had a prior dispute, where the 4th Circuit ruled neither specific or
general jurisdiction could be exercised, ESAB-1 - ESAB Group, Inc. v. Centricut, LLC,
126 F.3d 617, 624 (4th Cir. 1997), certiorari denied in 118 S.Ct. 1364 (U.S. 1998).
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Defendant conducted its business entirely through mail order whereby
customers mail, phone or fax order to defendant in New Hampshire.
Less than one percent of the customers were located in South Hampshire. In
the year before the suit defendant grossed approximately $80,000 from the
sale of its products in South Carolina, all mail orders. From January though
September 1998 similar sales were over $65,000.
The defendant used telemarketing and several database facilities and
outside regional representatives for it sales.
Further it maintained a Internet website providing information about
defendant and its products and allowed parties visiting the site to request
literature. The on-line catalogue included listings for the allegedly
infringing electrodes. There was no pricing information.
Free samples of its products could be acquired by simply filling out the
request form provided on the web page.

The court noted that only six customers had registered for on-line
ordering, and none of them were located in South Carolina. The defendant
had made only one sale over the Internet. This that sale did not involve a
South Carolina resident.
The on-line ordering system had a device to screen out South Carolina
customers, thereby, avoided selling or offering to sell the accused products
in South Carolina. Yet, the court was not convinced whether this device
worked properly.
The court also rejected specific personal jurisdiction and noted that
unsolicited contacts, random or fortuitous acts, or the unilateral accts of
others (including the plaintiff) do not constitute such a purposeful
connection between the defendant and the forum state. Several courts had
found tat a single transaction initiated by a plaintiff after the filing of a
compliant was insufficient to establish jurisdiction.

The court found that merely categorizing a website as interactive or
passive was not conclusive of the jurisdictional issue.
General in personam jurisdiction must be based on more than a
defendant’s mere presence on the Internet even if it is an “Interactive”
presence. Rather, the critical issue for the court was to analyze the nature
and quality of commercial activity actually conducted by an entity over
the Internet in the forum state.631
The court rejected jurisdiction. It pointed out that there was no
evidence that the defendant had done anything to encourage people in the

631

ESAB-2 at 331.
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forum state to visit the site or that the website was directed at the forum
state more than any other place in the country.632
The plaintiff had relied solely on the national and international nature
of the Internet to demonstrate that the defendant’s website had the
potential to reach and solicit the forum states residents. If such
potentialities alone were sufficient to confer personal jurisdiction over a
foreign defendant, any foreign corporation with the potential to reach or
do business with forum customers by telephone, television or mail would
be subject to suit in the forum.633
The case Mid City Bowling Lanes & Sporting Palace, Inc. v. Invercrest,
Inc.634 concerned two competing bowling firms doing business in different
geographic areas.
Plaintiff in the bowling business in New Orleans, Louisiana, began in
October of 1989 to use the phrase “Rock ‘N’Bowl” and in August of 1994 it
received a federal registration for the mark.
Defendant in the bowling business in Chicago, Illinois, began in September
of 1988 to use the phrase “rock-n-bowl” in Chicago in i.e. advertising and
local telephone directories. On February 3, 1998 it registered the domain
name “rocknbowl.com” and made a website operational.
The website was created much “like an expanded advertisement”, with
different types of activities and services available at defendants bowling
establishment being highlighted. The company listed its address, its local
phone number and a small map on where it was located in Chicago.
It also contained more detailed information regarding the facilities, pricing
at the establishment, and party/entertainment options, which the facility
offered.
Users could not purchase any items over the website, nor could they
communicate directly with the defendants through the website. All inquires
which anyone, regardless of their location, might have about defendant’s
business shad to be answered via the telephone.
After receiving a letter from plaintiff’s attorney the defendant answered
that as from May 21, 1998 it would no longer use the mark. In august of
1998, defendant further asked its website-creator for the removal of the
website “rocknbowl.com”. The website creator removed the main index
web page, but over the next several weeks certain pages of the formerly
created site were still available on the site. As of September 19, 1998, all
pages related to “rocknbowl.com” had been removed by the website
creator.
632

ESAB-2 at 331.
ESAB-2 at 331.
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Mid City Bowling Lanes & Sporting Palace, Inc. v. Invercrest, Inc., 35 F.Supp.2d 507
(E.D.La. 1999).
633
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Plaintiff had filed suit in July 1998 alleging trademark infringement and
unfair trade practices.
The court noted that bowling is an activity, which is enjoyed on a local or
regional bases, and it was difficult for the court to conceive that New
Orleans would chose to travel the 929.8 miles to Chicago in the belief that
they were only able too enjoy the “Rock ‘n’ Bowl” music/bowling
experience in Chicago. The court believed that, as a practical matter, there
would no be any confusion between alleys located in New Orleans and
Chicago, which could cause injury to either party.
The only contact between the parties occurred as a result of the website’s
construction and had been via telephone calls and the exchange and
facsimile transmissions.
The website was passive, because the consumer and the seller had no direct
contact or exchange of information.

The court pointed out that Louisiana residents only could become
aware of defendant’s existence through the Internet, and that the existence
of a website was not enough to establish sufficient contacts for purposes of
either specific or general personal jurisdiction.
The court in Remick v. Manfredy 635 rejected the plaintiff’s argument
that the defendant’s web-sites supported general jurisdiction. The plaintiff
claimed both of the defendants solicited business in Pennsylvania through
their Internet web-sites.
Defendant Angel Manfredy’s web-site, "www.eldiabloboxing.com”
provided information regarding his personal history and activities and his
history and record as a professional boxer, any upcoming fights,
photographs and information on what it takes to become a successful boxer.
Through this site, Manfredy offered photographs and other memorabilia,
fan club memberships, and various types of merchandise such as "El
Diablo" t-shirts and baseball caps for sale.
While the order forms for merchandise might be downloaded from the
website, merchandise orders were only taken through the mail and there
had been no sales of merchandise or fan club memberships to anyone in
Pennsylvania.
Defendant D'Ancona & Pflaum's website, "www.dancona.com," was similar
in that it offered information concerning the firm's attorneys, practice areas
and specialties, and the firm's speaker's bureau.
The court noted that while the website might offer slightly more
information, the information and data offered over this website essentially
mirrored that, which is provided in the Martindale-Hubbel Legal Directory.
The court pointed out that advertising on the Internet had been held to fall
635

Remick v. Manfredy 52 F Supp.2d 452 (E.D. Pa. 1999).
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under the same rubric as advertising in a national magazine and that it was
well settled law in the 3rd Circuit that advertising in a national publication
does not constitute the 'continuous and substantial contacts with the forum
state' required to give rise to a finding of general jurisdiction.

In Hurley v. Cancun Play Oasis International Hotels636 the defendant’s
website accepted and confirmed reservations for various hotels. It
published an 800 toll-free number for voice reservations. It also provided
an e-mail address by which viewers of the site could contact the company.
The court noted that the interactive quality was beyond a passive website
and searched for some proof that defendant purposefully availed itself of
the privilege of conducting activities within the forum state, thus invoking
the benefits and protection of [Pennsylvania] laws.637 The record showed
that the defendant’s website had not been a place of any commercial
activity. Also, the plaintiff had not established that defendant has
maintained continuous, systematic, and substantial business contacts with
Pennsylvania. Therefore, the court rejected exercise of personal
jurisdiction.
The defendant in Decker v. Circus Circus Hotel638 had an Internet site
where customers could make reservations. This activity was “certainly
commercial in nature” because by making reservations available on the
Internet, the defendants had effectively placed their hotel and its services
into an endless stream of commerce. The court noted further that the
defendant’s Internet site contained a forum selection clause requiring if the
customer made a reservation over the Internet, customers agreed to have
their dispute settled in the Nevada state and federal courts. This forum
selection clause had to be enforced. The court would not exercise personal
jurisdiction over defendant based on the maintenance of its Internet site.
The plaintiff in Broussard v. Ramada Deauville Hotel Resort, Inc.639
admitted specific jurisdiction was absent, but claimed there was general
personal jurisdiction.
The court noted that defendants only contact at all with this forum was
an informational and passive website.
Mere advertisement on the Internet via a passive website, where the
consumer and the seller have no direct contact and exchange no
information, was not enough to justify personal jurisdiction. The
636

Hurley v. Cancun Play Oasis International Hotels, 1999 WL 718556 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
Hurley at *3.
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Decker v. Circus Circus Hotel, 49 F.Supp.2d 743 (N.D.N.J. 1999).
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defendant's website was passive like the one in Cybersell640. There was no
option to neither purchase anything from the defendant nor make
reservations through the Web.
The fact that the defendant advertised its toll-free reservation number
and e-mail address on the Web did not demonstrate that the nature and
the quality of the commercial activity was sufficient to classify the
defendant's Website as anything more than passive.
The case Romero v. Holiday Inn641 concerned an injury claim. The
defendant’s website allowing hotel reservation was for not enough for
exercise of either general or specific jurisdiction.
The court held that Internet reservations, however, are not additionally
significant where toll-free telephone reservations are offered. Like "800"
number service, an Internet connection allows a consumer to contact a hotel
chain for reservations directly and without charge. The distinction of using
a computer hooked to a telephone/data line is not relevantly different from
using a handset connected to that same line; one is in writing and one is by
voice--a distinction without difference in this context. So also, web-site
reservations, a more modern version of toll-free reservations, do not change
the result.

In Jewish Defense Organization, Inc. v. The Superior Court of Los
Angeles County,642 the court held contracting with one or more Internet
service providers who happened to be located in the courts forum state, so
as to permit the defendants to operate a passive website, was insufficient
basis for the assertion of general jurisdiction.
Organization maintained a website for the dissemination to anyone in the
world where the Internet I s available. The website was passive in that the
organization did not seek to attract readers or others to the site and did not
capture or receive any information from those who may hit the website. The
website merely provided information for those people whom seeked access
to it. The organization registered several domain names to set up its
websites. One was “Rambam-Steve.com”. One of the parties in the case was
named Steven Rambam. The website admitted, “we have established these
mirror sites so that Rambam will have to sue many Internet providers.” One
web pages contained defamatory statements about Rambam, including the
statements that Rambam was a government informant and a “snitch”, a
640

Cybersell, Inc. (Arizona) v. Cybersell, Inc (Florida), 130 F.3d 414 (9th Cir. 1997).
Romero v. Holiday Inn, 1998 WL 961384 (E.D.Pa. 1998).
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Jewish Defense Organization, Inc. v. The Superior court of Los Angeles County, 72
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dangerous psychopath, secretly admired the Nazis and hated Jews.

The court in Santana Products, Inc. v. Bobrick Washroom Equipment643
held the website passive. It noted that i.e. a webpage that merely provides
information but through which no business is transacted, will not provide
a sufficient basis upon which to base general jurisdiction.
New York defendant was designated as the a architectural representative
for New York and New Jersey by a another part in the case, who had over
fifty architectural representatives throughout all fifty states
This part and plaintiff both manufactured toilet partitions and other
accessories that were used in the construction of large public restrooms.
Plaintiff contended that the all the parties it sued were part of a conspiracy
to frighten plaintiff’s potential consumers with false advertising
information that portrayed plaintiff’s products as flammable and
dangerous.
Defendant had an advertisement on a world-wide web that contained
information that would enable a person to contact it. There was no mention
of the plaintiff on the site.

In Barrett v. Catacombs Press644 the court held that general personal
jurisdiction was clearly inapplicable.
Plaintiff was a resident and psychiatrist in Pennsylvania. He had an
international acclaimed and rewarded Website, which provided
information about quackery, health frauds and consumer decisions. About
1 % of the website addressed a debate on fluoridation in public water
sources.
Defendant, an Oregon resident, joined the health fraud discussion group cosponsored by Plaintiff’s website and she attempted to engage Plaintiff in a
private e-mail discussion about fluoridation. She was closely associated
with individuals who were interested in advocating against the fluoridation
of water sources throughout the United States.
Plaintiff alleged she made defamatory statements on her websites /
messages to listserves and USENET discussion groups.

The court noted that “[a]lthough Plaintiff attempts to argue that the
Defendant's activities on the Web which were nationally accessible
amounted to "systematic and continuous contact" with Pennsylvania, [he]
do not cite any cases supporting this proposition. If anything, the Third
643
644

Santana Products, Inc. v. Bobrick Washroom Equipment, 14 F.Supp.2d 710 (M.D.Pa. 1998).
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Circuit has consistently held that national publications do not constitute
"continuous and substantial contacts" with the forum state. We conclude
that the Defendant does not have "systematic and continuous" contacts
with Pennsylvania and Plaintiff has not produced sufficient evidence to
meet this high threshold.”645
In Cohen v. Walt Disney World Co.,646 the defendant had been injured
in Disney-World in Florida. The court in Pennsylvania rejected exercise of
general jurisdiction, and transferred the case to Florida.
Plaintiff had relied on such things as the existence of websited, mail
solicitation of ticket sales to “Disney World on Ice,” and possible
construction of a DisneyQuest arcade in Philadelphia.
Specific personal jurisdiction was not asserted.

The court in First Financial Resources v. First Financial Resources647
rejected to exercise general personal jurisdiction over a defendant licensed
to do business in Indiana and Kentucky. It maintained a website, which
allowed clients and potential clients to gather information as well as
contact defendant’s financial advisers via e-mail, but not place orders or
requests.
Customers of Defendant might check the status of an account with an I.D.
and password.
Plaintiff argued that Defendant submitted to general jurisdiction in Illinois
by operating a website on the Internet.
The court noted the nature and quality of commercial activity that the
defendant conducted via its website did not rise to the level at which
personal jurisdiction may be constitutionally exercised.
The court pointed out that the evidence presented demonstrated that the
only exchange of information over the Defendant site, was through
informational emails, and the site did not allow customers to enter into
contracts or receive financial planning services over the Internet.
Special personal jurisdiction not asserted.

In the trademark infringement action American Eyewear, Inc. v.
Peeper's Sunglasses and Accessories, Inc.648 the court rejected to exercise
645

Barrett at 724.
Cohen v. Walt Disney World Co., 2000 WL 12866383 (E.D.Pa. 2000).
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First Financial Resources v. First Financial Resources, Corp., 2000 WL 1693973 (N.D.Ill.
2000).
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general personal jurisdiction over a parent company, because the evidence
showed that the parent company via the "ergovision.com" website only
had made a handful of sales, totaling less than $3.60, to Texas residents
and thus did “not have the continuous and systematic contacts necessary
to confer general jurisdiction.”
The case if thoroughly referred in section III.B.g.1.

2. Aliens649
(1) General Jurisdiction exercised
In Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft v. Olson,650 the Texas Appeal Court
found general personal jurisdiction over a German parent company partly
based on its website. The case is quite contrary to the result of World-Wide
Volkswagen from the time before the invention of Cyberspace. The court
further based its decision on the fact that the defendant in an earlier case in
Texas had demonstrated to own a U.S. federal trademark, respective on
information from its annual shareholder reports and a Distribution
Agreement.
German-defendant car design and manufacturer and its North American
subsidiary was brought into Texas court by Texas descendent to the owner
of a Mercedes-Benz, which caught fire shortly after a van collided with it.
The actual car was original produces to and sold in Europe. A car-owner
had later brought it to U.S., where the deceased had bought it.
Defendant had made foreign subsidiaries in a large amount of countries. It
had no office or property in U.S. It had registered several trademarks in U.S.
The American subsidiary had exclusive rights to import and distribute
special U.S.-versions of Mercedes-Benz cars and car-parts. In a Distribution
Agreement is had to perform warranty work on vehicles irrespective of
where they were sold, including foreign versions of the parent company’s
vehicles.
From 1987 through 1990 the subsidiary imported more than 18,400 vehicles
into Texas. In the year of the accident 40,409 of defendants vehicles from
model 1985 through 1995 were in operation in Texas.

649
650

A defendant situated outside the United States of America.
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft v. Olson, 21 S.W.3d 707 (Tex.App. 2000).
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The defendant and its subsidiary had noting to do with importing the
car in question to the U.S. and had not designed it for the U.S. marked and
the U.S. special requirements.
As to the question of minimum contact, the court remarked that
defendant designed a U.S.-version, manufactured, and sold vehicles in a
stream of commerce intended for the U.S. marked, including the state of
Texas.
Except for the invention of websites, there seems not to be much
difference from this case to the case, World-Wide Volkswagen, also
involving a world famous car producer, in which later case the U.S.
Supreme Court rejected exercise of jurisdiction over the alian defendant.
The defendant in the Texas case did not advertise in the U.S., but had a
world covering website, which by the court was not found to be doing
business, but was only interactive. It offered users worldwide information
about defendant and its worldwide products and services.
On one sub-directory entitled "Mailing Service," Texas residents could
register with the parent company to receive direct mailings from
defendant electronically.651
Another sub-directory allowed Texas residents to communicate with
and request replies from the parent company representatives.
Defendant did not offer vehicles for sale to Texas residents over the
Internet, but referred sales inquiries from the U.S. to its subsidiary, which
maintained an independent website on which it advertised U.S.-version
vehicles available for sale at authorized dealers throughout the U.S.,
including Texas.

The parent website allowed Texas residents to submit comments and
questions to the defendant’s representatives, and to receive electronic
mailings from the defendant.
It also had an interaction system allowing customers worldwide to
choose a model, color, and options to compose their ideal car on a personal
computer screen. The system further offered the visitors a history game
visitors played for prizes, a guest book, and an order service.
The court pointed out that the website’s level of interactivity alone
might not be enough to subject the defendant to jurisdiction in Texas, but
together with some other facts, the court found general personal
jurisdiction because the defendant had engaged in systematic and
continuous contacts with Texas.
651

Daimler-Benz at 725.
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The court noted the evidence as a whole showed that the defendant
advertised its cars in Texas, that the subsidiary functioned essentially as an
exclusive sales conduit for defendant, and that the defendant solicited
communication from Texas residents through its website. The court held it
was conclusively established that defendant had business operations and
relationships in Texas, and that it competed in the Texas marketplace.
The subsidiary was licenses to use certain Daimler-Benz trademarks and it
and its local, authorized dealers did all the advertising in U.S.
The court noted that the parent company in another case concerning
trademark infringement had stated that it owned and had registered in U.S.
the trademarks and servicemarks Mercedes/Benz and the design of a threepointed star. It that case the German company also had pleaded it had spent
large sums of money to advertise its trademarks and service marks.

The court held that while formally separate, the parent company and
its subsidiary formed a functional whole in promoting and marketing
vehicles in Texas. This together, with the distribution agreement, made it
proper to view the German parent company was doing business in Texas
through the activities of the subsidiary.
Considering the question of fair play and substantial justice, the court
noted that when “the defendant is a resident of another nation, the court
must also consider the procedural and substantive policies of other nations
whose interests are affected by the assertion of jurisdiction by a state court
as well as the federal government's interest in its foreign relations
policies.”652
The court concluded that, “the assertion of personal jurisdiction by the
district court comports with traditional notions of fair play and substantial
justice.” It noted that the parent company previously had initiated
litigation in a Texas court, placed large volume of vehicles into a stream of
commerce destined for the U.S., that its stocks were traded in New York,
and that it maintained a general liability insurance that covered claims
made against it worldwide.

(2) General Jurisdiction rejected
The plaintiff in Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV653 was injuried while staying
a foreign country hotel.

652
653

Daimler-Benz at 726.
Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV, 113 F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. 2000).
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Plaintiff slipped and fell in a pool of standing water accumulated because of
plumbing problems in his bathroom in a hotel in (Netherlands) Aruba and
was severely injured.
He sued amongst others the Aruba-company that owned the hotel-resort
and its parent company, also Aruba.
An agent’s website advertised the hotel, provided a toll-free number for
making reservations by telephone, and allowed users to make hotel
reservations over the Internet. Plaintiff had not used defendants website.
The evidence did not support neither specific nor general personal
jurisdiction, the latter because noting proved that the website was used to
do business or otherwise interact with the forum states residents.
The court pointed out that traditional constitutional requirements of
foreseeability, minimum contacts, purposeful availment, and fundamental
fairness must continue to be satisfied before any activity – including
Internet activity – can support an exercise of personal jurisdiction.

The court noted that the consensus among courts that have focused
explicitly on the issue of a defendant’s Internet website is that general
jurisdiction cannot be founded solely on the existence of a website. To hold
that the mere existence of an Internet website could establish general
jurisdiction would render any individual or entity, that created such a
website, subject to personal jurisdiction in every state.654
More helpful than some courts’ use of the Zippo “framework” are those
cases that look beyond the degree of interactivity provided by the website
and instead emphasize the degree to which the defendant actually used its
website to conduct commercial or other activity with forum residents.

A proper analysis of the jurisdictional effects of an Internet website
must focus on whether the defendant has actually and deliberately used its
website to conduct commercial transactions or other activities with
residents of the forum.
The court in Weber v. Jolly Hotels655 followed the decisions from
Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV and Romeo v. Holdiay Inn, and rejected
jurisdiction.656
Plaintiff suffered injuries while staying at one of defendant’s hotels in Italy.
654

Dagesse at *8
Weber v. Jolly Hotels, 977 F.Supp. 327 (D.N.J. 1997).
656
Same result in Rodriquez v Circus Circuis Casinos, Inc., 2001 WL 21244 (S.D.N.Y. 2001),
where the court rejected exercise of personal jurisdiction on baises of a website through
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or “transacting business” as required in the New York long-arm statute.
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Plaintiff had bought a tour through a Massachusetts travel corporation,
which had booked rooms at defendant’s hotel.
Defendant provided photographs of hotel rooms, descriptions of hotel
facilities, information about numbers of rooms and telephone numbers on
the Internet.
The court found the website was passive, because “defendant placed
information about its hotels on the Internet as an advertisement, not as a
mean of conduction business.”

The court would not exercise general personal jurisdiction because
advertising on the Internet falls under the same rubric as advertising in a
national magazine, which does not constitute general personal jurisdiction.
Furthermore, the court noted that advertising on the Internet is not
tantamount to directing activity at or purposefully availing oneself of a
particular forum.
Thus, the Court held that exercising jurisdiction over a defendant who
merely advertised its services or product on the Internet would violate the
Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Exercising jurisdiction
in such a case would be unjust and would disrespect the principles
established by International Shoe and its progeny. Also, the court rejected
exercise of specific jurisdiction.

In Bedrejo v. Triple E Canada, Ltd.657 the Montana Supreme Court
stated that inter-state communication is an almost inevitable
accompaniment to doing business in the modern world, and cannot, by
itself, be considered a “contact” for justifying the exercise of personal
jurisdiction. This was applicable to the defendant’s advertising in
nationally distributed magazines, as well as, to its maintenance of an
Internet website.
The Court rejected the exercise of general personal jurisdiction (under
Montana law). Defendant, doing business in Canada, advertises in
nationally circulated magazines distributed in Montana. It also had a
website, which was interactive. There was no evidence of any transaction
with Montana through the website.658
The case involved a 1990-manufactured motorhome from the Canadian

657
658

Bedrejo v. Triple E Canada, Ltd., 984 P.2d 739 (Mont. 1999).
As similar reasoning was used by the Montana Supreme Court in Threlkeld v. State of
Colorado, 2000 WL 1877767 (Mont. 2000)(Plaintiff drew its horse to out of state
veterinary hospital, where the horse died day after arrival. Defendant maintained a
website about programs at defendant university).
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defendant, whose autovehicle in 1995 swerved off the U.S. Inter-state
Highway 15 in Montana.
The driver and passengers, all Filippinos or Canadians, were either killed or
injured.
Defendant, doing business in Canada, advertises in nationally circulated
magazines distributed in Montana. It also had an interactive website.

The court in Desktop Technologies, Inc. v. Colorworks Reproduction &
Design, Inc.659 held defendant not subject to personal jurisdiction. It also
noted that advertising on the Internet was similar to advertising in
national publications, and advertising in national publications was not a
basis for asserting personal jurisdiction.660
The court pointed out that the defendants website did “not permit
Defendant to ‘transact business’ over the Internet” because the website
indicated that receiving a file via Internet FTP or e-mail did not constitute
an order or sale. Also, the site did not permit a reader to place an order
over the Internet. Instead, the site specifically directed the reader to print
out a copy of the fax form provided and to fax it into the defendant to
place an order. The defendant would not begin working on the order until
it had verified the order by telephone.661
Also, the e-mail links were “the electronic equivalents of
advertisements’ response cards,” therefore they were insufficient to make
the web pages “more than advertisements.”662
An American plaintiff owned a U.S. trademark “COLORWORKS”,
registered in June 1996. The parties were in the same business of preparing
and printing color reproductions. Canadian Defendant owned a Canadian
trademark “ColorWorks”, registered in March 1997.
Since August 1995, defendant had operated a website with the domain
name www. colorworks.com.
The website contained information about the company, advertisements
about the company, and employment opportunities at the company. It
specifically stated that defendant serviced clients in British Columbia,
Alberta, and Yukon. It listed a local telephone and facsimile numbers. The
site allowed a reader to send a message via e-mail, and to exchange files via
Internet File Transfer Protocol ("FTP"). However, the site indicated that
Defendant did not conduct sales, accept orders, or receive payments
659

Desktop Technologies, Inc. v. Colorworks Reproduction & Design, Inc., 1999 WL 98572
(E.D.Pa. 1999).
660
Desktop Technologies, Inc. at *4.
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through its website. The site also indicated that receiving a file via Internet
FTP or e-mail was not a sales transaction and did not constitute placing an
order. To place an order, a reader could print up a copy of the fax order
form, complete the form, and fax it to Defendant. The order form could not
be completed on-line.
Plaintiff alleged that Defendant's use of the word "ColorWorks" as its
domain name on the Internet infringed Plaintiff's trademark rights and
enabled Defendant to compete unfairly with Plaintiff in the United States.
The court held the Defendant’s contacts with the forum State consisted of a
passive website and that the “only interactivity element” of “the site was
plainly limited to exchanging files with Defendant via Internet FTP or email.”

In 2000 International Ltd. v. Chambers663 the court noted due to absent
evidence of substantial Internet-based communication with residents of
the court’s state, the court could not assert general personal jurisdiction.
Residents of the court’s state who wished to obtain direct access to their
online brokerage account could access defendant’s website. The interactive
nature of defendant’s website did not automatically lead to the conclusion
that personal jurisdiction was proper.

The court in Molnlycke Health Care AB v. Dumex Medical Surgical
Products Ltd.664 held “that the establishment of a website through which
customers can order products does not, on its own, suffice to establish
general jurisdiction. To hold that the possibility of ordering products from
a website establishes general jurisdiction would effectively hold that any
corporation with such a website is subject to general jurisdiction in every
state.”665
The court pointet out that when evaluating a corporation’s ties to a
state for purposes of general jurisdiction, a court should not necessarily
focus on the percentage of income that a corporation derives from those
affiliations; rather the court should look to the party’s “purposeful and
extensive availment” of a forum. A court should also consider the degree
to which a corporation’s contacts with a given forum are “central to the
conduct of its business.”666
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2000 International Ltd. v. Chambers, 2000 WL 1801835 (D.Kan. 2000) at *5.
Molnlycke Health Care AB v. Dumex Medical Surgical Products Ltd., 64 F.Supp.2d 448
(E.D.Pa. 1999).
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The court noted that general jurisdiction based only on a small
percentage of income deriving from a forum state would only be possible
if the defendant had “such a broad sales area that the percentage of sales
in any one state would necessarily be small”.667
Swedish plaintiff brought a patent infringement claim against Canadian
defendant in Pennsylvania, where Plaintiff’s wholly owned subsidiary was
located.
Defendant maintained two websites located at www. dumex.com and
www.woundcaredirect. com. The latter permitted users to place their
names and addresses on a mailing list to receive product information.
The websites advertised defendant’s products generally, including the
product that was subject for the cause of action
Products could be ordered directly from the websites by clicking on any
listed product, adding that item to a shopping cart, completing an on-line
order from, and supplying a credit card number.
The defendants websites was akin to “a general advertising campaign:
while the websites are available in every state, they are not necessarily
targeted towards every state.”
The court pointed out that the Plaintiff had made no showing that
defendant's websites targeted the forum state.
Furthermore, did the Plaintiff fail to demonstrate that the websites were
“’central’ to the defendant’s business.”
The court rejected to exercise general personal jurisdiction, because the
court could not find defendant’s product sales in the forum state weren’t
either systematic or central enough.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for Tenth Circuit rejected in Soma Medical
International v. Standard Chartered Bank668 general personal jurisdiction
on the basis of an “passive” Internet website offering information
concerning a International British incorporate’s services. It noted that the
web-site appeared to do little more than make information available to
those who were interested, and one in which SCB "has simply posted
information on an Internet Website which is accessible to users in foreign
jurisdictions."
Addressing the issue of whether or not a defendant had created a
“continuing obligation” to forum residents, in the context of internet
transactions the Zippo court held that “[if] the defendant enters into
contracts with residents of foreign jurisdiction that involve the knowing

667
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Molnlycke Health Care AB at 453.
Soma Medical International v. Standard Chartered Bank, 196 F.3d 1292 (10th Cir. 1999).
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and repeated transmission of computer files over the Internet computer
network, personal jurisdiction over defendant is proper.”669
Defendant was an international banking institution incorporated under the
laws of Great Britain, with branches in many cities throughout the world,
including Hong Kong.
Plaintiff opened a bank account in defendant’s Hong Kong branch. Later an
employee at the branch stole the money.

In Agar Corp. Inc. v. Multi-Fluid Inc.670 in a question on general
jurisdiction over Hitec ASA & Multi-Fluid International AS (both
Norwegian companies), the court noted that general personal jurisdiction
cannot be based solely on advertising in national publications circulated in
the forum state, nor solely on a website.
The court pointed out that there was precedent for exercising
jurisdiction over foreign defendants for claims arising under federal law
when the defendant had sufficient contacts with the nation as a whole, but
was without sufficient contacts with a state to satisfy the due process
concerns of the long-arm statute of any one state. However, in this case,
the only nation-wide contacts attributed to Hitec by Agar were a few trips
to the United States by Hitec employees. Since these contacts were
sporadic, they did not support a finding that the Court should exercise
personal jurisdiction over Hitec.
The case was about of patent infringement and unfair competition. Parent
Norwegian corporation mentioned an American subsidiary and
subsidiary’s phone number on its website. Products could not be
purchased, nor contractual relationships established, through the site.
The court noted that with the exception of two “buttons” on one out of
seven web pages, which appeared to permit “feedback” and “registration”,
the site was entirely informational. Products could not be purchased, nor
could contractual relationships be established, through the site.
While Hitec may have reasonably anticipated visits to its website by Texas
residents and companies, it did not, nor could it, purposefully direct
information to Texas via its website.
The court also rejected general personal jurisdiction over a Norwegian
subsidiary.

669
670

Zippo at 1124.
Agar Corp. Inc. v. Multi-Fluid Inc., 45 U.S.P.Q.2d 1444 (S.D.Tex. 1997).
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In Holiday v. 3Com Corp.671 the court rejected the exercise of general
personal jurisdiction based on a website allowing customers to purchase
products through the site, because there was “no indication that any
commerce is conducted with Wyoming through defendant’s site, or that
Wyoming citizens even access the site in significant numbers.

671

Holiday v. 3Com Corp., 2000 WL 1796535 (D. Wyo. 2000) at *5.
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f. Cyberspace & Jurisdiction over Aliens672
In this section the terms, foreigner and alien, will be used as the
equivalent of a defendant situated outside the United States of America.
Non-residents will be used to describe defendants living in one of the
states of the United States, but not in the state of the court in question.
The following cases involve Cyberspace facts and alien-defendants.
Only one pure on-line business case involving an alien, the Quokka
Sport case673 has been found. The case, Euromarket,674 was almost a “pure”
on-line case, but there were other facts that the court based its decision on.
The following cases have also been selected because they include a
large amount of Cyberspace-interactivity.
The Due Process Clause in the 14th Amendment and 5th Amendment in
the U.S. Constitution requires, as mentioned in Chapter II.C.c.2, both
“minimum contacts” and the exercise of personal jurisdiction do not
offend traditional fair play and substantial justice (“The International
Dimension of Due Process”).
Generally on the International Dimension of Due Process, see Chapter
II.C.e.

Disregarding “tort-target”-cases, cases where an alien defendant
evidently does business via Cyberspace with some areas in the world, it
will probably be easy for a plaintiff to convince a court of the fulfillments
of the requirements for “Minimum Contacts.” It will not be without reason
for a plaintiff to argue that once a defendant has started doing business via
Cyberspace, it does business continuously.
Thus, it will probably be the “International Dimension of Due Process”
that will have to filter out cases, and act as the important pong when
deciding the question of personal jurisdiction when aliens are involved.
In this respect it is important to emphasize that even though the judges
of the U.S. Supreme Court argued differently in Asahi as to whether the
foreign defendant had purposely availed itself, they were unanimous in
deciding that the exercise of personal jurisdiction would not comport with
“fair play and substantial justice”.675 Great care and reserve should be
672

Actions between two aliens goes to states courts and the same happens if one of the parties
is a U.S. citizen but has no state citizenship.
673
Quokka Sport, Inc. v. Cup International Ltd., 99 F.Supp.2d 1105 (N.D.Cal. 1999).
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exercised when extending our notions of personal jurisdiction into the
international field.676
The court in Harbuck v. Aramco noted that the “Supreme Court called
on U.S. to consider the policies of other nations whose interests are
affected by the assertion of jurisdiction by a court in the United States.”
The Court continued: “In every case [the interests of other nations], as well
as the Federal Government's interest in its foreign relations policies, will
be best served by a careful inquiry into the reasonableness of the assertion
of jurisdiction in the particular case, and an unwillingness to find the
serious burdens on an alien defendant outweighed by the minimal
interests on the part of the plaintiff or the forum State.”677
The U.S. Supreme Court also in the decision explained that the
determination of the reasonableness of the exercise of jurisdiction in each
case would depend on an evaluation of several factors. A court must
consider these following factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the burden on the defendant,
the interests of the forum State
the plaintiff's interest in obtaining relief
the inter-state judicial system's interest in obtaining the most
efficient resolution of controversies; and
5. the shared interest of the several States in furthering
fundamental substantive social policies."678
The court in McKinley Machinery679 – even not a Cyberspace case – noted
that “In an age of contracts which are offered from a business located in one
state to citizens of another through a multiplicity of media including the
mail and the Internet, holding that one subjects oneself to personal
jurisdiction in a foreign state simply by ordering goods, under a contract
executed by one in one's home state, from a company in a foreign state may
often be unduly burdensome. Although in some cases, one's contacts may
be sufficient to satisfy due process and [the forum state]’s long-arm statute,
this case does not present facts on which we can conclude that [defendant]
purposefully availed itself of acting in [this state] or that such jurisdiction
would be reasonable.”
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The Asahi case from 1987 was decided before the invention of the
World Wide Web. Therefore, the U.S. Supreme Court did not have the
opportunity to take this international aspect into consideration.
The Judge Brennan group of the Supreme Court held that the Asahi
case was “one of those rare cases in which ‘minimum requirements
inherent in the concept of ‘fair play and substantial justice’ defeat the
reasonableness of jurisdiction even [though] the defendant has
purposefully engaged in the forum activities.’”680
For U.S.-aliens using Cyberspace, it will be of great interest whether or
not a Cyberspace fact in a case will eliminate the possibility of the case
being grouped with the “rare cases,” or that the court will hold that doing
business via Cyberspace is not “rare.”
The Judge O’Connor group of the Supreme Court in Asahi required
“something more” than just placing a product into the stream of commerce
in order to find that a foreign defendant had purposefully directed himself
toward the forum state.681
This group of judges noted “[a]dditional conduct of the defendant may
indicate an intent or purpose to serve the market in the forum State, for
example, designing the product for the market in the forum State,
advertising in the forum State, establishing channels for providing regular
advice to customers in the forum State, or marketing the product through
a distributor who has agreed to serve as the sales agent in the forum State.
But a defendant's awareness that the stream of commerce may or will
sweep the product into the forum State does not convert the mere act of
placing the product into the stream into an act purposefully directed
toward the forum State.”
The requirement of “without more” was followed by the Zippo court
holding that the defendant had “done more” than just advertise through
the Cyberspace.
If one can interpretate the cases quoting the “Zippo gliding scale” as
referring to the Zippo courts requirement of a defendant’s “done more” in
Cyberspace than advertising there is much more clarity in the U.S. case
law on Cyberspace cases, because of its similiarity to the the Judge
O’Connor group opinion in Asahi.
If so, foreigners being brought into U.S. courts in Cyberspace related
cases should put forth effort and arguments on the second pong of Due
Process, the International Dimension of Due Process, that prevented
Japanese Asahi from having to defend itself in a U.S. court.
680
681

Asahi at 116
Asahi at 112.
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Such a regime on aliens would also resemble with the regime used in
other international cases where an important factor in determining
jurisdictional is “fair play and substantial justice” and “great care and
reserve” when extending a nations notions of personal jurisdiction into the
international field.
It would put foreign defenders in the position of having the possibility
to clarify the risk of being haled into a U.S. court by referring to the
“ordinarily” case law involving aliens. That would prevent Cyberspace be
the decisive fact for bringing the foreigner into U.S. courts, except where
the Cyberspace facts is very intensive and central for defendant’s
interactivity in the particular area in question.
As far as the nature of general personal jurisdiction is concerned the
court in Thompson v. Handa-Lopez682 stated, that corporations when
using Cyberspace have “a right to structure their affair to avoid the
general jurisdiction of stat’s court’s.”
The forum court will nearly always be able to argue that Cyberspace
facts give reason for the forum to have special interest in the case in order
to protect it laws and its citizens etc. There will, where Cyberspace is
involved, nearly always be some local consumer protections rules that
imply "special interest for the forum”.
Yet, due to the Asahi decision, the courts will have to thoroughly
shrink their local interests, and determine rather whether “it would be
‘manifestly unjust’ to require [a alien] to defend itself in the United
States.”683
The Judge O’Connor group in Asahi referred, in their opinion, to the
following collection of cases from Max Daetwyler684 involving the “stream
of commerce” theory that is evolved to sustain jurisdiction in products
liability cases in which the product has traveled through an extensive
chain of distribution before reaching the ultimate consumer.685 The Max
Daetwyler court noted that the collection of cases holding jurisdiction
682

Thompson v. Handa-Lopez, 998 F.Supp. 738, 742 (W.D.Tex. 1998).
Asahi at 111, quoting Humble v. Toyota Motor Co., 727 F.2d. 709 (8th Cir. 1984).
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indicated that the manufacturers involved had made deliberate decisions
to market their products in the forum state:
Exercise of personal jurisdiction in Pennsylvania over
third-party defendant, German manufacturer of automobile
repair products, did not offend due process where
significant number of products sold to one dealership in
Pennsylvania.686
Jurisdiction existed in Pennsylvania over manufacturer
of motorcycles sold in Japan to American distributor and
resold at retail by 55 dealerships in Pennsylvania.687
Jurisdiction found in Pennsylvania over British
corporation, which had made a series of indirect shipments
of its product into Pennsylvania.688
Jurisdiction sustained in Pennsylvania, where a French
crane-manufacturer sold cranes indirectly through a
distributor, and afterdelivered spare parts in forum state.689
German manufacturer, who sold numerous meat
choppers in Pennsylvania by means of a distributor, was
subject to jurisdiction in Pennsylvania.690
Personal jurisdiction clearly exists, for example, when Internet activity
involves business over the Internet, including on-line contracts with
residents of a foreign jurisdiction, or substantial interactivity of a
commercial nature with the Website.691
The court in Stomp692 pointed out that the Judge in ProCd 693 had
explained that a transfer of only a “stream of electrons” creates many
Internet sales. It noted that “[p]erhaps it could therefore be said that
personal jurisdiction is permissible when an entity places its product into
the "stream of electrons."”
In a non-Cyberspace-case - Southern Machine Company, Inc. v. Mohasco
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Industries, Inc.694 the Court of Appeals for Sixth Circuit noted “[t]he
outerlimits of in personam jurisdiction based on a single act [a license
agreement by which Southern Machine was authorized to manufacture and
sell various tufting machine attachments on which Mohasco held the patent
or licensing rights]. First, the defendant must purposefully avail himself of
the privilege of acting in the forum state or causing a consequence in the
forum state. Second, the cause of action must arise from the defendant's
activities there. Finally, the acts of the defendant or consequences caused by
the defendant must have a substantial enough connection with the forum
state to make the exercise of jurisdiction over the defendant reasonable.”

Some U.S. courts seem to forget that the involvement of Cyberspace in
a case should make a presumption that the case is not only national
(concerning the Federation), but international, and therefore requires the
special high standard that the Supreme Court and other courts have set
out with regard to alien defendants, the “International Dimension of Due
Process”(See Chapter II.C.e).
Since Cyberspace is international, the presumption in every court case
should be that the special high level in the “International Dimension of
Due Process” is to be met unless special circumstances make it reasonable
to deviate from the main rule under actual special circumstances.
The International Dimension is built on fairness and reasonableness
factors. Its main consequence is that if the local courts not shrink but
instead bully exercise of jurisdiction of concern for the forum state and its
citizens, then these citizens must then expect to be treated as aggressors of
other jurisdictions. They, therefore, can expect to be drawn into courts in
Bombay, Beijing, Botswana, Bucharest, Irkust, and Teheran under the
same, extreme broad jurisdictional “conventions” whenever they travel on
business or on holiday. This will also imply that everyone using a
computer must expect to be arrested anywhere when arriving in foreign
airport or harbor until the person has fulfilled the obligations of the local
court’s decision. Old conventions on international travel will by such a
regime be mortified.
No court or jurisdiction can expect or claim that its citizens should be
treated otherwise than they do themselves against aliens.

694

Southern Machine Company, Inc. v. Mohasco Industries, Inc., 401 F.2d 374 (6th Cir. 1968).
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1. Jurisdiction exercised
The Oklahoma Appeal Court in Campbell v. AIG insurance,695 dealing
with a claim after a car accident, found jurisdiction in the injurer
defendant’s home state, Oklahoma, was proper over the French carinsurer and pointed out that defendant’s parent website aggressively
marketed policies, exclusively to non-German - U.S. and Canadian citizens
abroad.
It described its targeted customers as “transnational” and its materials boast
that the international corporation offered a “Worldwide Claim Service”
through a “Global Support Network” and regional support networks. The
website also stated: “This regional claim network is complemented by top
technicians in AIU’s New York Claim Management Department. Our New
York facility acts as a high level support team assisting, supervising and
auditing in-country claim offices.”

In Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft v. Olson,696 also dealing with a
claim after a car accident, the court found general personal jurisdiction
over a German parent company that distributed its cars through a wholly
owned American subsidiary. The case was partly based on the defendant’s
website, which the court thoroughly discussed.
See a thoroughly brief of the case and on the contents of defendant’s
website in section III.B.e.2(1).

The court noted that considering the question of fair play and
substantial justice, when “the defendant is a resident of another nation, the
court must also consider the procedural and substantive policies of other
nations whose interests are affected by the assertion of jurisdiction by a
state court as well as the federal government's interest in its foreign
relations policies.”697
The court concluded that “the assertion of personal jurisdiction by the
district court comports with traditional notions of fair play and substantial
justice.” It noted that the parent company had previously initiated
litigation in a Texas court, placed large volume of vehicles into a stream of
commerce destined for the U.S., traded its stocks in New York, and
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maintained a general liability insurance covering claims made against it
worldwide.
The following cases all have involved disputes on marks, domain
names, and unfair competition between the plaintiff and an alien
competitor.
The court noted in Playboy v. Chuckleberry,698 which was a dispute on
trademark and domain name that Italian “Tattilo cannot be prohibited
from operating its Internet site merely because the site is accessible from
within one country in which its product is banned.
To hold otherwise "would be tantamount to a declaration that this
Court, and every other court throughout the world, may assert jurisdiction
over all information provided on the global World Wide Web.”
Defendant, Tattilo Editrice, S.p.A., Italy was in 1979 by an American court
given order not to distribute his Italian magazine “Playmen” in United
States. Playboy got similar court decisions in England, France and West
Germany, but not in Italian courts.
In 1996 Tattilo made a web-site at the Internet address “www. playmen.it”
from which the magazine could be viewed. Prizes were also given in $.
An American court held that Tattilo thereby had violated the court order
from 1979 and ordered that the website should not be accessible in USA.
The court recognized that it could not decide for areas outside USA and
prohibit the website worldwide.
The court held that defendant did more than simply provide access to the
Internet. It also provides its own services, PLAYMEN-Lite and PLAYMENPro, and supplies the content for these services. Moreover pictorial images
could be downloaded to and stored upon the computers of subscribers to
the service’. In fact, Defendant actively invites such use: the Internet site
allows the user to decide between viewing and downloading the images.
Thus this use of defendant's Internet site constitutes a distribution.
When a potential subscriber faxes a required form to Tattilo, he received
back via e-mail a password and user name. By this process the court held,
Tattilo distributed its product within the United States.

In Kollmorgen Corporation v. Yaskawa Electronic Corporation,699 the
plaintiff had several U.S.-patents and manufactured electrical devices and

698
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Playboy v. Chuckleberry Publishing (Tattilo) 939 F.Supp. 1032, 1039 (S.D.N.Y. 1996).
Kollmorgen Corporation v. Yaskawa Electronic Corporation, 1999 WL 1678229 (W.D.Va.
1999).
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components from Virginia. The court held it could exercise jurisdiction
over a Japanese parent company.
Defendants were a Japanese parent company and its Illinois based
subsidiary. The Tokyo company was engaged in the same type of electrical
design and manufacturing business as plaintiff.
The American subsidiary was the only company in U.S., which transacted
any business directly with the Tokyo company, and it did only purchase
goods from the parent company. It sold the Japanese products through its
distribution channels to various customers nation-wide in U.S.
One of its customers was a company in Virginia, which was specially listed
on the subsidiary’s website as “Motion Control Distributor” with its website
address, address and phone number.
When a representative from the plaintiff company asked the Virginia
company for information regarding electrical controls or other products
made by Yaskawa, he was provided with a catalogue, printed by the
defendant subsidiary.

The court noted that although the website was technically operated,
designed and maintained by the subsidiary, “it is replete with corporate
structure, catalogue, maintenance/service, and sales contact information
obviously gleaned from [the parent company]. Indeed, whole pages of the
site area devoted to providing information about [the parent company’s]
corporate philosophy, management, and product lines.”
In finding the parent company purposeful directed the infringing goods to
the forum state the court noted that “[w]hile it may well be true that [the
parent company] deliberately takes steps to keep itself in the dark about
[the subsidiary]'s marketing strategies, it cannot do so to escape jurisdiction.
The court may make the reasonable inference that the sale of a large number
of devices to a firm with a nation-wide distribution network will generally
result in the sale - or at least the use - of one of those devices in the forum
state.”700

The court held that there was “no evidence that [the subsidiary] exists
for any purpose other than to purchase [the parent]'s products and sell
them in America.” The parent company was “very much aware of the
subsidiary’s structure and eager to take advantage of its U.S. markets. “”If
[the parent company] does not purposefully direct its products toward
consumers outside Japan, it is difficult to imagine how [the company]
could have a ‘worldwide sales strategy’.”
700

Kollmorgen at *4.
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As for the subsidiary’s website the court noted that the web side made “no
attempt to crisply define the independence of the two companies. Instead,
the website opens with the words ‘Yaskawa, a world of automation
solutions’, accompanied by a map of the world. By maneuvering through
the site, a user can obtain all manner of information about [the parent
company], as well as about all of [it]'s other overseas subsidiaries… the
website extols the "Yaskawa" family of companies, leading the viewer to
believe they are all part of the same distribution chain. For example, one
page of the site contains a link labeled "Yaskawa International Offices,"
which gives the unmistakable impression that "Yaskawa" has "offices" all
over the world, and that companies like [the American subsidiary] are not
separate entities, but sales offices for a mother corporation.

The court pointed out, that on jurisdictional question the test was
whether the corporations were in “consort”, not whether the parent was in
control (of the website). It held the first was the case.
After finding the required minimum contact was established, the court held
that the facts and circumstances in the dispute simply did not rise to the
level of unfairness. Finally it noted “the cases where unreasonableness does
exist are almost always ones where neither plaintiff nor defendant have any
particular contact with the forum; and even then, jurisdiction is often held
to be proper notwithstanding.”

The Illinois-plaintiff in Euromarket Design, Inc. v. Crate & Barrel Ltd.701
had for 35 years used the name and mark “Crate & Barrel” in connection
with its business as a retailer selling house wares and furniture. Suddenly
in 1994 a similar firm was opened in Ireland also using a website.
The mark was registered as trade and service mark in U.S. and several
foreign countries, including Ireland, United Kingdom and EU.
It had a website “www. crateandbarrel.com” containing information about
products and other business information. Visitors worldwide can purchase
products via the website.
Defendant, an Irish Company had opened a retail store in 1994 with the
name “Crate & Barrel” on the façade and on its products of household and
furniture – similar to the plaintiff’s.

The court noted defendant created a website under “www.
crateandbarrel-ie.com” and later www. crateandbarrel.ie.com, which
701
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allowed worldwide sale of its products. Prices were in dollars until the
beginning of the suit. The website allowed users to enter their shipping
and billing address in fields that were organized for a U.S.-format address
with a pull-down menu for U.S. states.
Plaintiff’s mark appeared on most of defendants web pages, including the
home page.
In U.S. Defendant had bought items and participated in trade shows.
Defendant made at least one sale to Illinois.

The court found Defendant's activities demonstrated that it deliberately
established minimum contacts with Illinois, and purposefully availed itself
of the privilege of conducting activities in this forum under both the
traditional effects doctrine and the sliding scale analysis developed for the
Internet activities in trademark infringement suits.
Defendant’s action was causing confusion between the two companies in
the eyes of Illinois vendors, suppliers, customers and businesses in Illinois.

The website clearly fell into the category of interactive websites that
allow a defendant to "do business" and "enter into contracts with residents
of a foreign jurisdiction over the Internet.” The website actively solicited
all users, including residents of Illinois, to place orders via the Internet.
Defendant's alleged registration of Plaintiff's trademark as it's own Internet
domain name, use and prominent display of Plaintiff's trademark on
Defendant's website, and sale of Defendant's goods labeled with Plaintiff's
trademark via the website to an Illinois customer will have the direct effect
of injuring Plaintiff in Illinois. But for… this injury would not have
occurred.

Finally, the court weighed seven fairness factors and found it not
unreasonable to exercise personal jurisdiction over the Irish defendant.
In Northern Light Technology v. Northern Lights Club,702
Massachusetts plaintiff owned the trademark Northern Light and
registered in September 1996 northernlight.com.
The firm provided customers with a World Wide Web search engine under
the registered name Northern Light, which started operating in August of
1997.
702
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Canadian defendant, Northern Lights Club registered in October 1996 the
domain name “northernlights.com” and licensed it shortly after to a
Canadian firm that supplies email service.
In April 1997 was established a website with the address www.
northernlights.com, which also functioned as a search engine. It enticed
users either to post their own link on the site or to advertise on the site.

The court held it could exercise specific jurisdiction. The Judge
remarked when determining the question of reasonableness that, “I am
concerned about taking jurisdiction over a Canadian citizen who truly has
"minimum contacts" with Massachusetts, but I am assuaged by the fact
that, in general, the two countries share similar views regarding the
importance of trademark protection.”703
The case in Quokka Sport, Inc. v. Cup International Ltd.704 involved the
trademark “America Cup” and all other intellectual property relating to
the America’s Cup sailing-tournament event and a New Zealand
defendant.
The case is thoroughly mentioned in section III.B.c.

The Californian court initially noted that the case addressed “whether
foreign defendants can be subjected to personal jurisdiction in the United
States based on their Internet activities. Specifically, whether corporate
and individual defendants in New Zealand can be subject to personal
jurisdiction in California for trademark infringement claims involved a
disputed domain name.”
The court held defendant had purposefully targeted the U.S. marked
because there is substantial interest in the America’s Cup in U.S. and held
“this type of interactive commercial activity, aimed at U.S. consumers, to
be evidence of purposeful availment.”
Next the court held the harm to Quokka's U.S. trademark rights would
not have occurred but for the defendants' operation of a website aimed at
U.S. consumers.”
In sum, the Court found “that it is not unreasonable to exercise
personal jurisdiction over defendants, as they have purposefully availed
themselves of the U.S. market, and their conduct is the cause of plaintiff's
alleged injury.”
703
704

Northern Light at 108
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In Robert-Gordon v. Superior,705 which was decided on the special New
York long-arm, plaintiff claimed its trademarks names, marks and logos
were used as megatags706 by Canadian defendant to get Cyberspace users
to hit defendant’s Internet website.
New York Plaintiff had since the 1960’s used one in 1966/67 registered
trademarks “Gordon-Ray” and “Co-Ray-Vac” in connection with its
business of manufacturing and selling low intensity infrared heating
equipment throughout the United States and elsewhere, including New
York. Plaintiff asserted that the names, marks and logos ("trademarks") are
"extremely well known" among infrared heating equipment customers such
that Roberts-Gordon owns valuable goodwill in its trademarks.
Plaintiff’s competitor Canadian Defendant maintained its offices in Ontario.
Plaintiff formerly employed both the President of defendant and the
employee, who performed product design and engineering work for
defendant in New York.
In an Internet search for the plaintiff’s website inputting the trademarks as
keywords the plaintiff instead hit a website maintained by defendant.
Plaintiff determined that the words "Gordon-Ray," "Gordonray," and
"corayvac" were among the megatags assigned to defendant’s website.
Defendant responded by letter advising the Plaintiff that the challenged
megatags had been inadvertently placed in defendant’s meta index file and
had, as of October 26, 1998, been deleted. But according to the Plaintiff the
use of the trademarks as megatags for its website were never ceased.
Defendant’s website instructed Internet browsers to contact defendant for
it’s nearest authorized representative.
Defendant worked with two independent distributors in New York who
were not authorized to contract on behalf of the company; who purchased
products from defendant for sale to their customers; and were not listed on
the defendant’s website. Defendant asserted that none of the alleged
trademarks violations in the Complaint arose out of business transactions,
tortious activity or any contract to supply goods or services on behalf of
defendant in New York.
The parties agreed that four counts of the Complaint were based on alleged
tortious conduct arising from trademark infringement.
The court pointed out that jurisdiction over a foreign defendant may also lie
in New York under New York's long-arm statute, N.Y. CPLR § 302 based
705
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upon the tortious act of a non-domiciliary who does not transact business in
New York, but who commits the tortious act without the state, causing
injury to a person or property within the state."
To establish jurisdiction under N.Y. CPLR § 302(a)(3)(ii), "a plaintiff must
demonstrate that the non-resident tortfeasor: (1) 'expects or should
reasonably expect the act to have consequences in the state'; and (2) 'derives
substantial revenue from inter-state or international commerce.' "707

The court found that defendant conceded the use of selected plaintiff’s
trademarks as megatags in the design and operation of the defendant’s
website containing information directed to potential customers throughout
North America, including New York where the plaintiff maintains its
principal place of business and allegedly incurred statutory damages.
Therefore, it was in violation of federal trademark laws.
The court pointed out that the second prong is a "bigness requirement", the
purpose of which is to ensure that the defendant is "economically big
enough to defend suit in New York." This prong was also satisfied.

Defendant’s website referred to itself as offering "a broader product
range with more capability than any other North American manufacturer."
It also stressed that it had the distribution capacity to “provide sales
coverage throughout North America with projects ongoing from Texas to
Northern California.” In 1996 and 1997 the defendant had shipped
approximately $500,000 of its products to customers in New York.
The court noted, that in a case involving torts it is sufficient that the
defendant's purpose was to target the forum state and its residents.
The defendant’s contact with New York through its website constituted
sufficient minimum contacts with New York to find that the defendant
"purposefully availed" itself of New York law.
The court held that exercising personal jurisdiction over defendant
pursuant to N.Y. CPLR § 302(a)(3)(ii) comported with due process
requirements. It noted that it would impose little burden for the defendant
to defend itself in New York given the distance from Ontario, Canada to
the State of New York, and that defendant had at least two “authorizes
representatives” in New York.
The court in MacConnell v. Schwamm708 exercised specific jurisdiction
over a Japanese resident, who had an estate in California. This resident

707
708

Robert-Gordon at 215.
MacConnell v. Schwamm, 2000 WL 1409758 (S.D.Cal. 2000).
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had registered several domain names, one being a name similar to
plaintiff’s domain name and make a nearly “blank” website.
Defendant alleged planning to use the infringing domain name to market
products in Asia, but later in a “threatening” way offered to sell it to
plaintiff, who had “lost” it previously domain name because its registrator
had filed for bankruptcy and released plaintiff’s domain name without
notice.
The court found defendant’s conduct had remarkable resemblance to
Panavision.
Further the court noted that on ground of the California estate the court
held defendant could not be wholly unfamiliar with that state and its laws.

In Cable News Network, L.P. v. GoSMS.com, Inc.,709 specific personal
jurisdiction was found proper over defendants from California and Israel.
The defendants copied material from the plaintiff, deleted some of the
contents, converted the rest into a short message service, and offered it
through both a website and mobile phone-e-mail. The case is further
mentioned under section III.B.b.3.

2. No jurisdiction found
In LaSalle Bank N.A. v. Vitro, Sociedad Anonima de Capital Variable,710
the plaintiff alleged that the Mexican defendant, a indirect owner of a
Illinois company, orchestrated the sale of its Illinois company in such a
way as to benefit itself at the expense of debenture holders.
Defendant was a multinational holding company, which through its direct
and indirect subsidiaries was a leading manufacturer of glass and
household products in 60 countries, worldwide.
In November 1989 defendant acquired, through a wholly-owned
subsidiary, all the stock of the Illinois company. This company filed in
September 1996 for bankruptcy. The business was sold to a third party and
the bankruptcy court approved asset sale.
Plaintiff alleged defendant manipulated the sale by having the purchaser
assume certain debts of the Illinois company for which defendant as the
parent) was secondarily liable and in which the plaintiff had interests.
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Cable News Network, L.P. v. GoSMS.com, Inc., 2000 WL 1678039 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
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After rejecting specific jurisdiction, the court noted that the only direct
basis for finding general personal jurisdiction was the defendant’s
operation of a website.
There was no evidence that Vitro was using the website to sell products
directly over the Internet.
The website had the following features: (1) an e-mail button to obtain
financial information on defendant; (2) an e-mail button for members of the
media; (3) a customer service page that allows a person (with an
appropriate identification and password) to directly interact electronically
with customer service representatives; (4) access to on-line catalogs of
defendant’s products; and (5) a list of "contact" persons (with e-mail
addresses) for further information on these products. It stated: “We hope
this site will tell you more about our: 1) various businesses and the markets
we serve; 2) facilities in seven countries, including Mexico and the United
States; 3) associations and strategic alliances with other corporations around
the world. “

The court found that “[a]lthough the above features do evidence a
minimal level of "interactivity," there [was] no interactivity with action
taken by [defendant] as a result of individual communication. Rather, the
[defendant] website [was] a passive website in category two, which is not
enough to confer jurisdiction.”
A website set up as a resource for telling customers more about a
company is a passive website. The court noted, that no court has ever
found general jurisdiction based on the operation of a website that does
not provide for direct sales.
The court also rejected exercise of general personal jurisdiction.

The court in Ragonese v. Rosenfeld711 noted that the issue was whether
or not the airline’s webpage combined with an 800-number advertisement
constituted sufficient contact with the forum state to allow specific
personal jurisdiction.
Plaintiff purchased an airline ticket from defendant that was acting on
behalf of a U.S. non-resident company. The Argentine airline company was
also sued in plaintiff’s home state, because there her ticket was no being
delivered at the boarding gate in New York as the plaintiff alleged is should
have been.

711

Ragonese v. Rosenfeld, 722 A.2d 991 (N.J.Super. Ct.Law. Div. 1998).
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Aerolineas Argentinas had no business or flight from plaintiff’s home state.
The court examined the airline’s website by using Alta Vista, which the
court referred to as “a source to forward users to primary information” or
“an index which directs a reader to other places on the internet.”
“When forwarded to the particular web page for Aerolineas Argentinas,
(www.aerolineas. com.ar/ english/html/ cargo.htm) there was no direct
solicitation for services to New Jersey residences. The web mainly
described the history of the airline company and provided information for
cargo transportation.

There was neither information aimed specifically at New Jersey or its
residents nor any interactive site to book airline tickets on in the United
States. Moreover, many of Aerolineas' web pages were in Spanish. The
court classified the webpage as passive.
The plaintiff in Osteotech, Inc. v. Gensci Regeneration Sciences, Inc.712
claimed the Canadian defendant was infringing on some U.S. patents, but
the court pointed out there was no evidence that the defendant had ever
contracted to sell any of its goods or services over the Internet to anyone in
the forum state (or elsewhere).
The court did not have personal jurisdiction over the Canadian defendant.
It remarked that even if as alleged by the plaintiff the defendants website
had contained a toll-free phone number that interested consumers could
call to order products or the website listed a e-mail address encouraging
interested persons to contact the company for more information, this would
have “no more of an impact on any particular forum than a website without
such information” and did “nothing to alleviate the concern that a finding
of jurisdiction based on an Internet website would amount to finding of
worldwide jurisdiction over anyone who establishes a website.713

In Black & Decker v Pro-Tech Power Inc.,714 two Taiwanese companies
manufacturing some products for another defendant, a California
Corporation, never directly offered any products for sale in the forum
state. They advertised their products on a website, which provided
interested customers with the companies’ e-mail addresses.
The court found the websites constituted a means of advertising by which
the two Taiwanese companies regularly solicited business from Virginia
residents within the meaning of this state’s long-arm statute.
712

Osteotech, Inc. v. Gensci Regeneration Sciences, Inc., 6 F.Supp.2d 349 (D.N.J. 1998).
Osteotech, Inc. v. Gensci Regeneration Sciences, Inc. at 356.
714
Black & Decker v Pro-Tech Power Inc., 26 F.Supp.2d 834 (E.D.Va. 1998).
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The court noted that the exercise of personal jurisdiction over the
Taiwanese would offend due process, because the connections among
three defendants only dealt with the general way in which the two
Taiwanese corporations supplied products to the California corporation.
In Agar v. Multi-Fluid715 one defendant, a parent Norwegian
corporation, mentioned an American subsidiary and subsidiary’s phone
number on its website.
Plaintiff claimed defendant had committed tort of patent infringement in
plaintiffs state by marketing allegedly infringing technology on the
defendant website.

The court noted that with the exception of two “buttons” on one out of
seven web pages, which appeared to permit “feedback” and registration”,
the site was entirely informational. Products could not be purchased, nor
could contractual relationships be established through the site.
While defendant might have reasonably anticipated visits to its website
by the court’s state’s residents and companies, it did not, nor could it,
purposefully direct information to the court’s state’s via its website.
The ‘passive” website alone was insufficient to support specific
jurisdiction.
Further the court noted that general personal jurisdiction cannot be based
solely on advertising in national publications circulated in the forum state,
neither solely on a website.

The court pointed out, that there was precedent for exercising
jurisdiction over foreign defendants for claims arising under federal law
when the defendant had sufficient contacts with the nation as a whole, but
was without sufficient contacts with a state to satisfy the due process
concerns of the long-arm statute of any one state. However, in this case,
the only nation-wide contacts attributed to the defendant by the plaintiff
were a few trips to the United States by defendant’s employees. Since
these contacts were sporadic, they did not support a finding that the Court
should exercise personal jurisdiction over the parent defendant.
The Texas-plaintiff in Nutrition Physiology Corporation v Enviros
Ltd.,716 who was the owner of United States patents, sued British company
715
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Agar Corporation, Inc. v. Multi-Fluid, Inc., 45 U.S.P.Q.2d 1444 (S.D.Tex. 1997).
Nutrition Physiology Corporation v Enviros Ltd., 87 F.Supp.2d 648 (N.D.Tex. 2000).
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and its Minnesota subsidiary claiming that the defendants infringed on the
patents.
The British parent company maintained a website under www. biotal.co.uk
that described the company as “"market leaders in the development of
products based on microbes and enzymes to replace aggressive, and often
potentially harmful, chemicals for agricultural and industrial & consumer
applications."
The court noted that within a section devoted to agricultural products
available in North America, the website included a description of two
feed-additive products using bacteria and/or lactic acid which appeared to
form the basis of Plaintiff's patent infringement claims. At the end of that
section, visitors who were interested in more details on the products were
instructed to “contact your local Biotal Distributor or: Vince Myerly [,]
Biotal Inc."
Further the court remarked that the website underlined the name of Vince
Myerly, possibly indicating a hyperlink to an electronic mail address so that
visitors could request more information about the agricultural products.

The Federal Circuit court pointed out that it previously held “that a
website which provides general information about a company and its
products and which forwards e-mail responses to a subsidiary is
insufficient in itself to establish personal jurisdiction in a forum state in
which the defendant is not a resident.”717
The court further remarked that the existence of a passive website and
the defendant's name on its subsidiary's letterhead was insufficient to
establish minimum contacts with the forum state, even when the plaintiff
was able to show that the letterhead reached the forum state.
Finally, the court held that the parent British company had enough
corporate control over the subsidiary and that “Logic may be one thing;
relevant evidence is another. Having failed to provide evidence of a single
sales brochure sent into Texas, the Court finds it would be illogical to find
that minimum contacts have been satisfied on this basis.”
The Swedish-plaintiff in Molnlycke Health Care AB v. Dumex Medical
Surgical Products Ltd.718 brought a patent infringement claim against the
Canadian defendant in Pennsylvania, where the plaintiff’s wholly owned
subsidiary was located.
From defendant’s website could its products be directly ordered “by
717
718

Neutrition Physiology at 654
Molnlycke Health Care AB v. Dumex Medical Surgical Products Ltd., 64 F.Supp.2d 448
(E.D.Pa. 1999).
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clicking on any listed product, adding that item to a shopping cart,
completing an on-line order from, and supplying a credit card number.”

The court held “that the establishment of a website through which
customers can order products does not, on its own, suffice to establish
general jurisdiction. To hold that the possibility of ordering products from
a website establishes general jurisdiction would effectively hold that any
corporation with such a website is subject to general jurisdiction in every
state.”
The defendants websites was akin to “a general advertising campaign:
while the websites are available in every state, they are not necessarily
targeted towards every state.”
The court pointed out that the Plaintiff had made no showing that the
defendant's websites targeted the forum state.

Furthermore, the Plaintiff failed to demonstrate that the websites were
“’central’ to the defendant’s business.”
The court noted that general jurisdiction based only on a small
percentage of income deriving from a forum state would only be possible
if the defendant had “such a broad sales area that the percentage of sales
in any one state would necessarily be small”.
The court rejected to exercise general personal jurisdiction. Specific
jurisdiction was not asserted.

In Berthold Types Ltd. v. European Mikrograf Corp.719 the plaintiff was
in the business of marketing typefaces bearing distinctive registered
trademarks.
One defendant Helios Software was a German corporation, which markets
font software in competition with plaintiff.
Another defendant European Mikrograf Corporation was the American
distributor of Helios, located in California. It was authorizes by Helios to
market the font software sold by Helios in the United States.
Plaintiff alleged that defendants marketed and sold font software as part of
a software package called PDF Handshake, which includes font software for
over 340 typefaces identified by the Berthhold trademarks, without
permission or authorization.
Helios had an English website at www. helios.com, which provided
719

Berthold Types Ltd. v. European Mikrograf Corp., 102 F.Supp.2d 928 (N.D.Ill. 2000).
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comprehensive product presentations on the PDF Handshake's features and
applications.
The website provided customers with the ability to download and print a
document entitled "Helios Software Update Service Agreement." A
customer could fill out that agreement and submit it to "[the customer's]
national Helios dealer/distributor" and make a payment to the national
distributor "one year in advance." Once these steps are taken, the customer
could access and download files containing updates of the PDF Handshake
and other Helios products directly from the Helios website.
However, customers could not purchase Helios products directly off of the
website, and no commercial transactions take place over the website.
The website also had an interactive features which allowed customers to
interact with the Helios host computer. One such feature was a "feedback
forum" in which customers were encouraged to submit ideas on how to
enhance the software so as to make it more efficient and easy to use. There
was also a "support site," which included a "questions and answers" section
and a link to a downloadable addendum to the PDF Handshake manual.
The site also contained e-mail addressees to contact Helios.
Finally, the site included downloadable news briefs on Helios' activities.

With respect to the German defendant, the court rejected to exercise
both general personal jurisdiction and specific personal jurisdiction. For
the latter the court noted that the website was interactive, but the level of
activity was insufficient to enable exercise of specific personal jurisdiction.
The court pointed out “[t]he exercise of jurisdiction is ultimately
determined by examining the level of interactivity and the commercial
nature of the exchange of information. While the [German defendant’s]
site does provide information on ordering products, [that] defendant
makes no commercial response to customers' submissions. At most, [it]
uses the information provided by customers to improve its site and
services. Moreover, nothing on the website is specifically targeted at
[forum state’s] consumers.”720
In Desktop Technologies, Inc. v. Colorworks Reproduction & Design,
Inc.721 the American-plaintiff owned a U.S. trademark, “COLORWORKS,”
registered in June 1996, while the Canadian-defendant owned a Canadian
trademark “ColorWorks”, registered in March 1997. The parties were in
the same business of preparing and printing color reproductions.
Defendant had since August 1995 operated a website with the domain
720
721

Berthold Types at 933
Desktop Technologies, Inc. v. Colorworks Reproduction & Design, Inc., 1999 WL 98572
(E.D.Pa. 1999).
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name “colorworks.com” registered by NSI in United States.
The website contained information about the company, advertisements
about the company, and employment opportunities at the company. It
specifically stated that defendant serviced clients in British Columbia,
Alberta, and Yukon and listed a local telephone and facsimile numbers. The
site allowed a reader to send a message via e-mail and to exchange files via
Internet File Transfer Protocol ("FTP"). However, the site indicated that
Defendant did not conduct sales, accept orders, or receive payments
through its website. The site also indicated that receiving a file via Internet
FTP or e-mail was not a sales transaction and did not constitute placing an
order. To place an order, a reader could print up a copy of the fax order
form, complete the form, and fax it to Defendant. The order form could not
be completed on-line.
Plaintiff alleged that Defendant's use of the word "ColorWorks" as its
domain name on the Internet infringed Plaintiff's trademark rights and
enabled Defendant to compete unfairly with Plaintiff in the United States.

The court held the Defendant’s contacts with the forum State consisted
of a passive website, and that the “only interactivity element” of “the site
was plainly limited to exchanging files with Defendant via Internet FTP or
e-mail.” It pointed out that the site did “not permit Defendant to ‘transact
business’ over the Internet.”
The e-mail links were “the electronic equivalents of advertisements’
response cards” and were insufficient to make the web pages “more than
advertisements.”
Defendant was not subject to general personal jurisdiction, because
“advertising on the Internet is similar to advertising in national
publications, and advertising in national publications is not a basis for
asserting personal jurisdiction.”

The court also rejected to exercise specific personal jurisdiction, because
it held that the defendants Internet presence and e-mail link were the only
contacts with the forum state.
The defendant’s exchanging of information over the Internet was not
doing business over the Internet with residents of the forum state.
Finally, the court held that “Defendant's registration of "ColorWorks" as a
domain name and the posting of a website on the Internet” were
insufficient to subject Defendant to specific personal jurisdiction.
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The plaintiff in Lauzon v. Joseph Ribkoff, Inc.722 claimed among other
things that the defendant had exceeded the scope of the limited usage
agreement by causing photographs to be published on the Internet in the
form of an electronic catalogue and in one or more catalogues or
magazines that were sent to South Florida
The court noted that even assuming that Defendant's alleged contacts met
the Florida long-arm statute requirements, it was manifest that these
contacts did not satisfy the federal due process test.

The court pointed out that the constitutional touchstone is
foreseeability. The defendant could not have reasonably foreseen being
haled into a Florida court on the basis of these "random" and "fortuitous"
contacts.
In Brown v. Geha-Werke GmbH723 the plaintiff had been injured when
feeding a paper shredder located her father’s office at a United States
Navy Station in South Carolina.
German-defendant manufactured paper shredders that were sold in United
States under a brand name belonging to an American company. The latter
had sold the actual high-security paper shredder to a GSA contractor, who
delivered it to the Navy caused by a phone order.
Defendant advertised its products, including high-security shredders, on its
website, which provided an e-mail address.

The court noted, “[a]lthough the law of personal jurisdiction in
cyberspace is still in its infancy, it is clear that Plaintiff has not established
that Defendant [] should be subject to personal jurisdiction in this State
based on its World Wide Website.”724
Further it noted that “[t] record before this court does not reflect that
Defendant [ ] conducted any commercial activity over the Internet in South
Carolina. Plaintiff submitted no evidence that any South Carolina resident
visited Defendant[’s] website…no evidence was presented that any South
Carolina resident purchased [Defendant] products over the Internet or
purchased such products based on any website advertisement…no
evidence that Defendant Geha-Werke has done anything to encourage
South Carolina residents to visit the website or that this website was
directed at South Carolina any more than any other place in the world.
722
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Consequently, this court finds that [Defendant’s] website cannot provide
the basis for an assertion of personal jurisdiction over Defendant.”725
Thus the court rejected exercise of specific personal jurisdiction.

Finally, the court held that assertion of general personal jurisdiction
violated the Due Process Clause because of the defendant’s complete lack
of contacts with the forum state precluded a finding that the defendant
had “continuous and systematic” contacts with the forum state.726
The court in Smith v Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. v. Boto Co., Ltd727 found
no jurisdiction in a product liability action over the Hong Kong-defendant
who manufactured sales of artificial Christmas trees to nation-wide
retailers in United States.
Defendant did not contract to sell any goods or services to any citizens of
the court’s state over the Internet site. The defendant’s advertisement
appeared in a Hong Kong trade publication that also was published on the
Internet.

The court found that the alleged Internet posting by or on behalf of the
defendant was simply an insufficient "contact" with the forum state to
support haling this Hong Kong business into the state the court sat in.
The court agreed with defendant, that sales to direct customers – even if the
direct customers are nation-wide retailers – are not the same as utilizing a
distribution system. Defendant did not purposefully set up a network of
distributors designed to blanket the country or a particular region of the
country. It merely sold to customers who placed orders and then such
customers determined where the goods would go without direction, or
even input, from defendant.
The court noted that the stream of commerce theory of personal jurisdiction
was merely a type of specific jurisdiction and an “analytical tool useful in
cases in which the defendant’s contacts are the result of establishing a
distribution network in the forum State for the sale of defendant’s
products”728
The gross amount of defendant manufactured products sold in United
States was annually between 24 – 53,6 million USD.
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The type of activity required to satisfy the Due Process Clause was
“simply lacking it this case.”
In Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV,729 the court held the evidence did not
support specific personal jurisdiction. Neither could general personal
jurisdiction be exercised because nothing proved that the website was
used to do business or otherwise interact with the forum states residents.
Plaintiff slipped and fell in a pool of standing water accumulated because of
plumbing problems in his bathroom in a hotel in (Netherlands) Aruba and
were severe injured.
He sued amongst others the Aruba-company that owned the hotel-resort
and its parent company, also Aruba.
An agent’s website advertised the hotel, provided a toll-free number for
making reservations by telephone, and allowed users to make hotel
reservations over the Internet. Plaintiff had not used defendants website.

The court remarked that traditional constitutional requirements of
foreseeability, minimum contacts, purposeful availment, and fundamental
fairness must continue to be satisfied before any activity – including
Internet activity – can support an exercise of personal jurisdiction.730
The court pointed out that a proper analysis of the jurisdictional effects
of an Internet website must focus on whether the defendant has actually
and deliberately used its website to conduct commercial transactions or
other activities with residents of the forum.
The case in Harbuck v. Aramco, Inc.731 involved a plaintiff that had
been injured while working on the defendant’s vessel located in Saudi
Arabian territorial waters.
Plaintiff in Philippines signed employment contracts with Saudi Arabian
corporation. Contracts expressly provided that they were subject to the Law
of Saudi Arabian only. He was injured while mounting a crane aboard
defendant’s vessel located in Saudi Arabian territorial waters and was
treated at a Saudi Arabian hospital and flown back home to the Philippines.
Later he moved to live in Pennsylvania at his mother’s place, while his wife
awaited permission to enter United States.
Defendant’s only contact with the United States ever was its occasional
procurement of equipment from United States sources, outside the state the
court presided.
Defendant’s Saudi Arabian parent company maintained a website
729
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identifying defendant, among other companies, as one of its holdings, and
briefly described the nature of defendant’s business. The website did not
provide users a place to order merchandise or services.

The court rejected to exercise both specific and general personal
jurisdiction. In determining the latter, the court held that something more
than a website that acts as a world wide advertisement were required to
trigger personal jurisdiction.
It held that the website amounts to “passive” advertising at best: and
subjecting defendant to the court’s jurisdiction because of the website
would be unreasonable.

Finally, the court found the fairness factors weighed weighted in favor
of not exercising jurisdiction over the defendant.
In Soma Medical International v. Standard Chartered Bank, where one
of British defendant’s employee’s had commited fraud, the court held
defendant’s website passive, because it only offered information
concerning defendant’s services and business from all over the planet.
After having rejected general jurisdiction the court noted the record only
revealed that defendant opened an account at its Hong Kong branch for
plaintiff, created various internal documents evidencing that account's
existence, corresponded by fax and letter with plaintiff concerning that
account, and received and distributed funds into and out of that account,
including the final transfer of approximately $250,000 to a bank in Nevada.
The court held those contacts was insufficient to satisfy due process and
exercise of specific jurisdiction.

It noted "courts have been unwilling to allow states to assert personal
jurisdiction over foreign defendants where the defendant's presence in the
forum arose from the unilateral acts of someone other than the
defendant."732
Second, the bulk of defendant’s remaining contacts with the court’s state
consisted of a limited number of faxes and other written communications
concerning the account, along with a few wire transfers of funds. The court
noted it was “well-established that phone calls and letters are not
necessarily sufficient in themselves to establish minimum contacts.”
732
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The court could not conclude that the defendant’s maintenance of a
passive website, merely providing information to interested viewers,
constituted the kind of purposeful availment of the benefits of doing
business in the court’s state, such that the defendant could expect to be
haled into court in that state. Personal jurisdiction was rejected.
The court in Heathmount A.E. Corp. v. Technodome.Com733 noted that
personal jurisdiction could not be based solely on the registration of a
domain name and referred to whole line of cases.
Further it noted “the services provided by NSI pursuant to the registration
agreement do not establish a sufficient relationship between [defendant]
and Virginia to justify personal jurisdiction.

There is no evidence that the Defendant domain names are hosted
("parked") on NSI's servers in Virginia.
As such, the most that can be inferred from the evidence presented is that
NSI's services consist simply of maintaining a record of the Defendant
domain names in its databases”

The plaintiff in Weber v. Jolly Hotels734 had suffered injuries while
staying at one of the defendant’s hotels in Italy.
Plaintiff had bought a tour through a Massachusetts travel corporation,
which had booked rooms at defendant’s hotel.
Defendant provided photographs of hotel rooms, descriptions of hotel
facilities, information about numbers of rooms and telephone numbers on
the Internet.
The court found the website was a passive, because it merely provided
information or advertisement to users.
The court held it would be hard pressed to find that defendant’s affiliation
with the American Travel Corporation was tantamount to purposeful
availment of New Jersey’s law. The court could not find specific jurisdiction
existed.
Neither could the court find general personal jurisdiction.

The Court held that exercising jurisdiction over a defendant, who
merely advertised its services or product on the Internet, would violate the
Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Exercising jurisdiction
733
734
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in such a case would be unjust and would disrespect the principles
established by International Shoe and its progeny.
The case, Bedrejo v. Triple E Canada, Ltd.735 involved a 1990manufactured motorhome from Canadian defendant, whose autovehicle
in 1995 swerved off U.S. Inter-state Highway 15 in Montana.
The driver and passengers, all Filippinos or Canadians, were either killed or
injured.
The defendant, doing business in Canada, advertises in nationally
circulated magazines distributed in Montana. It also had an interactive
website.

The Montana Supreme Court rejected the exercise of general personal
jurisdiction (under Montana law). It held that the defendant’s advertising
in national magazines, its Internet website, its Adventure Club, and its
out-of-state dealerships, which served at least three Montanans, did not
establish a substantial, systematic, and continuous presence in Montana.
The Court further stated, "[i]nterstate communication is an almost
inevitable accompaniment to doing business in the modern world, and
cannot by itself be considered a 'contact' for justifying the exercise of
personal jurisdiction." This is “applicable to Triple E's advertising in
nationally distributed magazines as well as to its maintenance of an
Internet website.”
Finally, the court held that exercise of jurisdiction would not be
reasonable, and agreed with the lower court that “any ‘entry’ by the
defendant into Montana amounted to only ‘an insignificant trickle’ in the
stream of commerce.”
The case TY Inc. v. Clark736 concerned two partly on-line-vendor
competitors from different countries.
Plaintiff was creator and world manufacture of world famous plush stuffed
toys named “Beanie Babies”, which is registered as a trademark. One of its
way’s of marketing was a website, which contained the domain names
www.Beaniebabies .com and www. ty.com.
An English defendant registered by NSI in U.S. the domain name
“beaniebabiesuk.com” and made a website hosted by a Californian Internet
Service Provider. From this website defendant offered for sale among other
things the majority of TY’s Beanie Babies toy products, with use of TY’s toys
images.
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Bedrejo v. Triple E Canada, Ltd., 984 P.2d 739 (Mont. 1999).
TY, Inc. v Clark, 2000 WL 51816 (N.D.Ill. 2000).
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The website provides a price list of all the Beanie Barbie models they offer.
An icon allows consumers to send e-mail messages to defendant to obtain
special information about any products on the website.
Plaintiff made action for trademark infringement and unfair competition.
The court held that the website was not completely passive because it was
possible for consumers to e-mail the defendant questions about products
and to receive information about placing orders etc.

The court pointed out that defendant made it extremely clear on its
website that it did not conduct on-line transaction. Instead, consumers
could print out an order form and either fax, telephone, or send their
orders through traditional mail to the defendant’s offices in Great Britain.
It would not be appropriate to hold personal jurisdiction based upon the
website.
In Stewart v. Vista Point Verlag,737 a German travel guide-publishers
website was insufficient to establish the requisite minimum contacts. The
case is further mentioned in section III.B.c.1.
In Callaway Golf Corp. v. Royal Canadian Golf Association,738 the court
rejected the exercise of both general and specific personal jurisdiction over
a Canadian defendant on basis of among other things a commercial
website with defamatory press releases. The case is further mentioned in
section III.B.d.2.
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g. Remarks from different cases
1. Certain cases where On-line activity was only one of many

facts
This section will contain only a sporadic number of cases where
Cyberspace facts were one of many facts for the exercise of personal
jurisdiction – the “true” “something more” cases. The cases are arranged
according to the date of the decisions.
The 1992-case Plus System, Inc. v. New England Network, Inc.739 dealt
with a question of breach of contract. One of four factors that led to the
court’s finding of personal jurisdiction was the fact that the defendant’s
computers had communicated via the telephone line with plaintiff’s
central computer in Colorado on a regular basis over a several years.
Colorado-plaintiff had a payment-network (“ATM’s”) with a central
processing computer located in Denver, Colorado, that was used by
Connecticut defendant. Defendant was comprised of approximately 700
financial institutions in New England, which market and promoted a
regional shared payment network under a special service mark. It was
entitled to the use plaintiff’s marks and applicable services by being subject
to plaintiff’s operating regulations.
In the case plaintiff claimed defendant was responsible as processor of the
regional network for implementing plaintiff’s royalty rule in the
defendant’s regional network.
Defendant challenged the court's personal jurisdiction over it.
The court noted defendant joined a Colorado-based national ATM network
and that defendant entered into a licensing contract signed, at least by
Plaintiff, in Colorado.
It held that the following enumerated contacts – made in the contract’s
period of the past five years – convinced the court that the quality, nature,
and frequency of defendant’s activity show that defendant purposefully
availed itself of the forum state:740
First, the Agreement entered into by the parties provides that the
Agreement is to be governed and interpreted by the laws of the State of
Colorado, even though insufficient to confer jurisdiction by itself
Second, defendant made monthly payments to plaintiff under the contract.
739
740

Plus System, Inc. v. New England Network, Inc., 804 F.Supp. 111 (D. Colo., 1992).
Plus System, Inc. v. New England Network at 119.
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Payments made in the forum state are evidence that some performance was
rendered in the forum state.
Third, defendant sent a representative to Colorado
Finally, defendant’s computers communicate via telephone line with
plaintiff’s central computer in Colorado on a regular basis.
The court was also persuaded that the claim for relief arises from the
consequences in Colorado of the Defendant's activities nature, and
frequency of Defendant's activity showed that Defendant purposefully
availed itself of the forum state.
Jurisdiction could be exercised.

In 1993 the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held the defendant
had violated a software license by copying and servicing clients using the
plaintiff’s software. It was of the opinon that the place of copying pcprograms is at a computer’s RAM.
The court agreed with the district court that that a “copying” for purposes
of copyright law occurs when a computer program is transferred from a
permanent storage device to a computer’s RAM. It found supported by the
record and by the law that “the loading of copyrighted computer software
from a storage medium (hard disk, floppy disk, or read only memory) into
the memory of a central processing unit (“CPU”) causes a copy to be made.
In the absence of ownership of the copyright or express permission by
license, such acts constitute copyright infringement.”741

In United States v. Thomas, 74274 F.3d 701 (6th Cir. 1996) the Courts of
Appeal for the Sixth Circuit found venue was appropriate in the
jurisdictional district where a Californian-defendant’s obscene material
was received by customers and whereto the defendant had delivered
videotapes by mail.
Defendant had on his home computer made a bulleting board system that
operated by using telephones, modems and personal computers. Its
features included e-mail, chat lines, public messages.
A homepage screen read “Welcome to AABBS, the Nastiest Place On Earth”
– Bulletin board with obscene material and allowed visitors to select various
menus and read graphic descriptions of gif-files and videotapes that were
offered for sale.
Defendant would after a costumer had sent a fee call give a personal
password whereafter costumers could access and download approximately

741
742

MAI Systems Corporation v. Peak Computer Inc., 991 F.2d 511, 518 (9th Cir. 1993).
United States v. Thomas, 74 F.3d 701 (6th Cir. 1996).
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14,000 images of bestiality, oral sex, incest, sado-masochistic abuse, and sex
scenes.
Further did defendant sell videotapes by e-mail orders to members.
The court rejected defendant’s argument that transmission of the GIF files
involved an intangible string of 0’s and 1’s, which became viewable images
only after they were decoded by an AABBS member's computer.
The court noted defendant focused on the means by which the GIF files
were transferred rather than the fact that the transmissions began with
computer-generated images in California and ended with the same
computer-generated images in Tennessee. The court held the manner in
which the images moved did not affect their ability to be viewed on a
computer screen in Tennessee or their ability to be printed out in hard copy
in that distant location.743

The court in Edias Software International, LLC. v. Basis International
Ltd.744 held that specific personal jurisdiction could be exercised in the
state where plaintiff’s American offices were placed on ground of the
defendant’s substantial, ongoing relationship with the plaintiff, involving
communications, visits to the forum state, sales, and Internet activities.
The court noted that the modes of Internet communication relevant to
the case were e-mail messages, websites, and forums.
New Mexico-defendant signed in 1995 a contract with plaintiff allowing the
latter to distribute plaintiff’s software products.
The contacts defendant had with the forum also included defendant’s
contacting plaintiff’s employees via telephone, fax, and e-mail
communications and selling several thousands of dollars worth of products
to defendant for distribution, sending invoices to plaintiff in Arizona.
Later defendant became dissatisfied and informed through e-mail its
regular European customers and employees of its decision to terminate the
contract with plaintiff. Further it posted a press release on its website and in
a forum.
Plaintiff filed suit in home state and claimed breach of contract and
defamatory statements.

It held that e-mail does not differ substantially from other recognizable
forms of communication, such as traditional mail or phone calls, where
one person has an address or phone number to reach another person.
Furthermore, it held that a forum resembles a bulletin board where
743
744

Thomas at 707.
Edias Software International, LLC. v. Basis International Ltd., 947 F.Supp.413 (D. Ariz.
1996).
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messages can be posted by the page visitor or the page owner; and that a
webpage with a forum allows interaction between the page visitors, and
also between the page visitors and the owner.
The court agreed with the plaintiff’s assertion that the defendant
should not be permitted to take advantage of modern technology through
an Internet webpage and forum and simultaneously escape traditional
notions of jurisdiction.
In Heroes, Inc. v. Heroes Foundation745 the court initially noted that the
defendant’s contacts were a newspaper advertisement published in The
Washington Post and defendant’s web home page.
The Washington D.C.-plaintiff - founded in 1960 - used its federal
trademark mark Heroes for “aiding the widows and children of firemen
and policemen killed in the line of duty in Washington, D.C., Maryland,
and Virginia, in financial, legal, and like causes.”
In 1990 New York-defendant started soliciting funds to support the
survivors of police officers and firefighters killed in the line of duty under
the name Heroes Foundation in connection with its charitable activities. In
1993, defendant started using its name to solicit donations for another
purpose, which was to fight cystic fibrosis.
Plaintiff alleged potential contributors were to be confused and sued for
trademark infringement and unfair competition.
A major domestic consumer products company made an advertisement in
The Washington Post and explained it would donate up to $100 to the
defendant for each redeemed coupon of its products. 746
The court remarked defendant had approved the advertisement and held
the case involved an advertisement placed specifically in the forum’s local
newspaper - not in a national newspaper or trade publication, which
happened to circulate there.

The court pointed out that the defendant, through a domestic consumer
products company, purposely directed it’s advertisement at the forum,
745
746

Heroes, Inc. v. Heroes Foundation, 958 F.Supp. 1 (D.C. 1996).
In Heroes at 3 the court noted on cases in which advertisements did not amount to
minimum contacts establishing personal jurisdiction under the due process clause, that
all of these cases involved advertisements placed in national or international
publications, which happened to circulate within the forum. See, i.e., Sears Roebuck &
Co. v. Sears, 744 F.Supp. 1289, 1297 (D.Del.1990) (advertisements appearing in two
international magazines were insufficient basis for establishing personal jurisdiction);
Wines v. Lake Havasu Boat Mfg. Inc., 846 F.2d 40, 43 (8th Cir.1988) (advertisement
placed in a nationally distributed trade publication circulated in the forum state does
not constitute a "purposeful availment of the benefits and protections of [the forum's]
law").
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hoping forum residents would donate money to it, by either redeeming
coupons or using its toll-free telephone number to make donations
directly.747
The defendant maintains an Internet home page, which provides
information about the organization and its members. Visitors to the home
page were invited to send e-mail messages to the defendant and specifically
invited users to make donations.

The court did not decide whether the defendant's home page by itself
subjected the defendant to personal jurisdiction, but it did note that the
“defendant's home page explicitly solicits contributions, and provides a
toll-free telephone number for that purpose.” Further, the home page also
contained the defendant’s allegedly infringing trademark and logo, the
subject of the plaintiffs underlying claims. Finally, the court noted that the
home page was “certainly a sustained contact with the [forum]; it has been
possible for a [forum] resident to gain access to it at any time since it was
first posted.”
In Haelan Products Inc. v. Beso Biological748 the court held that general
personal jurisdiction existed over a Kansas corporation with its principal
place of business in California.
Louisiana-plaintiff manufactured and sold health beverages under various
trademarks i.e. “Haelan 851” and others including the number “851”.
It claimed defendant made trademark infringement, false designation of
origin and unfair competition through four nationally distributed
publications, which circulated in the forum state, at toll-free number
published in a trade magazine, and through a web address, www.
gus.com/health/851.
The court found the totality of facts indicated defendant could have
reasonable expected to be haled into the forum state, and that the webpage
in itself was insufficient.

Especially for the website, the court noted that “unlike magazines
where advertisements may well be ignored and the magazine itself
disposed of quickly and unlike momentary commercials on the television,
advertisements over the Internet are available to Internet users
continually, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. They are not thrown away
and do not disappear.”
747
748

Decision declined by Hasbro (1999) & FixMyPC (1999).
Haelan Products Inc. v. Beso Biological, 1997 WL 538731 (E.D.La. 1997).
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Further the court noted that defendant’s web-address was located in an
Internet shopping mall called Gus Network America, Inc. This Internet
address includes several highlighted pages for products. Each page had the
company's contact information, listing the address, telephone number, and
fax number. The entries were last modified three years ago.

The court pointed out that the defendant made no attempt to limit the
number of states where its products were marketed.
In American Network, Inc. v. Access America/Connect Atlanta, Inc.749
in a dispute over trademark infringement, the court, concerning Due
Process and a web-page remarked that since "it is not clear from the
submissions that defendant could publish a page on its Website in a way
as to make it accessible to users in some jurisdictions but not others,
arguably a defendant should not be subject to jurisdiction in New York
simply because its home page could be viewed by users there."
But the court held that defendant had additional contacts with New York. It
has signed up six New York subscribers to the services advertised on its
home page and received a total of $150 per month from those subscribers.
The court pointed out that in sending the agreements and software
packages to New York computer users and entering into agreements with
those users, defendant purposefully directed activity towards New York.

The court in Quality Solutions, Inc v. Zupanc750 held the defendant’s act
of advertising in a trade journal with the third largest circulation in the
forum state represented a deliberate attempt to solicit business from the
forum state marked.
Yet, even more compelling was that the defendant on its Internet site
promoted its business under the name of “Quality Solutions”, which was
equal to plaintiff’s registered trademark.
Defendant had obtained a registration for the Internet domain name
"qualitysolutions.com" from Network Solutions, Inc.
The court held that the relevant facts in a trademark infringement action
related to defendant’s efforts to solicit business in Ohio using plaintiff's
trademark.
I.e. in September of 1996 defendants advertised in "Quality Progress," - a
trade journal containing a directory of businesses providing quality
749

American Network, Inc. v. Access America/Connect Atlanta, Inc, 975 F.Supp. 494
(S.D.N.Y. 1997).
750
Quality Solutions, Inc v. Zupanc, 993 F.Supp. 621 (N.D. Ohio, 1997).
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consulting services – where defendants were listed under the name
“Quality Solutions Inc. (Canada).” Defendant’s listing was right above the
listing for plaintiff.
The exercise of personal jurisdiction was consistent with the Due Process
Clause.
Having attempted to take advantage of the benefits of soliciting business
from Ohio residents, defendant could not avoid the attendant burdens that
go along with that solicitation.

The case, Blumenthal v. Drudge,751 dealt with an electronic news report
that was transmitted by a defendant from California by e-mail to his direct
subscribers, by posting it on his website, and transmitting it to AOL,
which used the report as a service to its subscribers.
In August 1997 defendant published the following in his report:
The DRUDGE REPORT has learned that top GOP operatives who feel there
is a double-standard of only reporting republican shame believe they are
holding an ace card: New White House recruit Sidney Blumenthal has a
spousal abuse past that has been effectively covered up.
The accusations are explosive.
There are court records of Blumenthal's violence against his wife, one
influential republican, who demanded anonymity, tells the DRUDGE
REPORT.
If they begin to use [Don] Sipple and his problems against U.S., against the
Republican Party ... to show hypocrisy, Blumenthal would become fair
game. Wasn't it Clinton who signed the Violence Against Women Act?
[There goes the budget deal honeymoon.]
One White House source, also requesting anonymity, says the Blumenthal
wife-beating allegation is a pure fiction that has been created by Clinton
enemies. [The First Lady] would not have brought him in if he had this in
his background, assures the well placed staffer.
This story about
Blumenthal has been in circulation for years.
Last month President Clinton named Sidney Blumenthal an Assistant to the
President as part of the Communications Team. He's brought in to work on
communications strategy, special projects themeing - a newly created
position.
Every attempt to reach Blumenthal proved unsuccessful.
Drudge transmitted the report with the following headline: "Charge: New
White House Recruit Sidney Blumenthal Has Spousal Abuse Past." by
e-mail to his direct subscribers and on his website, but to AOL.
751

Blumenthal v. Drudge, 992 F.Supp. 44 (D.D.C. 1998).
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After receiving a letter from plaintiff’s counsel defendant retracted the story
through a special edition of his Report posted on his website and e-mailed
to his subscribers.
AOL later removed the Report from the electronic archive of previous
editions of the Drudge Report available to AOL subscribers.
Defendant Drudge later publicly apologized to the Blumenthals.
Blumenthal made a defamation case for the U.S. District Court, District of
Columbia.
The case against AOL was dismissed because the Communications Decency
Act immunized AOL as interactive computer service providers from the
suit.

As for the defendant, Drudge, and the question of Due Process the
court noted that “[w]hile in the Internet context there must be “something
more” than an Internet advertisement alone “to indicate that the defendant
purposefully (albeit electronically) directed his activity in a substantial
way to the forum state,” such that defendant should reasonably anticipate
being haled into court there.
This test was easily met it the actual case, because of “(1) the interactivity of
the website between the defendant Drudge and District residents; (2) the
regular distribution of the Drudge Report via AOL, e-mail and the world
wide web to District residents; (3) Drudge's solicitation and receipt of
contributions from District residents; (4) the availability of the website to
District residents 24 hours a day; (5) defendant Drudge's interview with
C-SPAN; and (6) defendant Drudge's contacts with District residents who
provide gossip for the Drudge Report.” 752

In the 1999 case, Cable & Wireless P.L.C. v. F.C.C.,753 concerning a
telecommunications carriers’ payment, the United States Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit rejected a foreign telecommunications carriers’
claim that a Federal Communications Commission order violated the
doctrine of “half-circuit jurisdiction”, which allows the FCC to exercise
jurisdiction over international calls from a point within the United States
to a mid-point between the United States and the foreign country.
The court noted that although it may be true that "the global
telecommunications services market" includede Internet services, such
Internet traffic "is exchanged outside of the traditional accounting rate
system". The mere fact that Internet traffic and international voice traffic
752

The Drudge case ended in 2001 with a settlement by which plaintiff covered defendant’s
legal costs.
753
Cable & Wireless P.L.C. v. F.C.C., 166 F.3d 1224 (Fed. Cir. 1999).
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are becoming increasingly interconnected does not oblige the Commission
to regulate both spheres of telecommunications services simultaneously.754
The court in CoolSavings.com v. IQ Commerce755 found specific
jurisdiction because the defendant by setting up an interactive website
directed at the entire country, knowing and hoping that residents of all
states would use it, and by using a forum state based marketing firm to
promote its capabilities using the disputed technology, purposefully had
established minimum contacts with the forum state. The were also
evidence of a number of forum state residents had become members by
defendant.
Illinois-plaintiff had patented a data processing system, which allowed
issuing electronic advertisements and coupons.
In 1995 California-defendant developed an Internet-coupon-software by
which defendant hoped to gain income from subscribing merchants as a
percentage of the sale generated by the program, which let coupons appear
on the users screen. When a coupon appeared and if the consumer was
interested in the product, she could either “clip” it electronically and
thereby save it in her “account” for potential later use, or click on a “buy”
button, which linked directly to the merchant’s website, where she would
have the option of purchasing the product at a discount with the coupon.
The court noted that the percentage of residents was without importance
because the issue was specific personal jurisdiction and is was enough that
defendants infringing coupon-program was target at all states residents and
was accessed by people in the forum state.

The court did not think it was “productive to try to jam this square peg
into a round hole” and use a categorizing on the website at issue, because
it did not fit into any of the three categories used by other courts. It noted
that [s]pecific personal jurisdiction depends on the nature and quality of
the defendant’s contacts with the forum, so obviously a case in which the
contact itself is the wrong is a stronger case for jurisdiction than one in
which the contact merely relates to the wrong.”
Furthermore, the court pointed out that defendant also regularly dealt
with a forum state-based advertising and marketing firm - in person, on
the phone, and by e-mail - with whom it worked to stimulate interest in
the product at issue in the case, and worked on strategies for promoting
and selling it’s technology to the marketing firm’s clients of which a
number were based in the forum state.
754
755

Cable & Wireless P.L.C. at 1236.
CoolSavings.com v. IQ Commerce, 53 F.Supp.2d 1000 (N.D.Ill. 1999).
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It was not constitutionally unreasonable to exercise specific personal
jurisdiction.

In Student Advantage, Inc v. CollegeClub.com756 the court pointed out
that although defendant relied on the fact that its website, on which many
of the allegedly false representations appeared, was ultimately based in
California, it maintained the website in New York, and therefore it could
not “defeat an otherwise proper venue merely because that website
emanates from another jurisdiction.”
New York-plaintiff - a student marketing and discount company –
commenced action against a Californian competitor claiming false
advertising, unfair competition, and tortious interference with contract.
The initially noted the gravamen of plaintiff's complaint was that
defendant’s website and promotional materials falsely advertised that
students joining defendant would receive discounts at over 100,000
merchants when in fact a substantial number of the listings for merchants
and/or discounts were fraudulent, nonexistent, inaccurate, or unlawfully
obtained.
The court noted that it was reasonably inferable from the evidence that
many merchants would likely choose to contract with defendant, rather
than plaintiff, because they were misled into believing that defendant
provided access to many more students than the latter
The court noted, “the primary focus was the degree to which the
representations in question explicitly target relevant consumers. “
The court denied motion to dismiss.

The court in Zubyk v. LPBOC Hotel Ltd. Partnership757 held that
exercise of specific personal jurisdiction would comport with traditional
notions of fair play and substantial justice in a case, where the plaintiff had
been injured at defendant’s hotel. This was due to the fact that the
defendant had advertised in local newspapers every Sunday; whereas, the
defendant’s “passive” website provided an e-mail address and toll-free
phone number and did not allow hotel reservations to be made. This did
not constitute purposeful availment under the minimum contacts test.
The court noted the cause of action involved were related to the local
newspaper advertising and the toll-free number for booking reservations,
756
757

Student Advantage, Inc v. CollegeClub.com, 1999 WL 1095601 (S.D. New York 1999).
Zubyk v. LPBOC Hotel Ltd. Partnership, 2000 WL 963168 (E.D.Pa. 2000). In footnote 1 the
court remarked the contacts were not sufficient to justify general personal jurisdiction.
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since the plaintiff had alleged that their decision to stay at defendant’s hotel
resulted from defendant’s active solicitation of business in the forum state.
Thus defendant’s contacts satisfied the minimum contacts requirement for
assertion of specific personal jurisdiction.

In Bath & Body Works, Inc. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.758the court found
the defendant’s website, which advertised a toll-free order hotline,
provided information for placing wholesale orders, allowed customers to
join its e-mail list, and displayed a link for ordering on-line at a third
party’s website. This together with fact that it sold (alleged trademark
infringing products) directly to forum state retailers and to national
retailers, who then sold across the United States, including in the forum
state, showed that it purposefully availed itself of the privilege of acting in
the forum state or causing a consequence there.
Specific personal jurisdiction could be exercised - general personal
jurisdiction not asserted.

The court in American Eyewear, Inc. v. Peeper's Sunglasses and
Accessories, Inc.759 found the defendant subsidiary company’s websites
involved e-commerce, as in Stomp, and exercised specific personal
jurisdiction. The Minnesota-defendant sold sunglasses and related
accessories via its website at “peepers.com,” a name equal to its Texascompetitor’s registered trademark, “Pepper.”
As for the subsidiary the court initially remarked that it would only to
address specific jurisdiction, because plaintiff’s causes of action arose
directly from the subsidiary’s contacts with Texas residents via the website
that plaintiff contended infringed its Pepper’s mark.
The subsidiary company started business in 1989 in North Dakota and later
in Minnesota in 1993, but not in Texas. In 1998 it purchased the domain
name "peepers.com", originally registered in 1996, and it began to using the
websites "peepers.com" and "peepers2000.com" to sell retail optical
products over the Internet.
It did not itself sell products under the "peepers" name, brand, or mark, but
the mark appeared from its third-party manufacturers.
The court noted that the subsidiary’s only contact with Texas residents was
via the "peepers.com" website, through which it receives and processes
orders for eyewear.
758
759

Bath & Body Works, Inc. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 2000 WL 1810478 (S.D.Ohio 2000) at *8.
American Eyewear, Inc. v. Peeper's Sunglasses and Accessories, Inc., 106 F.Supp.2d 895
(N.D.Tex., 2000).
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The subsidiary’s site allowed customers to log on and browse interactively
until they found the type of eyewear they wished to purchase. Customers
completed order forms that specified the shipping address and credit card
to be billed. The form was electronically submitted to the subsidiary over
the Internet, and the product was packaged and shipped directly to the
home of the customer. An e-mail message that confirmed the purchase was
also sent to the customer. It even provides customers with user names and
passwords to process future orders more conveniently. Customers could
also receive personalized service directly from the website by using the
site's e-mail option to transmit questions or requests to the subsidiary’s
customer service department.
The court held the website was the type that fell in the middle category and
that the purpose and level of interactivity of the "peepers.com" e-commerce
website were analogous to the site in Stomp.
The subsidiary sold regularly products to Texas customers in this manner
and had no limitations as for geographical selling areas.
Defendant had from October 11, 1999 through December 2, 1999 made sales
to Texas residents almost daily and typically involved multiple transactions
each day. Sales via the "peepers.com" and "peepers2000.com" websites to
persons who listed Texas addresses constituted less than 1/2 % of the
subsidiary’s total sales.
The court found that plaintiff had established a prima facie case for specific
jurisdiction, because the subsidiary knowingly entered into contracts with
Texas residents for commercial gain and of the use of the "peepers.com"
domain name to make sales to Texas residents was the basis for plaintiff’s
claims.
The court pointed out that the basis for plaintiff’s lawsuit was defendant’s
use of the "peepers.com" domain name to sell products, not its sale of
products that had the "peepers" name.

Exercising personal jurisdiction was consistent with traditional notions
of fair play and substantial justice, because the defendant had knowingly
made sales to Texas residents and was fully aware that its services would
reach that forum.
It could have avoided subjecting itself to personal jurisdiction in Texas
by taking such steps as the following: (1) incorporating into its website
purchase order form a "click-wrap agreement" that contained a choice of
venue clause, (2) including a disclaimer that it would not sell products in
Texas, or (3) by simply disabling the site so that it would not accept orders
from, or allowing shipments to, Texas residents.
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2. Certain cases involving Cyberspace where courts declined

jurisdiction
Courts have declined jurisdiction with a variety of facts and
explanations. For example, the court in KSTP-FM, LLC. v. Specialized
Communications, Inc.760 declined to exercise jurisdiction because it held it
was irrelevant for purposes of assessing whether personal jurisdiction
existed that the defendant’s website had been operative since 1998 because
the events giving rise to the lawsuit all had occurred in 1995.
In the case, HQM, Ltd. v. Hatfield,761 where Mr. William B. Hatfield in
1995 through NSI had registered Hatfield.com and used it as an e-mail
address, the court rejected exercise of jurisdiction. The defendant had not
made a website. The court did not believe that simply registering and
activating a domain name under the “.com” designation, and then failing
to respond to letters from a mark holder constituted “commercial use.”
Plaintiff had in 1968 registered a logo containing the word “Hatfield” and in
1996 registered the federal service mark “Hatfield” and claimed defendant
infringered its mark.
The court held that the “.com” designation did not by itself constitute
commercial use. To hold otherwise would create an immediate and
indefinite monopoly to all famous marks holders on the Internet, by which
they could lay claim to all “.com” domain names, which are arguable “the
same” as their mark.
The court also quoted the court in Intermatic Inc. v. Toeppen762 for stating
that the “.com” designation was the only one available for both commercial
and private use.763

The court in Cybersell764 found the defendants’ contacts with the forum
state insufficient to establish purposeful availment. It pointed out that
defendants’ webpage was simply not aimed intentionally at the forum
state knowing that harm was likely to be caused to the plaintiff, there.
The court used the “effects doctrine,” see the same court’s notice in the later
case Panavision-2 at 1321, footnote 6.

760

KSTP-FM, Llc. v Specialized Communications, Inc., 602 N.W.2d 919 (Minn. Ct. App. 1999).
HQM, Ltd. v. Hatfield, 71 F.Supp.2d 500 (D. Md. 1999).
762
Intermatic Inc. v. Toeppen, 947. F.Supp. 1227 (N.D.Ill. 1996).
763
HQM, Ltd. v. Hatfield at 507-508.
764
Cybersell, Inc. v. Cybersell, Inc., 130 F.3d 414 (9th Cir. 1997).
761
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The court noted that the defendants’ interactivity on the webpage was
limited to receiving the visitor’s name and address along with an
indication of interest. The court pointed out that signing up for the service
was not an option, not did anyone from the forum state do so. Defendant
had commited no act and had consummated no transaction, nor had it
performed any act by which it purposefully availed itself of the privilege
of conduction activities in the forum state, thereby invoking the benefits
and protections of the forum state’s law.
Plaintiff, “Cybersell, Inc.,” Arizona was incorporated in May 1994 to
provide Internet and web advertising and marketing services, including
consulting. An application to register the name "Cybersell" as a service
mark was approved and published on October 30, 1995. Plaintiff operated a
website using the mark from August 1994 through February 1995.
Meanwhile, in the summer of 1995 defendants - father and son - Florida,
formed “Cybersell, Inc.,” as a Florida corporation. Matt was a business
school student at Rollins College, where his father was a professor; the son
was particularly interested in the Internet, and the company was to provide
business-consulting services for strategic management and marketing on
the web.
At the time the defendants chose the name “Cybersell”, plaintiff’s website
was “down” for reconstruction nor had plaintiff been granted its
application for the service mark.
As part of their marketing effort, defendants created a webpage at
http://www. cybsell.com/cybsell/index.htm. The home page had a logo at
the top with “CyberSell” over a depiction of the planet earth, with the
caption underneath “Professional Services for the World Wide Web” and a
local (area code 407) phone number. It proclaimed in large letters
“Welcome to CyberSell!” A hypertext link allowed the visitor to introduce
himself, and invited a company not on the web - but interested in getting on
the web - to “Email U.S. to find out how!”

The court remarked that the defendants had not entered into any
contracts, made any sales, received any telephone calls, earned any income
or sent any messages over the Internet associated with the forum state.
In Transcraft Corp. v Doonan Trailer765 the court rejected jurisdiction
because the defendant’s website did not specifically invite forum state
residents to transact business with the defendant or its dealers. Rather,
defendant’s website presented a general advertisement and was accessible
worldwide.

765

Transcraft Corp. v Doonan Trailer, 45 U.S.P.Q.2d 1097 (N.D.Ill. 1999).
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Plaintiff did not contend defendant conducted business in the forum state
via the Internet, but alleged defendant’s website invited inquiries via
electronic mail.

The court noted that in cases where a user can exchange information
with the host computer, “the exercise of jurisdiction is determined by
examining the level of interactivity and commercial nature of the exchange
of information that occurs on the Website.”
Plaintiff had failed to allege facts to support a reasonable inference that
electronic mail communications were made with forum state residents, or
that the communications were of the quality required by courts that have
found personal jurisdiction in cases of this kind.
The remaining question was whether Defendant’s website was specifically
intended to reach Illinois customers.
There was no evidence that defendant used its website to encourage
contacts with the forum state.
The court remarked that well-reasoned opinions hold webpage
advertisements with toll-free numbers insufficient to support personal
jurisdiction.

Finally, the court noted that advertising on the World Wide Web does
not serve specific geographic markets in the same sense that magazines
and televised football games do. Therefore, it found the web
advertisements in the case distinguishable from the cable broadcasts in the
case, Indianapolis Colts.766
A well-known and often-quoted decision, Bensusan v. King – also
called the “Blue Note” case - dealt in the lower court767 contrary to the
appeal court768 with a website issue. The case, as in K.C.P.L., Inc. v. Nash,
dealt with the defendant’s use of another’s trademark as a domain name
and found that it was not enough for “doing business” in the sense of the
special limited New York long-arm statute, and therefore did not allow
jurisdiction.
Plaintiff was creator of a jazz club in New York City known as “The Blue
Note.” It also operated other jazz clubs around the world and owned the
federally registered mark “The Blue Note.”
Defendant owned and operated in Columbia, Missouri, a small club called
766

Indianapolis Colts, Inc. v. Metropolitan Baltimore Football Club Limited Partnership, 34
F.3d 410 (7th Cir. 1994)(and 1994 WL 592844 at *3 (S.D. Ind. June 10, 1994)).
767
Bensusan v. King, 937 F.Supp. 295 (S.D.N.Y. 1996).
768
Bensusan v. King, 126 F.3d 25 (2nd Cir. 1997).
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“The Blue Note.”
In April of 1996 defendant posted a website, which was located on a
computer server in Missouri, and containing a fanciful logo that was
substantially similar to plaintiff’s logo.
The site – not requiring any access code - further contained general
information about defendant’s club as well as a calendar of events and
ticketing information.
The latter included names and addresses of ticket outlets in Columbia and a
telephone number for charge-by-phone ticket orders, which were available
for pick-up on the night of the show at the Blue Note box office in
Columbia.
Defendant’s home page contained the following disclaimer: “The Blue
Note's Cyberspot should not be confused with one of the world's finest jazz
club[s] [the] Blue Note, located in the heart of New York's Greenwich
Village.”

In this case, the lower court – opposite the appeal court – discussed the
question of Due Process and found that it would violate the U.S.
Constitutional requirements. It noted that the defendant had done nothing
to purposefully avail himself of the benefits of the forum state. The
defendant, “like numerous others, simply created a Website and permitted
anyone who could find it to access it. Creating a site, like placing a
product into the stream of commerce, may be felt nation-wide - or even
worldwide - but, without more, it is not an act purposefully directed
toward the forum state.”769
Defendant had not “actively sought to encourage New Yorkers to access his
site,” nor had he conducted any business in New York. There was in fact no
suggestion that defendant had any presence of any kind in New York other
than the Website that could be accessed worldwide.
The court rejected plaintiff’s argument that defendant “should have
foreseen that users could access the site in New York and be confused as to
the relationship of the two Blue Note clubs is insufficient to satisfy due
process.”

In K.C.P.L., Inc v. Nash770 the court rejected characterizing the
defendant as a “cyberpirate,” and did not find him doing business or
committing a tortious act as required by New York long-arm statute.
New-York Plaintiff had for one of its products registered the name
769
770

Bensusan at 301.
K.C.P.L., Inc v. Nash, 1998 WL 823657 (S.D.N.Y. 1998)
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“Reaction”.
California-Defendant had since 1996 been engaged in at least four attempts
to develop a business based on the creation of an Internet website, none of
which has proven successful.
Like three other domain names owned by Nash, the domain name in
question “Reaction.com” had always pointed to an “Under Construction”
single webpage provided by a name registrars and shared by thousands of
registered but “unhosted” domain names. Defendant claimed to have
invested hundreds and hundreds of hours of labor to create a website, bud
there has never been an operational website.
About July of 1997, plaintiff learned of defendant’s May 1997 registration
and instructed its website developer to contact defendant to inquire about
acquiring defendant’s rights to the domain name. In a phone call plaintiff’s
website developer offered to purchase defendant’s domain name.
Defendant demanded $8,000 in exchange for the rights to the domain name,
which offer Plaintiff rejected.

The court noted the case was both legally and factually distinguishable
from Panavision v. Toeppen.771 The court pointed out that defendant had
only registered four domain names, of which only one was alleged to
resemble another’s trademark, nor had defendant made any prior attempts
to sell any of his domain names. It was not clear that “Reaction” was a
famous mark.
The court remarked that defendant had registered “Reaction.com” in
connection with his hope to create a business providing information
services.
The court held the plaintiff’s factual allegations did not support its
characterization of defendant as a “cyberpirate” nor it’s labeling of his
conduct as “extortion.”
Because defendant had not transacted business in New York, the Court
concluded it had not have jurisdiction over defendant pursuant to C.P.L.R.
302(a)(1).
Further found the court that plaintiff had failed to allege that defendant had
committed a tortious act while physically present in New York as is
required by 302(a)(2).

771

Panavision-2 - Panavision Int'l, L.P. v. Toeppen, 141 F.3d 1316, 1322 (9th Cir. 1998).
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3. List covering cases involving Cyberspace facts where

jurisdiction has been exercised or rejected772
(1) Personal jurisdiction exercised:
American Eyewear
Peeper’s Sunglasses
American Network
Access America / Atlanta
Bancroft & Masters Augusta National.
Bath & Body
Wall-Mart Store
Bellino
Simon & Spencer
Biometrics, LLC
New Womyn, Inc
Blumenthal
Drudge & AOL
Bochan
LaFontaine & Harris
Cable News Network GoSMS.com Inc
Campell, Christ.
American Intern.
Cello Holdings, L.L.C. Lawrence-Dahl Companies
Christian Science Bd. Robinson
CitiGroup Inc
City Holding Co
Cody
Ward
Colon
Chart House Enterprises
Colt Studio, Inc
Badpuppy Enterprise
CompuServe
Patterson
CoolSavings.com, Inc IQ.Commerce Corp
Cooper
Shealy
Daimler-Benz
Olson
Digital Equipment
Altavista Technology (U.S.)
Edias Software Int
Basis International Ltd
Euromarket Designs Crate & Barrel Ltd
F. McConnell & Sons Target Data Systems
Gary Scott Int'l Inc. Baroudi
Green Book internat. Inunity corp
Hall
LaRonde
Hasbro, Inc (I)
Clue Computing, Inc
Healan Products
Beso Biological
Heroes Inc
Heroes Fundation
IA, Inc
Thermacell Technologies
Inset System
Instruction Set
Intercon, Inc
Bell Atlantic Internet Solut.
International Star Re. Bowman-Haight Ventures
Jones
Beech Aircraft
Kavo America Corp. J.F. Jelenko co
Kernan, Lillian
Kurz-Hastings & Navitas
Kim
Keenan
Kollmorgen Corp
Yaskawa Electric Corp.
772

106 F.Supp.2d 895
N.D.Tex
975 F.Supp 494
S.D.N.Y
223 F.2d 1082
9th Cir.
2000 WL 1810478
SD.Ohio
1999 WL 1059753
E.D.La.
112 F.Supp.2d 869
E.D.Mo
992 F.Supp 44
D.C.
68 F.Supp.2d 692
E.D.Va.
2000 WL 1678039
S.D.N.Y.
976 P.2d 1102
Okla.Ap.
89 F.Supp.2d 464
S.D.N.Y.
123 F.Supp.2d 965
W.D.N.C
97 F.Supp.2d 549
S.D.N.Y.
954 F.Supp 43
D.Conn.
79 F.Supp.2d 25
D.P.R.
75 F.Supp.2d 1104
C.D.Cal.
89 F.3d 1257
6th Cir.
53 F.Supp.2d 1000
N.D.Ill
537 S.E.2d 854
N.C.App
21 S.W.3d 707
Tex.App.
960 F.Supp. 456
D.Mass.
947 F.Supp 413
D.Ariz.
96 F.Supp.2d 824
N.D.Ill
84 F.Supp.2d 961
N.D.Ind.
981 F.Supp 714
D.Mass.
2 F.Supp.2d 112
D.Mass
56 Cal.App.4th 1342 Cal.App.
994 F.Supp. 34
D.Mass.
43USPQ2D(BNA)1672 E.La.
958 F.Supp 1
D.C.
983 F.Supp 697
ED.Mich
937 F.Supp. 161
D.Conn.
205 F.3d 1244
10th Cir.
1999 WL 300285
N.D.Ill.
995 S.W.2d 767
Tex.App.
2000 WL 715602
N.D.Ill
997 F.Supp 367
WD.N.Y.
71 F.Supp.2d 1228
M.D.Fla.
1999 WL 1678229
W.D.Va.

2000
1997
2000
2000
1999
2000
1998
1999
2000
1999
2000
2000
2000
1997
1999
1999
1996
1999
2000
2000
1997
1996
2000
2000
1997
1998
1997
1997
1997
1996
1997
1996
2000
1999
1999
2000
1998
1999
1999

Cases where motion for dismissal on ground of lack of personal jurisdiction over one or
more defendants has been granted is primarily listed under “Jurisdiction rejected”
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Krantz
Air Line Pilots Ass., Int.
LFG, LLC
Zapata Corporation
Loudon Plastics
Brenner Tool & Die
MacConnell
Schwamm
Maritz Inc (I)
Cybergold Inc
Mason Tayler Medical Qwikstrip Products, L.L.C.
Mayo Clinic
Jackson
McMaster-Carr Sup. Supply Depot, Inc
Mieczkowski
Masco Corp
Minnesota
Granite Gate Resorts
National Football L. Miller & NFL Today
National Petroleum Welge & United Communic.
Nicosia
DeRoody
Nissan Motor Co, Ltd. Nissan Computer Corp.
Northern Light Techn. Nothern Light Club
Online Partners Com Atlanticnet Media Corp.
Panavision Intern. (I) Toeppen
Park Inns Intern.
Pacific Plaza Hotels
People - Vacco
Lipsitz
PKWare, Inc
Meade
Playboy Enterprises Chuckleberry Publish/Tattilo
Plus System Inc.
New England Network
Publications Intern. Burke/Triolo, Inc.
Purco Fleet Services Towers & Fleet Financial C.
Quality Solutions, Inc Zupanc
Quokka sports, Inc
Cup International Ltd.
Remick
Manfredy
Replacements, Ltd. MidweSterling
Resuscitation Tech Continental Health Care
Robert-Gordon, LLC Superior Radiant Products
Southwestern Bell
Connect CommunicationUS
Sports Authority
Justballs, Inc
State of Missouri
Beer Nuts, Ltd.
Stomp, Inc
NeatO, LLC
Student Advantage CollegeClub.com
Superguide Corp
Kegan
Tech Heads, Inc
Desktop Service Center
Telco communication An Apple a Day
Telephone Audio P. Smith & Sold on Hold
Thompson
Handa-Lopez, Inc
United States
Kufrovich, francis
United States
Kammersell (I)
United States
Thomas
Vitullo
Velecity Powerboats
VP Intellectual Prop. Imtec Corp
Well's Dairy, Inc
Estate of J.P. Richardson
Westcode, Inc.
RBE Electronic
Wise & Remedies
Lindamood
Zippo Manufacturing Zippo Dot Com
Zubyk
LPBOC Hotel Ltd Partners.

245 Va. 202
78 F.Supp.2d 731
74 F.Supp.2d 182
2000 WL 1030619
947 F.Supp. 1328
2000 WL 432807
1998 WL 699385
1999 WL 417352
997 F.Supp 782
568 N.W.2d 715
2000 WL 335566
902 F.Supp 1459
72 F.Supp.2d 1093
89 F.Supp.2d 1154
97 F.Supp.2d 96
2000 WL 101242
141 F.3d 1316
5 F.Supp.2d 762
174 Misc.2d 571
79 F.Supp.2d 1007
939 F.Supp 1032
804 F.Supp. 111
121 F.Supp.2d 1178
38 F.Supp.2d 1320
993 F.Supp. 621
99 F.Supp.2d 1105
52 F.Supp.2d 452
515 S.E.2d 46
1997 WL 148567
85 F.Supp.2d 202
225 F.3d 942
97 F.Supp.2d 806
29 S.W.3d 828
61 F.Supp.2d 1074
1999 WL 1095601
987 F.Supp 481
105 F.Supp.2d 1142
977 F.Supp 404
1998 WL 159932
998 F.Supp. 738
997 F.Supp 246
7 F.Supp. 2d. 1196
74 F.3d 701
1998 WL 246152
1999 WL 1125204
89 F.Supp.2d 1042
2000 WL 124566
89 F.Supp.2d 1187
952 F.Supp 1119
2000 WL 963168

Va.
N.D.Ill.
N.D.N.Y.
N.D.Tex
E.D.Miss
WD.N.Y.
Tex.App.
N.D.Ill.
E.D.Tex.
Minn.Ap
S.D.N.Y.
D.Utah
N.D.Cal.
C.D.Cal.
D.Mass.
N.D.Cal.
9th Cir.
D.Ariz.
N.Y.
E.D.Wis
S.D.N.Y.
D.Colo.
N.D.Ill
D.Utah
ND.Ohio
N.D.Cal
E.D.Pa.
N.C.App
S.D.Ind.
WD.N.Y.
8th Cir.
ED.Mich
Mo.App.
C.D. Cal
S.D.N.Y.
WD.N.C.
D.Or
E.D.Va.
E.D.Tex.
WD.Tex.
Conn.
D.Utah.
6th Cir.
N.D.Ill.
D.N.J.
ND.Iowa
E.D.Pa.
D. Colo.
W.D.Pa.
E.D.Pa

1993
1999
1999
2000
1996
2000
1998
1999
1998
1997
2000
1995
1999
2000
2000
2000
1998
1998
1997
2000
1996
1992
2000
1999
1997
1999
1999
1999
1997
2000
2000
2000
2000
1999
1999
1997
2000
1997
1998
1998
1997
1998
1996
1998
1999
2000
2000
1999
1997
2000
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(2) Personal jurisdiction rejected: 773
2000 Inter. Ltd
Chambers
2000 WL 1801835
D.Kan. 2000
3D Systems, Inc.
Aarotech Laboratories, Inc
160 F.3d 1373
Fed.Cir. 1998
Agar Corp
Multi-Fluid/Hitec ASA-Norway 45 USPQ2D (BNA) 1444 S.D.Tex. 1997
Aidman, Evan
Nilson, Mark S
1999 WL 961048
E.D.Pa. 1999
Alton
Wang
941 F.Supp. 66
W.D.Va 1996
American Bio Medica Peninsula Drug Analysis Co 1999 WL 615175
D.Del.
1999
American Homecare Paragon Scientific Corp
27 F.Supp.2d 109
D.Conn. 1998
Ameritech Services SCA Promotions, Inc
2000 WL 283098
N.D.Ill.
2000
AOL
Huang / Easia, Inc
106 F.Supp.2d 848
E.D.Va 2000
Armouth International Haband Co Inc
715 N.Y.S.2d 438
N.Y.App. 2000
Atlantech Distribution Credit General Ins. Co
30 F.Supp.2d 534
D.Md.
1998
Bailey
Turbine Design, Inc
86 F.Supp.2d 790
WD.Tenn 2000
Barrett
Catacombs Press
44 F.Supp.2d 717
E.D.Pa. 1999
Bedrejo
Triple E Canada
984 P.2d 739
Mont.
1999
Bensusan
King ("Blue Note")
126 F.3d 25
2nd Cir. 1997
Berthold Types Ltd. European Mikrograf /Helios 102 F.Supp.2d 928
N.D.Ill
2000
Black & Decker (U.S.) Pro-Tech Power Inc.
26 F.Supp.2d 834
E.D.Va. 1998
Blackburn
Walker Oriental Rug Galleries 999 F.Supp 636
E.D.Pa. 1998
Blakey (I)
Continental Airlines, Inc
322 N.J.Super 187
N.J.Su
1999
Bradley
Mayo Foundation/Mayo Clinic 1999 WL 1032806
E.D.Ky. 1999
Broussard
Ramada Deauville Hotel Res. 1999 WL 621527
E.D.La. 1999
Brower
Gateway 2000
246 A.D.2d 246
N.Y.
1998
Brown
Geha-Wercke GmbH
69 F.Supp.2d 770
S.C.
1999
Bush
Tidewater Marine Alaska,
1998 WL 560048
E.D.Tex. 1998
Butler
Beer Across America
83 F.Supp.2d 1261
N.D.Ala. 2000
Callaway Golf Corp. Royal Canadian Golf Ass'n
2000 WL 1910560
C.D.Cal 2000
Caspi
Microsoft Network, LLC
323 N.J.Super 118
N.J.Su
1999
CD Solution Inc
Tooker
15 F.Supp. 2d 986
D.Or.
1998
CFOS 2 Go, Inc
CFO 2 Go, Inc
1998 WL 320821
N.D.Cal. 1998
Chiaphua Compon. West Bend Company
95 F.Supp.2d 505
E.D.Va. 2000
CIVIX-DDI, LLC
Microsoft & BellSouth
52 U.S.P.Q.2d 1501
D.Colo. 1999
Clayton
Farb
1998 WL 283468
Del.Su
1998
Coastal Video
The Staywell Co.
59 F.Supp.2d 562
E.D.Va. 1999
Conseco, Inc
Hickerson
698 N.E.2d 816
Ind.App. 1998
Cornell, Marta Druc. Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. 2000 WL 284222
S.D.N.Y. 2000
Cybersell Inc. (Ariz.) Cybersell Inc. (Florida)
130 F.3d 414
9th Cir. 1997
Dagesse
Plant Hotel N.V.
113 F.Supp.2d 211
D.N.H
2000
Decker
Circus Circus Hotel
49 F.Supp.2d 743
D.N.J.
1999
Desktop TechnologiesColorworks Reproduction
1999 WL 98572
E.D.Pa. 1999
Donald & CO. Securit. U.S. Stock Transfer Corp
2000 WL 146916
S.D.N.Y. 2000
E-Data Corporation Micropatent Corp.
989 F.Supp. 173
D.Conn. 1997
Edberg
Neogen Corp
17 F.Supp.2d 104
D.Conn. 1998
ESAB Group, Inc (II) Centricut, LLC (II)
34 F.Supp.2d 323
D.S.C.
1999
Expert Pages
Buchalew
1997 WL 488011
N.D.Cal. 1997
First Financial
First Financial
2000 WL 1693973
N.D.Ill.
2000
773

Cases where motion for dismissal on ground of lack of personal jurisdiction over one or
more defendants has been granted is primarily listed under “Jurisdiction rejected”.
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Fix My PC, L.I.C.
N.F.N. associates, Inc
48 F.Supp.2d 640
Goldstein
Nutrition Now, Inc
1999 WL 637212
Green
Willian Mason & Co
996 F.Supp 394
Grutkowski
Steamboat Lake Guides & O. 1998 WL 962042
Harbuck
Aramaco (ADAMS)
1999 WL 999431
Harrolds Ltd
Sixty Internet Domain Names 1110 F.Supp.2d 420
Hayden
Shin-Etsu Handotai America 80 F.Supp.2d 1119
Hearst Corp
Goldberger
1997 WL 97097
Heathmount A.E.Corp Technodome.Com
106 F.Supp.2d 860
Hi-Tex, Inc
TSG, Inc
87 F.Supp.2d 738
Hiwasee Stables, Inc Cunningham
519 S.E.2d 317
Hockerson-Halberst. Costco Wholesale Corp
2000 WL 726888
Hockerson-Halberst. Costco Wholesale Corp
93 F.Supp.2d 738
Hodgdon Power Co. Clean Shot Technologies
92 F.Supp.2d 1170
Holiday
3Com Corp.
2000 WL 1796535
Hollyanne Corp
TFT Inc
199 F.3d 1304
Howard
Klynveld Peat Marwick Goer. 977 F.Supp 654
Hurley
Cancun Playa Oasis Intern. 1999 WL 718556
IDS Life Insurance
SunAmerica
958 F.Supp 1258
In Re, Privacy Litigat. RealNetwork Inc.
2000 WL 631341
JB Oxford Holding
Net Trade, Inc.
76 F.Supp.2d 1363
Jewish Defense Org. Superior Court of L.A.
72 Cal.App.4th 1045
K.C.P.L., Inc
Nash
1998 WL 823657
KSTP-FM, LLC
Specialized Communications 602 N.W.2d 919
LaSalle National Bank Vitro, Sociedad Anonima
85 F.Supp.2d 857
Lauzon
Ribkoff
77 F.Supp.2d 1250
Lofton
Turbine Design, Inc
100 F.Supp.2d 404
Lucent Technologies Lucentsucks.Com
95 F.Supp.2d 528
Mallinckrodt Metal
Sonus Pharmaceuticals
989 F.Supp. 265
McDonough
Fallon McElligott
1996 WL 753991
McKinley Machinery Acme Currugated Box Co
2000 WL 961300
Mid City Bowling Lan. Ivercrest, Inc
35 F.Supp.2d 507
Millennium Enterpris. Millennium Music, LP
33 F.Supp.2d 907
Minge
Cohen (&TransGlobe Energy) 2000 WL 45873
Mink
AAAA Development LLC
190 F.3d 333
Molnlycke Healt Cara Dumex Medical Surgical Prod. 64 F.Supp.2d 448
National Petroleum M.Phoenix Fuel Co
902 F.Supp 1459
Naxos Resources
Southam
1996 WL 662451
Neato, Inc
Great Gizmos, Inc
2000 WL 305949
Neogen Corp
Neo Gen Screening, Inc
109 F.Supp.2d 724
No Mayo
Memminger
1998 WL 544974
Nutrition Physiology Enviros Ltd. & Biotal Ltd.
87 F.Supp.2d 648
Origin Instruments C. Adaptive Computer Systems 1999 WL 76794
Osteotech, Inc
GenSci Regeneration Sciencs 6 F.Supp.2d 349
Patriot Systems, Inc C-Cubed Corp
21 F.Supp.2d 1318
Perry
Righton.com
90 F.Supp.2d 1138
Pheasant Run, Inc
Moyse
1999 WL 58562
Pres-Kap
System One, Direct Acc
636 So.2d 1351
Ragonese
Rosefeld (Aerolineas)
318 N.J.Super 63
Rannoch, Inc.
Rannoch Corporation
52 F.Supp.2d 681
Richard Howard, Inc Hogg
1996 WL 689231
Roche
Worldwide Media, Inc
90 F.Supp.2d 714
Rodriquez
Circus Circus Casinos Inc
2001 WL 21244
Romero
Holiday Inn
1998 WL 961384

N.D.Tex.
Conn.Su
D.N.J.
E.D.Pa.
E.D.Pa.
E.D.Va
D.Or.
S.D.N.Y.
E.D.Va
ED.Mich
N.C..Ap.
E.D.La
E.D.La.
D.Kan.
D.Wyo.
Fed.Cir.
S.D.N.Y.
E.D.Pa.
N.D.Ill.
N.D.Ill.
S.D.Fla.
Cal.App.
S.D.N.Y.
Minn.Ap
N.D.Ill.
S.D.Fla.
ND.Miss
E.D.Va
D.C
S.D.Cal.
Ohio.Ap.
E.D.La.
D.Or.
E.D.La.
5th Cir.
E.D.Pa.
D.Utah
C.D.Cal
D.Conn.
WD.Mich
N.D.Cal.
N.D.Tex.
N.D.Tex.
D.N.J.
D.Utah
D.Or.
N.D.Ill.
Fla.D.Ap
N.J.Su
E.D.Va.
Ohio.Ap.
E.D.Va.
S.D.N.Y.
E.D.Pa

1999
1999
1998
1998
1999
2000
1999
1997
2000
2000
1999
2000
2000
2000
2000
1999
1997
1999
1997
2000
1999
1999
1998
1999
2000
1999
2000
2000
1998
1996
2000
1999
1999
2000
1999
1999
1995
1996
2000
2000
1998
2000
1999
1998
1998
2000
1999
1994
1998
1999
1996
2000
2001
1998
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Rothschild Berry Far. Serendipity Group LLC
S. Morantz, Inc.
Hang & Shine Ultrasonics,
Santana Products
Bobrick Washroom Equip.
Scherr
Abrahams
Schnapp
McBride
SF Hotel Co, L.P.
Energy Investments
Shapiro
Santa Fe Gaming Corp
Smith - Hobby Lobby Hobby Lobby Stores - Boto
Soma Medical
Standard Chart.
Standard Knitting, Ltd Outside Design, Inc
Telebyte, Inc
Kendaco, Inc
Texaco Inc
America Online, Inc. (AOL)
Threlkeld
State of Colorado
Tonnesen
Marlin Yacht Manufacturing
Transcraft Corp
Doonan Trailer Corp
TY Inc
Clark & Expedient I.T. Solut.
U.S.
Swiss (III) American Bank
Weber
Jolly Hotels
Weinstein
Todd Marine Enterprises
Winfield Collection
McCauley
WPI Electronics, Inc. Super Vision International

84 F.Supp.2d 904
79 F.Supp.2d 537
14 F.Supp.2d 710
1998 WL 299678
64 F.Supp.2d 608
985 F.Supp 1032
1988 WL 102677
968 F.Supp 1356
196 F.3d 1292
2000 WL 804434
105 F.Supp.2d 131
2000 WL 511732
2000 WL 1877767
2000 WL 267491
45 U.S.P.Q.2d 1097
2000 WL 51816
116 F.Supp.2d 117
977 F.Supp 327
115 F.Supp.2d 668
105 F.Supp.2d 746
2000 WL 1466118

SD.Ohio
E.D.Pa.
M.D.Pa.
N.D.Ill.
E.D.La.
D.Kan.
N.D.Ill.
W.D.Ark.
10th Cir.
E.D.Pa.
E.D.N.Y.
Va.Cir.
Mont.
Tex.App.
N.D.Ill.
N.D.Ill.
D.Mass.
D.N.J.
E.D.Va.
ED.Mich
D.N.H.

1999
1999
1998
1998
1998
1997
1998
1997
1999
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1999
2000
2000
1997
2000
2000
2000
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C. E-mail – U.S. Cases
In this chapter dealing primarily with jurisdiction and messages, the
term “e-mail” will be used in a broad sense to mean messages and
correspondence sent through computers on networks. For different types
of communications methods, see the beginning of Chapter I, titled
“Introduction” and the “Reno” cases.774
Electronic messages create extensive problems concerning the issue of
personal jurisdiction and finding the proper court, because with an
electronic message there is usually no way to predict which international
borders will be crossed during transmission. Furthermore, once
information is placed on the Internet, no one can control where it goes or
who views it. The international nature of the Internet subjects users to an
array of varying and contradicting regulations that breed uncertainty.
In a typical transaction, a local computer server divides a form of data, be it
an e-mail message or video signal, into multiple portions or "packets," each
packet having a standard size and an address on it. The computer then
sends these packets through its connection with the Internet. From there, a
router computer reads the addresses and sends the packets in the general
direction of the destination, using the best available path at the moment.
Individual parts of the message may end up taking different routes. The
same reading and sending happens at the next intersection, and so on, until
the packets reach their destination. When the packets reach their
destination, a computer waits to receive all of them and then reassembles
the data. 775
This automaticed international border-crossing can have somewhat
unexpected negative effects in certain instances. See United States v.
Kammersell776 below under part a.1.

As for the delivery and speed of e-mail, it should be noted that even
though the package system provides a pattern in which packages are
rerouted if not “coming through”, some part of a e-mail may stop at a
system administrator’s server that only carries mail at night when long
774

Thoroughly technical explanations are found in Reno-1 – ACLU v. Reno, 924 F.Supp 824,
831-849 (E.D.Pa. 1996) and Reno-2 – Reno v. ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union),
521 U.S. 844, 850-857 (U.S. 1997).
775
Sean Selin, Governeing Cyberspace: The Need for an International Solution, GONZAGA
LAW REVIEW, 32 GONZ.L.REV. 365, 370 (1996-1997).
776
United States v. Kammersell, 196 F.3d 1137 (10th Cir. 1999).
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distance telephone rates are lower. Therefore, a given message may take
several days to travel from the originator to the sender, and in that time
may pass through dozens of separate servers.
Furthermore, a breakdown at for example the receiver’s system
administrator’s mailbox-server might mean that an e-mail never gets
through. Moreover, there can occur incidents in the user’s connection with
the mailbox-server so that the mailbox-server makes note of the mail as
having been sent to the users computer and therefore deletes it, even
though the incident in the connection has prevented the mail getting
through to the users computer. Therefore, this e-mail will be lost and
never received. The only way to be certain an e-mail has gone fully
through is by requiring a non-automatic reply from the receiver.
In June 2000 hackers interfered with worldwide company Nike’s e-mailserver that redirected e-mail traffic to the company’s Australia website
containing material highly critical of the Nike.
Nice had to ask an Internet Service Provider to program a server to help
with an intermediate solution so Nice could receive its e-mail at the right
place. This server-help to get its mail had an expense of £29.375.777
On January 3rd, 2001 the server of on-line action-house eBay had a crash for
12 hours, which stopped users communication and betting. This should be
set in relation to the fact that in last quarter of 2000 eBay had some 68.5
million auctions778, who very seldom have only one bidder. In the 12-hour
break down in averages terms at least 380,555 e-mail’s to eBay was
interfered with.

Based solely on the e-mail address of the recipient, the sender of an email message may not know the location of the recipient. Therefore he or
she might be compelled to comply with multiple and perhaps conflicting
state laws. Such laws arguably extend beyond their respective state
borders to burden inter-state commerce. E-mails sent and received in the
same state should be treated according to that state’s laws. When borders
are crossed, messages should be treated according to the rules in
international treaties dealing with mail and postage.
As for the location of the sender or receiver, it should also be noted that
many ordinary users have more than one e-mail-account. One they may
pay for and one, for example free, is offered by a search-engine company
777

Press Release at <www. firstnet.eu.com & ~/images/session1(-6).gif> (Visited January 23,
2001).
778
Reuters January 3, 2000.
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in another country than they live in. The receiver and sender in most
circumstances do not have any way of knowing where the other person is
physically located.
In the article, “Federalism in Cyberspace,”779 Professor Dan L. Burk
discusses the Due Process Clause. He remarks that one might argue that
an Internet user who accesses remote resources, is "purposefully availing"
himself of the benefits of the forum in which the resource is located,
however he holds that screening access-request is eminently unworkable,
because Internet protocols were not designed to facilitate geographic
documentation; in general, they ignore it.
The pieces of a domain-style name may not tell anything about who
maintains the computer corresponding to that address, or even where that
machine is located. In addition, the same machine may have many
different domain names. Also machines displaying the same domain are
not necessarily on the same physical network.780
All Internet addresses are eminently portable because they are not
physical addresses in real space, but are logical addresses on the network.
There is simply no coherent homology between Cyberspace and real
space.
Burk notes that even if in some instances an Internet address tells a
person something about the location of a given machine, it does not tell
nothing about the location of the user of that machine. If one has, for
example, access-accounts in both California and New Jersey, one can
effortlessly use the Internet utility Telnet781 to access the California system
from the New Jersey account and use the California account exactly as if
one were physically present in that state.782 From his perspective, the
connection is completely transparent.783

779

Professor Dan L. Burk, Legal Regulation of the Internet: Federalism in Cyberspace,
CONNECTICUT LAW REVIEW, 28 CONN.L.REV. 1095 (1996).
780
Dan L. Burk at 1112.
781
Telnet: A terminal emulation program for TCP/IP networks such as the Internet. The
Telnet program runs on the user’s computer and connects the user’s PC to a server on
the network. The user can then enter commands through the Telnet program and they
will be executed as if the user were entering them directly on the server console. This
enables the user to control the server and communicate with other servers on the
network. To start a Telnet session, the user must log in to aserver by entering a valid
username and password. Telnet is a common way to remotely control Web servers.
From <e-comm. webopedia.com/TERM/T/Telnet.html> (Visited January 8, 2001).
782
Many ordinary users have more than one e-mail-account. One they pay for and one i.e.
free offered by a search company in another country than they live in.
783
Dan L. Burk at 1113.
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As for electronic communication, generally an e-mail sender should to
be aware of how she/he has acquired an e-mail address and whether
she/he is allowed to use it. Some companies do not allow employees to
use their work e-mail address for i.e. private purposes. Thus, the sender, in
certain circumstances, cannot expect to receive any answers, or that his
sender-e-mail address will not be blocked by the employees company. In
Intel Corp. v. Hamidi & Face-Intel784 the court noted that the mere
connection of a company’s e-mail system with the Internet does not
convert it into a public forum, where the defendant’s e-mail’s to the
company’s employees might have been protected by constitutional free
speech rules.
Defendant has sent e-mail messages concerning a company’s employment
practices to over 30,000 of the company’s employees at their e-mail
addresses on the company’s proprietary computer system. Defendant had
denied to stop sending messages and the company’s attempts to block entry
of his messages had failed.
Defendant had achieved and used an outdated employee e-mail address list
not released for public use.
He claimed that he did not trespass, because he sent his messages
(addressed to individual employees) to “an Internet server”, whereto the
court noted, that a trespass may be committed through an agency.
The court also rejected defendant’s assertion that his e-mail messages had
caused no injury to the company’s e-mail system. It pointed out that any
impairment in the value to the company of its e-mail system was sufficient
to show injury and the injury had diminished employee productivity and
devoted company resources to blocking efforts.
Further the court held that under constitutional law limited access for
specific purposes does not convert private property to a public forum and
that messages initially sent to “an Internet server” did not affect this
analysis. Defendant’s e-mails were not constitutional protected speech.

In Texaco, Inc. v. AOL785 the court noted, “[t]his Court has previously
ruled [] that a Virginia Court does not acquire jurisdiction merely because
an actionable email passed through AOL’s facilities in Loudon County,
Virginia.”

784

Intel Corp. v. Hamidi & Face-Intel, No. 98AS05067 (Superior Court of California, County
of Sacramento, April 28, 1999 Dept. No. 53 ruling on motion for summary judgment on
money damages) From <www. faceintel.com> (Visited September 1999).
785
Texaco, Inc. v. AOL, 2000 WL 511732 (Va.Cir. Ct. 2000)
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An e-mail link supported by a defendant is not enough to establish
jurisdiction over the defendant.786
In Hearst Corporation v. Goldberger787 the court rejected exercising
personal jurisdiction in a case, where the defendant among other things
had sent a few e-mails to the media and some lawyers in the forum state
providing information about an ongoing court case that he was involved
in.
Plaintiff claimed New Jersey-defendant’s e-mails contained false
descriptions and representations of facts.
Decided under the New York long-arm statute, which is more limited than
due process.

The court found the e-mails analogous to letters or telephone
communication to people in the forum state. This, the court held, was not
sufficient to establish personal jurisdiction under the Due Process
Clause.788 It also quoted the Reno-1 case stating “[o]ne method of
communication on the Internet is via electronic mail, or ‘e-mail,’
comparable in principle to sending a first-class letter.“789
In Clayton v. Farb,790 the defendant had used an Internet open
discussion “forum”791 to accuse plaintiff of being a coward and responsible
for a deep sea divers death. The court pointed out that the act of posting a
message on the Internet from a foreign state that could be accessed in the
jurisdiction by those who wished to read it, was not an act that was
purposely aimed at the forum jurisdiction, nor did it constitute transacting
business, where the subject matter had nothing to do with the forum
jurisdiction.
In some instances will the e-mail sender will not be the one the
message’s contents implies.
The plaintiff in Seidl v. Greentree Mortgage Company792 claimed that
the defendant was liable for advertising e-mails (“Spam’793) sent by a third
party on behalf of the defendant. The court held that the defendant had
786

Blackburn v. Walker Oriental Rug Galleries, Inc., 999 F.Supp 636, 639 (E.D.Pa. 1998).
Hearst Corporation v. Goldberger, 1998 WL 97097 (S.D.N.Y. 1997).
788
Hearst Corporation v. Goldberger at *12.
789
Reno-1 at 834.
790
Clayton v. Farb, 1998 WL 283468 at *2 (Superior Court of Delaware 1998).
791
A “forum” on the Internet is a website resembling a bulletin board. Visitors can post
messages and, in doing so, interact with each other.
792
Seidl v. Greentree Mortgage Company, 30 F.Supp.2d 1292 (D.Colo. 1998).
793
Spam is unsolicited commercial bulk e-mail akin to “junki mail” sent through the postal
mail.
787
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hired the third party for a service, so that this third party was not an agent
for the defendant but an independent contractor, for which defendant was
not liable under the forum state’s law.
The court noted that sending bulk e-mail advertisments, or Spam, was
a much-maligned practice.794
Plaintiff had in 1995 by NSI registered the domain name nobody
@localhost.com.
Defendant, a mortgage company, hired a third party on a one-time basis to
advertise its mortgages by means of a bulk e-mail advertising campaign.
It paid the third party a flat fee to send the advertisement to a set number of
e-mail users. The time and manner of sending the e-mail as well as the
choice of recipients, was up to the third party who used his own equipment
and his own mailing list.
The third party configured the e-mail headers and placed the address
nobody @localhost.com in both the “From” and “Reply to” or return, path
fields.
This implemented that all e-mails sent to inaccurate addresses bouncedback, like return mail, to the local host address and all recipients, who
clicked on the reply button, automatically sent replies to the nobody
@localhost.com address. Replies were profane and insulting.
Plaintiff’s computer memory was because of these e-mails fully taxed and
hindered plaintiff from using his computer for three days. He claimed his
reputation suffered because plaintiff was identified as the sender of the email advertising.
Defendant claimed the nobody @localhost.com was used as an addressing
convention for e-mail or other network traffic for special purposes such as
to loop back data and that mailing-software often was configured to discard
messages addressed to “nobody.”
Plaintiff’s and his lawyer’s published case material on the Internet, which
the defendant felt injured its reputation.

The plaintiff’s and his lawyer’s published some of the case material on
the Internet. The court noted that “this case does not extend any new
privilege to communications via the Internet…[T]he court declines to
extend the privilege for statements made in connection with a legal
proceeding to a party's or a lawyer's statements made to a world-wide
audience via the Internet. The court cautions that although the statements
in this case are, on specific circumstances before the court on summary
judgment, protected opinion under the First Amendment, the court's
decision today is not a blanket grant of such immunity. Communication
794

Seidl v. Greentree Mortgage Company at 1298.
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via the Internet is not granted any special protection beyond that
otherwise afforded to expression of opinion under Colorado law.”
The U.S. courts treats cases with e-mail and messages on bulleting
boards very different from websites as a whole.
As for access providers in the U.S. the court held in Lunney v. Prodigy
Services Company,795 where an unknown user in plaintiff’s name had sent
defamatory e-mail by use of defendant’s service, that defendant was not
the publisher. It also held that according to case law a purely passive online service provider was not liable for defaming when its services are
misused by a third party, who transmits an offensive or libelous text.796
An unknown person had made an account by defendant in the plaintiff’s
name and had sent with the subject-lie reading “How I’m gonna’kill U” a
“vile and obscene” e-mail in plaintiff’s name to a Boy Scout leader, who
reported the matter to the police and plaintiff’s Scout Master. The latter
confronted the plaintiff at his home in the presence of his mother and
demanded an explanation. Defendant few days wrote a later to the plaintiff
advising him that his account had been suspended due to the transmission
of “abusive, obscene, and sexually explicit material” for which he was
presumed to be responsible. Plaintiff answered he had never subscribe to
defendant’s service and defendant apologized.
Plaintiff sued defendant for damages.

The court held defendant’s role in transmitting e-mail akin to that of a
telephone company, which one neither wants nor expects to superintend
the content of its subscribers’ conversations. In this respect, an ISO, like a
telephone company is merely a conduit. The court noted that the public
would not be well served by compelling an ISP to examine and screen
millions of e-mail communication, on pain of liability for defamation.
Next, the court noted that there were more complicated legal questions
associated with electronic bulletin board797 messages, owing to the
generally greater level of cognizance that their operators can have over
them. In some instances, an electronic bulleting board could be made to
resemble a newspaper’s editorial page; in others it may function more like
a “chat room.” In many respects, an ISP bulletin board may serve much
the same purpose as its ancestral version, but uses electronics in place of
plywood and thumbtacks. Some electronic bulleting boards post messages
795

Lunney-2 - Lunney v. Prodigy Services Company, 701 N.Y.S.2d 684 (N.Y. 1999) certiorari
denied 120 S.Ct. 1832 (U.S. May 2000).
796
Lunney-2 at 249-250.
797
Bulletin board services allow subscribers to upload and download data and post messages.
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instantly and automatically, others briefly delay posting so as not to
become “chat rooms,” while still others significantly delay posting to
allow their operators an opportunity to edit the message or refuse posting
altogether.
The defendant’s membership agreements allowed it a broad editorial
discretion to screen its bulletin board messages, but the defendant argued
that it was not required to screen, and did not normally do so. Therefore
defendant could not be a publisher of electronic bulleting board messages
posted on its system by third parties.
The lower court noted in its opinion - not disagreed upon by the higher
court - that it might be that defendant had “devised a method by which
certain epithets are automatically excluded from the messages sent via its
network. But application of any unintelligent automated word-exclusion
program of this type cannot be equated with editorial control. A highly
offensive message can be composed in the most impeccable prose, just as
the words often thought of as offensive can be used affectionately or
humorously in certain contexts. Intelligent editorial control involves the
use of judgment, and no computer program has such a capacity. There is
certainly no evidence in this record that a human being in the employ of
the defendant approved of the transmission of the e-mail or bulletin board
messages complained of by the plaintiff.”798
Many U.S. courts in cases concerning electronic messages have had to
consider the Fourth Amendment799 in the U.S. Constitution on privacy.
Users should realize that privacy is somewhat dispersed by different
websites collecting and storing Usenet-messages and allowing anyone to
search for that particular user’s name and look at what that user have
written, see i.e. www. deja.com/usenet.800
E-mail anonymity can in some areas of the world, be achieved by using
i.e. www. anonymizer.com, which will show only what it originated from
anonymizer.com, whereas, the users own e-mail address is removed from
the e-mail.801
798

Lunney-1 – Lunney v. Prodigy Services Company, 683 N.Y.S.2d 557, 561 (N.Y. Supreme
Court, App.Div, 2nd 1998).
799
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue,
but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing
the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.
800
Visited January 15, 2001.
801
Anonymizer.com provides a dial-up Internet service to the United States, Canada and
Japan. The company has as an adviser Phil Zimmerman, who developed the world’s
best-kinown personal cryptography software, PGP.
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Many browsers also have a “Mail Filter” facility that can automatically
dispose of unwanted bytes before one ever sees them. It can be used
against spam, and also to sort and organize e-mail in a variety of useful
ways. Filters can also search for key words in the body of an e-mail
message, such as “xxx” or “sex”. See i.e. the browser Internet Explorer
(version 5.5) upon Enable “Content Advisor” under “Internet Options” in
the Tools-menu.
Privacy can also be obtained by changing the settings for not accepting
cookies802 in the browser or from time to time to check the cookie-file on
the computer in Windows at the file “cookies.txt”, which also can be
printed out, and to delete unwanted cookies.
It is also a fact with on-line communication that it can be difficult to
rely on the tone, expression, and gestures in received messages, because
unfortunately many users have the temptation to become sloppy with
their communication and punch the Send-button without reading the
message thoroughly before mailing it. Many users do not even use the
(automatically) spell-check-tools available on most communicationsapplications. Thus, the receiver should in many instances interpretate the
text as proof of the sender’s lack of writing skills, rather than insults.
For example are some messages send with uppercase text, even though the
common convention is that uppercase text denotes shouting; as well as
many e-mail subject headings does not indicate what the e-mail is about,
but have a totally irrelevant and meaningless “title.”
One of the reasons for starting the company in 1996 was that privacy and security was
not a major concern for browser companies or website administrators.
It mission is to endure that an individual’s right to privacy is not compromised by going
online and to protect the right as embodied in the United Nations’ Universal
Declaration of Human Rights: “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with
his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and
reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference
or attacks [Article 12]. Everyone has the right to freedom to hold opinions and
expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to
seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of
frontiers [Article 19].”
(Visited January 15, 2001).
Privacy can also be uptained by using code. In February 2001 a computer science
professor at Harvard claimed he had found an unbreakable code. (New York Times
February 20, 2001).
802
Cookie is a small file or part of a file stored on a World Wide Web user’s computer, created
and subsequently read by a Website server, and containing personal information (as a
user identification code, customized preferences, or a record of pages visited)
(Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary on-line at www. m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary, Visited
January 2001).
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In Reno-4 the court noted that the court in United States v. Thomas803
determined that whether the material on the defendant's electronic
bulletin board is harmful must be judged by the standards of each
individual community wherein the disputed material was received, even if
the standards in each of the recipient communities varied one from the
next, and even if the material was acceptable in the community from
which it was sent. Despite the "electronic medium" in which electronic
bulletin boards are found, the Thomas decision is inapposite inasmuch as
electronic bulletin boards, just as telephones, regular mail and other brick
and mortar outlets, are very different creatures from that of the Web as a
whole.
In December, 2000 the Federal District Court in Richmond awarded plaintiff
$675,000 in compensatory and punitive damages to a urologist in private
practice in Virginia and former head of the department of urology at Emory
University School of Medicine.
An individual – a pathologist based in Nashville – had made the following
message on a Yahoo message board devoted to information about a firm,
UroCor, which operated a pathology lab in Oklahoma City:
Sam [G], MD used to be the Department Chair of Urology at Emory Clinic
in Atlanta. UroCor decided to underbid the Emory Pathology Department
for pathology services and give [G] a cut of the money it got from doing the
pathology. This worked well until the poor SOB got caught with his hand in
the cookie jar. Poor guy had to resign his prestigious position.
The message was signed “fbiinformant” by a previous employee at UroCor,
where he was fired in 1997.804
In Northland Insurance Companies v. Blaylock, 805115 F.Supp.2d 1108 (D.
Minn. 2000) defendant made a website with the domain name
“northlandinsurance.com” after he had had a dispute with plaintiff, his
insurance company. He also had another domain name.
He admitted the first domain name was specifically selected to “make his
site more easily found by web surfers” who might be interested in the
insurance company. He contended that the purpose of the site was to
showcase to an Internet audience his own experiences with plaintiff, his
commercial commentary and criticism of plaintiff’s business practices, at to
provide a forum for other “victims” of the plaintiff to air their complaints of
mistreatment.
Plaintiff made claim under the Anti-Cybersquatter Consumer Protection
803

United States v. Thomas, 74 F.3d 701, 711 (6th, 1996).
Cyber Law Journal December 14, 2000.
805
Northland Insurance Companies v. Blaylock, 115 F.Supp.2d 1108 (D.Minn. 2000).
804
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Act.
The court did not find the record had established that defendant possessed
the requisite bad faith intent to profit sufficient to establish the likelihood of
a claim under the ACPA. The court noted the evidence indicated that
defendant had perhaps exhibited bad intent in setting up the website to
criticize plaintiff’s business practices.
Otherwise in Morrison & Foerster, LLP v. Wick, 94 F.Supp.2d 1125 (D.Colo.
2000)(where the court not was persuaded that defendant’s websites
constitutes “parody” entitled to first Amendment protection and where
defendant was found to have had “bad faith” when registering a large
amount of domain names similar to plaintiff’s mark.)

In Reno-3 the court noted that if speech, even unconventional speech
that some find lacking in substance or offensive, is allowed to compete
unrestricted in the marketplace of ideas, truth will be discovered…In the
medium of Cyberspace, however, anyone can build a soap box out of web
pages and speak her mind in the virtual village green to an audience larger
and more diverse than any the Framers could have imagined. In many
respects, unconventional messages compete equally with the speech of
mainstream speakers in the marketplace of ideas that is the Internet,
certainly more than in most other media.806
Many access providers have made guidelines and Netiquettes807 for the
use of their services and “enforcement” rules equal to termination of the
users account. Thus it can be much more efficient for a potential plaintiff
to find and contact the sender’s access provider and attach the message
that the receiver finds offensive and hope that the provider will terminate
the sender’s account.
In reference to communication on the Internet, many people think only
of e-mail but overlook the exponential growth of online communities, for
eksample, topic-specific discussion groups (“Usenets”), electronic chat
rooms, and multi-user simulated worlds (“Muds” – Multi-User
Dungeon).808 The last is somewhat different from the others because it
generates a virtual world.
806

Reno-3 at 476.
Etiquette-rules for the Net
808
America OnLine (AOL) has made a special communication community, which with AOL’s
dominance as a access provider has enomous impact on its subscribers world wide. In
its “Instant Message” system words typed on a computer by a user having AOL special
Instant Message software appear virtually simultaneously on the screen of one or more
other people. Recipients can respond instantly to the initial sender and is faster than
conventional e-mail. The system allows users to make a “buddy list” with people they
might want to send instant messages.
807
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If the participants in such communication are not careful participation can
end up in a whole web of lawsuits by the participants alleging each other
for fraud, harassment, defamation and false filing of affidavit with police,
see i.e. Marczeski v. Law809

These communication communities allow individuals to “meet” each
other based on common interests, rather than geographic locations. They
often have made special norms and customs (“Netiquettes”810), which can
be quite different from the laws of where a certain court is placed. Further,
in some relations the communities have much more effective enforcementmeans compared with what the real space has.
I.e. two Arizona lawyers posted a message advertising their services to
thousands of members of different newsgroups (“spamming”), whereto the
newsgroups reacted by mail bombing the lawyers, which implemented the
lawyers service provider to terminate their account.
Another example is a person, which in a Mud forced others in the Mud to
participate in various sexual acts with a voodoo doll object. The community
decided in an on-line discussion-meeting after a defense from the attacker
that the character should be “toaded”811 by a “wizard” made by some
technicians, which had declared they only would take actions if the
community as a whole directed them to do so.

Some states, like California, Nevada, Washington State, Virginia,
Illinois, and Delaware have enacted legislation restricting unsolicited
commercial e-mail (Spam). Many other states are also considering
legislation. Yet, some legal scholars in the United States have questioned

The importance of this AOL communication community is even bigger when considering
that AOL offers non-subscribers access to the system through a freeware-software,
which can be used by any Internet connection. But the system is based on AOL’s
proprietary technology and conditions.
When AOL mergered with Time-Warner the Federal Communication Commission felt it
nessarely to line up some requirements special related to this AOL communications
system, because of its position close to a monopoly.
809
Marczeski v. Law, 122 F.Supp.2d 315 (D.Conn 2000).
810
See i.e. Sally Hambridge (Intel Corporation), Netiquette Guidelines with a literature list on
<http:marketing.tegagra.com/rfc1855.htm> (Visited April 27, 1999).
811
The virtual “death penalty”.
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whether such legislation will stand up to both the Commerce Clause812 and
the First Amendment813 in the U.S. Constitution.
A user can also help himself against spam by use of for example
freeware on www. sica.com/freestuff/scsmfilt.htm.
Special jurisdictional problems exist with respect to such onlinecommunications communities because the participant’s do not know each
others identity and geographical location. They do not know whom they
might target. Another problem is that often it can be very difficult to
decide who actually initiated what could end up being regarded slander or
defamatory statements because everyone is communicating and
participating at the same time. Without being able to point out a
defendant, it will be hard to convince a court to accept a case.
It should not be forgotten that an e-mail address or URL might not
belong to a single person, and that it can be a question of who the sender
is. If several people use the same address, the e-mail address could be
regarded as a post-box where the postman collects the mail before it is
delivered; rather than the sender’s own address. The place of a post-office
is not the basis for personal jurisdiction over a person.
When looking at the U.S. cases dealing with the issue of personal
jurisdiction on the basis of electronic messages, the question of the target
point is crucial. The courts have had different opinions on what the target
point should be and whether defendant had purposefully availed himself
in the court’s state.
It should also be mentioned that no court seems to have determined
general personal jurisdiction on the basis of an electronic message.

812

U.S. Constitution Article I, Section 8, Clause 3. See Jeffrey P. Cunard, Communication Law
1999: Internet Law, PRACTISING LAW INSTITUTE, 581 PLI/PAT 853, 932 (1999).
813
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.
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a. Messages Targeted Inside the State
In United States v. Kammersell814 the defendant was convicted because
the court held that the defendant had used “inter-state” transmission even
though his messages targeted a receiver in the same state.
On January 16, 1997, Mr. Kammersell, then nineteen years old, logged on to
the Internet service provider AOL from his home computer in Riverdale,
Utah. He then sent to his girlfriend - employed at AOL's service center in
Ogden, Utah - a bomb threat to her computer terminal via "instant
message," hoping that the threat would enable her to leave work early so
they could go on a date.
When he sent the bomb threat, it was automatically transmitted through
inter-state telephone lines from his computer in Utah to the AOL server in
Virginia and then back to Utah to his girlfriend's terminal at the Ogden
service center.
Every message sent via AOL automatically goes from the state of origin to
AOL's main server in Virginia before going on to its final destination. This
pattern of transmission is the same whether the communication is an
electronic mail (e-mail) message or an instant message.
Defendant did not contest that the threat traveled out of Utah to Virginia
before returning to Utah or that his message constituted a "threat" in the
definition of a criminal federal statute. But he claimed that the jurisdictional
element of the statute requiring “inter-state transmitting” was not met if
based solely on the route of the transmission, where the sender and
recipient were both in the same state. The court did not agree.

814

United States v. Kammersell, 196 F.3d 1137 (10th Cir. 1999).
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b. Messages Targeted Inter-state
1. Jurisdiction exercised
The court in Nicosia v. DeRoody815 found the exercise of personal
jurisdiction reasonable, where the defendant, via close to one hundred emails, eleven were to California addresses, invited recipients to view
articles on her website. In the articles she called plaintiff a killer, an
embezzler, a criminal, a fraud, a perjurer, and a liar.
In particular she stated on the website: “[Plaintiff] is to the Beats what
Charles Manson was to the hippies…Virtually everyone I’ve interviewed
over the 17 months, including disinterested third parties, has said the same
thing: [Plaintiff] killed [a famous person]…I had no idea I would discover
that [plaintiff] is a self-serving fraud and criminal…I though [plaintiff] was
maybe mentally unstable…But I had to cross a line at some point into
believing he was simply, deliberately, lining, including perjuring himself in
court documents I’d gotten copies of.”
Plaintiff was a California resident
The parties agreed that defendant’s creation of a website in Washington
State was not sufficient by itself to subject her to jurisdiction in California.
The court noted that the circulation of defamatory material in the forum
state is an important factor in the minimum contacts analysis for a
defamation action.

The court held that the defendant’s e-mail invitations targeted
California residents in a way similar to that of sending the defamatory
material itself. It noted that if it had not been for the defendant’s posting of
her articles on her website and sending e-mails to Californians, the
plaintiff’s claim against defendant would not have arisen.
In Krantz v. Nottke816 the court held that the place were the server as a
mediator – not the target to harm – should determine where jurisdiction
could be execised.
Vermont-plaintiff was member of an airpilot-labor union whose members
were on strike. At one time plaintiff withdrew from the strike and went for
a job at another airline company and the union placed his name on a

815
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Nicosia v. DeRoody, 72 F.Supp.2d 1093 (N.D.Cal. 1999).
Krantz v. Air Line Pilots Association, 427 S.E..2d 326 (Va. 1993).
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“scrab”817 list, which was posted on various bulletin boards in a computer
center electronic switchboard system operated by the union in Virginia. It
was a closed computer communications system with only access for staff
and union members having a password and used for communication
between union and members and for posting messages on various bulleting
boards and forums.
The day after plaintiff has his initial interview, New York-defendant as a
union member on his computer made a message insulting to plaintiff in an
attempt to prevent plaintiff’s employment. He transmitted his message
electronically to the unions communications system ad advised his fellow
union members of plaintiff’s interview and urged them to “pass on the
word” that plaintiff had withdrawn for the strike and was a “scrab.”
Plaintiff’s potential employer in Colorado received over 300 adverse
comments about plaintiff and terminated its negotiations.

The court noted that the act of tortiously interfering with plaintiff’s
prospective contract was not only the communication, but required other
persons to communicate his message to the potential employer. The means
to achieve this was the defendant’s use of the computer communication
system in Virginia. Therefore, the court found that the defendant had
engaged in a purposeful activity in Virginia, and had the necessary
minimum contact for an action it that state, where exercise of jurisdiction
would not offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.
In Blakey v. Continental Airlines, Inc.818 the court, in June 2000, did not
decide the jurisdictional question and demanded further proceedings by
the lower court. However it discuss the issue of jurisdiction over some copilots, who the plaintiff alleged to have defamed her.
Plaintiff was one of an airlines first qualified Airbus-pilots and shortly after
becoming captain of an Airbus-airplane she began complaining of sexual
harassment and a hostile working environment based on conduct and
comments directed at her by male co-employees.
In spring of 1995 a number of male pilots posted derogatory and insulting
remarks about plaintiff on the pilots on-line computer bulleting board
called “Crew members Forum” supported by an Internet provider, which
forum provided exchange of messages.
The court noted the main questions were whether plaintiff living in Seattle,
based out of Houston, should be allowed to file a complaint in a New Jersey
court about electronic statements on the employee network, because the

817

“Scrab” is a member of a union who refuses to strike or returns to work before a strike has
ended.
818
Blakey v. Continental Airlines, Inc., 164 N.J. 38 (N.J. 2000).
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airline company was headquartered in New Jersey; and whether non-New
Jersey-resident employees of the airline company reasonably should expect
to be subject to personal jurisdiction in New Jersey.
Because the record was inadequate to determine the jurisdictional facts, the
court remanded the jurisdictional issues for further consideration.

On the issue of personal jurisdiction the court held, that defendants
who published defamatory electronic messages, with knowledge that the
messages would be published in New Jersey and could influence a
claimant’s efforts to seek a remedy under New Jersey's Law Against
Discrimination, might properly be subject to that State’s jurisdiction.
Although advances in electronic and Internet technology have created new
ways to communicate, the sources of personal jurisdiction remain
constant. Specific jurisdiction may be exercised over non-resident
defendants by applying traditional principles of jurisdictional analysis
irrespective of the medium through which the injury was inflicted.819
The court further pointed out that the means by which a message is
communicated is not as important as the quality of the contact. Thus, the
critical factor is not the transmittal of messages by mail or telephone
within the state; it is the nature of the contact.820
Since defamation was alleged to be part of the harassing conduct that
took place on the Crew Members Forum, it would be fair to posit
jurisdiction where the effects of the harassment were expected or intended
to be felt. The center of gravity of this employment dispute was in New
Jersey. However, in fairness to the defendants, the court could not
determine whether they knew that at the time of their defamatory
statements plaintiff was actually pursuing this action in New Jersey.821
In Bochan v. La Fontaine (& Harris)822 the defendants posted libelous
messages from Texas and New Mexico on an Internet newsgroup by i.e.
accusing the plaintiff, a Virginia resident, of being a pedophile. This
happened under “correspondence” initiated by the plaintiff posting
criticisms of La Fontaine’s book on the Kennedy conspiracy theories on a
Usenet newsgroup823.

819

Blakey v. Continental Airlines at 46.
Blakey v. Continental Airlines at 68.
821
Blakey v. Continental Airlines at 69-70.
822
Bochan v. La Fontaine, 68 F.Supp.2d 692 (E.D. Va. 1999).
823
The court noted that “articles” on Internet newsgroups are essentially analogous to email
messages, except that are published, i.e. they are on the Internet and generally available
to anyone accessing the newsgroup.
820
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The District court of Virginia held it could exercise jurisdiction over both
defendants, but with different reasoning.
La Fontaine had posted the message using an AOL account, but accessing
the Internet through defendant’s Internet service provider Earthlink located
in Pasadena, California. AOL is located in Herndon, Virginia.
Harris had posted his message through Earthlink or High Fiber, a New
Mexico-based Internet Service Provider.
La Fontaine did not have a website or do commercial activity on the
Internet.

The court noted in this case from May of 1999 that the question was
whether La Fontaine committed a tort (i.e. libel) in Virginia by posting
certain messages to an Internet newsgroup via AOL and Earthlink. It
further noted that since the Krantz-case courts has focused in large
measure on the location of the Internet service provider or the server on
which the bulletin board is stored and the role played by this service or
hardware in facilitating the alleged tort.
Jurisdiction in Virginia over La Fontaine was granted because the use
of AOL’s Usenet server, located in Virginia, was integral to the defamatory
statement publication. There the message was both stored temporarily and
transmitted to other Usenet servers around the world.
Owing to the fact that Harris did not use any Virginia based service for
his postings, the court rejected to use the same statute as with La Fontaine
(“causes tortiuous injury by an act or omission in this Commonwealth”)824.
The court found jurisdiction over him on the basis of another long-arm

Generally when an individual user with access to a Usenet server posts a message to a
newsgroup, the message is automatically forwarded to all adjacent Usenet servers that
furnish access to the newsgroup, and it is then propagated to the servers adjacent to
those serves, etc..
The messages are temporarily stored on each receiving server, where they are available
for review and response by individual users. The messages are automatically and
periodically purged from each system after a time to make room for new messages.
824
In this connection the court rejected plaintiff’s contention that the tortious statements were
downloaded in Virginia and therefore published, the last act necessary for libel, in
Virginia. The court referred to federal court cases holding that defamatory statements
generated outside a forum state and transmitted by telephone or mail to the forum are
not “acts” in the forum required by the Virginia’s or similar long-arm statutes. The
court found this approach particularly sensible in the Internet context given the
distinction between i) downloading a defamatory statement in Virginia that was posted
by the tortfeasor to a server located outside Virginia, and ii) downloading a defamatory
statement posted to a server in Virginia. – The Virginia long-arm statute does not differ
whether the defamatory message was downloaded or read.
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statute because the court held that Harris was doing on-line business in
Virginia.
The court in Cody v. Ward825 found that the exercise of personal
jurisdiction was not unjust on basis of a non-resident defendant’s
transmission of fraudulent misrepresentations to a Connecticut resident
via e-mail messages (and four phone calls) for the purpose of inducing
him to buy and hold securities.
Defendant communicated with potential investors concerning a specific
company (ENP) stock via an on-line computer service, which maintains a
“forum”826 for discussion of financial matters known as “Money Talk.”
Between August 1993 and May 1994 defendant posted 225 messages on
“Money Talk” encouraging people to buy or hold ENP shares. Most of the
messages were addressed to current and potential investors of the company
as a group, but some were addressed specifically to particular individuals,
including the plaintiff, who was known to the defendant to be a
Connecticut user of "Money Talk."
In the process of purchasing ENP shares, the defendant telephoned plaintiff
in Connecticut four times to discuss ENP stock. Between September 1993
and May 1994 defendant sent plaintiff at least 15 messages regarding ENP
stock by electronic mail directed to his personal computer in Connecticut,
which caused plaintiff to hold his ENP shares.
The court concluded the defendant's contacts - without considering the
messages on “Money Talk” - with the plaintiff in Connecticut were
substantial enough that he should reasonably have anticipated being sued
here. Given the nature and number of the defendant's fraudulent
misrepresentations and messages in e-mails and telephone calls to the
plaintiff, defendant could reasonably expect to be sued in Connecticut if the
plaintiff lost the nearly $200,000 he invested in ENP stock.
Distinguished by Rollin v. William Franckel & Co, see below Chapter
III.E.b.2.

In Resuscitation Technologies, Inc. v. Continental Health Care Corp.827
the court held exercise of jurisdiction proper, and noted that a court has to
make a direct examination of the nature and content of the Internet
communication.
Plaintiff had on a website posted addressed to the public and indicated that
825

Cody v. Ward, 954 F.Supp. 43 (D. Conn. 1997).
A “forum” on the Internet is a website resembling a bulletin board. Visitors can post
messages and, in doing so, interact with each other.
827
Resuscitation Technologies, Inc. v. Continental Health Care Corp., 1997 WL 148567
(S.D.Ind. 1997).
826
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plaintiff was a start-up company in the medical device field, and in need of
capital.
Defendant responded to the posting by electronic mail and required further
information. This initiated a correspondence of some eighty e-mails, besides
some fax sendings, phone calls and meetings.
At a latter time plaintiff terminated the negotiations and because defendant
objected to this, plaintiff filed suit seeking declaratory judgment that the
relationship between the parties did not among to a contractual one and
damages for breach of a confidentiality agreement.

The court pointed out that one or two inquiries about some goods or
services would not support local jurisdiction. The facts in the case showed
that the electronic mail messages were numerous and continuous over a
period of months. The purpose of that activity was for the defendant and
the plaintiff to unite in a joint venture to capitalize production of certain
medical devices. The court found, without question, that the defendant
had reached beyond the boundaries of defendant’s own state to do
business in the forum state. It was not unreasonable to the defendant to be
haled into the court’s forum.
The court in People v. Lipsitz, 828 held that for Internet consumer fraud
claims, the Internet medium is essentially irrelevant, because the focus is
primarily on the location of the messenger and whether the messenger
delivered what was purchased.
Defendant, using various assumed business names, sold magazine
subscriptions from a location in New York, by advertising through e-mail
(“Spam”) on the Internet. He created messages from fictitious satisfied
consumers extolling the unbeatably low prices and wonderful customer
service provided by respondent. The named sending source was a fictitious
source (“Spoofing”).
The tale of purchasing magazine subscriptions was the following: (1) the
magazine(s) often never arrived; or (2) if any magazine(s) started to arrive,
always after an extremely extended delay and the subscription was
shortened. Requests for refunds were avoided by different methods.
Defendant motioned for dismissal alleging the court had no jurisdiction,
which motion the court denied.

In Cooper v. Shealy829 the South Carolina-defendant had engaged in
“criminal” conversation with plaintiff’s husband in North Carolina
through e-mails and telephone calls, which caused the plaintiff severe
828
829

People by Vacco v. Lipsitz, 174 Misc.2d 571 (Supreme Court, New York County 1997).
Cooper v. Shealy, 537 S.E.2d 854 (N.C.App. 2000).
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emotional distress, destruction of her husband’s love and alienation of the
affection of her husband.
The court did not believe that allowing plaintiff to bring the claims
against defendant in North Carolina would in any way offended the
traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.
After finding the requirement for the North Carolina long-arm statute
fulfilled, the court noted that state had a strong interest in providing a
forum for plaintiff’s cause of action as North Carolina’s legislature and
courts had repeatedly demonstrated the importance of protecting marriage
and since defendant’s state, South Carolina had abolished actions on claims
for alienation of affection and criminal conversation.

The court in Bellino v. Simon, 8301999 WL 1059753 (E.D.La. 1999) found
specific personal jurisdiction in a case, where the defendant had made
defamatory statements in e-mails and a few telephone calls with a person
in Louisiana, who had bought two autographed baseballs from the
plaintiff.
California-Plaintiff and New York-defendant was competitors in the
business of buying, selling, and authenticating sports memorabilia and
autographs.
In an effort to learn more of the bought baseballs the buyer e-mailed
defendant through his website and several casual e-mails was exchanged.
During a phone call from the buyer the defendant made defamatory
comments about plaintiff and continued to do so in three e-mails. Finally
the buyer forwarded defendant scans of the two baseballs and defendant
answered that “he would not buy either ball” because they were “very good
forgeries”. The buyer afterwards called defendant, who made additional
defamatory statements about plaintiff.
Although the buyer from an independent examination revealed that the
baseballs were indeed authentic, he returned the balls to the plaintiff.
The court noted that even a single act by the defendant directed at the
forum state could be enough to establish personal jurisdiction, if that act
gave rise to plaintiff’s claim and that defendant initiated several subsequent
e-mails relating to plaintiff’s defamation charge.
It court found defendant affirmatively directed the allegedly tortious emails to the forum state and remarked, that the allegedly defamatory
comments were made over the Internet did not alter the jurisdictional
analysis.
The court concluded that defendant had purposefully established minimum

830

Bellino v. Simon, 1999 WL 1059753 (E.D.La. 1999).
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contacts with the forum state such that he could reasonably anticipate being
haled into court there and exercise of jurisdiction would not violate due
process.

The Court of Appeals for Tenth Circuit in Intercon, Inc. v. Bell Atlantic
Internet Solutions, Inc.,831 held exercise of personal jurisdiction reasonable
where defendant knowingly had misused plaintiff’s server to e-mail
messages.
Oklahoma based plaintiff operated an Internet access service, which
provided customers with access the World Wide Web and carried their email messages back and forth. It used the domain name “icon.net.”
Defendant primarily in business as dial-up Internet service offered its
subscribers a choice between several global service providers, including a
New Jersey company whose domain name was “iconnet.net.”
Beginning July 1996 defendant mistakenly routed route its customer’s email messages to the wrong domain name, thus using plaintiff’s mail server
instead of the New Jersey company’s.
Late October plaintiff’s mail server experienced a severe slow-down in
processing ability. Plaintiff contacted defendant about the unauthorized use
of plaintiff’s mail server and was advised that defendant knew it was
routing traffic to plaintiff’s server.
Defendant’s traffic first stopped by the end of December 1996 after plaintiff
had engaged an attorney and seeking compensation for defendant’s
unauthorized use of the server and damages caused thereby.
Plaintiff claimed defendant could have blocked customer access to
plaintiff’s Oklahoma server immediately upon discovering the problem.

The court found, at least after plaintiff had made contact, that the
defendant intentionally and purposefully directed its conduct toward
Oklahoma. Also, the defendant knowingly caused injury in Oklahoma.
Thus, the defendant could reasonable expect to be sued there.

2. Rejected jurisdiction
In Rollin v. William Franckel & Co832 the court would not exercise
jurisdiction.
Plaintiff bought through a broker from defendant some stocks at a time
when a company was under reorganization in a bankruptcy court and
831
832

Intercon, Inc. v. Bell Atlantic Internet Solutions, Inc., 205 F.3d 1244 (10th Cir. 2000).
Rollin v. William Franckel & Co., Inc., 996P.2d 1254 (Ct. App. Arizona, Div.2 2000).
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before the company’s stock was suspended.
Defendant did business a broker-dealer on the electronic-based stock
marked called Nasdaq.833
Nasdaq broker-dealers operate from individual offices and conduct much
of their activity through a vast computer network, linked by Nasdaq. The
broker-dealers may access quotes and place orders with other marker
makers on behalf of customers located throughout the United States and
abroad. They are obligated to sell or by from any such firm that agrees to
the posted price quotes. The quotes essentially constitute irrevocable offers
to sell or buy at the stated prices.
Defendant was not informed whether the purchase order was for the
plaintiff’s broker-dealers’ own account or on behalf of a customer and had
no information about the identity or location of plaintiff as the ultimate
customer
The court rejected to exercise general jurisdiction because the record
reflected no other activities that could be characterized as conducting
business in Arizona than defendants conduct of monthly $13,000 worth of
trades with broker-dealers located in Arizona. Further was there no
intentional solicitation in Arizona.
The court also rejected specific jurisdiction, because defendant did not
purposefully availed the privilege of conducting activities within Arizona,
rather than of just the electronic medium of display their quotes. There were
no showing of closed sales, performed services or conduct of any other
activity in Arizona. Neither had defendant availed himself of any privileges
or benefits of Arizona law.
The court noted that almost all business consisted of transaction with other
broker-dealers, not the general public and defendant had no clear incentive
to direct their quotes toward any specific buyers in any particular state.
Distinguished by Cody v. Ward, see above Chapter III.E.b.1.

The court rejected a general proposition that when an entity
intentionally uses an electronic medium to reach beyond its boundaries to
conduct business, the exercise of specific jurisdiction is appropriate.
Posting quotes on the Nasdaq system, which is not accessible to the
general public, did not equate to Internet websites offering business.
Therefore, it did not consitute purposeful availment.
In Richard Howard, Inc. v. Putmann834 the court rejected to decide the
jurisdictional question upon e-mail transmission.
833

834

The National Assocaition of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation was the first
electronic-based stock marked and the place in year 2000 where more than half of all in
U.S. exchanged shares changed hands.
Richard Howard, Inc. v. Hogg & Putmann 1996 WL 689231 (Ohio App. 1996); appeal not
allowed by 78 Ohio St.3d 1429.
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Plaintiff had entered a business relationship with a person in Canada,
wherein the latter should purchase sports cards and later sell them to the
New York-defendant. Plaintiff shipped the cards directly to defendant, who
paid his vendor in Canada, who did not pay plaintiff that sued both.
Plaintiff as evidence delivered the court some e-mails wherein plaintiff had
confirmed telephone calls initiated by the Canadian-person and sent to the
New York-defendant.
The court held the e-mail transmissions were not competent evidence and
without such evidence nothing demonstrated New York-defendant had
engaged in business transaction with plaintiff and thus the courts state.

In Hockerson-Halberstadt-1835 the court in a patent action case, rejected
exercise of personal jurisdiction on the grounds of e-mail conversation.
Plaintiff’s attorney had through e-mail made a request for information and
defendant had in its answer informed the attorney that in order to purchase
defendant’s merchandise, he would have to travel outside the forum state
to a defendant warehouse.
The court noted that the only activity by defendant upon which plaintiff
relied was created by plaintiff’s counsel.
Further it remarked that defendant was “cash and carry” and did not ship
from its warehouses, all of which were located outside the forum state.

The court pointed out that allowing such action to establish jurisdiction
would effectively render jurisdictional perquisites meaningless since
jurisdiction over a defendant could be obtained virtually anywhere a
response to an e-mail inquiry could be received. Subjecting defendants to
jurisdiction based on such tenuous contacts is inconsistent with the Due
Process Clause, because defendants would be deprived of the ability to
predict with any assurance where they will be subject to suit.
Even if the isolated actions by e-mail and telephone inquires were not
initiated by plaintiff’s counsel, they did not, without more, constitute
purposeful availment for due process purposes.

The court rejected exercise of jurisdiction in HQM, Ltd. v. Hatfield,836
where Mr. William B. Hatfield in 1995 through NSI had registered
Hatfield.com and used as an e-mail address. He had not created a website.
835

Hockerson-Halberstadt-1 – Hockerson-Halberstadt v. Costco Wholesale Corp., 93
F.Supp.2d 738 (E.D.La. April 2000).
836
HQM, Ltd. v. Hatfield, 71 F.Supp.2d 500 (D. Md. 1999).
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Plaintiff had in 1968 registered a logo containing the word “Hatfield” and in
1996 registered the federal service mark “Hatfield” and claimed defendant
infringered its mark.

The court in Mallinckrodt Medical, Inc. v. Sonus Pharmaceuticals,
Inc.837 rejected exercise of jurisdiction in a case alleging defamation over
the Internet.
Plaintiff amongst others claimed jurisdiction on ground of defendant
sending a message from defendant’s place in Seattle to Virginia over
America On Line, a private subscriber service, which has been posted on
AOL's electronic bulletin boards. The posting allegedly includes the
following language: The commercialization of FS-069 [Optison] in the
United States would infringe one or more patents owned by Sonus
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. and Sonus would take such willful infringement very
seriously.
The court first held that the AOL transmission from defendant’s to Virginia
could not be construed as "transacting business" in the District of Columbia.
The message was not sent to or from the District of Columbia, the subject
matter of the message had nothing to do with the District of Columbia, and
neither plaintiff nor defendant resided in, had their headquarters in or were
incorporated in the District.

The act of posting a message on an AOL electronic bulletin board which certain AOL subscribers may or may not choose to access, according
to each individual's tastes and interests - was not an act purposefully or
foreseeably aimed at the District of Columbia. Therefore, it did not separately, or in combination with the [connected] lawsuit - constitute
transacting within the District of Columbia for purposes of the long-arm
statute of District of Columbia.838
The court also noted that because the District of Columbia is the Nation's
capital and because it is important that all citizens from all parts of the
country have unfettered access to petition their government, the courts of
this jurisdiction have long recognized "a government contacts" exception to
the "transacting business" provision of the long-arm statute. Under that
exception, a person or company does not subject itself to the jurisdiction of
the courts of the District of Columbia merely by filing an application with a
government agency or by seeking redress of grievances from the Executive

837
838

Mallinckrodt Medical, Inc. v. Sonus Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 989 F.Supp. 265 (D.D.C. 1998).
Mallinckrodt Medical, Inc. at 272.
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Branch or Congress. Furthermore, under the government contacts
exception, a person or entity that [ ] seeks redress before the federal or local
courts in the District of Columbia is not thereby "transacting business" for
purposes of the long-arm statute.839
Next the court rejected plaintiff’s argument that the alleged defamatory
AOL message provided jurisdiction under another subsection of the longarm statute of District of Columbia.
The court noted that while the transmission of the message occurred from
outside the District of Columbia, there is no indication that plaintiffs
themselves suffered any injury in the District of Columbia that they could
not have suffered or did not suffer in any state in the nation where someone
may have read the message and reacted negatively towards plaintiffs.

Furthermore, the court pointed out there is no nation-wide jurisdiction
for defamation actions, and the advent of the Internet and Internet service
providers, such as AOL, does not change that fact.840
In California Software Incorporated v. Reliability Research, Inc.841 the
court in an action involving defamatory contents sent through a bulleting
board noted that unlike communication by mail or telephone, messages
sent through computers are available to the recipient and anyone else who
may be watching. Thus, while modern technology has made nation-wide
commercial transactions simpler and more feasible, even for small
businesses, it must broaden correspondingly the permissible scope of
jurisdiction exercisable by the courts.842
The court rejected the defendant’s argument that it merely responded
to inquiries made by third parties through the bulleting board. The court
found that the defendant intentionally responded to the inquiries with
allegedly libelous statements and economic threats directed at plaintiffs in
California. Not only did the defendant act intentionally, but by
communicating through the network it made the messages available to an
audience wider than those requesting the information.
The court held that it could exercise specific personal jurisdiction, but not
general, on ground of defendant’s message through a bulleting board
message on a nationally disseminated computer based information service,
which was operated by defendant. Operators of large computer
installations, having a license, utilized the service to share information
regarding computer hardware and software. The court noted that although
839

Mallinckrodt Medical, Inc. at 271.
Mallinckrodt Medical, Inc. at 273.
841
California Software Inc. v. Reliability Research, Inc., 631 F.Supp. 1356 (D.C.D.Cal. 1986).
842
California Software Inc. v. Reliability Research, Inc. at 1363.
840
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one could use the service to respond to a specific inquiry, the system acted
as a bulletin board, its messages being available and visible to all its users.
The message – placed as a response to inquiries made by prospective
purchasers of a specific software product - stated defendant was currently
attempting to establish its ownership of a software in a lawsuit filed in New
York against plaintiff and that defendant would hold any licensee of the
product financially responsible for its use if defendant prevailed in the
lawsuit.
The court held defendant made intentionally made tortious statements
which, though directed at third persons outside the forum state, were
expressly calculated to cause injury in the forum state and that defendant
knew that plaintiff would feel the brunt of the injury, i.e. the lost income, in
the forum state, where plaintiff had principal place of business.
The court noted that the third parties recipients of defendant’s message did
not act unforeseeably or unilaterally, because as a consequence of
defendant’s influence, they acted as conduits for defendant’s express
intention to injure by diminishing plaintiff’s business.
Not only did defendant intend that these third parties act in such a manner,
but they anticipated benefiting therefrom by maintaining their customers
and possibly obtaining new ones.

In Northwest Airlines Inc. v. Friday843the court rejected exercise of
jurisdiction on the basis of the Minnesota long-arm statute in a case where
a wife of a commercial aviator had sent out a press release by e-mail from
Washington that repeated many of the allegations in her husband’s
lawsuit against his employer, the airline-company, placed in Minnesota.
An electronic copy of that lawsuit’s complaint was attached the e-mail,
which was addressed to individuals in various cities throughout the
country, and to one or more in Minnesota.
The press release was picket up by newspapers that are published in cities
of Saint Paul and Minneapolis and the company sued the wife for
defamation.
The court initially noted that in general the Minnesota long-arm statute was
interpreted to the full limits of the Due Process in the U.S. Constitution, but
the long-arm statute specially excluded exercise of personal jurisdiction
over acts committed outside Minnesota “where the cause of action lies in
defamation or privacy.”844
For the purpose of the long-arm statute, making a defamatory phone call, email or mail letter was the same.
The court noted that to complete the tort of slander, and thereby injury a
843
844

Northwest Airlines Inc. v. Friday, 617 N.W.2d 590 (Minn.App. 2000).
Minn.Stat. § 543.19, subdivision 1(d)(3)(1998).
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third, one must act by speaking or sending the defamatory words, while
another must receive them.
Further it pointed out that “publication” of a defamatory statement
required thet act of the alleged defamer in making the statement, and
secondly the act of a third party in understanding it.
The court held for the purpose of the long-arm statute it was the making the
allegedly defamatory state, which was the determining and operative “act”.
There was no doubt that the “making” had been done outside the forum
state, but “defamation” was excluded by the statute.

The court in Barrett v. Catacombs Press845 rejected exercise of general
personal jurisdiction in a case where the defendant had written alleged
defamatory messages on several listservs or Usenet discussion groups.
Plaintiff was a resident and phychiatrist in Pennsylvania. He had an
international acclaimed and rewarded website, which provided information
about quackery, health frauds and consumer decisions. About 1 % of the
website addressed a debate on fluoridation in public water sources.
Defendant, an Oregon resident – closely associated with individuals who
were advocating against the fluoridation of water sources throughout the
United States – joined the health fraud discussion group co-sponserede by
plaintiff’s website and she attempted to engage plaintiff in a private e-mail
discussion about fluoridation, which he not responded to.
Plaintiff alleged defendant made defamatory statements on at least 90
messages to listserves846 groups and 12 USENET newsgroups and that
many of these messages encouraged people to visit one or more of her
websites that contained alleged defamatory statements about plaintiff.
Defendant claimed her information was part of a larger public debate on
fluoridation issues and not target (especially) to plaintiff’s state.

845
846

Barrett v. Catacombs Press, 44 F.Supp.2d 717 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
“Listservs” or “mail-exploders” are in Reno-1 under technical facts findings no. 24
described as one-to-many messages containing automatic maling lists that allow
communications about particular subjects of interest to a group of people. The
subscriber can submit messages on the topic to the listserv that are forwarded (via
e-mail), either automatically or through a human moderator overseeing the listserv, to
anyone who has subscribed to the mailing list. A recipient of such a message can reply
to the message and have the reply also distributed to everyone on the mailing list.
Most listserv-type mailing lists automatically forward all incoming messages to all
mailing list subscribers. There are thousands of such mailing list services on the
Internet. Users of "open" listservs typically can add or remove their names from the
mailing list automatically, with no direct human involvement. Reno-1 - ACLU v. Reno,
924 F.Supp 824, 834 no. 24 (E.D.Pa. 1996).
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It noted that posting of messages to listserves and Usenet discussion
groups847 technically differs from the maintenance of a “passive” webpage
because messages are actively disseminated to those who participate in
such groups, but it held for jurisdictional purposes that such contacts are
akin to a “passive” website, and insufficient to trigger exercise of personal
jurisdiction.
The court pointed out that the nature and quality of the contacts made
by the defendant were accessible around the world and never targeted or
solicited the forum state. Every listserve or discussion group that
defendant posted a message to were concerned with health care issues and
was national in scope. Anyone who was interested could become a
member of such listserves or Usenet groups. The court could not see how
that fact alone could be interpreted to mean that the defendant directed
her efforts towards the forum state’s residents.
Furthermore, the court remarked that after posting to a listserve or
Usenet discussion group on the Internet, the option of bypassing certain
regions were not available. The defendant did not participate in any online interactions such as the acceptance of information from forum
residents, the entrance into a contractual agreement via the transmission of
e-mail, or the use of her websites to encourage contacts with forum
residents.

847

“Usenet newsgroups” are in Reno-1 under technical facts findings no. 25 decribed as
distributed message databases that are similar in function to listservs but quite different
in how communications are transmitted. User-sponsored newsgroups are among the
most popular and widespread applications of Internet services, and cover all
imaginable topics of interest to users. Newsgroups are open discussions and exchanges
on particular topics. Users need not subscribe to the discussion mailing list in advance,
but can instead access the database at any time. Some USENET newsgroups are
"moderated" but most are open access. For the moderated newsgroups, all messages to
the newsgroup are forwarded to one person who can screen them for relevance to the
topics under discussion. For unmoderated newsgroups, when an individual user with
access to a USENET server posts a message to a newsgroup, the message is
automatically forwarded to all adjacent USENET servers that furnish access to the
newsgroup, and it is then propagated to the servers adjacent to those servers, etc. The
messages are temporarily stored on each receiving server, where they are available for
review and response by individual users. The messages are automatically and
periodically purged from each system after a time to make room for new messages.
Responses to messages, like the original messages, are automatically distributed to all
other computers receiving the newsgroup or forwarded to a moderator in the case of a
moderated newsgroup. The dissemination of messages to USENET servers around the
world is an automated process that does not require direct human intervention or
review. Reno-1 - ACLU v. Reno, 924 F.Supp 824, at 834-835 no. 25 (E.D.Pa. 1996).
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The non-commercial nature of the defendant’s postings means that she
was unlike the commercial entrepreneurs in other Internet cases, who had
actively availed themselves of the privilege of conducting business in the
forum state.
Moreover, plaintiff could not point to any defamatory statements that
attack him in his capacity as a Pennsylvania psychiatrist or any postings by
the defendant that intended to target Internet users in that state.
Further, the court found that the addition of two e-mail contacts by the
defendant to the plaintiff was insufficient to trigger personal jurisdiction.
The first e-mail was sent by the defendant in order to engage plaintiff in an
e-mail discussion about issues discussed on his Quackwatch website, which
he refused to respond to. The second was defendant’s answer to an e-mail
he had sent to he stating that she had modified the content of her website to
some degree.

The court held that the extent of the e-mail communications between
the plaintiff and the defendant did not amount to “purposeful availment”
of the “privilege of acting” within the forum state. The e-mails sent did not
occur in a context of a “substantial connection,” nor amount to the level of
purposeful targeting required by the minimum contact analysis.
Neither found the court that the requirement in the Calder “effect test” was
fulfilled as the defamatory statements associated plaintiff with his work
with the Quackwatch website and not as a psychiatrist practicing in the
forum state.

The court noted, under the Calder “effect test,” unless the forum state
deliberately or knowingly was targeted by the tortfeasor, the fact that
harm was felt in the forum state from conduct occurring outside the state
was never sufficient to satisfy due process. It refused to exercise
jurisdiction over the defendant on the basis that the harm caused by her
tortious conduct occurred in the forum state.
Finally, the court remarked that exercise of personal jurisdiction over
non-commercial on-line speech, which does not purposefully target any
forum, would result in hindering the wide range of discussion permissible
on listservs, Usenet discussion groups, and websites that are informative
in nature.
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c. Messages Targeted Over U.S.-borders
In Alton v. Wang848 the Chinese defendant had sent several e-mails and
mail about the defendant’s objection to the Virginia-plaintiff’s intent to
write and publish a book on a type of Chinese medicine that the plaintiff
had achieved knowledge of when he was the defendant’s student in
China. The defendant notified the plaintiff’s Massachusett’s publisher that
he had not allowed the publication and objected to the disclosure of his
secrets. This caused the publisher to postpone publication of the book until
an economic agreement was reached between the parties.
The court in Virginia rejected jurisdiction under the Virginia long-arm
statute, because the court held that although plaintiff might had suffered
economic losses as a result of defendant’s actions, the plaintiff’s actually
injury – the postponement of the publication of plaintiff’s book – occurred
at the publisher’s place in Massachusetts, not Virginia.

848

Alton v. Wang, 941 F.Supp. 66 (W.D.Va. 1996).
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D. Web-sites (activity level catalog) – U.S. Cases
In a great number of cases in the U.S. where a website has been one of
the facts the plaintiff has tried to convince the court to exercise personal
jurisdiction over the defendant based on the existence of the website.
A webpage is a computer data file that can include names, words,
messages, pictures, sounds, and links to other information. 849
Every website on the Internet has an identifier called a “domain name.”
“Home page” on the Web is a document that provides a set of links
designed to represent the organization/owner.850
The vast majority of information on the websites – in beginning of 1999
globally 3.5 million sites - is provided to users for free. One third of the sites
intend to make profit.851

Thus, the question as to what kind of activity a website has to have for
allowing exercise of jurisdiction has arisen in the courts.
Since the contents of a website can be seen to all comers worldwide –
unless it requires a password to get further than the homepage – a U.S.
court determinations on a certain website’s activity ought to be the same in
every court, because the technicality of the website is of course the same
everywhere. The only two remaining questions would be whether or not
another court would hold that a higher or lower level of activity was
required for exercising personal jurisdiction in that other court; and
whether that court would find the particular website was aimed at the
forum.
Many cases especially since the 1997 Zippo852 case, when determining
the question of personal jurisdiction in connection with websites, in the
published decision have reviewed thoroughly the contents of the website
in question. A very large number of cases have made a name-labelcategorizing the website. Some have used a three-grouping of the
interactivity.853 Sometimes the courts have given the website extensive
attention and the decisions contained extensive discussions on the website,
whereas, other facts have only been discussed superficially.

849

Panavision-2 at 618.
Reno-3 at 483.
851
Reno-3 at 484 no. 23 and 486 no. 27.
852
Zippo Manufacturing Company v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc., 952 F.Supp. 1119 (W.D. Pa., 1997).
At 1123-1124 the court wrote:
850
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It is worth noting that the court in Zippo not once in its decision used
words like “group” or “categorize,” or derivation hereof.
What the Zippo case used are words like “level” and “scale,” which clearly
indicate the Zippo case as for the issue of websites activity had a normal
mathematic point of view, that is a scale from zero to either a fixed point or
infinite. The Zippo case chose the first alternative and called this highest
scale-point “clearly doing business.
Webster854 defines “scale” as: something graduated especially when used as
a measure or rule; a series of marks or points at known intervals used to
measure distances; a graduated series or scheme of rank or order.
Further Webster defines “group” or “categorize” as - Group: two or more
figures forming a complete unit in a composition; a number of individuals
assembled together or having some unifying relationship; an assemblage of
objects regarded as a unit. - Categorize: to put into a category, which is
defined as a division within a system of classification, which is defined as a
systematic arrangement in groups or categories according to established
criteria.

The Internet makes it possible to conduct business throughout the world entirely from a
desktop. With this global revolution looming on the horizon, the development of the
law concerning the permissible scope of personal jurisdiction based on Internet use is in
its infant stages. The cases are scant. Nevertheless, our review of the available cases and
materials [ ] reveals that the likelihood that personal jurisdiction can be constitutionally
exercised is directly proportionate to the nature and quality of commercial activity that
an entity conducts over the Internet. This sliding scale is consistent with well
developed personal jurisdiction principles. At one end of the spectrum are situations
where a defendant clearly does business over the Internet. If the defendant enters into
contracts with residents of a foreign jurisdiction that involve the knowing and repeated
transmission of computer files over the Internet, personal jurisdiction is proper. [ ] At
the opposite end are situations where a defendant has simply posted information on an
Internet Website which is accessible to users in foreign jurisdictions. A passive Website
that does little more than make information available to those who are interested in it is
not grounds for the exercise personal jurisdiction. [ ] The middle ground is occupied by
interactive Websites where a user can exchange information with the host computer. In
these cases, the exercise of jurisdiction is determined by examining the level of
interactivity and commercial nature of the exchange of information that occurs on the
Website. [ ] Traditionally, when an entity intentionally reaches beyond its boundaries to
conduct business with foreign residents, the exercise of specific jurisdiction is proper. [
] Different results should not be reached simply because business is conducted over the
Internet. (Author’s emphasizing).
853
See i.e. Blackburn v. Walker Oriental Rug Galleries, 999 F.Supp. 636, 638 (E.D.Pa. 1998) and
Kubik v. Route 252, Inc., 762 A.2d 1119, 1124 (Pa. Super. 2000).
854
Merrriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary 10th Edition.
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When using a scale ones talk about points on a scale and not of an
“intermediate” or “middle” group. The Zippo case further talked about a
“gliding” scale, which rule out any grouping.

However, the following research shows that such a categorizing is not
of any practical use because the courts use various definitions, terms and
levels for similar facts in a website.
This may be reasoned by the fact as the U.S. Supreme Court stated in Reno2: “the content on the Internet is as diverse as human thought.”855

Overall, this section contains cases where the contents of the website
have been heavily quoted in the court’s decision and where website
activity has been discussed in connection with the determination of
whether or not personal jurisdiction could be exercised in a U.S. state over
a non-resident defendant.
The cases in this section are divided into two main groups according to
the pattern mentioned in section I, Introduction, that is, group (a) websites
containing purly non-commercial information, and group (b) websites
related to trade and service.
A secondary division of the cases is on whether personal jurisdiction
has been exercised or rejected.
The latter group might be of special interest for other nations, as an
indication for what type of contents on a website ought not to support
exercise of jurisdiction. It could also be a guide as to where it is reasonable
for a defendant’s attorney to assert that jurisdiction should not be granted.
In each group, the cases are dispersed after the court’s determination of
the activity-level, but a three-grouping some courts have used will not be
used bacause such grouping seems to be wrong (see below). The listing
will begin with the lowest level of activity “passive”.
As a main pattern only the contents of the website are mentioned and
headnotes for each case begins with “quoting” the courts determination of
the activity-level which is followed by a note of the type of personal
jurisdiction determined and the type of action. As for group b. cases the
kind of business defendant is involved in is also mentioned.
In making the presentation of the following cases and issue it has been

855

Reno-2 at 870.
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considered to use a computerized analyze research model like SARA856 or
Taxman.857 However, use of such models is limited to a few basic
parameters and this basic requirement does not seem to be obtainable,
because the types of contents on a website are to many-sided. The
conclusion of the following research of case law also imply it would
impossible to make a computerized analyze as there can’t be set up any
necessary equation.

An overwhelming part of the cases follow the pattern that one does not
subject himself to the jurisdiction of the courts in another state simply
because he maintains a website which residents of that state visit.
However, one who uses a website to make sales to customers in a distant
state can thereby become subject to the jurisdiction of that state's courts.858
The court in ESAB-2 found decisions holding jurisdiction based solely
on the maintenance of a website was wholly unpersuasive.859
The court in Barrett noted, that [n]ot only does the weight of the authority
favor the rationale that a "passive" Website is insufficient to trigger
jurisdiction, but we believe that such decisions comport with the traditional
concept of personal jurisdiction where merely fortuitous contact is
insufficient.860

In Osteotech, Inc. v. Gensci Regeneration Sciences, Inc.861 the court,
after determining that a website was passive, remarked that even if, as
alleged by the plaintiff, the defendants website had contained a toll-free
phone number that interested consumers could call to order products or
the website listed a e-mail address encouraging interested persons to
contact the company for more information, this should have no more of an
impact on any particular forum than a website without such information
856

Professor, Dr. Juris Jon Bing, Modeller av Rettslige Avveininger med et eksempel fra
Norsk Interlegal Rett, TIDSSKRIFT FOR RETTSVITENSKAB 1985.395 [Models of legal
balancing Process with examples from Norwegian Interlegal Law, PERIODICAL FOR
LEGAL SCIENCE (OSLO)].
857
L. Thorne McCharty, Reflections on Taxman: An experiment in artificial intelligence and
legal reasoning, 90 HARVARD L.R. 837. See also Professor COLIN TAPPER, The “Oxford
Experiments”, Prediction of Juridicial Decisions, COMPUTERS AND THE LAW p. 232-251
(LONDON 1973).
858
National Football League v. Miller d/b/a NFL Today, 2000 WL 335566 (S.D.N.Y. 2000)
quoting Bensusan Restaurant Corp. v. King, 126 F.3d 25 (2nd Cir. 1997) and Bochan v. La
Fontaine, 68 F.Supp.2d 692, 701 (E.D.Va. 1999).
859
ESAB-2 - ESAB Group, Inc. v. Centricut, LLC, 34 F.Supp.2d 323 at FN4 (D.S.C, 1999).
860
Barrett v. Catacombs Press, 44 F.Supp.2d 717, 727 (E.D. Pa. 1999).
861
Osteotech, Inc. v. Gensci Regeneration Sciences, Inc., 6 F.Supp.2d 349 (D.N.J. 1998).
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and did nothing to alleviate the concern that a finding of jurisdiction based
on an Internet website would amount to finding of worldwide jurisdiction
over anyone who establishes a website.862 The court pointed out that there
was no evidence that the defendant had ever contracted to sell any of its
goods or services over the Internet to anyone in the forum state (or
elsewhere).
As for the level activity on a website, a “passive” website is mainly
what the courts refer to as websites only containing information and
advertisements.863
The court in International Star Register of Illinois defined these type of
website as those in which there is “no further communication with
potential customers via the Internet” than the defendant’s posting of
information on the Internet. They are is “websites that merely provide
information or advertisements without more.” 864
In JB Oxford Holdings, Inc. v. Net Trade Inc.865 the court in footnote 9
defined a “passive” site as a website “where ‘surfers’ simply view
advertisements for products and services.”

This seems to be a reasonable definition for the natural passive end of
an activity-level-scale. Yet some decisions866 have not followed such a
definition, but have extended the passive level to also include websites
where a user has corresponded with owner of the website, i.e. clicked an email-icon and joined a list for information on future products. Such
activity is definitely using “further communication” methods as defined in
Reno-1, Fact-Finding number 22.867
In Bancroft & Masters, Inc.868 the 9th Circuit extended the type of a passive
website to be where “i.e., consumers could not use it to make purchases.”

862

Osteotech, Inc. v. Gensci Regeneration Sciences, Inc. at 356.
Passive: Not active or operating; Synonym: inactive (Merriam-Webster On-line Dictionary,
Visited January 22, 2001).
864
International Star Register of Illinois v. Bowman-Haight Venture, Inc., 1999 WL 300285 at
*4 & *5 (N.D.Ill. 1999).
865
JB Oxford Holdings, Inc. v. Net Trade Inc., 76 F.Supp.2d 1363 (S.D.Fla. 1999).
866
See i.e. Desktop Technologies, Inc. v. Colorworks Reproduction & Design, Inc., 1999 WL
98572 (E.D.Pa. 1999); Grutkowski v. Steamboat Lake Guides & Outfitters, Inc., 1998 WL
962042 (E.D.Pa. 1998).
867
Reno-1 at 834.
868
Bancroft & Masters, Inc. v. Augusta National, Inc., 223 F.3d 1082 (9th Cir. 2000).
863
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The courts have not agreed upon a definition of the natural other end
of the scale, which the Zippo court named “clearly doing business.”
Some cases use the term, “commercial,” to mean on-line-ordering
without payment done on-line.869 Other courts only use the term for sites
where ordering and payment can both be done on-line.870 The later seems
to be what rightly should be named “clearly doing business” on-line.
The court in Standard Knitting, Ltd. v. Outside Design, Inc.871 at *2
characterized defendants website as “fully interactive” and one through
which business is conducted with residents of foreign jurisdictions,
including Pennsylvania.
The court in Citigroup Inc. v. City Holding Co.872 at footnote 8 remarked
that it was “not clear that the transaction could actually be consummated on
line, a scenario which [would] bring this case out of the middle category
and into the category of a business that clearly does business over the
Internet in New York.”

Some courts have chosen to look beyond the degree of interactivity
provided by the website. Instead they emphasized the degree to which the
defendant actually used its website to conduct commercial or other types
of activity with forum residents.873
As for the highest interactivity level of the scale, the court in
Millennium emphasized that, the capability of selling through a website
does not constitute "doing business" over the Internet, which could
otherwise confer personal jurisdiction almost as a matter of course.
This is in order with the overwhelming cases requiring evidence of
actual contact between the defendant and the forum state through the
website.
The Millennium court defined “doing business over the Internet” as
only such “businesses which conduct a significant portion of their business
through ongoing Internet relationships; for example, by entering into
contracts with residents of a foreign jurisdiction that involve the knowing
and repeated transmission of computer files over the Internet.”874 This
869

I.e. Decker v. Circus Circus Hotel, 49 F.Supp.2d 743, 748 (N.N.J. 1999).
I.e. Stomp, Inc. v. NeatO, LLC., 61 F.Supp.2d 1074 (C.D.Cal. 1999) and Sports Authority
Michigan, Inc. v. Justballs, Inc., 97 F.Supp.2d 806 (E.D.Mich. 2000).
871
Standard Knitting, Ltd. v. Outside Design, Inc., 2000 WL 804434 (E.D.Pa. 2000).
872
Citigroup Inc. v. City Holding Co., 97 F.Supp.2d 549 (S.D.N.Y. 2000). See also National
Football League v. Miller & NFL, 2000 WL 335566 at *1 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
873
Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV,873 113 F.Supp.2d 211 at *9 (D.N.H. 2000).
874
Millennium Enterprises at 920.
870
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definition of “doing business over the Internet,” requiring a “significant
portion” or “repeated transmission,” seems on the other hand very limited
and nearly requiring the same as if exercising general personal
jurisdiction.
The court in Chiaphua Components Ltd. v. West Bend Comp.875 – rejecting
jurisdiction - used a similar limited definition and only found the
interactive website in question to fit for the intermediate level even though
defendants website allowed visitors to make purchases, albeit not of the
disputed water distillers. The actual sales with the forum were for 1997
$3,934,768, or 1.75% of total sales, to which the court noted that “[a]lthough
a relatively small percentage of the overall sales of the corporation, it is
difficult to conclude the sales are de minimus.”
The Molnlycke court, which rejected general jurisdiction, emphasized the
website was “not central to defendants business” even though a small
percentage of income was deriving from the forum state.876

No court has defined “clearly doing business” through a website as
equal to the requirement allowing the exercise of general personal
jurisdiction, that is substantial, continuous and systematic contacts with
the forum state.
The Zippo-court speaks only of a gliding scale between cases where a
defendant “clearly” does business over the Internet and cases only
involving a website that does little more than make information available
to those who are interested in it, which the court defined a “passive
website”.
Between these two outer points the courts have used various
characterizations that contradict one another and do not fit into anyone
pattern. For example, a website allowing users to make hotel reservations
in Decker v. Circus877 was characterized as “commercial,” while the court
in Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV878 characterized such a website as not being
used to do business or otherwise interact with the forum states residents.
The court in Hurley v. Cancun Play Oasis International Hotels879
characterized a similar website as having an interactive quality beyond a
875

Chiaphua Components Ltd. v. West Bend Comp., 95 F.Supp.2d 505 (E.D.Va. 2000) at *6
and footnote 4.
876
Molnlycke Health Care AB v. Dumex Medical Surgical Products Ltd., 64 F.Supp.2d 448,
452-453 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
877
Decker v. Circus Circus Hotel, 49 F.Supp.2d 743, 748 (N.D.N.J. 1999).
878
Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV, 113 F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. 2000).
879
Hurley v. Cancun Play Oasis International Hotels, 1999 WL 718556 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
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“passive website,” whereas the court in Weber v. Jolly Hotel880
characterized such a site as “passive”.
In all the just mentioned cases was the website’s allowing hotel reservation
not enough for exercise of neither general nor specific jurisdiction.
In a similar case in Romero v. Holiday Inn881 held the court the website
activity consisting of Internet reservations was not additionally significant
as where toll-free telephone reservations are offered. Like "800" number
service, an Internet connection allows a consumer to contact a hotel chain
for reservations directly and without charge. The distinction of using a
computer hooked to a telephone/data line is not relevantly different from
using a handset connected to that same line; one is in writing and one is by
voice--a distinction without difference in this context.
So also, web-site reservations, a more modern version of toll-free
reservations, do not change the result.

Some cases in making its determination of jurisdiction on the basis of
Cyberspace have used the decision in Zippo.com882 as a reference to a
three-part-grouping consisting of “passive,” interactive, and “clearly
doing business” websites. Some have made other kind of groupings.883
Yet a three-part-grouping is not correct considering the statutes on U.S.
jurisdictional questions. Merely categorizing a website as interactive or
passive is not conclusive of the jurisdictional issue.884
880

Weber v. Jolly Hotels, 977 F.Supp 327, 333 (D.New Jersey 1997).
Romero v. Holiday Inn, 1998 WL 961384 (E.D.Pa. 1998).
882
Zippo Manufacturing Company v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc., 952 F.Supp. 1119 (W.D. Pa. 1997).
883
Weber v. Jolly Hotels, 977 F.Supp 327, 333 (D.New Jersey 1997): “The cases dealing with
[the] issue [of Internet and personal jurisdiction] can be divided into three categories.”
See also Blackburn v. Walker Oriental rug Galleries, Inc., 999 F.Supp 636, 638 (E.D.Pa.
1998) and Hurley v. Cancun Playa Oasis International Hotels, 1999 WL 718556 at *2
(E.D.Pa. 1999).
In Reno-3 486 (1999) an expert devided websites into five general business models:
(1) the Internet presence model, which involves no direct sales or advertising but is used
by a business to raise customer awareness of the name and products of the Website
operator,
(2) the advertiser supported or sponsored model, in which nothing is for sale, content is
provided for free, and advertising on the site is the source of all revenue,
(3) the fee based or subscription model in which users are charged a fee before accessing
content,
(4) the efficiency or effective gains model, by which a company uses the Web to decrease
operating costs, and
(5) the online storefront, in which a consumer buys a product or service directly over the
Web.
884
ESAB-2 - ESAB Group, Inc. v. Centricut, LLC, 34 F.Supp.2d 323, 330 (D.S.C. 1999).
881
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When reveiwing the U.S. Cyberspace cases, it is very difficult to find a
difference between a group some courts categorize as “clearly doing
business” and a group where “a user can exchange information with the
host computer.” The courts, in most of the cases where defendant
obviously does on-line business, mostly categorize the case in the latter
group. Thus, the three-part grouping lacks any real purpose because the
courts always feels that it is carefully to narrowly go through the facts and
determine the website interactivity. Therefore in doing so they also decide
whether the website is “clearly” doing business or not, that is, deciding
whether jurisdiction can be exercised or not.
The court in CoolSavings.com had difficulty using such a three-part
categorizing and held that the case did not fit any of the categories. The
court did not think it was productive to try to “jam” the case into any
categorizing-group. It found it unnecessary for the determination of
whether or not personal jurisdiction could be exercised.885
The 14th (or 5th) Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and the long-arm
statutes only authorize two alternatives – not three. Either a fact support
for jurisdiction or it does not.
The obvious, pointed out by the Zippo court, is, that either the “level of
interactivity and commercial nature of the exchange of information that
occurs on the Website” is sufficient to exercise personal jurisdiction or that
it is not. Therefore, either the Cyberspace related facts alone is enough for
finding personal jurisdiction, or it is not. There are no in-betweens.
In Origin Instruments Corp.886 the court found the interactivity on the
website was not enough and noted: “Thus, the court must determine
whether Defendant has done ‘something more’ that when combined with
its website would establish that it is amenable to personal jurisdiction.”

Referring to the previous remarks in section... on several courts use of the Zippo case it
would be of much more interest for aliens and non-residents if the U.S. courts initialed
as p-pattern of trying to make the following four-grouping of cases based on the
Cyberspace-activity:
Group One for exercising General Personal Jurisdiction on basis of the Cyberspace
activity alone;
Group Two for exercising Special Personal Jurisdiction on basis of the Cyberspace
activity alone;
Group Three for cases where even the Cyberspace activity among many others could not
give basis for exercise of Personal Jurisdiction; and
Group Four for all other cases where there has been Cyberspace activity involved.
885
CoolSavings.com, Inc. v. IQ.Commerce Corp., 53 F.Supp.2d 1000, FN3 (N.D.Ill. 1999).
886
Origin Instruments Corp. v. Adaptive Computer Systems, 1999 WL 76794 (N.D.Tex. 1999).
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“The likelihood that personal jurisdiction can be constitutionally
exercised is directly proportionate to the nature and quality of commercial
activity that an entity conducts over the Internet”887.
Or as the U.S. Supreme Court has stated: the determination on whether
minimum contacts exist “is one in which few answers will be written ‘in
black and white’ The greys are dominant and even among them the shades
are innumerable.”888

Although business is now transacted using modern devices, the
established notions of due process and fair play, as expressed by
Constitutional Due Process requirements, work well to determine whether
an individual has established minimum contacts with a state sufficient for
the state to exercise jurisdiction.889
Until transactions with [forum] residents are consummated through [a]
defendants’ Website, defendants cannot reasonably anticipate that they
will be brought before [the forums’] court, simply because they advertise
their products through a global medium which provides the capability of
engaging in commercial transactions.890
Some cases have referred to the Zippo or Cybersell cases and ordered
special requirement for “something more” facts for allowing jurisdiction in
Cyberspace cases.891 Such cases are labeled casual as passive respectively
interactive.
Yet as the Zippo case rightfully points out, the vital examination in
relation with Cyberspace-facts is of the “activity that an entity conducts
over the Internet” or “the exchange of information that occurs on the
Website.”892
The Decker court893 makes a rare difference between websites where
customers “can transact business” between a) actively transact business
and 2) where a user can exchange information with a host computer. But
887

Zippo at 1124.
Kulko v. California Superior Ct., 436 U.S. 84, 92 (U.S. 1978).
889
Precision Laboratory Plastic, Inc. v. Micro Test, Inc., 981 P.2d 454, FN6 (Wash. Ct. App.
1999).
890
Millennium Enterprises, Inc. v. Millennium Music. LP, 33 F.Supp.2d 907, 923 (D.Or. 1999).
891
I.e. McMaster-Carr Supply Company v. Supply Depot, Inc., 1999 WL 417352 at *4 (N.D.Ill.
1999) “the something more…the act beyond just establishing the website that makes it
reasonable” and Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. v. Nissan Computer Corporation, 89 F.Supp.2d
1154, 1159 (C.D.Cal. March 2000) “In the Internet context,…a passive website does not
itself subject the defendant to personal jurisdiction… there must be ‘something more’.”
892
Zippo at 1124.
893
Decker v. Circus Circus Hotel, 49 F.Supp.2d 743, 748 (N.D.N.J. 1999).
888
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what is the difference? Both are interactive and the correct requirement is
the “examination of the activity level”. The Zippo court does not make two
business-groups of 1) business and 2) exchange of information.
Some courts have quoted the Zippo case as requiring “something
more” in other respects. Yet, the Zippo court simply stated that because a
website that does little more than make information available to those who
are interested in it - a “passive website” – there has to be something else,
that is, other useful facts than Cyberspace activity to give ground for
exercising personal jurisdiction.
However the case is no different from any other case when courts rely
on a bunch of facts that in unison lead to the court exercising jurisdiction.
In such cases, one can wonder why the courts give so much attention to
the website in the decision.
The courts attempt to categorizing a certain website is of limited value
since a website’s categorizing in one forum often may be different from
other courts because it is the website’s targeting-place that determines the
forum courts fix of the activity-level.894 A website may be very interactive
i.e. in areas covering Zip-code numbers accepted by defendant and passive
outside such areas, because the defendant will not do business with
residents outside the Zip-code numbers.
Coastal Video Communication v. Staywell Corp which rejected general
jurisdiction noted the first requirement for exercising jurisdiction is that to
find that an interactive website has the potential to reach a significant
percentage of the forum state's population.895

It should also be emphasized that even though a website clearly seems
to do business, the court must also be presented with evidence that the
website is under the control of the defendant, due to the fact that the
website technology permits the use of megatags,896 which increase the
likelihood that an Internet user who enters a search request on an Internet
search engine will be directed to other sites than the “original” website.
894

Schnapp v. McBride, 64 F.Supp.2d 608, 612 FN9 (E.D.La. 1998).
Coastal Video Communications, Corp. v. The Staywell Corp., 59 F.Supp.2d 562, 571
(E.D.Va. 1999).
896
When a person "surf" the Internet using a "search engine" the latter matches the surfers
inputted "keywords" to webpagedomains, text and "metatags".
Megataggs are HTML codes assigned to a particular webpageby its creator that are
intended to describe the contents of the web page.
Although the metagtags assigned to web pages assist keyword searches, the metatags do
not necessarily appear in the text of a website that is a hit..
895
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In Aidman v. Nelson the plaintiff claimed that the defendant, a
competitor, had used megatags to steer a search to a website with
copyright infringing material, but the court would not grant jurisdiction
over the defendant who contented that he did not create, own, maintain,
or supervise the infringing website and claimed that the website was
“under the control and administration of others. He had not been
approved and/or adopted by defendant.”897
Regarding the strictly non-business-content on a website or the other
communications methods mentioned in the Reno-2 case,898 such as
defamatory statements, U.S. courts have used another pattern. These cases
can be interpretated using the Calder effect test on the defamatory
statements, and seem reasonable and fair decisions. Yet as for the question
of name-label, there is no pattern, because jurisdiction has also been
exercised where fairly passive websites has been involved.
The court in Barrett 899 noted that the posting of messages to listservs
and Usenet discussion groups technically differs from the maintenance of
a "passive" webpage because messages are actively disseminated to those
who participate in such groups. However, for jurisdictional purposes, the
court found that these contacts were akin to a "passive" Website and
insufficient to trigger the court's jurisdiction.
In Lofton v. Turbine Design, Inc.900 in rejecting both specific and general
personal jurisdiction the court found defendant’s website was passive and
“solely [ ] an advertising tool”. The site contained defamation in relation to
disparaging comments about plaintiff, a competitor.
The court noted that unlike Calder the forum state in the matter,
Mississippi, was not the focal point nor necessarily the locale of the alleged
harm suffered. The plaintiffs persuasively argued that the defendants
purposefully directed the alleged defamatory material published on their
website toward Mississippi residents and a Mississippi corporation
intending to harm their business activities and reputations.
However the court pointed out that in the instant case, there is no evidence
of any contact at all between the defendants and the forum state, absent the
Internet and to find the existence of personal jurisdiction of a non-resident
defendant based solely upon the postings on his website, which is simply
accessible by Mississippi residents, is not the application of the law within
this [fifth] circuit.

897

Aidman v. Nelson, 1999 WL 961048 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
Reno-2 at 850-857 quoted in this paper’s Chapter I, Introduction.
899
Barrett v. Catacombs Press, 44 F.Supp.2d 717, 728 (E.D. Pa. 1999).
900
Lofton v. Turbine Design, Inc., 100 F.Supp.2d 404, 411 (N.D.Miss. 2000).
898
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Otherwise in Telco Communications v. An Apple A Day901 - granting
jurisdiction and the allegedly improper behavior transpired on the Internet
– where the court found defendant was conducting business over the
Internet, because defendant was advertising the firm and soliciting
investment banking assistance in posting the press releases and that two or
three press releases arose to the level of regularly doing or soliciting
business.
The court noted defendant’s use of a computer instead of paper did not
distinguish defendant from cases where a defendant sends allegedly
defamatory letters written to people throughout the country, including the
forum state.

In subsection a. and subsection b. below the aim has been to give the
nearest possible quotation of the contents of the website extracted from
each case beginning in each subsection with cases that the courts have
labeled “passive”.
A reading through each subsection makes it apparent that there is no
pattern between the label-naming and the web-activity, if the label is used
as a parameter of the true interactivity. In order to make a pattern, one
would need to implement a very extensive re-dealing and a new listing of
the cases. For certain cases a move to a different head-group would also be
necessary.
The court in Winfield found that the proper means to measure the site's
"level of interactivity" as a guide to personal jurisdiction remained
unexplained.902 “The distinction drawn by the Zippo court between
actively managed, telephone-like use of the Internet and less active but
"interactive" websites is not entirely clear to this court.”
On basis of the cases mentioned in subsection b. and the courts activityname-label one can outline the activity-line and the tables shown below.
Table II and III especially shows the lack of a pattern between the
courts name-label and the activity. The tables’ show that even though
some courts have labeled the website passive, jurisdiction has been found
(see the examples below).

901
902

Telco Communications v. An Apple A Day, 977 F.Supp. 404, 406-407 (E.D.Va. 1997).
Winfield Collection, Ltd. v. McCauley, 105 F.Supp.2d 746, 749 (E.D.Mich. 2000).
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Activity-line for Trade/Commercial sites
S. Morantz (sold advertising
video)
Agar (feedback and
registration)
Desktop Technologies
(exchange files)
IDS Life Insurance
E-Data
Neogen
Mid City Bowling
Black & Decker
Roche
Patriot Systems
Blackburn
Schnapp
American Homecare
SF Hotel
Rannoch
Fix My PC
Contents include “claim”
Grutkowski
LaSalle National Bank
Passive incl. e-mailresponse
Nutrition v Enviros
Passive incl. Hyperlinks
Mink
Broussard
Edberg
Passive incl. 800-number
Osteotech
Remick v Manfredy
Ragonese
Atlantech Distribution
Harbuck
Brown v Geha-Werke
Santana Products
Weber
Smith v Hobby Lobby Stores
Soma
Bush
Passive incl. e-mail-address,
catalog and pricelist
No Jurisdiction (not
enough)

903

Near passive
Largely passive
Passive with one
interactivity element
Passive

Bancroft & Masters v
Augusta National
Telephone Audio Productions

Westcode

Kollmorgen

Passive
Activity name-level
903
used by the court

Jurisdiction (maybe other
facts)

Cases spread after the level the court has labeled. On full citation, see Table on Cases in
Appendix.
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GTE New Media Services
(income from advertising on
904
Yellow pages)
Middle commercial
ESAB-2 (on-line sales after
issued account)
Chiaphua (on-line sales)
Millennium Enterprises (online sales)
Berthold (download software
after paid)
Origin (sold via
BuyDirect.com)
JB Oxford (making
brokerage accounts)
Bedrejo (no action with
forum)
TY, Inc (on-line sales)
Naxos (news article on
Internet)

Aggressively marketed
Interactive limited to special
customers
Intermediate level
Site targeting with forum
Interactivity middle ground
Moderate level of
interactivity
Interactivity but low
Interactive

Somewhat interactive
Hurley (hotel reservation)
Monlycke (on-line sale via
creditcard)
Winfield (auction-sale via EBay)
Butler (on-line ordering)
Dagesse on-line ordering
No Jurisdiction (not
enough)

904

Citigroup (apply for loans online)
Campell (advertised policies)

Wise (register for open
houses)
Bochan (on-line sale outside
forum state)
CoolSavings (infringement
web-coupon program)
Hasbro (domain name –
trademark)
Mieczkowski (order-check
feature on non-sale site)
Daimler-Benz (custom carcomposing feature on nonsale site)
VP Intellectual (e-mail
response)
Jones v Beech Aircraft
(search for local sales
representative)

Quality beyond a passive
site
Site not central for
defendants business
Like isolated advertising in
nationally distributed
magazine
Only electronic version of
postal reply card
Not used by residents
Activity name-level
used by the court
(Continued)

The jurisdictional question not final decided.

Jurisdiction (maybe other
facts)
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On-line sale with
on-line payment
Doing business

Hockerson-Halberstadt-2
(on-line sales)

E-commerce
Soliciting Internet users

Coastal Video (on-line sales)

Decker (hotel reservations)

Highly commercial

Commercial

Not merely a passive one
No Jurisdiction (not
enough)

Activity name-level
used by the court
(Continued)

Replacements (sale through
direct mail)
Playboy (on-line manmagazine)
Euromarket Design (sold
furniture)
International Star
Registration (sold star
registrations)
Colt Studio (monthly fee members download nude
photo)
Thompson (on-line casino)
Digital Equipment (solicit
banner ads + products)
Inset (only advertising+ 800
number)
Zippo (Internet news service)
State v Granite Gate Resort
(registered customers for
upcoming casino)
Mauritz (registered
customers for upcoming
service)
Sport Authority Michigan
(on-line sale)
American Eyewear (on-line
sale)
Stomp (on-line sale)
Tech Heads (on-line service)
Quokka Sport (travel and
banner ad sale)
Panavision-2 (commercial
use of trademark)
CompuServe (sale through
ISP)
Northern Light (income from
advertisers)
Jurisdiction (maybe other
facts)

On basis of this level-line and the content from section b. below the
following tables can be made:

Case Name
where web-content
has been thoroughly
in decision

Replacement v MidWesterling
Playboy v Chuckelberry Publ
(Tattillo)
Euromarket Design v Crate &
Barrel
Intern. Star Registry v BowmanHaight Vent.
Colt Studio v Badpuppy
Enterprise
Thompson v Handa-Lopez
Digital Equipment v AltaVista
Inset System v Instruction
Zippo Mfg. v Zippo Dom Com
Minnesota v Granite Gate Resort
Maritz v CyberGold
Hockerson-Halberstadt-2
Sport Authority Michigan v
Justballs
American Eyewear v Peeper’s
Sunglasses
Stomp v NeatO
Tech Heads v Desktop Service
Center

Courts Classification

Basic incl. Parent or
subsidiary

Basic company
information

S
S*

B
B

J*
N
S

S

S
S*
S*

B

B
B
B
B
B
(B)
B
B
S

Advertising incl phone
& address

S

+ e-mail address

B

Products

S*

Prices

B

Toll-free number noted
on site

S

Hyperlinks

B

Other interactive
features

J*

On-line ordering – No
payment
G/S

Claims incl. In content

B
(B)

E-mail response

Table I - Cases mentioned below and where web-content has been thorouyghly referred in decision

Registering for
upcoming service
S
J

Gain advertising
revenue
J

S

S

S

On-sale & payment
after issue account
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S
S

S

N

S

S

S

S

J

On-line sale &
payment

Coastal Video Communication v
The Staywell
Quokka Sport v Cup International
Panavision-2 v Toeppen
Decker v Circus Circus Hotel
CompuServe v Patterson
Northern Light Tech. v Northern
Light Club
GTE New Media Service v Bell
South
Citygroup v City Holding
Campell v American International
Group
ESAB-2 v Centricut
Chiaphua Components v West
Bend
Millennium Enterprises v
Millennium Music
Berthold Types v European
Mikrograf
Origin Instruments v Adaptive
Computer Sys
Wise v Lindamood
JB Oxford Holding v Net Trade
Bochan v Harris
CoolSavings v IQ Commerce
Hasbro v Clue computing
Bedrejo v Triple E Canada
TY v Clark
Mieczkowski v Masco
Naxos Resources v Southam
Daimler-Benz v Olson
VP Intellectual Properties v Imtec
N
S

S

S

G
S

N
G

G
N

G

N

N
N

J

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(I)
I
I
N

N

J

N

G

J

N

I

I

I

I
I

I
(I)

I

(B)
(B)
(B)
(B)
(B)

(B)

N
G

N

S

N

N
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G
N
G

S

N

N

(N)

G
S

N
G

G
N

N

N

N

N

S

N

N

S

N

N*

S
S*

G
N

N

N

N

N
N

S

S
S*

S*
S*

N

S

(N)

S

N

S

G

N

S

Jones v Beech Aircraft
Hurley v Cancun Play Oasis Int.
Hotels
Molnlycke Health Care v Dumex
Medical Sug.
Winfield Collection v McCauley
Butler v Beer Across America
Dagesse v Plant Hotel NV
S. Morantz v Hang & Shine
Ultrasonics
Agar v Multi-Fluid
Desktop Technologies v
Colorworks Reprod.
Bancroft & Masters v Augusta
National
Telephone Audio Productions v
Smith
IDS Life Insurance v Sunamerica
E-Data v Micropatent
Neogen v Neo Gen Screening
Mid City Bowling Lanes v
Invercrest
Black & Decker v Pro-Tech Power
Roche v Worldwide Media
Patriot Systems v C-Cubed
Blackburn v Walker Oriental Rug
Galleries
Schnapp v McBride
American Homecare v Paragon
Scientific
SF Hotel v Energy Investment
Rannoch, Inc. v The Rannoch
Corp
N
N

P
(P)

(P)
P
P
P
N
N

N

(P)
(P)
P
P

P
P

N
N
N
N

S

(P)

N

N
N
N

S

P

N

N
N

N

N

N

N

N
N

N

N

N

N

N

N
N*

N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N*

S

S*

N

N

N
N

N

P
P

N

N
N

N

N
N

N
N
N
N

N

(I)
(I)
(I)
I

G
N
N

G

(I)

I
I

N

N

N

N
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N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

(P)
P
P
P
P

P
P

P
P

P

(P)

J

N
N

N

N
S
N
N

P
P
P
P

(P)
(P)

N

P
N

N
N

P
(P)

N

N

J
N
N
N

N

N

N

N

N
N

N

N
N

N

N
S

N

Note:
P – passive. A bracket means the court have used other wording or none for classification
I – interactive. A bracket means the court have used other wording or none for classification
B – Doing business. A bracket means the court have used other wording or none for classification

Fix My PC v N.F.N. Associates
Grutkowski v Steamboat Lake
Guides
LaSalle National Bank v Vitro,
S.A.
Nutrition Physiology v Enviros
Westcode v RBE Electronics
Mink v AAAA Development
Broussard v Ramada Deauville
Hotel Resort
Edberg v Neogen
Osteotech v Gensci Regeneration
Sciences
Kollmorgen v Yaskawa Electric
Brown v Geha-Werke
Remick v Manfredy
Ragonese v Rosenfeld
Atlantech Distribution v Credit
General Insura.
Harbuch v Aramco
Santana Products v Bobrick
Washroom Equip.
Weber v Jolly Hotels
Smith v Hobby Lobby Stores v
Boto
Some Medical Int. v Standard
Chartered Bank
Bush v Tidewater Marine Alaska
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J

N

N

N

N*
N

On basis hereof and by eliminating cases where jurisdiction has been determined on other than cyberspace facts
the following Table is achieved, including cases declining jurisdiction.

N – No jurisdiction
Bold – Jurisdiction
* - Case involving Defendants domain name and Plaintiff’s mark
Black background – other facts together with Cyberspace-facts has determined exercise of jurisdiction
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Case Name

Intern. Star Registry v BowmanHaight Vent.
Colt Studio v Badpuppy
Enterprise
Thompson v Handa-Lopez
Digital Equipment v AltaVista
Inset System v Instruction
Zippo Mfg. v Zippo Dom Com
Minnesota v Granite Gate Resort
Maritz v CyberGold
Hockerson-Halberstadt-2
American Eyewear v Peeper’s
Sunglasses
Stomp v NeatO
Tech Heads v Desktop Service
Center
Coastal Video Communication v
The Staywell
Quokka Sport v Cup International
Decker v Circus Circus Hotel
CompuServe v Patterson

Advertising incl phone
& address

Toll-free number noted
on site

Prices

Products

+ e-mail address

Basic incl. Parent or
subsidiary

Basic company
information

Courts Classification
(B)
(B)
(B)

N

N
S

S*

N

N

(B)

N

S
S*

B
B

S
S*
S*
J*
N
S

S

Hyperlinks

B
B
B
B
B
(B)
B
B
S

Other interactive
features

S

E-mail response

B

On-line ordering – No
payment
S*

Claims incl. In content

B

Registering for
upcoming service
S
J

Gain advertising
revenue
J

S

S

S

On-sale & payment
after issue account

Table II - Cases where jurisdiction has been determined without other than Cyberspace facts or declined, and where web-content has been
referred thoroughly in decision
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S

S
S

N
S

S

S

S

On-line sale &
payment

Northern Light Tech. v Northern
Light Club
GTE New Media Service v Bell
South
Campell v American International
Group
ESAB-2 v Centricut
Chiaphua Components v West
Bend
Millennium Enterprises v
Millennium Music
Berthold Types v European
Mikrograf
Origin Instruments v Adaptive
Computer Sys
JB Oxford Holding v Net Trade
Bochan v Harris
Hasbro v Clue computing
Bedrejo v Triple E Canada
TY v Clark
Naxos Resources v Southam
Hurley v Cancun Play Oasis Int.
Hotels
Molnlycke Health Care v Dumex
Medical Sug.
Winfield Collection v McCauley
Butler v Beer Across America
Dagesse v Plant Hotel NV
S. Morantz v Hang & Shine
Ultrasonics
Agar v Multi-Fluid
Desktop Technologies v
Colorworks Reprod.
N
N

N
N

N
N
N

N

P
P

N

N
N

N*
N

S*

N

N

N
N

N

N

N

N
N
N
N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
N

(I)
(I)
(I)
I

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

S

N

N

(N)

S*

(I)

N

S

N

N

N
N

J

I
I
I
I
I
(I)
I
N

N

J

N

J

I

I

I

I
I

(I)

I

(B)
(N)

S

N

N

N

N

G

N
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Bancroft & Masters v Augusta
National
IDS Life Insurance v Sunamerica
E-Data v Micropatent
Neogen v Neo Gen Screening
Mid City Bowling Lanes v
Invercrest
Black & Decker v Pro-Tech Power
Roche v Worldwide Media
Patriot Systems v C-Cubed
Blackburn v Walker Oriental Rug
Galleries
Schnapp v McBride
American Homecare v Paragon
Scientific
SF Hotel v Energy Investment
Rannoch, Inc. v The Rannoch
Corp
Fix My PC v N.F.N. Associates
Grutkowski v Steamboat Lake
Guides
LaSalle National Bank v Vitro,
S.A.
Nutrition Physiology v Enviros
Mink v AAAA Development
Broussard v Ramada Deauville
Hotel Resort
Edberg v Neogen
Osteotech v Gensci Regeneration
Sciences
Remick v Manfredy
Ragonese v Rosenfeld
N
N

P
P

N
N
N

P
P
P
N

N

P

N

N
N

P
(P)

(P)
(P)

N
N

P
(P)

N

N
N

(P)
P
P
P
P
P

N
N
N
N

N

(P)
(P)
P
P
N

N
N
N

S

P

N
N

N

N
N

N

N
N

N

N
N

N

N

N

N
N

N

N

N

N

N
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N

N

N

N

N

N
N

N*

N
N*

N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N*

S*

N

N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

P
P
P
P
P
P
(P)

N

N

Note:
P – passive. A bracket means the court have used other wording or none for classification
I – interactive. A bracket means the court have used other wording or none for classification
B – Doing business. A bracket means the court have used other wording or none for classification
N – No jurisdiction
Bold – Jurisdiction
* - Case involving Defendants domain name and Plaintiff’s mark

Atlantech Distribution v Credit
General Insura.
Harbuch v Aramco
Santana Products v Bobrick
Washroom Equip.
Weber v Jolly Hotels
Smith v Hobby Lobby Stores v
Boto
Some Medical Int. v Standard
Chartered Bank
Bush v Tidewater Marine Alaska
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Case Name

Intern. Star Registry v BowmanHaight Vent.
Colt Studio v Badpuppy
Enterprise
Thompson v Handa-Lopez
Digital Equipment v AltaVista
Inset System v Instruction
Zippo Mfg. v Zippo Dom Com
Minnesota v Granite Gate Resort
Maritz v CyberGold
American Eyewear v Peeper’s
Sunglasses
Stomp v NeatO
Tech Heads v Desktop Service
Center
Quokka Sport v Cup International
CompuServe v Patterson

Advertising incl phone
& address
+ e-mail address

Basic incl. Parent or
subsidiary

Basic company
information

Courts Classification

J*
S
S
S*
S*
S

B
B
(B)
(B)

S

S
S*
S*

B
B
B
B
B
(B)
B
S

Products

S

Prices

B

Toll-free number noted
on site
Hyperlinks

S*

Other interactive
features
E-mail response

B

On-line ordering – No
payment
Claims incl. In content

Table III - Cases which exercises jurisdiction and where web-content has been referred thoroughly in decision

Registering for
upcoming service
S
J

Gain advertising
revenue
J

S

S

S

On-sale & payment
after issue account

On basis hereof and eliminating cases where jurisdiction has been declined one gets the following result, which
cases is included in section III.B.a.
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S

S
S

S

S

S

S

On-line sale &
payment

I
I
P

(I)

(B)
J

S

J
S

S

J

Note:
P – passive. A bracket means the court have used other wording or none for classification
I – interactive. A bracket means the court have used other wording or none for classification
B – Doing business. A bracket means the court have used other wording or none for classification
N – No jurisdiction
Bold – Jurisdiction
* - Case involving Defendants domain name and Plaintiff’s mark
Black background – cases that cannot be classified as doing business on-line

Northern Light Tech. v Northern
Light Club
Campell v American International
Group
Bochan v Harris
Hasbro v Clue computing
Bancroft & Masters v Augusta
National
S*
S*

S*

S

G
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The following is a “pick-up” of certain cases that have similar
interactive features, but their activity label has been determined quite
differently. At this time, it should be noted that most courts have the
opinion that labeling a website as passive would signify that it could not
be used as ground for jurisdiction. Otherwise, in Bancroft & Masters905 the
court found specific jurisdiction in a case where it held the website
passive.
In LaSalle Nationall Bank906 – declining jurisdiction - the court labeled
the website as passive. The site allowed users with a password to interact
with the defendant’s customer service. The ESAB II court907 - also declining
jurisdiction - labeled a website, which allowed customers with a password
to transact on-line ordering, as an interactive website, whereas the Zippo
court labeled a similar website as “clearly doing business” and exercised
specific jurisdiction.
If the pattern from Zippo is to be followed, it has to be added that the
court also pointed out approximately two percent of defendant’s
subscribers were forum residents. Thus, the Zippo court for naming a
website “clearly doing business” requires that a certain amount of the sales
is done with the forum and not just a few fortuitous.
In Hockerson-Halberstadt-2 the court908 labeled the website as doing ecommerce, but rejected exercise of jurisdiction because even though the
sales to the forum over the last 18 months was $32,252 it was less than
0.0000008 of defendant’s total sales during that period. The Molnlycke
court follows this line by labeling the website as “not central to defendants
business.” Otherwise, in Bochan v. Harris909 where defendant sold
computer on-line. This court labeled the website as interactive, and
exercised jurisdiction even though there was no evidence of the amount of
sales to the forum.
The court in Winfield910 labeled the website only as an isolated
advertisement in a nationally distributed magazine. It rejected jurisdiction,
even though the defendant conducted sales through the on-line auction

905

Bancroft & Masters, Inc. v. Augusta National, Inc., 223 F.3d 1082 (9th Cir. 2000).
LaSalle National Bank v. Vitro, Sociedad Anonima de Capital Variable, 85 F.Supp.2d 857
(N.D.Ill. 2000).
907
ESAB-2 - ESAB Group, Inc. v. Centricut, LLC, 34 F.Supp.2d 323 (D.S.C. 1999).
908
Hockerson-Halberstadt-2 - Hockerson-Halberstadt, Inc. v. Costco Wholesale Corp., 2000
WL 726888 (E.D.La. June 2000).
909
Bochan v. La Fontaine and Harris , 68 F.Supp.2d 692 (E.D. Va. 1999).
910
Winfield Collection, Ltd. v. McCauley, 105 F.Supp.2d 746, 749 (E.D.Mich. 2000).
906
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house, eBay, whereas, the court in Origin Instruments911 labeled the
website as having a moderate level of interactivity, and rejected
jurisdiction. Here the defendant sold software through a link to
“BuyDirect.com.”
In Hurley912 the court, rejecting jurisdiction, labeled a website allowing
customers to make hotel reservations, as having an interactive quality
beyond a passive website, whereas, the court in Decker913 classified a
similar website as commercial, but nevertheless rejected to exercise
jurisdiction.
The court in Inset Systems914 found specific jurisdiction on the basis of a
website only containing advertising and mentioning the defendant’s tollfree phone number, whereas, the court in E-Data915 labeled a website,
which allowed consumers to purchase photographic images on-line as a
“more passive type of web solicitation than in Inset Systems.”
The court in Granite Gate Resort916 classified a website promoting an
upcoming service as doing e-commerce, whereas, the Maritz court917 just
classified the website as a more than a passive one.
Even attempting to use the term “passive” to describe a website whose
interactivity is so low that it should not allow for the exercise of
jurisdiction would not be workable, because some courts have exercised
jurisdiction on the basis of a website, even though the deemed the site to
be passive, see i.e. Bancroft & Masters.918 In Campbell919, where the website
should have been labeled passive, the court deemed it instead to be
aggressively marketing, and allowed exercise of jurisdiction. The same has
been said about the case, Inset Systems920 that exercised jurisdiction only
on the basis of a website, which was as passive as anyone can image.
The court in Barrett921 noted that while some courts have held that
"passive" websites are insufficient to trigger jurisdiction, (see i.e.,

911

Origin Instruments Comp. V. Adaptive Computer Systems, Inc., 1999 WL 76794 (N.D.Tex.
1999).
912
Hurley v. Cancun Play Oasis International Hotels, 1999 WL 718556 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
913
Decker v. Circus Circus Hotel, 49 F.Supp.2d 743 (N.N.J. 1999).
914
Inset Systems, Inc. v. Instruction Set, Inc., 937 F.Supp 161 (D.Conn. 1996).
915
E-Data Corporation v. Micropatent Corporation, 989 F.Supp 173 (D.Conn. 1997).
916
State of Minnesota v. Granite Gate Resort, Inc., 568 N.W.2d 715 (Minn.App. 1997).
917
Maritz, Inc. v. CyberGold, Inc., 947 F.Supp 1328 (E.D.Mo. 1996).
918
Bancroft & Masters, Inc. v. Augusta National, Inc., 223 F.3d 1082 (9th Cir. 2000).
919
Campbell v. American International Group, Inc., 976 P.2d 1102 (Court of Civil Appeals of
Oklahoma, Division No. 2 1999).
920
Inset Systems at 165.
921
Barrett v. Catacombs Press, 44 F.Supp.2d 717, 727 (E.D. Pa. 1999).
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Cybersell922 and Smith923), other court have held that a website
advertisement in and of itself is sufficient to confer jurisdiction (see i.e.
Telco Communications924).
A fair summary of the case law of the question on name-level and
website interactivity could be only quoting the Millennium Enterprises’
court that wrote: In the cases in-between courts [have] reached differing
conclusions and the current hodgepodge of case law is inconsistent,
irrational, and irreconcilable.925
A name-level system just does not work. Websites are either interactive
or not. A clearly doing business site is eo ipso also interactive; and a
passive website should indicate that jurisdiction cannot be exercised.
If court wishes to use a (gliding) scale as suggested by Zippo, they have
to strictly follow and accept that the only variable in the scale is the
interactivity of the website. Furthermore, the zero-point, named by Zippo
as “passive”, is equal to inactivity and cannot (alone) support exercise of
personal jurisdiction. However, the practical purpose of such a scale is
somewhat elusive, since the jurisdictional question only can be solved by
granting or rejecting a motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction.
In the courts want to use a grouping, there should only be two groups:
A) The Rejecting Group including “passive websites” and B) The
Exercising Group (“The Sufficient Interactive Group”). Such a grouping is
the only one supported by the Due Process Clause.

922

Cybersell, Inc. (Arizona) v. Cybersell, Inc (Florida), 130 F.3d 414, 419-419 (9th Cir. 1997).
Smith v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 968 F.Supp. 1356, 1364-1365 (W.D.Ark. 1997).
924
Telco Communication v. An Apple a Day, 977 F.Supp. 404, 407 (E.D.Va. 1997).
925
Millennium Enterprises at 916.
923
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a. Information on Web-sites
1. Personal Jurisdiction exercised
None of the cases found thoroughly refer to the contents of the
websites. It would also be somewhat strange if websites with noncommercial content should have given reason for the exercise of personal
jurisdiction because such sites must be passive or have a very low degree
of interactivity, for example, if they have hyperlinks or e-mail-icon. One
exception would be a non-commercial website used for making
defamatory and slander messages. However, the determining is not due to
the the passive aspect or lack of interactivity because it is rightfully the
substance of the website’s message and other acts (see i.e. Nicosia v.
DeRoody,926 Chapter E.b.1).
In the case, Christian Science v. Robinson (& Nolan),927 the court
rejected the defendant’s argument that his website was non-commercial.
Massachusetts Plaintiffs claimed infringement of trademark.
Defendants argued the case involved the communication of religious ideas,
not commercial services, and thus, was not governed by traditional notions
of minimum contacts.
Nolan sent materials into the State for use on his website, which was
established in this State, and he claimed that when a religious organization
is involved, it is in the public interest to allow the free disbursement of
information.
He claimed that during the time prior to the initiation of the suit, he was not
offering anything for sale, although he admitted that thereafter services,
seminars, books, classes, etc. was offered for sale.
Defendant Robinson, a North Carolina resident, contacted Nolan in early
1999 and offered to set up a website for The Christian Science University on
his domain. Robinson downloaded Nolan's website design and used it as a
webpage for The Christian Science University. Thereafter, Nolan and he
communicated frequently by electronic mail to exchange information to be
placed on the site. After the Plaintiffs began this lawsuit, Nolan told
Robinson to remove his website from Robinson's domain. Nolan then
moved his site to a different domain.
926
927

Nicosia v. DeRoody, 72 F.Supp.2d 1093 (N.D.Cal. 1999).
Christian Science Board of Directors of First Church of Christ, Scientist v. Robinson (&
Nolan), 123 F.Supp.2d 965 (W.D.N.C. 2000).
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Nolan's original website could only be accessed through Robinson's
website, which was indisputably located in North Carolina.
The court noted that Nolan maintained an Internet website in the State of
North Carolina resident on the Robinson/TRMI website under the domain
name <www. christian-science-univ.org>. He used the Cross and Crown
registered marks and other Christian Science marks in connection with
products and services sold and made available to the public through both
printed materials and on the website. Moreover, on the website Nolan held
his University out as affiliated with the Plaintiffs' official education arm.
Having concluded that the requirements of North Carolina's long arm
statute have been met, the court next considered whether Due Process was
offended by exercising jurisdiction.
The court held defendants took direct actions to create a connection with
North Carolina by enlisting Robinson to download their webpage design
onto his domain, located and maintained in North Carolina. Thereafter,
Nolan sent information consistently into North Carolina electronically for
use on the website.
The court pointed out that the information, which he provided on this site,
albeit of a religious nature, also included solicitations for contributions and
sales of merchandise. All of this was done through Robinson's domain for
"The Roan Mountain Institute" in Bakersville, North Carolina.
Nolan purposely used marks confusingly similar to Plaintiffs' marks
throughout his website, which is accessible only through a domain located
in North Carolina. Clearly, Plaintiffs were injured by the use of those
infringing marks in North Carolina.
Indeed, it was clear from the information on the site and by the parties'
admissions that Robinson and Nolan had entered into a venture to
persuade those viewing the sites that they represented the "true" Christian
Science Church. However, in doing so, they used Plaintiffs' marks and thus,
created confusion.
The court concluded both that defendants purposefully availed themselves
of the privilege of conducting activities in North Carolina and that their
conduct had effects in this state. It noted that though defendants’ activities
were directed outside of North Carolina, it is clear that the defendant’s
deliberate choice of the plaintiff’s trademarks, and their subsequent
infringements thereof targeted the plaintiffs.
Next the court held the claim undisputedly arose from the defendants’
forum related activities. But for the Defendants’ conduct, the injury would
not have occurred.
The court found the website was interactive.
The court concluded it was proper to exercise specific personal jurisdiction.

2. Personal Jurisdiction rejected
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Jewish Defense Organization, Inc. v. The Superior Court of Los Angeles
County928
Passive website – No G/S jurisdiction – Organization – Defamatory
statements
Organization maintained a website for the dissemination to anyone in the
world where the Internet is available. The website was passive in that the
organization did not seek to attract readers or others to the site and did not
capture or receive any information from those who may hit the website. The
website merely provided information for those people whom seeked access
to it. The organization registered several domain names to set up its
websites. One was “Rambam-Steve.com”. One of the parties in the case was
named Steven Rambam. The website admitted, “we have established these
mirror sites so that Rambam will have to sue many Internet providers.” One
web pages contained defamatory statements about Rambam, including the
statements that Rambam was a government informant and a “snitch”, a
dangerous psychopath, secretly admired the Nazis and hated Jews.

Barrett v. Catacombs Press929
Two "passive" websites - No G or S jurisdiction – rivals on question of
fluoridation in water sources - defamation action
Defendant maintained two of her own informational Websites on which
there exists defamatory information and articles concerning the Plaintiff
attacked plaintiff in his national capacity as advocate against health care
fraud and in favor of fluoridation of water sources,
Defendant posted messages with a hypertext link back to her Website on
several listserves or USENET discussion groups including: (1) a Dental
Public Health list maintained by a computer at the University of Pittsburgh,
which has national distribution; (2) to the owner of the Chiro-List which
has about 350 chiropractors across the country; (3) at "sci.med.dentistry";
(4) at "misc.health.alternative," a USENET group that is believed to have
tens of thousands of participants; and (5) at "misc.kids.health," a USENET
news group that probably has thousands of participants.
In December, Defendant opened another Website, which Plaintiff alleges is
dedicated to "attacking me and several colleagues."
I.e. posted defendant to misc.health.alternative stating in part: "[t]he
American Council on Science and Health, and Stephen Barrett's
Quackwatch group pretend to be consumer advocates" and to
misc.kids.health the following statement: "If you think Quackwatch is a
reliable source of information, I suggest you look at it more closely."

928

Jewish Defense Organization, Inc. v. The Superior court of Los Angeles County, 72
Cal.App.4th 1045 (Cal.App.4th 1999).
929
Barrett v. Catacombs Press, 44 F.Supp.2d 717 (E.D. Pa. 1999).
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b. Commerce through the Internet
1. Personal Jurisdiction exercised
Kollmorgen Corp. v. Yaskawa Electric Corp.930
Web - Jurisdiction over parent company (other facts) – Competitors in
electrical design and manufacturing – Patent infringement - Alien
Foreign defendant parent company’s website revealed that defendant
disburses its products globally through a network of wholly-owned
subsidiaries in various countries.
The site, which was technically operated, designed, and maintained by an
American subsidiary, contained the corporate structure, catalogue,
maintenance/service, and sales contact information obviously gleaned from
defendant.
Whole pages of the site were devoted to providing information about
defendant's corporate philosophy, management, and product lines.
The site contained a page listing "Virginia Contact Information" listing
defendants "Motion Control Distributor" with website address, address and
phone numbers.
The website opened with the words "YASKAWA, A WORLD OF
AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS," accompanied by a map of the world.
By maneuvering through the site, a user could obtain all manner of
information about defendant, as well as about all of defendant’s other
overseas subsidiaries.
One page of the site contains a link labeled "Yaskawa International Offices,"
which gave the unmistakable impression that "Yaskawa" had "offices" all
over the world, and that companies like the American subsidiaries were not
separate entities, but sales offices for a mother corporation.

Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronics, Inc.931
Passive - No G, but S jurisdiction (other facts) - manufacturer of sensor
monitors - breach of contract claim
Site provided information.
On the site existed of hyperlinks, e-mail addresses. It had a click-wrap
agreement containing the terms and conditions for use of Defendant's
Website. The agreement had no relationship to the sale of goods.
No purchases could be executed online.
The site did not seek to market specifically to Pennsylvania.

930
931

Kollmorgen Corp. v. Yaskawa Electric Corp., 1999 WL 1678229 (W.D.Va. 1999).
Westcode, Inc. v. RBE Electronics, Inc., 2000 WL 124566 (E.D.Pa. 2000).
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Telephone Audio Productions, Inc. v. Smith932
No G but S jurisdiction (other facts) – competitors - service mark
infringement and unfair competition
Defendant maintained a website on the Internet wherein it promoted its
business in conjunction with the mark "Sold On Hold", which was plaintiff’s
registered service mark.

Bancroft & Masters, Inc. v. Augusta National, Inc.933
Passive – No G but S jurisdiction – Golf association – Domain name
Plaintiff in the business of computer and networking products and support
service wanted to register “masters.com”, but would not declare to stay out
of the golf business.
Defendant had several federally registered trademarks for the mark
“Masters” and operated a website at the domain name “masters.org”.
Website posted information regarding defendant golf club and sponsoring
the annual PGA Tour event know as the Masters Tournament.
The court held the website was “passive”, i.e., consumers could not use it to
make purchases.

Jones v. Beech Aircraft Corp.934
Somewhat interactive - G jurisdiction (S not determined)(other facts) Aircraft manufacturer - wrongful death action (product defect and
negligence)
Parent company’s website, including defendant’s homepage, provided
employment information and information about how to acquire
defendant’s aircraft. It allowed users to input information that the host
computer used to provide the name and phone number of the nearest sales
representative, including Texas sales representatives. The site also included
an e-mail icon.

VP Intellectual Properties, LLC v. Imtec Corp.935
Interactive – No G but S jurisdiction (other facts) – dental company patent infringement
Defendants website contained company and product descriptions;
distributor information; ordering information; and a catalog request form

932

Telephone Audio Productions, Inc. v. Smith, 1998 WL 159932 (N.D.Tex. 1998).
Bancroft & Masters, Inc. v. Augusta National, Inc., 223 F.3d 1082 (9th Cir. 2000).
934
Jones v. Beech Aircraft Corp., 995 S.W.2d 767 (Court of Appeals of Texas, San Antonio
1999).
935
VP Intellectual Properties, LLC v. Imtec Corp., 1999 WL 1125204 (D.N.J. 1999).
933
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that can be filled out and electronically transmitted to the company.
A customer could browse the products and order a catalog.
Potential customers could send e-mail to customer support personnel, but
could not place orders via the computer. They had to either contact an
authorized sales representative or call the company at an Oklahoma or
"800" number.
The only "active" connection that a potential customer had with the
company via computer was a form to order a catalog.

Daimler-Benz AG v. Olson936
Interactive - G jurisdiction (other facts)(S not considered) – carmanufacturer - products liability – Alien
Daimler-Benz maintained an Internet website by which individuals around
the world could communicate with it electronically.
The website offers Internet users information about Daimler-Benz and its
worldwide products and services.
On one subdirectory entitled "Mailing Service," visitors could register with
Daimler-Benz to receive direct mailings from Daimler-Benz electronically.
Another subdirectory allowed users to communicate with and request
replies from Daimler-Benz representatives.
Daimler-Benz did not offer Mercedes-Benz vehicles for sale to over the
Internet, but referred sales inquiries from the U.S. to defendant’s American
subsidiary. The subsidiary maintained an independent website on which it
advertised U.S.-version Mercedes-Benz vehicles available for sale at
authorized dealers throughout the U.S., including the courts state.
Defendant’s customer interaction system for use on the World Wide Web
allowed customers to choose a model, color, and options to compose their
ideal car on a personal computer screen.
It also had advanced features, such as live coverage of the shareholders'
meeting; history game visitors could play for prizes, a guest book, and an
order service.

Mieczkowski v. Masco Corp.937
Interactive - No S but G jurisdiction (other facts) - manufacturer of the bed
- wrongful death action
Website listed various categories through which interested persons could
browse.
Users could view various furniture selections from an extensive list of
categories. Individual pieces of furniture could be viewed along with
information regarding its construction and materials as well as price
information. Such information was found under the heading "Shop Online."
936
937

Daimler-Benz AG v. Olson, 21 S.W.3d 707 (Tex.App. 2000).
Mieczkowski v. Masco Corp., 997 S.Supp 782 (E.D.Tex. 1998).
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An order form could be printed from the site, which allowed customers to
fill in their purchases after reviewing the items shown on the "Shop Online"
page.
The site offers customers an opportunity to check the status of their
purchases.
Information was also available regarding freight costs for various orders.
Customers could communicate directly with "on-line" sales representatives
in the defendant's "Internet Sales Division" to facilitate purchasing via
electronic mail ("e-mail").

Hasbro, Inc. v. Clue Computing, Inc.938
Interactive – S jurisdiction (G not asserted) - Domain name/Trademark
dispute
Plaintiff was the owner of the CLUE® mark for the game CLUE.
Defendant made a web address at “clue.com” where it advertised its
business, including Internet consulting, training, system administration and
network design and implementation. On the site it stated, “Clue will go to
any customers site! Clue’s own Eric Robison traveled to Antarctica for the
1995-1996 field season.”
The website offered address, phone number and e-mail address for the
company.
Internet users could instantly e-mail the company by clicking on the page.
On another page Clue stated: “Location: Clue is a completely virtual
company; the employees telecommute or work at client sites. It can be said,
that the center of gravity of Clue Computing lies somewhere in Longmont,
Colorado, USA. Clue provides services for clients anywhere on the planet.”
The site further stated: “Clients: Clue Computing provides services for
many organizations, including: Digital Equipment Corporation…”
Several individuals used the “clue.com” site for personal e-mail and
websites.

CoolSavings.com, Inc. v. IQ.Commerce Corp. 939
Interactive but no grouping - S jurisdiction (other facts)(G not asserted) –
competitors – patent infringement
Defendant has developed a number of systems intended to make various
savings programs and promotions offered by merchants available to
consumers over the Internet, including coupons, sweepstakes, rebates, and
gift certificates.
At issue in the case was defendant’s coupon-program, "iSave” from which
defendant hoped in future from subscribing merchants to derive income a
938

Hasbro, Inc. v. Clue Computing, Inc., 994 F.Supp 34 (D.Mass. 1997). In 66 F.Supp.2d 117
(D.Mass. 1999) the court held that plaintiff’s mark was neither infringed nor diluted.
939
CoolSavings.com, Inc. v. IQ.Commerce Corp. 53 F.Supp.2d 1000 (N.D.Ill. 1999).
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percentage of their sales generated by iSave.
To enroll with iSave, consumers would have to provide basic information
about themselves (name, e-mail address, age, and gender) to IQ's website.
iSave "members" could click on a button that causes a coupon to "pop up"
on the screen. Once the coupon appeared and if the consumer was
interested in the product, the consumer might either "clip" it electronically
and thereby save it in her "account" for potential later use, or click on the
"buy" button, which linked her directly to the merchant's website, where
she would have the option of purchasing the product at a discount with the
coupon. The coupon clipping service was free for iSave members.
Plaintiff claimed this system infringed its similar patented program.
The court held that by setting up an interactive website directed at the
entire country, knowing and hoping that residents of all states would use it,
and by using a Chicago-based marketing firm to promote its capabilities
using the disputed technology, IQ purposefully established minimum
contacts with Illinois.
The court pointed out that it was enough that people in Illinois accessed
IQ’s coupon-program, which targeted at residents of all states. Specific
personal jurisdiction depends on the nature and quality of the defendant's
contacts with the forum, so obviously a case in which the contact itself is the
wrong is a stronger case for jurisdiction than one in which the contact
merely relates to the wrong.

Bochan v. La Fontaine and Harris940
Interactive – G jurisdiction over Harris – computer-seller - Internet libel
case (messages from New Mexico on an Internet newsgroup accusing
plaintiff of being pedophile)
Defendant Harris owned Computer Works, a New Mexico-based computer
systems business, which had a website containing contact information and
advertisements.
Defendant claimed the website contained geographic limitations to
diminish its jurisdictional significance outside those geographic areas,
specifically stating that it only was selling computers in New Mexico.

Wise v. Lindamood941
Moderately interactive - G but no S jurisdiction (other facts) – competitors
in education - Copyright and trademark infringement
Defendant maintained a website at that advertises both its courses and
products.
The site permitted Colorado-based consumers to submit requests for
product catalogs, and information regarding workshops/conferences,
940
941

Bochan v. La Fontaine and Harris , 68 F.Supp.2d 692 (E.D. Va. 1999).
Wise v. Lindamood, 89 F.Supp.2d 1187 (D.Colo. 1999).
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individualized treatment programs, and school-wide treatment programs.
For all of these requests, the requester was required to provide an electronic
mail address, thus suggesting that individual Lindamood- Bell employees
communicate via the Internet with requesters.
Individuals could register via the Website for "open houses" or "clinics."

Campbell v. American International Group, Inc.942
Aggressively marketed - Jurisdiction - Insurance Company - Injury from a
car accident – Alien
The court noted that the evidentiary materials, including materials taken
from defendant’s website, indicate that defendant’s Personal Lines Division,
which includes defendants company in Europe, aggressively marketed
policies, such as the one in the case, exclusively to non-Germans - U.S. and
Canadian citizens abroad, including Tourists, Expatriates, and
Government/Military Employees.
Defendant described its targeted customers as "transnational" and its
materials boast that defendant offers a "Worldwide Claim Service" through
a "Global Support Network" and regional support networks including
western, central and eastern Europe.
The website materials also stated:
This regional claim network is complemented by top technicians in
defendant's New York Claim Management Department. Our New York
facility acts as a high-level support team assisting, supervising and auditing
in-country claim offices.

Citigroup Inc. v. City Holding Co.943
Middle category of commercial activity - No G but S jurisdiction over
subsidiary (other facts) – banking competitors – Trademark mark
Defendant maintained two websites pertaining to its mortgage origination
business at www. citylending.com (the "City Lending site") and at www.
citymortgageservices.com (the "City Mortgage site").
The City Lending site involved posting of information about City Lending's
loan products and services.
Customers in New York could apply for loans on-line as well as print out
an application for submission by facsimile. They could click on a "hyper
link" to "chat" on-line with a City Lending representative, and they could email City Lending with home loan questions and receive a response from
an online representative “in less than an hour.”
The court remarked that it was “not clear that the transaction could actually
be consummated on line, a scenario which [would] bring this case out of the
942
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middle category and into the category of a business that clearly does
business over the Internet in New York.”
The Court concluded that activity over the Internet conferred specific
personal jurisdiction under New York’s CLPR § 302(a)(1)
As for specific personal jurisdiction under New York’s CLPR § 302(a)(2) the
court noted that New York courts had held that in the case of websites
displaying infringing marks the tort is deemed to be committed where the
website is created and/or maintained.
There was no evidence that the City Lending and City Mortgage websites
were created in New York or were maintained on New York servers. Thus,
the mere display of the CITY marks on these websites could not be deemed
a tort committed within this State.
However, the significance of the websites shifts to the extent that there is
interaction between City National and New York residents.
The court noted that the City Lending site offered the possibility of an online "chat" with City National representatives.
To the extent that such chats involved the transmission of messages that
contained allegedly infringing marks to New York residents, defendant
should be deemed to have attempted to pass off the mark within New York
rather than outside it.
As for specific personal jurisdiction under New York CPLR § 302(a)(3) the
court that injury within the state includes harm to a business in the New
York market in the form of lost sales or customers.
This rule was satisfied by plaintiff’s claim that its actual and potential
customers in New York were confused or deceived when they view and
interact with the City National websites.

Northern Light Technology v. Northern Lights Club944
Not merely a passive one; it seeks to entice users either to post their own
link on the site or to advertise on the site - No G but S jurisdiction –
trademark infringement – Domain name - Cybersquatter
Plaintiff had the trademark NORTHERN LIGHT and an Internet search
engine at www. northernlight.com (registered on September 16, 1996).
Canadian defendant had a website at www. nothernlights.com (registered
October 31, 1996) for which it received revenue from mainly Canadian
advertising agencies that worked for advertisers whose advertisements
were on the sites.
At the top of the site was a rectangular box, significantly wider than tall,
that was blurred. Below this box was another box that was both slightly
taller and wider than the first box. In this second box, written in large letters
and right justified was "NorthernLights.com." In the left quarter was an
image of Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights. Beneath this box, the page
944
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was divided into two columns.
At the top of the right column in bold was "Search NorthernLights.com,"
and, beneath this, was a dialog box with a button to the box's right on
which the word "Search" was printed.
When a user attempted to use the search function, the user received the
message "[t]here are currently not enough listings to implement a search
function."
In the same column but below the dialog box and "Search" button, was a list
of businesses and institutions with the phrase "Northern Light" in each
one's name. Northern Light Search Engine was listed third down in the list.
In the left column beneath the NorthernLights.com box, were the following
items from top to bottom: (1) a link to get information on listing a Northern
Lights service on this page, (2) a featured listing, which in this screen shot is
Northern Light CoDesign, (3) an image link to Flairmail, (4) a section
entitled Northern Lights Community that contains links to Flairmail,
CityLive, and Celebrity 1000, and (5) a section indicating the web page's
copyright.

CompuServe, Inc. v. Patterson945
Website– S Jurisdiction (G not asserted) – Software competitors Trademark infringement & Unfair competition
Plaintiff operated an electronic conduit to provide its subscriber’s
shareware computer software products made by i.e. defendant. Subscribers
paid a fee to plaintiff, which kept 15 % and forwarded the rest to the
shareware’s creator.
From 1991 through 1994 defendant electronically transmitted 32 master
software files to plaintiff, who stored the files in plaintiff’s system in Ohio.
Defendant’s software product was a program to help people navigate their
way around the larger Internet network and was displayed in different
services for plaintiff’s subscribers.
Defendant also on his own on the plaintiffs system advertised his software,
sometimes indicating price terms.

Panavision-2946
“Made commercial” use of the plaintiff’s trademarks – No G but S
jurisdiction (other facts) - Domain Name – Trademark infringement
Plaintiff had registered the mark Panavision.
Defendant’s website displaying aerial views of Pana, Illinois. At no time
was the site used with the sale of any goods or services.
Defendant had in December of 1995 registered the domain name
“Panavision.com” After registering he established the website.
945
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The court held defendant’s conduct in part occurred in Cyberspace as
defendant being a “cyberpirate”, by stealing valuable trademarks and
establishing domain names on the Internet using these trademarks to sell
the domain name to the rightful trademark owner.
Defendant “made commercial” use of the [plaintiff’s] trademarks.

Quokka Sports, Inc. v. Cup Intern. Ltd.947
Interactive commercial activity – No G but S Jurisdiction – America’s Cup
– Domain Name – Alien
Owner of trademark "America's Cup" operates a website at
americascup.org.
New Zealand defendant made a website at americascup.com
The contents of the americascup.com website reflected the defendants'
intention to target the U.S. market.
Ten U.S. companies advertised on the defendants' website. These
companies placed banner ads’ that encouraged a consumer to "click
through" and visit the advertiser's website.
These U.S. companies have addresses in Georgia, Texas, Washington, Ohio,
South Dakota, California, New York, Florida and Maryland.
Some of these companies, for instance Bankrate.com, provided services only
in the United States and Puerto Rico.
When a consumer selected an advertisement for Dell Computers, the page
that was displayed to the consumer was only for consumers in the United
States. It was Dell, not the defendants, which chose what page the
advertisement retrieved.
The website also contained a travel section that offered cruises along the
racecourse.
Consumers could fill out an online order form, including entering a credit
card, and purchase a travel package. All the pricing was given in U.S.
dollars. There were no options, examples or information of any kind on
how to convert the prices in U.S. dollars to any other currency.
The website included an "America's Cup Bookstore" which invites the
consumer to browse and order online one of the recommended sailing
books. This bookstore was apparently in conjunction with Amazon.com.

Tech Heads, Inc. v. Desktop Service Center, Inc.948
Highly commercial, highly interactive - No G but S jurisdiction –
competitors in computer-related services – trademark and Domain Name
Plaintiff, Oregon used “Techheads” and Tech Heads” as services marks and
advertised its services in inter-state commerce at www. techheads.com.
Virginia defendant offered also computer-related services on the Internet at
947
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www. techhead.com and had federal registration of the term “Techhead.”
Defendant’s website was comprised of staffing, training, and "web and
multimedia development and design" sections. In terms of "staffing,"
Desktop acts as an intermediary in finding employment in the Virginia area
for prospective job-seekers and seeks to find qualified employees for
businesses.
If the individual passes Desktop's screening, then Desktop places that
individual's resume on the Website for potential employers to review.
Under a "training" section of Desktop's Website, Desktop offers classes in a
variety of different subject areas, mainly Web development and graphic
design applications. It offers the classes in two locations only: Richmond,
Virginia and "Northern Virginia."
Lastly, under a "Web and Multimedia Development and Design" section of
the Website, Desktop offers "Website design, multimedia and video
interaction, website analysis, database integration, and e-commerce
interactivity" and instructs potential clients to "contact U.S. today to see
how we can help you with your next project."

Stomp, Inc. v. NeatO, LLC.949
Highly commercial - S jurisdiction – competitors of a self-adhesive
labeling systems - Patent infringement and threats
Defendants website provided information about the company, customer
service, and technical support.
A substantial portion of the site was dedicated to allowing the consumer to
purchase defendant’s products on-line. The products that were being sold
on defendant’s website incorporated the technology of a self-adhesive CD
labeling system, the patent at issue in the case.
NeatO's website operated as a "virtual store" in that consumers could view
descriptions, prices, and pictures of various products. Consumers could
add items to their "virtual shopping cart" and "check out" by providing
credit card and shipping information.
NeatO's on-line sales constitutes conducting business over the Internet

American Eyewear, Inc. v. Peeper's Sunglasses and Accessories, Inc.950
Middle category level of interactivity and e-commerce as in Stomp - S
jurisdiction over subsidiary (G not asserted) – competitors in eyewear –
trademark infringement
Defendant owned the Internet domain name "peepers.com" and sold
sunglasses and related accessories via this website.
The site allowed customers to log on and browse interactively until they
949
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found the type of eyewear they wished to purchase. Customers completed
order forms that specified the shipping address and credit card to be billed.
The form was electronically submitted to the subsidiary over the Internet,
and the product was packaged and shipped directly to the home of the
customer. An e-mail message that confirmed the purchase was also sent to
the customer.
It even provided customers with user names and passwords to process
future orders more conveniently.
Customers could also receive personalized service directly from the website
by using the site's e-mail option to transmit questions or requests to the
defendant’s customer service department.
It had no limitations as for geographical selling areas.

Sports Authority Michigan, Inc. v. Justballs, Inc.951
Interactivity as in Stomp - S jurisdiction (other facts)(G not asserted) –
competitions in sports goods – trademark
Defendant’s products were sold primarily through its website. It did not
operate at any retail stores.
The website provided information about itself and its products.
It enabled customers to contact defendant from the site via e-mail.
Customers could – after first having registered on the site and getting a
unique customer identifier - purchase products online via a virtual store,
where customers could search the site for specific products or "browse"
through the categories of merchandise on the site; view a comprehensive
product list, descriptions, pricing guide and pictures of products; place
items in a virtual shopping cart; view items previously placed in the
shopping cart; purchase products at the "checkout counter" by providing
credit card and shipping information; and track the status of any previous
orders.
After placing an order, defendant shipped the order to the customer and
sent a confirming e-mail to notify the customer that the order has been
shipped.

Maritz, Inc. v. CyberGold, Inc.952
More than passive, promotion of the upcoming service and a solicitation
for Internet users – Jurisdiction – Internet competitors - Trademark
infringement & Unfair competition – Domain Name
Plaintiff had registered the mark CyberMail.
Defendant registered as CyberGold, Inc., made an Internet site www.
cybergold.com. The server for the website was presumably in Berkeley,
California.
951
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The website explained defendant’s forthcoming service would maintain a
mailing list of Internet users.
An Internet user who wanted to be on defendant’s mailing list would have
to provide defendant with the users particular interests. Then defendant
would provide the user with a personal electronic mailbox and forward to
the user advertisements that match the users selected interests.
Defendant planed to provide users incentives for reading the advertisement
and to charge advertisers for access to the Internet users on its mailing list.
The court held the website was operational, because it provided
information about defendant’s new service, which was “not yet in
operation”.
The court found defendant’s characterization of its activity as passive as
“not completely accurate” and pointed out that defendant automatically
and indiscriminately responded to each and every Internet user who
accessed its website.
Through its website, defendant had “consciously decided to transmit
advertising information to all Internet users, knowing that such information
[would] be transmitted globally.”
Next the court noted that defendant into Missouri approximately 131 times
had transmitted information, which clearly intended as promotion of the
upcoming service and a solicitation for Internet users.

State of Minnesota v. Granite Gate Resort, Inc.953
Internet advertising is not a passive activity and similar to broadcast and
direct mail solicitation. Doing e-commerce – S jurisdiction (G not asserted)
– Provider & Gambling – Trade practice, False advertising & Consumer
Fraud
Defendant, a Nevada corporation, owned a network, “Vegas.com” and on
its website it provided links to tourist information about Las Vegas and
Reno, Nevada, as well as gaming and sports betting information.
Two of the business advertising on the network at www. vegas.com” was
All Star Sport, Inc., Connecticut, and WagnerNet.
The first sold “sports picks” which would help customers bet on sporting
events by predicting who would win a particular event. Its advertisement
informed consumers that should purchase sports picks by providing their
credit car number over the Internet or by dealing a 900-phone number. The
online advertisement indicated that defendant would bill credit cards.
The other business, WagerNet allowed consumers to bet on sporting events
over the Internet.
Defendant made the following advertisement on its website:954
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ATTENTION!!! ALL SPORTS BETTORS! You can BET ... On the Net[.]
WagerNet is a service of Global Gaming Services Ltd. of Belize[.] The actual
service will not be available through the World Wide Web, but will require
hardware and software to access their server, which is in Belize[.]
Where is Belize?
WagerNet™
On-Line sports wagering open to International markets, Fall of 1995[.]
____________
Global Gaming Services Ltd, based in the country of Belize, is pleased to
introduce WagerNet, the first and only on-line sports betting site on the
Internet. WagerNet will provide sports fans with a legal way to bet on
sporting events from anywhere in the world ... 24 Hours a Day!
How it Works
First, there is a $100 setup fee, for necessary hardware and software. For
security and privacy, all members are issued a card system linked to their
personal computer to access WagerNet. Once on-line the bettor selects the
team/s and amount/s they wish to wager. WagerNet then matches your
bet with on [sic] opposing bettor or bettors to cover your wager. WagerNet
charges each bettor a transaction fee of ONLY 2.5$% as opposed to the 10%
fee charged by most bookmakers.
WagerNet Offers:
WagerNet™
SECURITY ACCESS CARD
Club Casino
International
http://www.vegas.com/wagernet/
1-800-RLFLUSH
All Star Sports Handicapping
plus
To better assist you with your sports wagers
For more information contact: On Ramp Internet Computer Services, Lead
Consultant
Voice: (702) 795-7267 Fax: (702) 795-7860
____________________
NOTE: PLEASE CONSULT YOUR LOCAL, COUNTY, AND STATE
AUTHORITIES REGARDING
RESTRICTIONS ON OFF-SHORE SPORTS BETTING VIA TELEPHONE
BEFORE REGISTERING WITH
WAGERNET
954
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____________________
Terms and Conditions <<backslash>> Secure or Non-Secure Mailing List
for
WagerNet Information
Las Vegas Sports Central <<backslash>> Vegas.COM Home Page
Digitainment Corporation. Copyright Copr. 1995. All rights reserved.
The advertisement further stated that consumers should deposit at least
$1,000.00 into an “account”.
Consumers were invited to sign up for the WagerNet mailing list by
providing their name and address, including their state, and electronic
mailing address. For further information call 1-800-753-5874.
Further WagerNet told in a section entitled “Applicable law; Jurisdiction”
that any claims against WagnerNet by a customer had to be brought before
a Belizean court, but that WagnerNet could sue the consumer in his or her
home state to prevent the consumer “from committing any breach or
anticipated breach of this Agreement and for consequential relief.”
General Attorney of Minnesota claimed defendant had advertised in
Minnesota that gambling on the Internet was lawful despite of the
Minnesota Consumer Protection Statute.
The court pointed out that Internet advertising is not a passive activity and
similar to broadcast and direct mail solicitation, which is subject to suit in
Minnesota when defendant know their message will be broadcasted there.

Zippo Mfg. Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc.955
Doing business over the Internet - S jurisdiction (G not asserted) – Internet
News Service – Domain Name
Plaintiff had registered the mark Zippo for lighters.
Defendant’s site contained information about the company, advertisements
and an application for its Internet news service. The news service itself
consisted of three levels of membership - public/free, "Original" and
"Super." Each successive level offered access to a greater number of Internet
newsgroups. A customer who wanted to subscribe to either the "Original"
or "Super" level of service, had to fill out an on-line application that asked
for a variety of information including the person's name and address.
Payment was made by credit card over the Internet or the telephone. The
application was then processed and the subscriber was assigned a
password, which permitted the subscriber to view and/or download
Internet newsgroup messages that was stored on the Defendant's server in
California.
The word "Zippo" was used in numerous locations in the Website and in
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the heading of Internet newsgroup messages that had been posted by
defendants’ subscribers. When an Internet user viewed or downloaded a
newsgroup message posted by one of defendants subscribers, the word
"Zippo" appeared in the "Message-Id" i.e. and "Organization" sections of the
heading.
A typical message heading might appear as:
Subject: subject of the message
From: name of person posting message
Date: date posted
Message-Id: identifying#@news.zippo.com
Reference: reference#
Organization: Zippo
Newsgroups: news groups to which sender has subscribed

Inset Systems, Inc. v. Instruction Set, Inc.956
Website advertising is doing business – S Jurisdiction – Computer
business competitors - Trademark infringement & Unfair competition –
Domain name
Plaintiff had registered the owner of the federal trademark “Inset”.
Defendant obtained defendant “Inset.com” as its Internet domain name,
which it used to advertise its goods and services.
It also used the telephone number “1-800-U.S.-Inset” when advertising
goods and services.
No evidence presented of whether solicited business over the Internet.

Digital Equipment Corp. v. Altavista Technology, Inc.957
Solicits advertising and own products through the site – S Jurisdiction –
competitors – breach of licensing agreement, trademark infringement and
confusion
Defendant had the web-site address www. altavista.com, which it was
allowed to use by a license agreement, that however, precluded defendant
from using "AltaVista" as "the name of a product or service offering."
Originally defendant’s web-site had a distinctively Western theme and
motif: the product offered on the site was called "MediaWrangler"; it
featured a representation of a horse and the greeting "Howdy Pardner!" An
"AltaVista" mark was prominently displayed at the top of the page.
As of May 22, 1996, a visitor to defendant's Web-site would see the word
"AltaVista" by itself at the top of the page, not attached to defendant's
corporate name. There was an offer of free defendant software. Using a link
one could "click" to receive "demo versions of AltaVista software." The site
also offered a link to an unnamed "Search Engine" where one could "Search
956
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the Internet..." This link was to plaintiff's AltaVista search service.
By August 8, 1996, defendant's page changed again. The visitor would see
the word "AltaVista" at the top of the page, but not as part of defendant's
corporate name. Below that there was a banner ad958 selling an unrelated
party's products. Directly beneath the "Search Engine" line were the words
"Digital's Alta Vista," rather than merely "Search the Internet...”
On September 5, 1996, a visitor to defendant's web-site was greeted by
"AltaVista" in large, bold letters at the top of the page, with "Technology"
immediately under it in smaller, plain type; beneath this was a banner ad
and link through which a user could "Search the Net with AltaVista" by
"Click[ing] here."
On September 5, 1996, there appeared a banner ad for Digital's AltaVista
search service (with the link superimposed on Digital's "AltaVista"
mountain range logo).
On October 28, 1996, the same space contained a banner ad for Auto-By-Tel,
a service whereby one could "Buy and insure new cars and trucks on line."
In addition, the site retained a second, clearly designated link to plaintiff's
AltaVista search site, as well as defendant's AltaVista logo by itself in bold
near the bottom of the page.
By October 28, 1996, defendant's web-site had been altered again. Beneath
the AltaVista logo in big, bold letters (with a small, plain "Technology"
placed immediately below it) sat a "banner ad" for an unrelated product;
beneath the banner ad was a solicitation encouraging one to "Click here for
advertising information-reach millions every month!" Immediately below
that was an almost identical graphical representation of plaintiff's AltaVista
search engine interface (i.e. the appearance of plaintiff's AltaVista web-site,
including the logo, etc.). Below that was a statement informing users that
they could "Search with Digital's AltaVista" (using Digital's AltaVista search
engine while still, to being at the defendant web-site).
By framing,959 while still appearing to be at defendant's site, and while still
being able to view defendant’s advertising, a user could now traveled to
plaintiff’s site, which would appear inside the "frame" of defendant's site
By October 28, 1996, defendant's web-site was designed to look, feel, and
function very much like plaintiff's AltaVista web-site. At the same time,
defendant derived revenues from the site and its ties to plaintiff's AltaVista.
It displayed banner ads and solicited other advertisers, who could get
information about how they, too, could reach millions of users everyday by
advertising on defendant's web-site. Digital expressly eschewed providing
advertising space to others for its Web-site at that time.
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Thompson v. Handa-Lopez960
Continuously interacted, entering contracts - S jurisdiction – On-line
casino - breach of contract and fraud
Defendant operated an arcade site on the Internet advertised as "Funscape's
Casino Royale," the "World's Largest" Internet Casino. There were no
geographic limits on users. The server for the Website is located in
California.
Individuals purchased game tokens ("Funbucks") with a credit card, which
were used to play blackjack, poker, keno, slots, craps, easy lotto, and
roulette. If the player won he was entitled to receive $1.00 for each 100
Funbucks, in the form of either cash or prizes.
Players entered into a contract to play the game on Defendant's Website.
Buried within the contract was an inconspicuous provision which provided
that any disputes:
“shall be governed by the laws of the State of California, excluding choice of
law principles, and shall be resolved exclusively by final and binding
arbitration in the City of San Jose, County of Santa Clara, State of California,
USA under the rules of the American Arbitration Association, and, in the
event of such arbitration, no punitive, special, incidental, or consequential
damages may be recovered by any party and the arbitrator shall not have
the power to award any such damages…”
The court noted the website had more extensive interaction than in Maritz
and Inset.

Colt Studio, Inc. v. Badpuppy Enterprise961
Clearly E-Commerce962 – S jurisdiction (G not asserted) - Internet
membership service - Copyright photograph infringement
Defendant’s business was on website "badpuppy.com” and generates
revenues through the sale of membership subscriptions to individual
consumers around the world by exchange for a $10 monthly fee allowing
the subscriber to access a "member- only" areas on the website from which
the consumer can view and download various male nude photos, and the
consumer must pay his monthly dues.
It had approximately 17,000 subscribers worldwide, of which 2,100 resided
in California. As such, approximately twelve percent of its worldwide
revenues were generated from selling subscriptions to California residents.
Every month the subscriber had to renew his agreement. Thus there was a
continuing contractual relationship between defendant and each subscriber.
“E-Commerce refers to business transactions conducted over the Internet.”
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International Star Registry of Illinois v. Bowman-Haight Ventures, Inc.963
Activity, conducting business on the Internet – S jurisdiction (G not
asserted) – competitors on star registration – trademark infringement &
unfair competition – domain name
Plaintiff owned several trademarks and service marks associated with its
star identification packages, i.e. “International Star Registry”.
Defendant use “Star Gift Registry” and “Star Registry” as marks and names
for the sale on a website at www. stargift-registry.com.
Virginia Defendant sold star registrations solely on via the Internet.
Websited contained advertising and posting information about defendant’s
service.
Website made three ways for a prospective purchaser to buy a star
registration: on-line and use of credit card via an “Electronic Secure Order
Form”, a toll-free telephone number or a mail order.
Website accepted business from anywhere and sales had been made to
forum state. Users could make inquires through the website.
The website contained trademarks owned by the plaintiff competitor.

Euromarket Designs, Inc. v. Crate & Barrel Ltd.964
Doing business - No G but S jurisdiction (other facts) - Competitors trademark infringement - Alien
Plaintiff had a website at domain name www. crateandbarrel.com where
visitors worldwide could purchase products from Plaintiff using the
website. It had registered and was doing business under trademark and
service mark "Crate&Barrel" in several countries.
Irish defendant made in 1994 a retail store in Dublin, Ireland, with the name
"Crate&Barrel" prominently displayed on its facade and a website first at
www. crateandbarrel-ie.com later at www. createandbarrel.ie.com where
plaintiff's mark permeates defendant’s entire website. The mark appeared
prominently on most pages of the website, including the home page. The
mark's font on was identical to that used by plaintiff.
The goods sold by Limited are similar to the types of goods offered for sale
by plaintiff.
The website enabled customers to browse through an online catalog and
place orders via the Internet.
After the suit was filed, changed defendant the valuation of its goods to
Irish pounds and added the statement "Goods Sold Only in the Republic of
Ireland" to the opening page of its website.
Despite this statement, website users who wish to purchase goods were
given the opportunity to select the United States as part of both their
963
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shipping and billing addresses. The entry window for shipping/billing
state contains a pull-down menu of the United States. There was an entry
window for the shipping/billing city, state, and zip code in a format unique
to the United States.

Playboy v.Chuckleberry Publishing (Tattilo)965
Actively solicited United States customers – Jurisdiction (other facts) –
competitors of magazine – Domain Name – trademark - Alien
Plaintiff had registered in many countries the marks “Playboy” and
“Playgirl”.
Defendant’s website featured the PLAYMEN name and offered two services
on its Internet site from a server located in Italy.
"PLAYMEN Lite" was available without a subscription and allowed users of
the Internet to view moderately explicit images.
"PLAYMEN Pro," which offered more explicit images, was available only
upon the purchase of a paid subscription. The site makes available images
of the cover of defendant’s Italian magazine, as well as its "Women of the
Month" feature and several other sexually explicit photographic images.
In order to access the Lite version of the PLAYMEN Internet service, the
prospective user had to first contact Tattilo. The user then received a
temporary user name and password via e-mail.
To subscribe to PLAYMEN Pro, the prospective user had to fill out a form
and send it via fax to defendant. Within 24 hours, the user would receive by
e-mail a unique password and login name that enabled the user to browse
the PLAYMEN Pro service.
The PLAYMEN name and logo appear at the top of each "page" accessed on
the site.
A portion of the text was written in Italian, but enough sections appeared in
English to allow an English-speaking user to navigate the site with ease. For
example:
The page at "http://www.playmen.it/play/photgirl.htm" stated in English:
"Here you can found (sic) a list of the Playgirls published in the previous
(sic) issues of Playmen. We start from the Playgirl of September 1995,
Becky! After this.... you'll find an excellent list of "beautiful" link that guide
you to the most exciting girls in the World! ... Stop! Cool Fun with
Playmen."
Price of a subscription: "$30 U.S., or 50000 [sic] Italian lire for 6 months,
payable by all major credit cards."
Benefits of a subscription: "You get a unique password, that can be used
only by one person at a time, to browse on Playmen Pro, where you can
find about 500 xxx rated pictures always updated, mpeg movies, photo cd
images, and many other things"
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"The 'Playmen' magazine is written in Italian, and is sold in Italy and all the
major countries in Europe."
The website allowed the user to decide between viewing and downloading
the images.
Users of the Internet site were also offered "special discounts" on other of
defendant’s products, such as CD ROMs and Photo CDs.

Replacements, Ltd. v. MidWesterling966
Doing business through direct mail - G and S jurisdiction (other facts) –
competitors in silverware - Misuse of competitor’s suppliers list
MidweSterling maintained a website where it advertised.
The website also allowed residents throughout all the United States,
including North Carolina, to place orders via Internet access.

2. Personal Jurisdiction rejected
Bush v. Tidewater Marine Alaska, Inc.967
Ordinary website - No G or S jurisdiction - Maritime company Employment compensation for injury on vessel
Tidewater, Inc. has a website that identifies a Tidewater Alaska office in
Alaska.

Soma Medical International v. Standard Chartered Bank968
Passive – No G/S jurisdiction – Banking – Fraud action
Internet website offering information concerning defendant’s services and
soliciting business from all over the planet.

Smith v Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. v. Boto Co., Ltd969
Activity required by Due Process was simply lacking – No jurisdiction Manufacturer of artificial Christmas trees - Wrongful death action - Alien
Defendant’s advertisement appeared in a Hong Kong trade publication that
also was published on the Internet.
It did not contract to sell any goods or services to any citizens of Arkansas
over the Internet site.
The court found the alleged Internet posting by or in behalf of defendant
was simply an insufficient "contact" with Arkansas to support haling this
Hong Kong business into the courts of Arkansas.
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Weber v. Jolly Hotels970
Passive – No G/S jurisdiction – Hotel – Injury liability
Website provided photographs of hotel rooms, descriptions of hotel
facilities, information about numbers of rooms and telephone numbers on
the Internet, but “ not as a mean of conduction business.”

Santana Products, Inc. v. Bobrick Washroom Equipment971
Passive – No G or S jurisdiction – Architect with relationship to a
competitor in toilet partitions and other accessories – false advertising and
conspiracy
Advertisement on website.
Website was passive, i.e., a webpage that merely provides information but
through which no business is transacted, will not provide a sufficient basis
upon which to base general jurisdiction.

Brown v. Geha-Werke GmbH972
Passive - No G/S jurisdiction – paper shredders manufacturer - products
liability
German manufacturer's use of Internet website, containing Internet e-mail
address, to advertise its paper shredders
Defendant Geha-Werke's website advertises its product and provides its
Internet e-mail address.
No evidence that defendant conducted any commercial activity over the
Internet in South Carolina.

Harbuck v. Aramco, Inc.973
Passive – No G/S jurisdiction - Diving & Marine Services Company Employment injury - Alien
Defendants
parent
company
maintained
a
Website"
www.
algosaibi-holding.com," identifying defendant, amongst other companies,
as one of its holdings, and briefly describes the nature of defendant's
business.
The Website did not provide users a place to order merchandise or services.

Atlantech Distribution, Inc. v. Credit General Insurance Co974
970
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Passive – No G jurisdiction (S not asserted) – General contractor – Thirdparty claim on payment for materials in a Maryland project
Virginia general contractor – also registered for business in Maryland but
not done so for 5 years – promoted itself through a website, where it
advertised itself as a “regional mechanical construction and serviced
contractor. On the website it was stated that defendant was willing to serve
all areas within two hundred miles of Richmond, which includes a
substantial portion of the state of Maryland.
The advertising was a description of the company, its capabilities, and a
partial list of its customers. Further it contained the company’s address and
Virginia telephone number and facsimile number.
The website did not afford Internet users the ability to communicate
electronically.

Ragonese v. Rosenfeld975
Passive – No S jurisdiction (G not asserted) – Airline – consumer fraud &
breach of contract -Alien
Argentine airline advertised in a website that it had a joint venture with
Hertz Rent-A-Car, including new Jersey locations, in which customers of
Hertz could earn flying points on defendants airline and vise versa for
defendants customers.
The web mainly described the history of the airline company and provided
information for cargo transportation. The latter stated defendant could
“deliver cargo anywhere in the country”.
There was no information aimed specifically at New Jersey or its residents
or any interactive site to book airline tickets in the United States.
Many of defendant’s web pages were in Spanish.

Remick v. Manfredy976
Passive – No G or S jurisdiction, except G over law firm-defendant on
other facts – attorney clients and competitor - defamation, civil conspiracy,
and interference with contractual relationships
Defendant Manfredy maintained website at www. eldiabloboxing.com. It
provided information regarding defendant’s personal history and activities
and his history and record as a professional boxer, any upcoming fights,
photographs and information on what it takes to become a successful boxer.
Through the site was offered photographs and other memorabilia, fan club
memberships, and various types of merchandise such as "El Diablo" t-shirts
and baseball caps for sale.
An order form for merchandise could be downloaded from the website, but
merchandise orders were only taken through the mail and there had been
975
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no sales of merchandise or fan club memberships to anyone in
Pennsylvania to date.
A law firm-defendant’s webpage www. dancona.com offered information
concerning the firm's attorneys, practice areas and specialties, and the firm's
speaker's bureau. It offered slightly more information, than information and
data provided in the Martindale-Hubbel Legal Directory.
There were “no evidence that the websites were interactive or offer[ed]
anything other than general information and advertising.”

Osteotech, Inc. v. Gensci Regeneration Sciences, Inc.977
Advertising as in a national magazine - No G/S over patent company Competitors in biomedical - Patent infringement
Internet website advertisement alone.
The court could not “find” one of plaintiff alleged toll-free phone number,
but remarked that even a if a toll-free phone number or e-mail address had
been listed on the website encouraging interested persons to contact the
company for more information this had no more of an impact on any
particular forum than a website without such information.

Edberg v. Neogen Corporation978
Website similar to an advertisement in a national magazine or newspaper
– No jurisdiction – medicinal competitors – patent infringement
Michigan defendant's web-page listed the following categories of
information:
--Inventor Information
--Elisa Kits for Equine/Greyhound Racing
--Elisa Kits for Research
--Mycotoxin Test for the Feed, Grain, and Nut Industries
--Fruit, Vegetable and Turf Test Kits
--Equine Health Care and Grooming Products
--Meat and Poultry Microbial Screening Tests
--Ready to Use Substrates
--Seafood Test Kits
--The defendants Story
--Veterinary Instruments
--Employment Opportunities.
The second page was a literature request form.
The third page contained ordering information, which required the person
placing an order to call defendant in Michigan between 8:00 and 6:00,
Monday through Friday, at an "800" number, or to fax or mail an order to its
offices Michigan or Kentucky.
977
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Broussard v. Ramada Deauville Hotel Resort, Inc.979
Passive informative website - No G jurisdiction (S not asserted) – Hotel –
Injury Liability
Defendants website gave no option to neither purchase anything from
defendant nor make reservations through the Web.
It advertised defendant’s toll-free reservation number and e-mail address –
no e-mail link.

Mink v. AAAA Development LLC980
Passive - No G or S jurisdiction – competitors in software programs copyright and patent
Website posted information about defendant’s products and services. It
provided users with a printable mail-in order form, a toll-free telephone
number, a mailing address and an electronic mail ("e-mail") address, but
orders were not taken through the website.
No evidence that defendant conducted business over the Internet by
engaging in business transactions with forum residents or by entering into
contracts over the Internet.

Nutrition Physiology Corp. v. Enviros Ltd.981
Passive - No G/S jurisdiction - Biochemical competitors - Patent
infringement – Alien
Parent British defendant a website a www. biotal.co.uk where it welcomed
visitors "to the Home Page of Biotal Limited."
The website described the company as "market leaders in the development
of products based on microbes and enzymes to replace aggressive, and
often potentially harmful, chemicals for agricultural and industrial &
consumer applications."
Within a section devoted to agricultural products available in North
America, the website includes a description of Micro-Cell for Beef and
Micro-Cell for Dairy, two feed-additive products using bacteria and/or
lactic acid (which formed the basis of plaintiff’s patent infringement claims).
At the end of that section, visitors who were interested in more details on
the products were instructed to "contact your local Biotal Distributor or:
Vince Myerly [,] Biotal Inc."
The website underlined the name of Vince Myerly indicating a hyperlink to
an electronic mail address so that visitors could request more information
about the agricultural products.
The website did not allow viewers to order information over the Internet.
979
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Viewers to request further information might send e-mail messages.

LaSalle National Bank v. Vitro, Sociedad Anonima de Capital Variable982
Passive - No G/S jurisdiction over parent company - manufacturer of glass
and household products - Unfair company sale
Defendant’s website described itself as “a resource for customers, investors
and others interested in the company.” “We hope this site will tell you more
about our: 1) various businesses and the markets we serve; 2) facilities in
seven countries, including Mexico and the United States; 3) associations and
strategic alliances with other corporations around the world.”
The website further stated: “Group Vitro produces glass containers, flat
glass, automotive glass, glassware, plastic containers, aluminum cans and
household appliances.
Vitro supplies numerous industries, including automotive, containers,
construction, household and industrial products…Based in Monterey,
Mexico, and founded in 1909, Group Vitro has strategic alliances with
fifteen international corporations around the world. Vitro operates more
than 100 facilities in seven countries, including Mexico and the United
States, and exports products to more than 70 countries worldwide.”
It had the following features: an e-mail button to obtain financial
information on defendant; an e-mail button for members of the media; a
customer service page that allows a person (with an appropriate
identification and password) to directly interact electronically with
customer service representatives; access to on-line catalogs of defendant’
products; and a list of "contact" persons (with e-mail addresses) for further
information on these products.
There was no interactivity with action taken by defendant as a result of
individual communication.
There was no suggestion here that the website specifically targeted forum
residents.

Grutkowski v. Steamboat Lake Guides & Outfitters, Inc.983
Passive advertisements though commercial in nature – No G jurisdiction
(S not asserted) – Tour operator and outfitter – Wrongful death action
Defendant’s website contained information and photographs describing the
various tours and services it offers.
It also contained a map showing defendant’s general location, and a screen,
which allowed an interested reader to send an e-mail message to defendant.
The site did not permit a reader to purchase or reserve tours over the
Internet.
982
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The site specifically directed readers to call defendant, at a Colorado phone
number, for information, reservations and specific directions to its office.
The defendant’s agent’s website offered a coupon worth $5.00 off a
defendant snowmobile rental, which the reader had to print and present to
defendant at the time of the rental. This site included an "Information
Request Form" which permitted a reader to e-mail her name, address,
telephone number, fax number, e-mail address and comments directly to
defendant.
The e-mail links, which permitted readers to send questions to defendant,
were the only interactive elements of the pages.
The courts characterized these links as the electronic equivalents of
advertisements’ response cards and were insufficient to make the pages
more than advertisements.

Fix My PC, L.L.C. v. N.F.N. Associates, Inc.984
Wholly passive - no G or S jurisdiction – competitors on-site computer
repair services in different geographic areas – trademark infringement and
confusing – Domain Name
Plaintiff had the website www. fixxmypc.com, and a toll-free telephone
number, 1-888-FIXX-MY-PC.
Defendant advertises its services on-site computer repair services through a
website that could be accessed at either www.purelogic.com or www.
fixmypc.com. Defendant also had a toll-free number that it advertises as
1-800-FIX-MY-PC.

Rannoch, Inc. v. The Rannoch Corporation985
Websites activities constitutionally insufficient – No G or S jurisdiction –
Steam Railroad club and travel business – Mark infringement – Domain
Name
Plaintiff in business of providing engineering services and computer
systems in the field of transport, aviation, navigation and communication
had a website at www. rannoch.com.
One-person defendant, Texas, made company name on basis of his
ancestral ties to the Rannoch community in Scotland and made websites via
the domain names www. rannoch.org and www. steam-training.com.
He had no knowledge of the existence of plaintiff and its domain name
until informed hereof by plaintiff.
Defendants website made it clear that defendant’s primary focus was
"promoting interest and involvement in steam railroading among people in
North America."
The website described the various steam locomotive driving courses for
984
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which defendant would make travel arrangements.
It further contained a "classifieds" section for other organizations that wish
to sell or buy products related to steam locomotives. This advertising was
provided free, and defendant had no involvement in any transactions that
ensued from the placement of these classifieds.
The site also had a section on valuation of locomotives and personal safety
considerations inherent in steam railroading activities.
Defendant’s website provided contact information, including its toll- free
number, fax number, address, and email address; an interactive form with
spaces for comments, the visitor's name, address, telephone number, fax
number, and email address; hypertext links to email defendant directly; and
an interactive form for potential advertisers to submit their classified
listings.

SF Hotel Company, L.P. v. Energy Investments, Inc.986
Passive - No G/S jurisdiction – Hotel competitors – Right to mark "Sierra
Suites"
Defendant had operated an all-suites hotel under the mark "Sierra Suites" in
Dayton Beach, Florida since 1991. The plaintiff had undertaken to construct
additional hotels under the mark "Sierra Suites" in Orlando, Florida and
Atlanta, Georgia.
On July 1997, defendant wrote to the plaintiff demanding it ceased and
desisted from using the "Sierra Suites" name.
Defendants Suites website provides general information about its hotel.
There was no provision for direct communications between the defendant
and the person accessing the website.

American Homecare Federation, Inc. v. Paragon Scientific Corporation987
Passive – No jurisdiction – Pharmaceutical competitors – Mark
Plaintiff claimed to own the service mark “AHF” for a generic type of blood
certain people with hemophilia must receive.
Defendant maintained a program to underwrite sending children with
hemophilia to a specially designed summer camp. The program was named
“A Happy Face” (also AHF) depicted with a smiley face.
Defendants website for the programs contained an 800-number but did not
list defendants products which are sold nor did it provide any process for
ordering such products.
It did not provide any website with files to download, nor did it link to
anyone else's Website.
It made a simple announcement to all hemophilia chapters in the United
986
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States, including the Connecticut chapter, of an essay-writing contest for
children afflicted with hemophilia, to be submitted to defendant in Texas.
The court also noted that no essays were received from Connecticut and no
inquiries regarding the contest were received from this State.

Schnapp v. McBride988
Passive – No S/G jurisdiction – Newspaper – Libel action
Alleged false and malicious statements in a news-article giving an overview
of the policing efforts of New Orleans police officers were partly released
on the Internet.
Website used for online advertising in the Milwaukee area.
The court held there was no indication that the Wisconsin defendant’s
website was used for anything other than the posting of information and
was not purposefully targeted at plaintiff nor was in aimed at readers in
Louisiana.

Blackburn v. Walker Oriental Rug Galleries, Inc.989
Passive – No G/S jurisdiction – Rug-sales competitors – Website copyright
infringement
Defendant was claimed to have copied plaintiff’s website.
The website was passive. It contained a link that allowed the reader to send
a message to defendant via e-mail. There was no option to purchase rugs
from defendant.

Patriot Systems, Inc. v. C-Cubed Corp.990
Passive - No S jurisdiction (G not asserted) – software competitors - unfair
competition and copyright infringement
Defendant advertised and market on its website its allegedly infringing
software. The website provided no more than a listing for or general
information about defendant.

Roche v. Worldwide Media, Inc.991
Passive - No G/S jurisdiction – private – Domain Name and disturbance
Defendant had a domain website registered with the name
"triallawyer.com”.
This site had nothing to do with trial lawyers or the practice of law. Instead,
it contained pornographic material. There was limited interaction.
There is no evidence that defendant sold products in Virginia, had
employees in Virginia, held meetings in Virginia, or conducted advertising
988
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or other promotional activity directed specifically to Virginia.
The court noted that even taking Plaintiff's allegations of e-mail and credit
card solicitation on the website as true, the record was abundantly void of
evidence that Defendants, through their website, purposely availed
themselves of the benefits of Virginia law or purposely directed their
activities at plaintiff.

Black & Decker (USA) Inc. v. Pro-Tech Power Inc.992
Advertising - No jurisdiction - Competitors in professional power tools –
trademark and copyright infringement and false advertising
Each of the defendants advertises their products on World Wide Websites.
These provided interested customers with the companies' e-mail addresses.
The websites constituted a means of advertising by which parent-company
defendants regularly solicit business from Virginia residents within the
meaning of the Virginia Long-Arm Statute, but not for Due Process Clause.

Mid City Bowling Lanes & Sporting Palace, Inc. v. Invercrest, Inc.993
Passive – No G/S jurisdiction - Bowling business competitors – Domain
name – Trademark infringement – Unfair trade practices
Plaintiff had registered the mark "Rock 'N' Bowl."
Defendant registered the domain name “rocknbowl.com” and made a
website.
The website was created much “like an expanded advertisement”, with
different types of activities and services available at defendants bowling
establishment being highlighted. The company listed its address, its local
phone number and a small map on where it was located in Chicago.
It also contained more detailed information regarding the facilities, pricing
at the establishment, and party/entertainment options, which the facility
offered.
Users could not purchase any items over the website, nor could they
communicate directly with the defendants through the website. All inquires
which anyone, regardless of their location, might have about defendant’s
business shad to be answered via the telephone.
The website was passive, because the consumer and the seller had no direct
contact or exchange of information.

Neogen Corp. v. Neo Gen Screening, Inc.994
Passive end of the spectrum of interactivity - No G or S jurisdiction –
infants blood testing - trademark infringement
992
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Plaintiff, Michigan, had since 1982 had the trademark “Neogen” and
maintained a website at www. neogen.com.
Defendant, Pennsylvania, performed diagnostic testing of blood samples
from newborn infants. 95 % of approximately 215,000 tests annually were
generated through contracts with hospitals and governmental agencies,
none of which are located in Michigan. In 1999 approximately 185,000 were
from Pennsylvania, 18,000 from the District of Columbia, 5,000 from Ohio
and Louisiana, and 5,000 from foreign countries.
Defendant's only continuous advertising is on its website, www.
neogenscreening.com. The website provides information about Defendant's
services, e-mail addresses for personnel, and allows would be customers to
print forms that must be mailed along with blood samples to the Defendant.
No orders are taken, and no contracts are entered via the website.
Physicians not under contract with Defendant can obtain testing services by
telephoning or e-mailing Defendant to request information and/or "filter
blood collection forms." Defendant then mails the collection form to the
physician, and the physician collects the sample and sends it back to
Defendant for testing.
The physician can then obtain the test results through the mail, or on
Defendant's website with a password provided by Defendant.
In 1999 Defendant tested fourteen samples for Michigan coroners, and
expects about the same number for 2000.

E-Data Corporation v. Micropatent Corporation995
More passive type of web solicitation than in Inset Systems – No G or S
jurisdiction – Photography - Patent infringement
Seattle-defendant’s website offered consumers to purchase photography
images via the Internet by paying a licensing fee and instantly downloads
images to the consumer’s computer.
The images were stored and transmitted from the server in Washington,
and payment for purchased photos was received from customers by credit
card through "Netscape's Commerce Server" at U.S. Bank in Seattle,
Washington.
Customers were anonymous and should not give names or addresses.
Defendant’s only connection with a customer was a credit card transaction
number, while not even the credit card numbers themselves were
preserved.
The licensing agreement provided for application of Washington law.
The website also contained defendants name, address, telephone and fax
numbers, e-mail address and a 1-800 number to obtain further information
on defendant’s service.
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IDS Life Insurance Company v. Sunamerica, Inc.,996
General advertising - No G or S Jurisdiction - Insurance competitors unfair competition and tortious interference with contract
Only general national advertising on a website

Desktop Technologies, Inc. v. Colorworks Reproduction & Design, Inc.997
Passive website with one interactivity element – No G/S jurisdiction –
preparing and printing color reproductions – Trademark infringement &
Unfair competition – Alien
Defendant had since August 1995 operated a website with the domain
name www. colorworks.com.
The website contained information about the company, advertisements
about the company, and employment opportunities at the company. It
specifically stated that defendant serviced clients in British Columbia,
Alberta, and Yukon and listed a local telephone and facsimile numbers. The
site allowed a reader to send a message via e-mail and to exchange files via
Internet File Transfer Protocol ("FTP"). However, the site indicated that
Defendant did not conduct sales, accept orders, or receive payments
through its website. The site also indicated that receiving a file via Internet
FTP or e-mail was not a sales transaction and did not constitute placing an
order. To place an order, a reader could print up a copy of the fax order
form, complete the form, and fax it to Defendant. Defendant would not
begin working on the order until it had verified the order by telephone.
The court held the Defendant’s contacts with the forum State consisted of a
passive website and that the “only interactivity element” of “the site was
plainly limited to exchanging files with Defendant via Internet FTP or email.”
It pointed out that the site did “not permit Defendant to ‘transact business’
over the Internet.”
The e-mail links were “the electronic equivalents of advertisements’
response cards” and were insufficient to make the web pages “more than
advertisements.”

Agar Corp. Inc. v. Multi-Fluid Inc.998
Largely passive - No G and S jurisdiction – competitors - patent
infringement and unfair competition
With the exception of two "buttons" on one of the seven web pages, which
permitted "feedback" and "registration," the site was entirely informational.
Among other information stated defendant’s website: For Watercut meters,
996
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Multiphase Meter and Subsea Multiphase Meter, please contact Multi-fluid
on +47 51 800 151 or +1 303 279 0670.
Products could not be purchased, nor could contractual relationships be
established, through the site.

S. Morantz, Inc. v. Hang & Shine Ultrasonics, Inc.999
Minimally interactive near passive - No S jurisdiction (G not asserted) business of cleaning window blinds - trademark infringement
Defendant had a website with an alleged trademark infringing logo in form
of depicting a woman scrubbing blinds over a tub of water, which the
defendants workers referred to as "Sister Mary Agony".
Contracts and sales could not be consummated through the website.
The volume of information exchanged via the site was small.
There were a few minimally interactive features on the site, including a
lease application that may be printed out, but not sent over the Internet; a
form through which a user may request additional information; and a link
by which a user may send e-mail directly to defendant from the site.
The site also had a form through which a user may order and pay for a $10
promotional video, which the held did not increase the interactivity of the
website or transform it into a site through which defendant did its business.
The videotape merely provided information about defendant’s products
and could not be regarded as a product in and of itself. It was merely
another medium through which defendant advertised.
The fact that the website provided customers with the opportunity to obtain
other forms of advertising online did not increase its interactivity for the
purpose of considering the exercise of personal jurisdiction.

Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV1000
Website was not used to do business or otherwise interact with the forum
states residents – No G/S jurisdiction - Hotel – Injury liability - Alien
Defendant’s agent’s website advertised the hotel, provided a toll-free
number for making reservations by telephone, and allowed users to make
hotel reservations over the Internet. Plaintiff had not used defendants
website.

Butler v. Beer Across America1001
Only an electronic version of a postal reply card – No S/G jurisdiction Beer Company – consumer damages
No jurisdiction in Alabama in an action arising from a sale made in Illinois
solely in response to an order placed by an Alabama resident via the
999

S. Morantz, Inc. v. Hang & Shine Ultrasonics, Inc., 79 F.Supp.2d 537 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV, 113 F.Supp.2d 211 (D.N.H. 2000).
1001
Butler v. Beer Across America, 83 F.Supp.2d 1261 (N.D.Ala. 2000).
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Internet to a beer selling company also having a beer-purchasing-club on
the website.

Winfield Collection, Ltd. v. McCauley1002
Like an isolated advertisement in nationally-distributed magazine – No S
jurisdiction (G not asserted) - auction-sales via E-bay – competitors in
home-craft patterns – product-copyright infringement
Texas Defendant produced home-craft patterns through a website which
could send and receive messages, including responding to purchase orders.
No evidence that website had resulted in the development of any customer
base in the forum state.
Defendant claimed sales were made upon submitting her crafts for sale on
“E-bay”, an on-line auction house.

Molnlycke Health Care AB v. Dumex Medical Surgical Products Ltd.1003
Website not central to defendants business and akin to general advertising
campaign – No G jurisdiction (S not asserted) – Medical Surgical
manufacturer– Patent infringement – Alien
Defendant maintained two websites located at www. dumex.com and
www. woundcaredirect.com. The latter permitted users to place their
names and addresses on a mailing list to receive product information.
The websites advertised defendant’s products generally, including the
product that was subject for the cause of action
Products could be ordered directly from the websites by clicking on any
listed product, adding that item to a shopping cart, completing an on-line
order from, and supplying a credit card number.

Hurley v. Cancun Play Oasis International Hotels1004
Interactive quality beyond a passive website - No G/S jurisdiction – Hotel
– Injury Liability
Defendant’s website accepted and confirmed reservations for various
hotels. It published a 1-800 number for voice reservation. It also provided email address by which viewers of the site could contact the company.

Naxos Resources (U.S.A.) Ltd. v. Southam, Inc.1005
No G or S jurisdiction – newspaper - defamatory statements
1002

Winfield Collection, Ltd. v. McCauley, 105 F.Supp.2d 746, 749 (E.D.Mich. 2000).
Molnlycke Health Care AB v. Dumex Medical Surgical Products Ltd., 64 F.Supp.2d 448
(E.D.Pa. 1999).
1004
Hurley v. Cancun Play Oasis International Hotels, 1999 WL 718556 (E.D.Pa. 1999).
1005
Naxos resources (U.S.A.) Ltd. v. Southam, Inc., 1996 WL 635387 (C.D.Cal. June 1996) and
1996 WL 662451 (C.D.Cal. August 1996).
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Defendant also distributed its Vancouver Sun articles electronically via the
Internet, Lexis, and Westlaw

TY, Inc. v. Clark1006
Interactive - No G/S jurisdiction – Competitors - Trademark infringement,
unfair competition and domain name - Alien
Plaintiff had registered the marks "Ty" and "Beanie Babies". It had websites
on
the
Internet,
which
contained
the
domain
names,
"www.beaniebabies.com" and "www.ty.com."
Defendants' Internet website "beaniebabiesuk.com" was hosted by the
Internet service provider, Simple Network Communications, Inc.
("SimpleNet"), a California corporation located in San Diego. Internet users
seeking access to the "beaniebabiesuk.com" website would be directed to
two domain name servers operated by SimpleNet in San Diego, California.
On website defendant offered for sale, among other things, the majority of
plaintiff’s Beanie Babies toy products. The defendants display images of
Ty's Beanie Babies toys on the website.
The defendant also market and offer for sale on the website a variety of
British products, such as British candies, British baskets filled with teas and
crackers, British foods and preserves, and chine tea cups and tea pots.
On the website defendant provided a price list of all the Beanie Babie
models they offer. United States currency was mentioned.
An icon on the website allowed consumers to click on an icon to send e-mail
messages to the defendant to obtain specific information about any product
on the website.
Consumers had to print out an order form on the website and then either
fax, telephone, or send their order to the defendant’s offices in Great Britain.
Defendant made it extremely clear on the website under a Section 1: How to
Order," "Beanie Baby Airmail Form" that defendant did not conduct on-line
transactions.
It was possible for consumers to e-mail the defendant questions about
products and to receive information about placing orders, etc.

Bedrejo v. Triple E Canada, Ltd.1007
Interactive website – No G/S jurisdiction – Mobilhome manufacturer –
Alien – Product Liability
Canadian defendant maintained an Internet website. There was no evidence
of any transaction with Montana through the website.

JB Oxford Holdings, Inc. v. Net Trade Inc.1008
1006

TY, Inc. v. Clark, 2000 WL 51816 (N.D.Ill. 2000).
Bedrejo v. Triple E Canada, Ltd., 984 P.2d 739 (Mont. 1999).
1008
JB Oxford Holdings, Inc. v. Net Trade Inc., 76 F.Supp.2d 1363 (S.D.Fla. 1999).
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Interactive but low – No jurisdiction – competitors in securities business –
trademark infringement and unfair competition
Defendant had three websites on which it advertised its brokerage service.
The websites contained the alleged infringing mark “Net Trade” and a tollfree number.
The sites enabled the viewers to enter information about themselves and
apply for a trading account over the Internet.
Viewers could also e-mail questions to defendant, download trading
demonstrations, and receive free information about day trading.
The sites clearly were clearly directed toward special states, as Defendant
only accepted applications from persons who resided in one of the
seventeen states in which defendant was registered to do business. The
websites noted that other states would be available in near future as
registrations took place. It had applied to do business as a broker/dealer in
the state of Florida but at the time for the court dealing the application
remained pending.

Origin Instruments Comp. V. Adaptive Computer Systems, Inc.1009
Moderate level of interactivity – No G or S jurisdiction – Computer
software and devices for disabled – Trademark infringement.
Web sides provided information about defendant’s products and also
bearded an alleged infringing trade name. It contained product descriptions
and price lists.
Customers and prospective customers could communicate with defendant
through the website by using an e-mail link.
Defendant sold its software to customers who directly could download it b
y using a hyperlink to another website, “BuyDirect.com”
It was undisputed that Defendant had made no sales to any Texas resident,
through its website or otherwise

Berthold Types Ltd. v. European Mikrograf Corp.1010
Interactive middle ground - No G/S jurisdiction – competitors in software
- trademark infringement and unfair competition - Alien
German defendant’s English language website provided comprehensive
product presentations on PDF Handshake's features and applications - a
software package, which includes font software for over 340 typefaces
identified by the plaintiff’s trademarks.
The website gave customers ability to download and print a document
entitled "HELIOS Software Update Service Agreement."
A customer should fill out that agreement and submit it to "[the customer's]
1009

Origin Instruments Comp. V. Adaptive Computer Systems, Inc., 1999 WL 76794 (N.D.Tex.
1999).
1010
Berthold Types Ltd. v. European Mikrograf Corp., 102 F.Supp.2d 928 (N.D.Ill. 2000).
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national Helios dealer/distributor" and make a payment to the national
distributor "one year in advance."
Once these steps were taken, the customer could access and download files
containing updates of the PDF Handshake and other Helios products
directly from the Helios website.
Customers could not purchase Helios products directly off of the website,
and no commercial transactions took place over the website.
The website had also interactive features which allowed the customer to
interact with the Helios host computer.
One of such features was a "feedback forum" in which customers were
encouraged to submit ideas on how to enhance the software so as to make it
more efficient and easy to use.
There was also a "support site," which included a "questions and answers"
section and a link to a downloadable addendum to the PDF Handshake
manual.
The site contained e-mail addressees to contact Helios.
Finally, the site included downloadable news briefs on Helios' activities.

Millennium Enterprises, Inc. v. Millennium Music. LP1011
Interactive website targeting or “conduct and connection” with forum No G or S jurisdiction – Music Store – Trademark infringement & Unfair
competition
Defendant sold music products through Internet website. From March 1998
through September 1998, it sold fifteen compact discs to nine separate
customers in six states and one foreign country, or a total of 0.01 percent of
the retail stores sales in South Carolina.
After plaintiff filed suit only asserting specific personal jurisdiction the
defendants added a disclaimer to their website indicating that their
products and franchise circulars were not available in Oregon.
From defendants’ website persons could purchase compact discs, request
franchising information and join a discount club.
The sited proclaimed “Come Visit U.S.!” and provided a map of the
locations of defendants’ stores. The maps were local in nature, providing
little more that showing of the cross-streets surrounding the stores.

Chiaphua Components Ltd. v. West Bend Comp.1012
Intermediate level interactive webpage - No G/S jurisdiction Manufacturer of water distillers – payment and liability for the recall
Defendants website allowed visitors to make purchases, albeit not of the
disputed water distillers.

1011
1012

Millennium Enterprises, Inc. v. Millennium Music. LP, 33 F.Supp.2d 907 (D.Or. 1999).
Chiaphua Components Ltd. v. West Bend Comp., 95 F.Supp.2d 505 (E.D.Va. 2000).
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ESAB-2 - ESAB Group, Inc. v. Centricut, LLC1013
Interactive website limited to those customers who set up an account in
advance – No G/S jurisdiction – developing, manufacturing and selling
welding and cutting systems – Patent infringement
The website provided an on-line ordering form, but a transaction could not
be completed over the Internet until a customer first had called a toll-free
number to establish an account and obtained a customer ID and password.
It provided information about defendant and its products and allowed
parties visiting the site to request literature. The on-line catalogue included
listings for the allegedly infringing electrodes. There was no pricing
information.
Free samples of its products could be acquired by simply filling out the
request form provided on the web page.
The on-line ordering system had a device to screen out South Carolina
customers and thereby avoid selling or offering to sell the accused products
in South Carolina. But the court was not convinced whether this device
worked properly.

GTE New Media Services, Inc. v. BellSouth Corp.1014
Interactive - Jurisdiction not finally determined – Phone company’s
Internet Yellow pages - Tortious injury
Regional phone companies operating Internet Yellow Page obtained
exclusive links for their map on well-known Internet browser sites run by
Netscape Communications Corp. ("Netscape") and Yahoo, Inc! ("Yahoo"),
to ensure that users of these popular sites would be specifically directed to
the operating companies' Internet Yellow Pages. The phone companies
earned advertising revenue by the user traffic on their Yellow Pages
websites.
The Internet users did have to pays anything for using the search tool.

Decker v. Circus Circus Hotel1015
Commercial website – No G/S jurisdiction – Hotel – Injury Liability
Defendant had an Internet site where customers could make reservations.
The court noted that defendant’s Internet site contained a forum selection
clause requiring that by making a reservation over the Internet, customers
agreed to have their disputed settled in Nevada state and federal courts.
This forum selection clause ought to be enforced.

Coastal Video Communications, Corp. v. The Staywell Corp.1016
1013

ESAB-2 - ESAB Group, Inc. v. Centricut, LLC, 34 F.Supp.2d 323 (D.S.C. 1999).
GTE New Media Services, Inc. v. BellSouth Corp., 199 F.3d 1343 (D.C. Cir. 2000).
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Decker v. Circus Circus Hotel, 49 F.Supp.2d 743 (N.N.J. 1999).
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High degree of interactivity/commercial in nature - No G/S jurisdiction –
competitors - copyright infringement of safety manual
Defendant had two separate websites in operation.
One website advertises over 850 of defendant’s products and allowed
customers to order products directly over the Web by completing order
form online without ever speaking to one of defendant’s representative.
If a customer did have questions, the site also provided a mechanism for
those questions to be posed and answered through an exchange of e-mail.
The website also provides an "Ask" service by which potential customers
may e-mail questions about defendant’s products and services to the
company.
Defendant offered the "Safety Zone" product over its website.
A second website stated that it defendant was the "premier provider of
integrated health improvement and behavior change programs."
According to the site, defendant was the exclusive creator and publisher of
American Red Cross health and safety training programs and manuals.
The site also described defendants in the areas of health risk assessment,
focused intervention, disease management, workplace wellness, and
newsletter publishing, among others.
The site listed a toll-free number to call with inquiries about defendant’s
products.
Visitors to the site could download a free demonstration of a defendant’s
on-line "On Demand Patient Education Program."
Defendant’s site also listed job opportunities available with the company,
and permitted interested individuals to send a resume to the company over
the Internet, as well as it provided an e-mail address and fax number to
contact the company concerning employment opportunities.
The second site only permitted a visitor to order products through a link to
the product ordering system that was part of the first website.
There was no evidence that defendant has ever sold any copies of the
"Safety Zone" publication in Virginia.
The court noted that it is not sufficient for jurisdictional purpose that the
product may have been advertised in Virginia, either over the World Wide
Web, or through mail order catalogs.
Defendant had established an on-line storefront that is readily accessible to
every person in Virginia with a computer, a modem, and access to the
World Wide Web.
Websites went well beyond mere advertising and solicitation of products.
Plaintiff was allowed to seek discovery of information relevant to the issue
of the court's general personal jurisdiction over defendant within fifteen
days, but there have not been published any more decisions on the case as
of September 2000.
1016

Coastal Video Communications, Corp. v. The Staywell Corp., 59 F.Supp.2d 562 (E.D.Va.
1999).
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Hockerson-Halberstadt-21017
E-commerce – No G/S jurisdiction – merchandise – patent infringement
Defendant operated a website that allowed website to make online
purchases, regardless of whether or not the purchaser had a defendant
membership.
Since November 1998 and through approximately 18 months Washington
defendant had shipped a total of $32,252.32 worth of merchandise into
Louisiana pursuant to orders made through the website. This revenue
represented less than 0.0000008 of Costco's total sales during that time
period.
The court held it represented an extremely small portion of its corporate
revenues and was insufficient to support general jurisdiction. None of the ecommerce sales into Louisiana were sales of the alleged infringing footwear
required for specific personal jurisdiction.

1017

Hockerson-Halberstadt-2 - Hockerson-Halberstadt, Inc. v. Costco Wholesale Corp., 2000
WL 726888 (E.D.La. June 2000).
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IV. FINAL REMARKS
This chapter contains some final remarks for this written intermediate
part of the research. Thus, it will only contain a broad summary on U.S.
personal jurisdictional and Cyberspace.1018 It will not make real remarks
for the whole project as outlined in the first chapter.
It is my opinion that many of the problems the U.S. courts have had
during the ten years experience with Cyberspace between the fairly,
independent fifty states will essentially be the same outside U.S. Therefore,
some of the experiences from the U.S. should be useful for later courts
outside the U.S., of course modified especially in non-common law
countries.
A reading through more than ten years of U.S. court decisions
involving Cyberspace facts, and especially on the issue of personal
jurisdiction, shows first of all that the U.S. courts have realized the
importance of having technical knowledge of how Cyberspace and
international networks function along with knowledge of their positive
posiblitites and possible setbacks.
Justice Souter wrote in his concurring opinion in Denver v. FCC:1019
“And as broadcast, cable, and the cybertechnology of the Internet and the
World Wide Web approach the day of using a common receiver, we can
hardly assume that standards for judging the regulation of one of them will
not have immense, but now unknown and unknowable, effects on the
others...[W]e know that changes in these regulated technologies will
enormously alter the structure of regulation itself, we should be shy about
saying the final word today about what will be accepted as reasonable
tomorrow. In my own ignorance I have to accept the real possibility that "if
we had to decide today ... just what the First Amendment should mean in
cyberspace, ... we would get it fundamentally wrong.”

1018
1019

See U.S. courts definition herof at page 7.
Denver Area Educational Telecommunications Consortium, Inc. v. FCC, 518 U.S. 727, 777
(U.S., 1996).
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There are, for example, from different cases evidence showing judges
without a doubt would like to remove child pornography from nonprotected websites. On the other hand, judges have recognized that at the
moment there is no safe technical method to exclude such sites from the
public domain. The U.S. Supreme Court made their decision in Reno-2 on
the basis of more than 123 technical fact-findings and found a statute
unconstitutional, because the statute would shut out adults from having
unlimited access to some websites, which would hinder free speech.
A different ruling in 1996 would have implied a very zoned and
crippled network, which if so, without a doubt, would have resulted in a
network and a world wide web of no great interest for today’s home users.
November 24, 2000 Vinton Cerf, ICANN, wrote: “that if every jurisdiction
in the world insisted on some form of filtering for its particular geographic
territory, the World Wide Web would stop functioning.”1020

Secondly, most U.S. courts, in relation to cases involving Cyberspace
facts, have carefully taken into consideration that something uploaded to
the Internet is accessible for everyone with an Internet-connection.
Therefore, a court’s decision will have international implications, if the
court does not narrow it’s ruling and find facts that point particularly at
the state where the court is placed.
Furthermore, the research on U.S. Cyberspace-cases shows that many
U.S. attorneys representing non-residents in the last couple of years have
raised the question of whether the court at issue was the proper court since
the defendant’s use of Cyberspace reached every nation.
The U.S. courts have in a relatively large degree followed nonresidents’ motions to dismiss on lack of jurisdiction, because the court did
not find enough minimum contacts, even though one could say
defendant’s Cyberspace-doings also pointed at the court at issue.
Most of the U.S. courts seem to have worked out the requirement that
Cyberspace facts must positively point at the forum state and facts of
doing business with the forum state. For example, in Euromarket
Design1021 there was no doubt that the defendant had made an on-line
business with prices listed in U.S.-dollars. The court made its
determination on more facts than only the website’s business-contents. It

1020

In an email to Agence France-Presse Friday, November 24, 2000 on his testimony to a
French Court decision over Yahoo-U.S. website.
1021
Euromarket Design, Inc. v. Crate & Barrel Ltd., 96 F.Supp.2d 824, 840 (N.D.Ill., 2000).
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noted that the non-U.S.-defendant sold U.S. related and U.S. made
products.
It is also worth noticing that no U.S. courts yet have determined general
personal jurisdiction on basis of pure Cyberspace facts, implying
defendant being present in the forum state for any type of case or claim.
Some courts considering general personal jurisdiction in respect to
Cyberspace involvement have required that the on-line business must be
central for the defendant’s entire business and there must be evidence of
high amount of sales with the forum state.
This means, that the U.S. courts only have decided jurisdiction on the
requirements for specific personal jurisdiction or what could be called an
extraordinary jurisdiction rule. It will be interesting to follow whether or
not courts outside the U.S. also will reject the use of it’s general jurisdiction
rule(s) and only exercise jurisdiction on the requirements of a
extraordinary special jurisdiction rule for non-residents when only
Cyberspace facts are at issue.
The research also shows that a system of a three-grouping of websites
is wrong and without any practical purpose, because the jurisdictional
question can only be answered by exercising or rejecting. A division
between passive and interactive (inclusive e-commerce) is without any
interest as long as some courts exercise jurisdiction even though it
classifies the activity of the website as passive.
When determining whether a non-residents website is basis for
exercising personal jurisdiction, the U.S. courts first looks at the nature or
kind of the website.
A non-commercial website will only be found supporting jurisdiction if
the contents are defamatory, and the target-point is found to be in the
court’s forum state. The U.S. courts have had various interpretations of
what the target-point is. In a broad sense the same can be said about
defamatory communication occurring through (public) international
networks. Otherwise, the website will only be regarded as nothing more
than an informational method or source, which is not sufficient to exercise
personal jurisdiction.
In People by Vacco v. Lipsitz1022 the court stated that for Internet consumer
fraud claims, the Internet medium is essentially irrelevant, for the focus is
primarily upon the location of the messenger and whether the messenger
delivered what was purchased. In some cases, it might be necessary to
analyze the location of certain other business operations, such as the site
1022

People by Vacco v. Lipsitz, 174 Misc.2d 571 (Supreme Court, New York County 1997).
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used or the place orders were received.
The court in Jewish Defense Organization v. Superior Court 1023pointed out
that when a consumer logs onto a server in a foreign jurisdiction he is
engaging in a fundamentally different type of contact than an entity that is
using the Internet to sell or market products or services to residents of
foreign jurisdictions.

If the website is commercial in nature, the court will look thoroughly at
the interactivity of the website.
The trend seems to be that only if the website allows on-line business
with payment, will U.S. courts hold that the non-resident was doing
business through the website. Exercise of (specific) personal jurisdiction
will only be granted if there is evidence that the defendant actually has
done business with forum residents. Otherwise, the courts will regard the
existence of the defendant’s website as one of many circumstances that all
together might support personal jurisdiction. Here, the courts have many
different points of views, as the possibilities of interactivity of a website is
as diverse as the human mind.
In the U.S. cases where Cyberspace has been involved, only a small
percentage of the cases can truly be classified as Pure On-Line cases, and
thus represent the specific problems that Cyberspace has created.
The reality in most cases is that there is also evidence of facts not
related to Cyberspace. Therefore Cyberspace facts have only been a part of
all the facts in the minimum contacts test.
The real new aspect is found in the cases where the courts have
exercised jurisdiction on Cyberspace facts alone and where one of the
parties is an alien. In these relatively rare cases the courts seem to have
determined the exercise of personal jurisdiction on basis of a highly
political view.
Some courts do not want to bully the rest of the world with the
legislation of the court’s forum. They are reluctant to take a case into court,
and thus respect the right for the users outside the courts forum and
nation to be able to continue using the disputed Cyberspace facility. These
courts use the second prong in the Due Process Clause - fairness and
substantial justice - to “get rid” of Cyberspace cases. Thus, allowing the
International dimension of Due Process being the determining factor. A
“way-out” that is not available for many other nations court.
1023

Jewish Defense Organization, Inc. v. The Superior Court of Los Angeles County, 72
Cal.App.4th 1045 (Cal.App. 1999).
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Nevertheless, the research on the U.S. Cyberspace cases does show that
even having the genius and brilliance of the U.S. personal jurisdiction
system built over a few words in the 14th Amendment with a discretionary
second prong – the fairness and substantial justice – and the flexibility in
the Due Process’ “minimum contacts test”, courts in the U.S. have still had
tremendous problems adjusting the previous patterns to the world wide
networks as Cyberspace being everywhere.
This can only imply even greater problems for the courts outside the
U.S. which usually have very rigid jurisdictional rules over non-residents.
In Reno-4 the Third Circuit quoted the U.S. Supreme Court stating that
“People in different States vary in their tastes and attitudes and this
diversity is not to be strangled by the absolutism of imposed
uniformity.”1024
The U.S. Supreme Court has more than once emphasized that the
Internet is a international system and rejected in Reno-2 to apply a
“community standards” criterion to the Internet, because it would mean
“that any communication available to a nation-wide audience [would] be
judged by the standards of the community most likely to be offended by
the message.“1025
Nevertheless, a few states’ governments have tried to bully its
community standards to the Internet reaching far beyond their borders.
This is especially the case where the contents violate a state’s consumer
protections laws.
An example of this is the Minnesota Attorney General making a
website with the headline, “Warning to all Internet users and providers.”
Persons outside of Minnesota who transmit information via the Internet
knowing that information will be disseminated in Minnesota are subject to
jurisdiction in Minnesota courts for violation of state criminal and civil
laws. 1026
Whether a company solicits using the telephone, the mails, television or the
Internet, the rules against fraud and illegal conduct are the same.
There is no “Internet Exception” in our consumer protection laws.” 1027

1024

Reno-4 at 178 quoting Miller v. State of California, 413 U.S. 15, 33 (U.S. 1973).
Reno-4 at 167 and U.S. Supreme Court in Reno-2 at 877-878.
1026
<www. ag.state.mn.U.S./home/consumer/consumernews/OnlineScams/momo.html>
(Visited March 15, 1999).
1027
<www. ag.state.mn.U.S./home/consumer/consumernews/OnlineScams/ggpress.html>
(Visited March 15, 1999).
1025
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It should be inappropriate for any fortuitous court worldwide to decide
jurisdiction on only the contents – call it advertising - of a website, and try
to police the web totally selfishly only regarding its own consumer
protection and not the rest of the worlds.
In Caspi v. Microsoft Network, L.L.C,1028 the court pointed out that the
on-line computer service industry is not one without competition,
therefore, consumers are left with choices as to which service they select
for Internet access, e-mail, and other information services.1029 The court
reaffirmed, as a general matter, that enforcement of forum selection
clauses is not contrary to public policy,1030 and the issue of reasonable
notice regarding a forum selection clause is a question of law for the court
to determine.
The research of the cases in the federal republic of fifty fairly
independent states in United States of America imply that it is urgent for
the entire world before chaos happens, that the world’s courts and
governments realize that Cyberspace and Internet can only work if every
nation and every citizen respects that no rule can, in fairness, be applied if
it will influence Cyberspace or Internet. It requires thoroughly thinking
and shrinking the rules so they will not have an impact on the users of
Cyberspace and Internet outside their own territory.
The three tables outlined in Chapter I, the Introduction of this paper,
indicates instances where in some circumstances it might be necessary to
have some international rules for the new international area called
Cyberspace, just as there are special international rules for international
airspace and sea areas.
This does not necessary imply a sovereign and of the real world
separated Cyberspace jurisdiction but means simply that Cyberspace, in
every respect, is an international “territory.” In such, no nation has any
legitimate right to force its own thinking and legislation on other people.
The international society in the “brick and mortar” world, as in
Cyberspace, will only accept and follow rule-making if it is internationally
based, which reject every single areas rule (outside that special single
area). Without international rules on enforcement, a court’s decision over a
non-resident will be without effect.
Here, it is also important to mention, the U.S. courts dealing with online or click-wrap agreements and the question of choice of forum. The
1028

Caspi v. Microsoft Network, L.L.C., 323 N.J.Super. 118 (N.J.Super.Ct.Add.Div. 1999),
certification denied by Caspi v. Microsoft Network, 162 N.J. 199 (N.J. 1999).
1029
Caspi v. Microsoft Network at 123.
1030
Caspi v. Microsoft Network at 123.
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trend seems to be that U.S. courts recognize such agreements. The court in
Stomp remarked that the owner of a website can (1) include a disclaimer
that it will not sell its products outside a certain geographic area, and (2)
an interactive "click-wrap agreement" that includes a choice of venue
clause which a consumer must agree to before being allowed to purchase
any products…In this way, a local merchant may limit the jurisdictions to
which it may be haled into court.1031
Furthermore it should be pointed out that some U.S. states are about to
make so-called Cybercourts with special expertise and willing to deal with
disputes where parties have agreed to use that Cybercourt.1032 Whether
other nations will accept such agreements and rulings or not will be
another important issue.
As for the question of personal jurisdiction and Cyberspace the lesson
learned from the United States should at least be that the final test for any
court worldwide before calling a non-resident using the international
borderless “territory” of Cyberspace to its courtroom must be a
determination of whether exercise of jurisdiction is consistent with fair
play and substantial justice. Otherwise no court can later expect
enforcement of its decision over a non-resident in another nation.

1031
1032

Stomp at 1081.
New York Times Feb. 22, 2001. The states of Maryland and Michigan have announces to
make such Cybercourt in 2001.
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C. Alphabetic – Courts in Federal Circuits
State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of
Columbia
Florida
Georgia
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Hawaii
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Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
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Louisiana
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Mississippi
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New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
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Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Porto Rico

No
22
49
48
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5
1

Abbrev
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Del.
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Ind.
Iowa
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La.
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Mass.
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Minn.
Miss.
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Mont.
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Nev.
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7
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8
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9
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9
9
8
9
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9
9
9
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7
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4
1
6
8
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N.D.
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Pa.
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3
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2
4
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Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Virgin Islands
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

13
8
40
16
28
45
14
10
42
35
30
44
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S.C.
S.D.
Tenn.
Tex.
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Va.
V.I.
Wash.
W.Va.
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Wyo.

1
4
8
6
5
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2

*Until October 1., 1981 part of 5th Circuit

4
3
9
7
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Table made from basic figures from <www. glreach.com/globstats/evol.html> (visited July 26, 2000)
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E. Federal Rule Civil Procedure
UNITED STATES CODE ANNOTATED
FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
FOR
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTS
II. COMMENCEMENT OF ACTION; SERVICE OF PROCESS,
PLEADINGS, MOTIONS, AND ORDERS
RULE GOVERNING PERSONAL JURISDICITON IN FEDERAL
COURTS

RULE 4. SUMMONS
(As amended Apr. 22, 1993, effective Dec. 1, 1993.)

(a) Form.
The summons shall be signed by the clerk, bear the seal of the court, identify the
court and the parties, be directed to the defendant, and state the name and address
of the plaintiff's attorney or, if unrepresented, of the plaintiff. It shall also state the
time within which the defendant must appear and defend, and notify the
defendant that failure to do so will result in a judgment by default against the
defendant for the relief demanded in the complaint. The court may allow a
summons to be amended.
(b) Issuance.
Upon or after filing the complaint, the plaintiff may present a summons to the clerk
for signature and seal. If the summons is in proper form, the clerk shall sign, seal,
and issue it to the plaintiff for service on the defendant. A summons, or a copy of
the summons if addressed to multiple defendants, shall be issued for each
defendant to be served.
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(c) Service with Complaint; by Whom Made.
(1) A summons shall be served together with a copy of the complaint. The plaintiff
is responsible for service of a summons and complaint within the time allowed
under subdivision (m) and shall furnish the person effecting service with the
necessary copies of the summons and complaint.
(2) Service may be effected by any person who is not a party and who is at least 18
years of age. At the request of the plaintiff, however, the court may direct that
service be effected by a United States marshal, deputy United States marshal, or
other person or officer specially appointed by the court for that purpose. Such an
appointment must be made when the plaintiff is authorized to proceed in forma
pauperis pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915 or is authorized to proceed as a seaman
under 28 U.S.C. § 1916.
(d) Waiver of Service; Duty to Save Costs of Service; Request to Waive.
(1) A defendant who waives service of a summons does not thereby waive any
objection to the venue or to the jurisdiction of the court over the person of the
defendant.
(2) An individual, corporation, or association that is subject to service under
subdivision (e), (f), or (h) and that receives notice of an action in the manner
provided in this paragraph has a duty to avoid unnecessary costs of serving the
summons. To avoid costs, the plaintiff may notify such a defendant of the
commencement of the action and request that the defendant waive service of a
summons. The notice and request
(A) shall be in writing and shall be addressed directly to the defendant, if
an individual, or else to an officer or managing or general agent (or other
agent authorized by appointment or law to receive service of process) of a
defendant subject to service under subdivision (h);
(B) shall be dispatched through first-class mail or other reliable means;
(C) shall be accompanied by a copy of the complaint and shall identify the
court in which it has been filed;
(D) shall inform the defendant, by means of a text prescribed in an official
form promulgated pursuant to Rule 84, of the consequences of compliance
and of a failure to comply with the request;
(E) shall set forth the date on which the request is sent;
(F) shall allow the defendant a reasonable time to return the waiver, which
shall be at least 30 days from the date on which the request is sent, or 60
days from that date if the defendant is addressed outside any judicial
district of the United States; and
(G) shall provide the defendant with an extra copy of the notice and
request, as well as a prepaid means of compliance in writing.
If a defendant located within the United States fails to comply with a request for
waiver made by a plaintiff located within the United States, the court shall impose
the costs subsequently incurred in effecting service on the defendant unless good
cause for the failure be shown.
(3) A defendant that, before being served with process, timely returns a waiver so
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requested is not required to serve an answer to the complaint until 60 days after
the date on which the request for waiver of service was sent, or 90 days after that
date if the defendant was addressed outside any judicial district of the United
States.
(4) When the plaintiff files a waiver of service with the court, the action shall
proceed, except as provided in paragraph (3), as if a summons and complaint had
been served at the time of filing the waiver, and no proof of service shall be
required.
(5) The costs to be imposed on a defendant under paragraph (2) for failure to
comply with a request to waive service of a summons shall include the costs
subsequently incurred in effecting service under subdivision (e), (f), or (h), together
with the costs, including a reasonable attorney's fee, of any motion required to
collect the costs of service.
(e) Service Upon Individuals Within a Judicial District of the United States.
Unless otherwise provided by federal law, service upon an individual from whom
a waiver has not been obtained and filed, other than an infant or an incompetent
person, may be effected in any judicial district of the United States:
(1) pursuant to the law of the state in which the district court is located, or in which
service is effected, for the service of a summons upon the defendant in an action
brought in the courts of general jurisdiction of the State; or
(2) by delivering a copy of the summons and of the complaint to the individual
personally or by leaving copies thereof at the individual's dwelling house or usual
place of abode with some person of suitable age and discretion then residing
therein or by delivering a copy of the summons and of the complaint to an agent
authorized by appointment or by law to receive service of process.
(f) Service Upon Individuals in a Foreign Country.
Unless otherwise provided by federal law, service upon an individual from whom
a waiver has not been obtained and filed, other than an infant or an incompetent
person, may be effected in a place not within any judicial district of the United
States:
(1) by any internationally agreed means reasonably calculated to give notice, such
as those means authorized by the Hague Convention on the Service Abroad of
Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents; or
(2) if there is no internationally agreed means of service or the applicable
international agreement allows other means of service, provided that service is
reasonably calculated to give notice:
(A) in the manner prescribed by the law of the foreign country for service in
that country in an action in any of its courts of general jurisdiction; or
(B) as directed by the foreign authority in response to a letter rogatory or
letter of request; or
(C) unless prohibited by the law of the foreign country, by
(i) delivery to the individual personally of a copy of the summons
and the complaint; or
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(ii) any form of mail requiring a signed receipt, to be addressed and
dispatched by the clerk of the court to the party to be served; or
(3) by other means not prohibited by international agreement as may be directed
by the court.
(g) Service Upon Infants and Incompetent Persons.
Service upon an infant or an incompetent person in a judicial district of the United
States shall be effected in the manner prescribed by the law of the state in which
the service is made for the service of summons or other like process upon any such
defendant in an action brought in the courts of general jurisdiction of that state.
Service upon an infant or an incompetent person in a place not within any judicial
district of the United States shall be effected in the manner prescribed by
paragraph (2)(A) or (2)(B) of subdivision (f) or by such means as the court may
direct.
(h) Service Upon Corporations and Associations.
Unless otherwise provided by federal law, service upon a domestic or foreign
corporation or upon a partnership or other unincorporated association that is
subject to suit under a common name, and from which a waiver of service has not
been obtained and filed, shall be effected:
(1) in a judicial district of the United States in the manner prescribed for
individuals by subdivision (e)(1), or by delivering a copy of the summons and of
the complaint to an officer, a managing or general agent, or to any other agent
authorized by appointment or by law to receive service of process and, if the agent
is one authorized by statute to receive service and the statute so requires, by also
mailing a copy to the defendant, or
(2) in a place not within any judicial district of the United States in any manner
prescribed for individuals by subdivision (f) except personal delivery as provided
in paragraph (2)(C)(i) thereof.
(i) Service Upon the United States, and Its Agencies, Corporations, or Officers.
(1) Service upon the United States shall be effected
(A) by delivering a copy of the summons and of the complaint to the United
States attorney for the district in which the action is brought or to an
assistant United States attorney or clerical employee designated by the
United States attorney in a writing filed with the clerk of the court or by
sending a copy of the summons and of the complaint by registered or
certified mail addressed to the civil process clerk at the office of the United
States attorney and
(B) by also sending a copy of the summons and of the complaint by
registered or certified mail to the Attorney General of the United States at
Washington, District of Columbia, and
(C) in any action attacking the validity of an order of an officer or agency of
the United States not made a party, by also sending a copy of the summons
and of the complaint by registered or certified mail to the officer or agency.
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(2) Service upon an officer, agency, or corporation of the United States, shall be
effected by serving the United States in the manner prescribed by paragraph (1) of
this subdivision and by also sending a copy of the summons and of the complaint
by registered or certified mail to the officer, agency, or corporation.
(3) The court shall allow a reasonable time for service of process under this
subdivision for the purpose of curing the failure to serve multiple officers,
agencies, or corporations of the United States if the plaintiff has effected service on
either the United States attorney or the Attorney General of the United States.
(j) Service Upon Foreign, State, or Local Governments.
(1) Service upon a foreign state or a political subdivision, agency, or
instrumentality thereof shall be effected pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1608.
(2) Service upon a state, municipal corporation, or other governmental
organization subject to suit shall be effected by delivering a copy of the summons
and of the complaint to its chief executive officer or by serving the summons and
complaint in the manner prescribed by the law of that state for the service of
summons or other like process upon any such defendant.
(k) Territorial Limits of Effective Service.
(1) Service of a summons or filing a waiver of service is effective to establish
jurisdiction over the person of a defendant
(A) who could be subjected to the jurisdiction of a court of general
jurisdiction in the state in which the district court is located, or
(B) who is a party joined under Rule 14 or Rule 19 and is served at a place
within a judicial district of the United States and not more than 100 miles
from the place from which the summons issues, or
(C) who is subject to the federal interpleader jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §
1335, or
(D) when authorized by a statute of the United States.
(2) If the exercise of jurisdiction is consistent with the Constitution and laws of the
United States, serving a summons or filing a waiver of service is also effective, with
respect to claims arising under federal law, to establish personal jurisdiction over
the person of any defendant who is not subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of
general jurisdiction of any state.
(l) Proof of Service.
If service is not waived, the person effecting service shall make proof thereof to the
court. If service is made by a person other than a United States marshal or deputy
United States marshal, the person shall make affidavit thereof. Proof of service in a
place not within any judicial district of the United States shall, if effected under
paragraph (1) of subdivision (f), be made pursuant to the applicable treaty or
convention, and shall, if effected under paragraph (2) or (3) thereof, include a
receipt signed by the addressee or other evidence of delivery to the addressee
satisfactory to the court. Failure to make proof of service does not affect the
validity of the service. The court may allow proof of service to be amended.
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(m) Time Limit for Service.
If service of the summons and complaint is not made upon a defendant within 120
days after the filing of the complaint, the court, upon motion or on its own
initiative after notice to the plaintiff, shall dismiss the action without prejudice as
to that defendant or direct that service be effected within a specified time;
provided that if the plaintiff shows good cause for the failure, the court shall
extend the time for service for an appropriate period. This subdivision does not
apply to service in a foreign country pursuant to subdivision (f) or (j)(1).
(n) Seizure of Property; Service of Summons Not Feasible.
(1) If a statute of the United States so provides, the court may assert jurisdiction
over property. Notice to claimants of the property shall then be sent in the manner
provided by the statute or by service of a summons under this rule.
(2) Upon a showing that personal jurisdiction over a defendant cannot, in the
district where the action is brought, be obtained with reasonable efforts by service
of summons in any manner authorized by this rule, the court may assert
jurisdiction over any of the defendant's assets found within the district by seizing
the assets under the circumstances and in the manner provided by the law of the
state in which the district court is located.

----------

III. PLEADINGS AND MOTIONS
RULE GOVERNING HOW DEFENDANT MAKES AND PRESERVES
AN OBJECTION TO PERSONAL JURISDICTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

RULE 12. DEFENSES AND OBJECTIONS – WHEN AND HOW PRESENTED – BY
PLEADING OR MOTION – MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON PLEADING
(As amended Apr. 22, 1993, effective Dec. 1, 1993.)
(a) When Presented.
(1) Unless a different time is prescribed in a statute of the United States, a
defendant shall serve an answer
(A) within 20 days after being served with the summons and complaint, or
(B) if service of the summons has been timely waived on request under Rule
4(d), within 60 days after the date when the request for waiver was sent, or
within 90 days after that date if the defendant was addressed outside any
judicial district of the United States.
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(2) A party served with a pleading stating a cross-claim against that party shall
serve an answer thereto within 20 days after being served. The plaintiff shall serve
a reply to a counterclaim in the answer within 20 days after service of the answer,
or, if a reply is ordered by the court, within 20 days after service of the order,
unless the order otherwise directs.
(3) The United States or an officer or agency thereof shall serve an answer to the
complaint or to a cross-claim, or a reply to a counterclaim, within 60 days after the
service upon the United States attorney of the pleading in which the claim is
asserted.
(4) Unless a different time is fixed by court order, the service of a motion permitted
under this rule alters these periods of time as follows:
(A) if the court denies the motion or postpones its disposition until the trial
on the merits, the responsive pleading shall be served within 10 days after
notice of the court's action; or
(B) if the court grants a motion for a more definite statement, the responsive
pleading shall be served within 10 days after the service of the more
definite statement.
(b) How Presented.
Every defense, in law or fact, to a claim for relief in any pleading, whether a claim,
counterclaim, cross-claim, or third-party claim, shall be asserted in the responsive
pleading thereto if one is required, except that the following defenses may at the
option of the pleader be made by motion:
(1) lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter,
(2) lack of jurisdiction over the person,
(3) improper venue,
(4) insufficiency of process,
(5) insufficiency of service of process,
(6) failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted,
(7) failure to join a party under Rule 19.
A motion making any of these defenses shall be made before pleading if a further
pleading is permitted. No defense or objection is waived by being joined with one
or more other defenses or objections in a responsive pleading or motion. If a
pleading sets forth a claim for relief to which the adverse party is not required to
serve a responsive pleading, the adverse party may assert at the trial any defense
in law or fact to that claim for relief. If, on a motion asserting the defense
numbered (6) to dismiss for failure of the pleading to state a claim upon which
relief can be granted, matters outside the pleading are presented to and not
excluded by the court, the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment
and disposed of as provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable
opportunity to present all material made pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56.
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(c) Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings.
After the pleadings are closed but within such time as not to delay the trial, any
party may move for judgment on the pleadings. If, on a motion for judgment on
the pleadings, matters outside the pleadings are presented to and not excluded by
the court, the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed
of as provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable opportunity to
present all material made pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56.
(d) Preliminary Hearings.
The defenses specifically enumerated (1)-(7) in subdivision (b) of this rule, whether
made in a pleading or by motion, and the motion for judgment mentioned in
subdivision (c) of this rule shall be heard and determined before trial on
application of any party, unless the court orders that the hearing and
determination thereof be deferred until the trial.
(e) Motion for More Definite Statement.
If a pleading to which a responsive pleading is permitted is so vague or ambiguous
that a party cannot reasonably be required to frame a responsive pleading, the
party may move for a more definite statement before interposing a responsive
pleading. The motion shall point out the defects complained of and the details
desired. If the motion is granted and the order of the court is not obeyed within 10
days after notice of the order or within such other time as the court may fix, the
court may strike the pleading to which the motion was directed or make such
order as it deems just.
(f) Motion to Strike.
Upon motion made by a party before responding to a pleading or, if no responsive
pleading is permitted by these rules, upon motion made by a party within 20 days
after the service of the pleading upon the party or upon the court's own initiative
at any time, the court may order stricken from any pleading any insufficient
defense or any redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous matter.
(g) Consolidation of Defenses in Motion.
A party who makes a motion under this rule may join with it any other motions
herein provided for and then available to the party. If a party makes a motion
under this rule but omits therefrom any defense or objection then available to the
party which this rule permits to be raised by motion, the party shall not thereafter
make a motion based on the defense or objection so omitted, except a motion as
provided in subdivision (h)(2) hereof on any of the grounds there stated.
(h) Waiver or Preservation of Certain Defenses.
(1) A defense of lack of jurisdiction over the person, improper venue, insufficiency
of process, or insufficiency of service of process is waived (A) if omitted from a
motion in the circumstances described in subdivision (g), or (B) if it is neither made
by motion under this rule nor included in a responsive pleading or an amendment
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thereof permitted by Rule 15(a) to be made as a matter of course.
(2) A defense of failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, a defense
of failure to join a party indispensable under Rule 19, and an objection of failure to
state a legal defense to a claim may be made in any pleading permitted or ordered
under Rule 7(a), or by motion for judgment on the pleadings, or at the trial on the
merits.
(3) Whenever it appears by suggestion of the parties or otherwise that the court
lacks jurisdiction of the subject matter, the court shall dismiss the action.
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I. Overview-tables - Roughly
Cyberspace
Alien

III.B.e
YES
Playboy v. Tattilo
Robert-Gordon
Daimler-Bentz
Kollmorgen
Euromarket De
Northern Light
Quokka Sport
NO
Smith-Hobby
Agar v. Multi-Fluid
Weber Hotel
Black & Decker v Pro-Tech
Brown
Desktop Techn
Osteotech, Inc
Ragonese
Molnlycke Health
Harbuck
Bedreje
Soma Medical
Lauzon
Campell, Christ
Lasalle National
TY Inc
Nutrition Physion
Cornel
Berthold Types
Heathmount A
Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV
E-mail
Alton v. Wang

Non-Cyberspace
II.C.e.
(in year-order)
Perkins
Helicopteros
Worldwide Volkswagen
Kramers – British Leyl
Insurance Comp – Marina Cruz
DeJames
Fields – Sedgwick Ass
Asahi
Pacific Atlantic – Main express
Casualty Ass – Dillon
Hartford fire insurance
Amoco Egypt oil
Core-Vent Corp – Nobel
KSTP
Beverly Hills
Fluke Corp
Uberti – Leonardo
Outokumpu – Kvaerner
Cable & Wireless – FCC
Dean – Motel 6 / Accor
Kernan – Kurz-Hastings
Omi Holding – Royal ins
Evolution – Koninklijke
Imo – Kiekerts AG
Lauzon – Ribkoff
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Non-resident

Cyberspace
III.C (web-site)
Aidman v Nelson
American Homecare – Paragon
Atlantech Dist – Credit General
Barrett v Catacombs press
Blackburn – Walker Oriental Rug
Bochan v LaFontaine
Clayton v Farb
Decker v Circus Circus Hotel
E-Data v Micropatent
Edberg – Neogen Corp
Grutkowski – Steamboat lake
Hasbro v Clue Comp
Hurley v. Cancun Playa Oasis
Inset
International Star – Bowman
Jewish Defense Org
Millinnium
Minnesota v Granite Gate Resort
Patriot Systems
Rannoch
S. Morantz
Schnapp – McBride
Stomp
U.S. v Kufrovich
Zippo

Non-Cyberspace
II.C.d.
Anthem Insurance
Kennedy – Ziesmann
Nichols – Searle Co
SII Megadiamond
Southern machine
Therapy – Health
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General
Jurisdiction
Discussed

Cyberspace
III.B.d.
Non-residents
YES
Bochan v. (Harris)
Jones – Bech Aircraft
Kavo America
Mieczkowski
Remick (but not because of web)
Replacements
Wise & Remedi
NO
Agar Corp
American Eyew
Atlantech Dist – Credit General
Bancroft
Bancrofts & Mas
Barrett v Catacombs press
Bedrejo
Bellino
Blackburn
Broussard
Brown v Geha Werke
Butler
Chiaphua
CitiGroup
Clayton v Farb
Costal Video
Decker v Circus Circus Hotel
Desktop Technology
Digital Equipment
ESAB Group I
Fix My PC
Goldstein
Grutkowski – Steamboat lake
Hasbro Inc (I)
Hi-Tex
Hockerson-Halberstadt-1
Hockerson-Halberstadt-2
Hurley v. Cancun Playa Oasis
IDS Life Insurance
Inset Systems
Jewish Defense Org
Lofton
Mason Tayler
Mid City Bowling
Millinnium Entre
Mink
Molnlycke
Naxos Resourc
Naxos Resours

Non-Cyberspace
Non-residents
Anthem Insurance - YES
Nichols – Searle Co - NO
Chapter II.C.e
Aliens
Amoco Egypt Oil - NO
Beverly Hills - NO
Core-Vent Corp – Nobel - NO
Fields – Sedgwick Ass - NO
Helicopteros NO
Kernan – Kurz-Hastings - NO
Outokumpu – Kvaerner - NO
Pacific Atlantic – Main express
- NO
Perkins YES
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General
Jurisdiction
Discussed
(continued)

Cyberspace
Neogen Corp
Panavision
Roche
Rollin
Romero
Santana Product
Schnapp – McBride
SF Hotel Co
Soma Medical
Sports Authority
Tech Heads
Telephone Audi
Thompson
VP Intellectual
Weber
Westcode
Zippo
Aliens
YES
Daimler-Benz
NO
Agar – Multi-Fluid
Bedrejo
Berthold Types
Brown – Geha-Werche
Dagesse v. Plant Hotel NV
Desktop Techn
Euromarket
Harbuck
Howard – Klynvelt Peat
Lasalle National
Molnlycke
Nutrition Physion
Quokka Sports
Ragonese
Robert-Gordon
Soma Medical
Weber

Non-Cyberspace
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J. Index
14th Amendment, 29
1st Amendment, 290
28 U.S.C. § 2072, US Supreme Court make FRCP, 20
28 U.S.C.A. § 1331, Federal case, 18
28 U.S.C.A. § 1331, Federal question cases, 29
28 U.S.C.A. § 1391, Venue, 19
47 U.S.C. § 230 - The Communications Decency Act of 1996, 130
4th Amendment, 285
5th Amendment, 29
A Uniform System of Citations. See Blue Book
Abbrevation over states. See Courts in Federal Circuits - Alphabetic
Abbreviations for statutes, rules and cases, 407
Access-contracts, 81
ACPA. See Anti-Cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act
Activity label-categorizing, 309
Activity-line for Trade/Commercial sites, 322
Administrative law, 13
Anti-Cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act, 25, 143
Approaches for finding law. See Finding law
Attachment jurisdiction, 26
Banner ads, 357
Blue Book, 13
Blue Note case, 270
Blurb, 13
Bulletin board, 284
But for-test, 42
Calder effects test. See Effect Test
Case, Table over, 410
Cases decided on Cyberspace-relation alone, 137
Categorize, definition of, 310
Category, definition of, 310
CDA of 1996. See 47 U.S.C. § 230, Communications Decency Act
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Chart on Federal and State Courts in general, 390
Claims Court. See Federal Circuit
Classification, definition of, 310
Clearly doing business, 314
Click-through, 81
Click-wrap, 81
Commerce Clause, 98
Common law, 13
Communications Decency Act of 1996. See 47 U.S.C. § 230
Cookies, 286
Courts in Federal Circuits - Alphabetic, 392
Courts of Appeals. See US Courts of Appeals
Currency. See International currency
Cyberpiracy, 107
Cyberspace, 1
Cyberspace & Jurisdiction on Aliens, 227
Cyberspace Jurisdiction in US, 95
Cybersquatting, 107
Descriptive word, 14
Development of Due Process over Non-residents in US, 37
Digest, 13
Disclaimer, 114
District of Columbia, 18
Diversity jurisdiction, 18
Diversity venue, 19
Dormant Commerce Clause, 98
Due Process Clause, 29
Effects test, 41
E-mail, 278
Fairness factors, 33
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